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Introduction

Though our focus is extending classification theory in various directions,

there is here material which, I think, will interest researchers in quite

different directions: general topology, Boolean algebras, set theory (mainly

on coding sets) monadic logic and the theory of modules.

The only paper dealing directly with first order theories is a) of the Notes.

A long time ago, in solving a problem of Keisler, we showed that if a .say

countably first order) theory T, has only homogeneous models in one A >

then this occurs in every JJ, > However this was done for sequence

homogeneous models and here we prove the parallel theorem for model

homogeneous m odels.!

In 2) we continue the classification of theories over a predicate. Here

amalgamation properties over finite diagrams of models playa prominent

part, and the combinatorics involving the non-structure theorems becomes

much harder. Hence we do it by forcing. We' also restrict ourselves to

theories without two-cardinal models. This will be continued and the

classification (for countable theories in a convenient set theory) will be com-

pleted in a paper together with Brad Hart.

Another generalization is the classification of first-order T under any

first-order definable quantifiers. We know much on this by previous works of

1 Some further light is thrown on the proof by the following theorem,
Th.:Ii T is countable superstable unidimensional, then one of the following occurs;
(1) T is categorical in every uncountable cardinal
(2) T has the maximal of models in every uncountable cardinals
(3) The number of models of T of power A is

Minf2A,22 oJ
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Baldwin together with the author and of the author. An important case left

open in the latter are the pairs (T, Qmon) (monadic logic) for T unstable; it was

known that if some monadic expansion of T has the independence property

the pair was "complicated" e.g. has Hanf numbers like second-order logic.

Here we prove that the other pairs in this case, are all similar and have

smaller Hanf numbers.

A more basic question is whether we can classify generalized quantifiers

which are definable in logics. For this we deal with the

quantification on a family K of relations over a fix universe U, closed under

isomorphism. Surprisingly, we a reasonable picture when we classify

them under the suitable equivalence relation of binterpretability or

biiexpressability; essentially, equivalence relations are enough and they are

well understood. Also a nice surprise is the use of techniques from

classification of first-order theories.

Next let us turn to non-structure results. For infinitary languages we

show that for singular cardinals, the infinitary logic not only does not provide

us with Scott sentences, we even do not have a nice dichotomy for no (M).

We use a development of the non-structure techniques to' get Boolean

algebras with few endomorphisms in most cardinals (in fact, satisfying the

countable chain condition.)

Other results on Boolean algebras (or, essentially equivalently, on com-

pact spaces) are on the possible number of ideals. Those numbers, though

they do not actually have to be powers, have to satisfy strong (such) condi-

tions. We also obtain strong restrictions on the cofinalities on the cardinal

invariants s (X),z (X),h (Z).

Many times non-structure theorems have required set theoretic investi-

gations, as e.g. in "classification of non elementary classes 1" the non-

saturatedness of a natural ideals is used. We prove here e.g. that the ideal of
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non-stationary subsets of "'1 is not assuming WCH (in (a) of the

Notes).

Zwicker has recently introduced stationary coding. His reason was gen-

eralizing the theory of usual stationary sets, to stationary subsets of P lI:(A). It

seems reasonable that such sets could be used in uniformizing and

strengthening non-structure theorems, but existence theorems were lacking.

In the two papers dealing with stationary codings we get various existence

theorems. Mainly for this we deal again with the club filter of A+ or P/C(A+)

concentrating on the 'wrong' cofinality getting non A+-saturatedness and gen-

eralizations. In e) of the Notes we prove in ZFC existence of weak variants of

squares. Two other papers deal with modules. In one we prove (in ZFC) the

existence of a non-standard uniserialmodule over some uniserial domains.

This was a serious problem in the manuscript of Fuchs and Salce and many

theorems were easier for standard such models. In the other (b) of the Notes)

we investigate when abelian groups can be represented as the union of few

free ones. Lastly one note deals with finite models.
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CLASSIFYING GENERALIZED QUANTIFIERS

Abstract : Finding a universe 11 we prove that any quantifier ranging on a

family of n -place relations over 11. is bi-expressible with a quantifier ranging

over a family of equivalence relations, provided that V=L. Most of the analysis

is carried assuming ZFC only and for a stronger equivalence relation, also we

find independence results in the other direction.

Notation:

1) means b-=<bi:i<n),c=<ci:i<n), and: a) biEA iff ciEA, b) biEA

implies bi=ci' c) bi=bj iff ci=Cj.

2) For a set b. of <p(x) ( <p a formula, x a finite sequence of variables including

all variables occurring freely in <p),

tp,.,(b,A,M)=I<P(x,a): <p(X,rJ)ElJ., aeA and M!=<p[b,aJ!

We omit M when its identity is clear, and when M=(1},R) write R instead of M.

Replacing b. by bs means b.=f<p(x):<p atomic or negation of atomic Iormula]. We

write <p instead 1<P;' and lJ. will be always finite.

3) Sf (A ,M)=ltp&(b.A ,M):b«u: (b)=m I

In [Sh3] we gave a complete classification of a class of second order

quantifiers: those which are first-order definable (see below an exact
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definition). We find that for infinite models up to a very strong notion of

equivalence, biinterpretability, there are only four such quantifiers: first

order, monadic, one-to-one partial functions, and second-order.

Our aim here is to see what occurs if we remove the restriction that

the quantifier is first order definable. As we do not want to replace this by a

specific of-definable (of-some logic) we restrict ourselves to a fix infinite

universe 11 If we then want to restrict ourselves to of-definable quantifiers, we

will be able to remove the restriction to a fix universe 11
Let us now make some conventions and definitions.

0.1 convention : 1) 1jwill be a fix infinite universe

2) K will denote a family of n -place relation over 11. (for a

natural number n =n(K», closed under isomorphism, i.e. if R1, Rz are n

place relations on 11. (11. R 1) (1), Rz) then R 1 E K iff Rz E K.

3) Let K denote a finite sequence of such K's.

K =(Ke: L <Q(K», K1 (K1,I: L

4) Dom R = u!a: t=R(aH ,n=n(R) if R is an n-place relation

(or predicate; we shall not strictly distinguish).

0.2 Definition : For any K,3.K (or QK) denote a second order quantifier,

intended to vary on members of K. More exactly, L (3.K " ... , 3.K;,) is defined

like the first order logic but we have for cach l = 1, m (infinitely many) vari-

ables R which serve as n (Kt )-place predicates, and we can form (3..KjR)rp for a

formula rp. Defining satisfaction, we look only at models with universe 11. and
t=(3.KIl R)rp(R, ... ) iff for some ROEKe, rp(RO, ... ).

Remark : Note that quantifiers depending on parameters are not allowed. e.g.

on automorphisms; on such quantifiers see [Sh4], [Sh5], [Sh6].

0.3 Definition: We say that K (or QK) is of- definable (.,ia logic) if there is a

formula rp(R)Eof,R the only free variable of rp, and is appropriate, i.e. an

n (K)-place predicate, such that for any nplace relation R on 11
(11. R) t=rp(R) iff REK

0.4 Definition : We say that 3.K1 3.Ke (3.K
1
is interpretable in ::iKe) iff for

some first-order formula iJ (x, S)=iJ (xo, ... , xn (K ,) l ' So' ... , 571.1) , ( each

51 an n(Kz)place predicate) the following holds:
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(*) for every R I EKI there are So'' .. , Sn-I EK2 such that

(U SO' ... , Sm-I) F (Vx)[RI(x)= 11(x, So' ... , Sm-I)]

Remark : We can define 3.Ka similarly, by letting 11 E of, but we have no

need.

Aweaker notion is

0.5 Definition : 1) We say that 3.K2 (3 K1 is expressible by 3:K2 ) if there is

a formula 11(x,So, ... ,Sm-I) in the logic L(3.K2) such that:

(*) for every RIEKI, there are So'' .. , Sm-I EK2 such that

(U SO' ... , Sm-I) F (Vx)[RI(x)=11{x, So' ... , Sm-I)] .

2) We say that 3 K1 ( is invariantly expressible by 3 K2) if there is

a formula 11(x ,So, ... , Sm-I) in the logic L(3Ke) such that:

(*) for every R I E KI there are So' ... ,Sm-I E K 2 such that for every K 3

which extends K2 , letting 11' is 11 when we replace 3K2 by 3K3 :

0.6 Definition : 1) We say

and 3Ka 3:K1 .

2) We say 3:Ka =exp 3.Ka ( 3:K1' 3Ke are biexpressible) if and

Similarly for ""inez : 3K1=inex3Ka ( 3.Ke'3.K1 are invariantly biexpressible) if

3. Ke and 3.K?inex3K1.

k
3) We can define 3K1 ... ,3Ki:_

1
l as in Def. 0.4, but So' ... , E U , we

i=l

let 3:K stand for I 3.Ko'···' I where K=<Ko, " " Kk - I ) ; we define

3.It if for each ; we also define expressible ,invariantly

expressible, biinterpratable and (invariantly) biexpressible similarly.

0.7 Notation 1) If R1 is an nl-place relation let
n-I
L; R1 = (ao ... ERd·
1=0

n-I n-I
2) Let L; Ii,. = I L; Rl : R1EKi for l <n I.

1=0 1=0

3) 3.R stand for 3 K where K=(RI: {U R· .. )I.
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0.8 Lemma : 1) and are partial quasi orders, hence ""'int' ""'inez'

are equivalence relations.

2) 3l(1 3l(2 implies 3l(1 which implies 3l(1 3l(2.

3) 3l( , and 3 K are biinterpratable if K=L:;Ri or K=URi (n(Ri) constant in the
i i

second case).

0.9 Lermna : 1) If K1 ' K2 are el-definable (i.e. each Kt,i is) and 3[(1 3[(.

then we can recursively attaeh to every formula in el(3K) an equivalent for-

mula in "i(3K).

2) If K1 ' K2 are "i-definable, 3l(2 then the set of valid "i( ... 3 K) 

sentences in recursive in the set of valid "i(3K) -sentences.

Remark : The need of " el-definable " is clearly necessary. Though at first

glance the conclusions of 0.9 may seem the natural definition of interprat-

able, I think reflection will lead us to see it isn't.

0.10 Definition : 1) We say that 31?, 31? for a family of pairs (K1, K2 ) , uni-

formly, if the formulas 'iiI (l <L (K1» depend on the

n (KU ) ' n (K2,j ) ' (i <L (K1) , j <L (K2» only. (Clearly if we have only finitely many

candidates for 'iiI ' it does not matter).

2) We use similar notions for '=int' =exp' =inex'

§1 On some specific quantifiers.

1.1 Definition: 1) Let = lA c.1): IA I IU-A Il
2) but we write Qron for 3Kr"n , and similarly for the other quantifiers defined

below.

3) = If: f is a partial one-to-one function.

[Dorn (f) I =A IU-Dom (f )Rang (f) Il·
4) = lE:E is an equivalence relation on some Ac.1j, with A equivalence

classes, each of power u, and IU-A I = lUll.
5) For A we let

=lE:E is an equivalence relation, every equivalence class of E has

power <p: , for each «<u, E has exactly A equivalence classes of

power tc, and IU-Dom (E) I= lUll.
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and= u K':.:<jJ.
x<'A

and7)

6) K'J..?<p. =fE:E is an equivalence relation, with A equivalence classes, each of

power <JL and IU-Dom E I=lUll·

= U Kf:0n, = U
p.<'A p.<'A

=U
x<'A
X""'I'

of course, u K':.:jJ.' K'J..q = K'J..?'A' =
x<'A

Remark : Of course, always IDarn E I 1111.
1.2 Claim: Let All results are uniform.

1) Q"t0n =int and ; is 3R for some R ; and

=int Q!:<jJ.'

2) Ql-1 =int ,and QJi:1 ; iS3R for some R

, and =int .

1.3 Claim : Let all results are uniform.

1) Q1?p. =int and

2) If A+>11 Q:eq =. t Qeq"-,-, ",<:'jJ. '\.n <A ,<po .

3) if (YREKHIDomRI<A] (when A is infinite, for A finite

[Dorn R InCR) (A-1)2 is needed).

4) :l<kl iff for some l , or

or or A < Me AJL < Me (but in the last three cases the interpre-

tation is not uniform.)

Proof : Left to the reader.

1.4 Lemma : The following holds uniformly:

1) if and

2) Q1?p. if and

3) Q =inex =inex for A>Mo

4) =inex =inex for A=Mo

Remark: 1) Clearly in (1) we get biinterpretability.

2) Because of the uniformity e.g. (2) implies if A>2P.,

Proof: Repeat the proofs in [Sh1]. [Sh2].

1.5 Lemma : 1) For any K consisting of equivalence relations for some

n, At' f-£t(l<n), 3K =int : l<nl·



2) For any n,AI,f.LI(l<n)

3E =int IQrL.Ll : l <n j.

6

for some equivalence relation E,

Remark : This lemma enables us to concentrate on analyzing quantifiers of

the form 3 R .

1.6 Lemma: For infinite cardinals A,f.L,X,JL: Q'i;p- if! Q'i;p- if!

X:;;; A A I(; :;;; f.L or X+I(; :;;; A A X+ I(; :;;; 2P-.

Proof: The first condition implies the second trivially the third implies the

first by 1.3(1) (if X:;;; A A I(; :;;; f.L) 1.4( 1), (if X + I(; :;;; A,2P-) 1.4(2) (if 2P-:;;; A , 1(;:;;; A

and X:;;; 2P-). Now we assume the second is exemplified by So' , . , ,Sm-l E K'i;p-

and suppose E E J<lf<.?" is definable by an L(Q'i?p-)-formula (with So' ... ,Sm-l

the only non logical symbols, w.l.o.g. the elements were absorbed). The first

case will be /I. f.L. Let E' be the transitive closure of \/ x SLY (with domain
l<m

U Dom Sd· Then E' is an equivalence relation with :;;; /I. equivalence classes,
l<m
each of power :;;; u, hence U can be represented as the disjoint union of

e
Ai(i < a. :;;; /I.) such that Sl = U (Sl r Hence a permutation f is an auto-

i<a

morphism of (USo,.··, Sm-I) iff

i ,J is an isomorphism

(Ah(i), So t Ah(i), ... ,Sm-l t Ah(i))'

for some permutation h of a. for each

from So Ai, ... ,Sm-l onto

Let Ai = lai,j : i < ii :;;; f.LJ and define E+: iff i 1 =12 and for

some automorphism f of (U.So, ... ,S'm-l), f (aidl) =aie,ie' Clearly E+ is an

equivalence relation on U Ai with 2P- equivalence classes, and if B is an
i

E+-equivalence class then every permutation of it can be extended to an

automorphism of (U.S o, ... ,Sm-l)' Let Bi (i < 7:;;; 2P-) list the E+-equivalence

classes.

Let B' = ulBi : (3X #' Y E Bi)xEy I, B" =UBi: Bi <Z B', Is; I > 21,

B'·' = ulBi : IBi I:;;; 2j. So on B' (Yxy E B*)(xE+y -+ x.FJy) i.e. E+ refine

E"and so E has :;;; 2P- equivalence classes, each of power :;;; IB* I :;;; I I :;;; A.
i
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Next on B·· , E· refine E': for suppose xEy but -es: y, let i < 'Y be such that

y E Bi , as y E B·· clearly there is v' E Bi , -xE·y', -yFJy' by a suitable auto

morphism necessarily xFJy' but E is transitive and symmetric contradiction

to the definition of B··. So E B O
• has A equivalence classes each of power

JL. Thirdly on B··· ,E Boo has equivalence classes each of power 2JL,

(as IB"'I 2JL. Lastly on U- B· U B·· U B··· = U- uAt, E is the equality.
i

By 1.3(4) we finish.

§2 Monadic analysis of 3R

Our aim is to interpret Qron in 3R for a maximal A and show that except on A

elements R is trivial. So continuing later the analysis of 3R, we can instead

analyze (QrDn, 3R,l where [Dorn This is made exact below.

2.1 Defmition : For any relation R let

Ao = AO (R) = MinflA 1: AcU, and for every sequences

b,CEU(of length n(R)) . bRlAc implies R[b]=R[c]l.

where bRlAc iff tpbs(b,A,=)=tPbs(b,A,=).

Note that RI.

2.2 Theorem : 1) Uniformly 3R·

2) Uniformly 3R=intf3R" I for some R I , [Dorn Rd =Ao(R), n(RI)=n(R) .

Proof: 1)

Case I : Ao(R) is an infinite regular cardinal.

Let J(m=( Rl"':l <m>denote a sequence of n (H)place predicates or relations,

(1J,Rl)!?!:(1J,R) , and A=A(J(m) denote a set of formulas of the form r.p(x,J(m)

closed under permuting the variables and identifying them. Let k =k (A(J(),J()

be the minimal natural number such that:

(*) there is a formula r.p=r.p(x ,y ,J?)EA with l (x)=l (y) = k , and sequence

a,l(a)=l(y) such that for every AdJ. IA I<Ao(R) there are sequences b,G of

length k , such that but bRlAc.

Let k(A(J?m)) be the minimal k(A(]?m,)J?m)

By the definition of Ao(H), k: =n(R), r.p=R(x) satisfies (*) for a the empty

sequence. By the mmimahty of k: we can assume that b,G are disjoint to A ,
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and with no repetitions. Clearly as /A I<AO 11)1 , 1) infinite, for any such

A,b,c we can find bl (l=o,2k) such that bo=b,b211;=c and bl,bl+ l differ at

exactly one coordinate each bl disjoint to A and without repetition. So

w.l.o.g. in (*) b=<b (and ,C > is disjoint to A and with no

repetition, and let so cp=(x.z,ll).) Possibly z is empty ( i.e. k=l )

and then our conclusion is immediate as fb: I=cp[b .zr]] and [c : 1= -cp(c .zr)] has
power "2Ao (H) .

By the choice of k=k (a,R) for every eE1) there is Aecu' IAe I<Ao(H),eEAe
such that for every d l RlA.dz (d 1,dz of length k -1) cp(e ,dl,(i,R)=cp(e ,dz,a,R).

Now we define by induction on l , for 1:=O,n(H)-l a set of formulas b.l=al(Rl)
where Rl=< Hl,i:i<2l):

ao(Ro)= the closure of fHo,o(xo . . . . .xn-lH under permuting and identifying

the variables.

al +1(Rl + l )= the closure of

f(Yz)[cp(z,x,Hl+l,O"" ,Hl+ l,ZI_l)=CP(z,x,Hl+ 1,ZI, ... Hl+1,ZI+ZI_l)]:

cp(z.x.Hl,O' ... ,Ht ,21_ l ) E:a t (RtH Ufcp(x,Hl+ 1,O' ... ):cp(x.Hl,o,··· )E:al(RlH

under permuting and identifying the variables.

Now we shall prove by induction on l that

(**)lk (al (Rl -l.

For l =0, as we have mentioned above, this follows from the definition of

x, (H).
So we assume (**)t and prove (**)l+1' As (*)l holds there are relations

Hi (i<2l), (U,Ri)'::!.(U,H) and k(at(Rt))=k(al(Rt),R) • where R=<Ri:i<2l), and

let a;, cp(x,ll,R) exemplify (*) for k=k(b.t+l(Rt)). If k=l we finish of course,

otherwise we shall prove that k >k (al+1(Rt+ l)) ; this suffices of course.

Now for every 1jI=1jI(U,fJ,R)Eb.l(R), l(u)<k, and ad/' there is a set At,ad/of

power <Ao(H) such that: if bRlA e , l(b)=l(c)=l(u)-l(a) then".B
1=,,[b,a.R,]=,¥,[c,a,R]. We can assume acA".a .

Now we -dertne by induction on ex < Ao(H) do.' b a' C a as follows. First let

Ag= U d(r< b(l,c(l) U a * , and l(a)<k and 1jIEal(R)J. Now
(l<a

by the discussion after (*) there is do. ba'C a) disjoint to Aa and without

repetitions, such that I=cp[ba,da,ao]l\-cp[ca.da,ao]
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What are the truth values ta,p of cp[ba,dp,a;·] and sa,p of cp[ca,dp,a;*] ? Clearly

if a=f3 then ta,p is truth sa,p is false. If a>(3, then we should remember that

A<p,il,-a 'CA a, hence ba'Caft A<p.il,-u;·' Hence la,fl=t; =sa,fl=s;, If a<fI then let

17(z,x ,y ,R)=cp(x ,z ,y ,R), and remembering that A",<b ..>-a·CA fl,A",<c ..>-a·' and

d a is disjoint to Ap, it is clear that ta,p=t;, sa,p=s;;.

As we can replace <s; a>:a<Ao(R)>by any subsequence of length

Ao(R) w.l.o.g. t:=t+, t;;=t- and s;;=s- for every a<Ao(R) we can assume t+ is

truth (otherwise interchange cp and -q;, b a and c a in the rest).

Now let h be the following permutation of 1): h (CSa+l)=c Sa+2' h. (c Sa+2)=c Sa+l

and h(c)=c for any other element. Next, let for 2t:S:i<2t + 1, Jr=h(Ri-2L
) and

let Rt+1=<Ri:i<zl+1) , R
1=<R

i+2d<2
l). Now

(a) 1/I(z,y,Rl+1)=(Vx)[ cp(x,z ,y ,R)=cp(x ,z,Y,R1)] belong to Al+1(Rl+1).
(b) !=1/I(dsp,a;' ,Rl +1) for fJ<Ao(R) , This is equivalent to saying that h maps

(e EU FCP[e ,d3P' CZ ' ,RB into itself ( as h.-l=h ). i.e. we should prove

!=cp[e,dSfl,a;' implies q;[h (e),dSfl,a;' ,R1
]. If e=h(e) this is trivial. Ot.herwise..

e=cSa+i' iE(1,2l and h(e)=cSfl+(3-i) if this follows from

S3a+i,3p=S:3a+(3-i),fl=t+ (as 3a+i,3a+(3-i»3f3) ; if f3<a this follows from

S3a+i,3p=S:3a+(3-i),3P=S- ( as 3a+i, 3a+(3-i) <3(3).

(c) F-t[d3P+1,a;' ,R ] for f3<Ao(R) Just substitute x=cSP+2 for the (Vx) in t's
definition.

(d) The sequences (dp:f3<AO(R )J are pairwise disjoint. This is because for

°-r<f3, dflCAp CAa·
Now (a), (b), (c), (d) together show that k (A(Hl+1),Hl+ 1)<k Hence

k(Al+1(Hl+1))<k:s:n-l ( or k=l and then h(Al+l(Rl+l)=k((AI)(Hl))' So we have

done the induction step in proving (**).

Now (**)n(R)-l show that for a", R ((URt)'=i.(UR)) and cp(x,y,R) , the powers

of [c EU Fq;[c ,ii' ,R]J and of [c EU F .a" ,R]J are at least Ao(R) , and we get

the required interpretation.

Case IT : Ao(R)< lUI ( and in particular Ao(R) finite)

Let Ad/be a set of power Ao(R), such that bRjAC implies R[b]=R[c]. As 1) is

infinite, we can find distinct diE1)-A (i<n(R)2). Define d=<di:i<n(R)2) ,

cp'(x,d,R)=/\ l(3yo, ... ,Yk-l) [ the elements Yo, ... 'Yk-l'x are pairwise dis-

tinct and if the elements Yo, ... 'Yk-l' dm , x are pairwise distinct then
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is an atomic formula in L(R)(so m<n(R)2, m,k are natural

numbers [. By the choice of A, x A -q/ (x ,d), hence

B=!x dl W=cp*[x ,dB is a subset of A. Clearly (uniformly) hence it

suffices to prove IB I=Ao(R) which follows from

(*) if b'=:!BC then R[b]==R[c]

for this it suffices to prove:

(**) if cp(X,R)EL(R) is atomic, b,c are sequences of length without

repetition then implies q;(b,R)=q;(c,R).

Let be sequences from 1), without repetition, b O,c1 disjoint to

B ; by the transitivity of == , w.l.o.g. C 1 is disjoint to d, so for some

i, (di,di+l, ... ,di+lc-1) (where k=l(co)) is disjoint to Co (and obviously to

( 1)·

Now we shall prove that for every atomic

q;(x,g,R),l(x)=k, l(g)=l (b) J=q;(ct,b,r)==q;( di, ... ,) ,b,R) thus finishing. For

this we define such that each ct,m is with no repetitions, disjoint

to B, b,ct,o=Ct, Cl,lc=(di,··. ,di+k - 1) , cl,m+l' cl,m are distinct in one place

only. By the definition of B ( and q; ) for every atomic

q;(x,g,R), J=q;(Cl,m,b,R)==q;(Cl,m+l,b,R) so we finish easily.

Case Ill. Ao(R) a singular cardinal.

We fix the relation R; now for every atomic formula q;(x ,f] ,R) E L(R) and

s « 11. q;(x,b,R) define an l (x)-place relation on 11. let Ao(q;(x,b),R)) be as

defined as in DeL 2.1. Clearly the number of atomic q;(x,f],R) (with no

dummy variable, x g C !xi : i < m (R)D is finite, and we can find q; and b

such that 7I.o(cp(x,b,R)) =Ao(R) and (under this restriction) l(x) is minimal.

Clearly l (x) > 0 (as A = q, would serve), if n =1 we finish trivially. So assume

l(x»l, let x By the choice of cp,b, for every

C ,AO(q;(Z,C ,b,R)) < Ao(R) and let Ac C 1)be such that

(1) lAc I =AO(q;(Z,c ,b,R)) lUI
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For each c, by case II there are an atomic 'I/Ic (x ,'!Ii,R) and dc E:U such

that I : 1= 'I/Ie{a,de,RHI = Ao{9'{Z,c ,fi,R)) = lAc I ; note there are only

finitely many possible 'I/Ie's

Subcase ill a: IAe I =Ao{R).

Let Ao{R) E J1.t; where ,,= cf (Ao{R)), and each JJ.t; is regular < Ao{R). So
t;<1C

assume lAc, I J1.i' so by Case I.I applied to 9'{z,ci,R) we can interprete

unformly and even and moreover in this case, we have at; ({"</C)

such that Ife E:1! 1=9'[e, at;, RJlI <Ao{R) (at; is do. for some a. ). In par

ticular we can interprete Q,,:on. Let R= U at; and E be the following
t;<1C

equivalence relation on 11 bEc iff for every aCP, 9'[b ,a,R]=9'[c ,a,R]. Let

be a list of the equivalence classes of E. If has power

we get our conclusion easily; this holds also if there are at least two

Ai of power or even if 3up I=Ao{R) By the choice of P the only

case left is I ii: I=1J So let a«(a.<An(R)) be pairwise non E-

equivalent aifl P. Define a permutation :h{aSa+i)=aSa.+P-i for i=1,2 and

h{e)=e otherwise. Define R, Rl• as in case I and 9"{x, P, =(V

xo, ... ,xk-Z) [!\Pi{xd->9'{x,xo ' ... ,xk-Z, R)=9'{x, xo, ... ,xk-Z, R 1
)] Now we

i<k
finish: 9"[ap, P,R] iff f3 is divisible by 3 ( for f3<Ao(R).

Subcase ill b: I U (Ae II Ao{R) but not II a.
CE1j

By case II we know Ac is definable (uniformly) from 5 >. Hence we can

choose for i < Ao{R) ci,ei such that ei E Ae" ei #- ci' and ci,ei f/ !cj,ej : j < il.
By Hajrial free subset theorem (See [H]) w.l.o.g.

Let g be the following permutation of 11:
g(e3i+l) = e3i+Z
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Let Ro =R, R1 = g (R), then

1f!(x ,b,Ro,R1) ,b ,R1)]

is as required.

Case ill c : not III a.b,

So for some B cUI B I <Ao(R) , [c E11-B ===;;> Ac -fc l c B]; w.l.o.g.

[c E B ===;;> Ac c B].

Let de U-B, l(d)=l(z); now for every set p c 11. ID I < Ao(R) there are

1> disjoint to DUB U d without repetition,

gJ(dl,c l,b,R) == - gJ(d2,c2,b,R) (by the choice of gJ,b). As ACt - fc deB,

rp(d1,c l,lj',R) gJ(d,c 1,b,R).

and similarly

hence

gJ(d,c l,b,R) - gJ(d,c2,b,R)

We can conclude that gJ(d,x ,b,R) divide Uto two subsets each of cardinality

Ao(R).

Remark: In case III the only use of "7I.o(R) singular" is

[sup lAc I < Ao(l) ===;;> sup lAc 1+ < Ao(R)], but with a little more work we can
CEU cEU

bound the numbers of copies of R used independently of R.

Proof of 2.2(2) :

If Ao(R)= lUI we choose Rl=R and have nothing new to prove. If 7I.o(R)< lUI, let
gJi(xi'Yi,R) (i<m) list all atomic formulas in L(R), l (xi)=ki > 0,

l(xi) + l(Yi):5.n(R), and w.l.o.g. ki=n(R)===;;>i=O. Let d i (O<i <2n (R ) ) be distinct

element of U-B, B from case II above. Of course, we can concentrate on the

case n(R»1. Let

Rl=f<a, ... ,a):aEBlUf(al, ... ,an(R): t=R[a 1, · · · ,an(R)],a l , · · · ,an(R)
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are distinct members of ... ,ak"di,···)· lsi<m, at,··· ,ak,

distinct members of B and for all distinct bl (l<l(f!i)) from

1j-B, ,),RH.

§3 The one-to-one function analysis

The aim of this section is similar to the previous one, going one step further,

i.e. we want to analyse J R , interpreting in it Q-J..-t for a maximal A, hoping that

" the remainder" has domain SA.

3.1 Definition: Let At = At(R) be Sup!Utpbs (a ,A,R):aE1j-Aj: Ac1lJ
3.2 Fact : At (R)SAO(R)

3.3 Claim: Q-J..
1
Ck)Sint3R uniformly, if the sup is obtained.

Proof : Suppose h. is a one-to-one, one place 'partial' function from 1j to 1j ,

with [Dom h. ISAt(R). Let Ac1j be such that Itpbs(a,A,R):aE1j-A has cardi-

nality A ';;/Al(R). So we can find aiE1j-A(i<A) such that tpbs(ai,A,R) are pair-

wise distinct and w.l.o.g. Let h=l(bi,Ci):i<AI ,w.l.o.g.

bi,cifl A and we can find F t,F2 permutation of Uwhich are the identity on A

such that F'l(ai)=bi. F'2(ai)=ci' (they exist - see Def. 1.1(3).) Let R 1=F't(R),

and R2=F2(R) and define the monadic relations

Po=A, P 1=!bi:i<AI. P2=fci:i<AI (all of power SAo(R)) Let

rp(x ,y 'PO,Pt,P2,Rt,R2) "say" that for every atomic ,Z,R)EL(R) and

ZEPO, and P t(x),P2(y).
3.4 Lemma : There is a set A such that

1) IA IS5(n(R)+2)n(R)At(R), furthermore, if the sup is not obtained in the

definition of At then IA I<At.

2) Let EA be the equivalence relation:

tpbs(a,A,R)=tPbs(b ,A ,R)

If b="c and biEAci for all i<l(b) then R(b)=R(c).

Proof We define by induction on lsn(R)+2 sets Al such that

[m<l4AmCAtJ, IAlls5ln(R)At(R), and if the sup is not obtained, IAll<At(R) ;

we shall show that An(R)+2 satisfies the requirements of the lemma.

Let Ao=ep
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If Al is given, we define by induction on i a}, At such that

1) Ab =A l

2) At is increasing, continuous(in i).

3) a}ft Aj for any i .i .
4) IAt+1-AtIS:2(n(R)-1)

5) If a Bci., a#{3, then hence

For some i=i(l) (which is necessarily <A1(R)+) we cannot continue, i.e. At is

defined but not a},At+1 . Define A;+1 u u At,
i<i(l)

Al+1 Al'+1 U la} : i < i(lH U lb: the basic type realized over

Al U U Alula}: i<i(lH by b is realized by S:3n(R) elements J .
i<i(l)

So IAl'+llS: IAll +2(n(R)-1)li(l)1 + li(l)1 = IAll+2n(R)A1(R),

and IA/+1 Is: IAll + 2n(R)A1(R) + 3n(R)A1(R):=:; 5n(R)(l+1)A1(R) if the sup

in Definition 3.1 is not obtaine the inequality is strict. We prove A=An(R)+2

satisfies the requirements of the lemma. It is easy to see IA I is as required

(in demand (1) of 3.4).

Suppose R(b), -R(e) and bmEAcm for m<n(R) and There are at most

n(R) l's such that bnAl+1#b nAl so we choose l such that bnAl+1CAl and

hence e nAl+1CAl' Hence we may for simplicity assume:

e nAl +1=bnAl =4J and t; e are without repetitions.

Let B=Al U U At so I\. bmEBcm and Ibml EB (R). Now we can define
i<i{t) m<n(R)

die (k=O, ... ,n(R)), each of length n(R), b=do, e=dn(R), die with no repeti

tions, I\. bmEBdle m and 11m :die m mJIS:1. So, as in proof of the
m<n(R) ' "

monadic case, we may assume R(b)A -R(c), b,e without repetitions,

b=( e e=(1

Notice there is j<i(l) such that e,aj realize the same basic type over U A}
iSi(l)

(as, if not, we could let Al(l)+1 =At(l) and aiel) =e. ) w.l.o.g. assume R(aj,a).

(otherwise use -R) and R[ej,a] , (otherwise interchange e and I).

3.4 A Claim: We can let A{(l)+1 =AtCi) Ua, a}Cl) =1 and hence get a contradic

tion to the definition of i(l).

Proof : Suppose tPbs (f ,A}(t)+d=tPbs (a},A}Cl)+d
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if i j tPbs (f ,Af(l)+1 ) :JtPbs (f ,Af(l) )=tPbs (e ,Af(l))=tPbs (aj ,At(l)) (al,A[(l))

contr.

If i=j use R(x ,0:).

So we have proved 3.4A, hence 3.4.

3.4B Claim : The sup is obtained in the definition of Al(R)

Proof: Suppose not, by the lemma, we can find A such that IA I<Al(R) and

(Yb,c)[ . /\ Clearly (a/ EA : a E U-AJ has power
Hn(R)

< A, then for all B

I (tPbs (a,B):a EU-BJ I;s; IA 1+ I(tPbs (a ,BUA ):aE1)-BJ I < AI, contradiction.

3.5 Conclusion : is bi-interpretable with ' where

[Dorn Rtl55(n(R)+2)2A1(R), E an equivalence relation. This is done uni-

formly (I.e., the formulas depend on n (R) only).

Proof We've shown I (see 3.3). Let

A InA =</1, IA 11 = IA I=Al(R),A as in the lemma 3.4,R I=Rt(A UA 1), A UA1

includes EA II elements of each EA equivalence class a/ EA'

Now

R(x 1, ,Xn(R») iff

(3"Yl) (3"n(R»)( 1\ xi EAYi"R1(y ) )
l';;t,;;n(R)

So 3"R;S;int( ,3R1,3EAJ

Now by the definition of R 1, 3EA;S;int directly, and

Qlt-1 ;s; by 3.3, 3.4B. So and we

finish.

3.5A Remark: Note the Q(Dolm RI! is uniformly interpretable (for fixed nCR))

in Ql:l including the case Ai is finite, so 3.5 holds for it too.

§4 Above the local stability cardinal

We continue our analysis of 3 R. For notational simplicity we make

4.1 Hypothesis IDomRI=AI(R) (or, when A1(R) is finite,

[Dom R 155(n(R)+2)A1(R). (and see 3.5A).

Also in this section ( as well as in § 5 , § 6) we shall not prove the theorems

"uniformly". This can be done, however we feel it will obscure the understand-

ing by making us to deal with too many parameters. We also delay the
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treatment of the finite cases.

4.2 Definition : An m-tY'pe p is called -big if it is realized by A pairwise

disjoint sequences; let A-big mean ( +)-big. For this section big means

A2 = A2(R)-big ( A2 is defined below).

Let (30!0:i\X)fP(x,b) mean !fP(x,aH is We define (3<i\X) , (3';;i\X) similarly

[ as respectively.] Let "small" mean just the negation of big.

4.3 Remark : 1) Since we have monadic relations predicates and 1-1 permu-

tations of power IDom R I available, we can use one R (copies can be achieved

easily).

2) Also, we can code any set of pairwise disjoint n-tuples, or any set of n

-tuples forming a a-system (of power :o;Al(R)).

4.4 Definition : 1) M is an admissible model if it is an expansion of (UR) by

countably many monadics relations and permutations of power :O;A1(R).

4.5 Definition : A2=A2(R)= least A such that:

1) If M is admissible, a is a (finite) set of formulas, A eM, IA I:O;A and m.-co .

then ISr (A ,M) I-o:
2) iniJ R

4.6 Remark : the case A2=A1 is uninteresting as we want to prove now that it

suffices to analyze RO, IDom ROI =A2' i.e. for some such RO and some

equivalence relation E

fQroon,Ql;-1,3
E,3 R ·J == int for some RO, [Dom ROI = A2(R) So we assume

A2< lUI. (but this is not essential).

4.7 Lemma : If M is admissible then there is A°, IA ° I:O;A2 such that:

a) for any a, anAo=¢ and finite a the type q=tp/:.(a,AO) is big.

b) For any such q, q is minimal; i.e., there is no rp(x,'!J)Ea and b such that

both q(x)Uf±rp(x,bH are big.

c) For any a,m, the number of such q 's is <A2'

Remark: From c) we shall use only the

Proof . We define, by induction on i<A2' I:O;A2' Ai increasing, con-

tinuous, such that for all finite a :

0) for every a E Uand i < A2' some a e realizes tpA(a,Ai).

1) If is not minimal, then some fPq.(x,bq,) witnesses it for some

fPq/::·a, bq,
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2) If qi = tpA(a,J4) is not big, then for some Bu; C Ai+l' no sequence Ei realiz

ing it is disjoint to B.

Let .'1=.'1>.. : i < AzJ. Now 4.7 will follow from 4.8, 4.9.

4.8 Claim: If A>..na=cp then for any (finite) 11 for some i<AZ' qi=tpt:.(a,J4) is

minimal and big.

Proof : Clearly qi is big (for every i < AZ' by (2)). If qi is not minimal, take

qJqlEI1, EiqICJ4+1 witnessing this (by (1)). W.l.o.g., qJqJz: 'bqJ Eq>.. and

qi uf is realized by the sequences (aq:t<At) which are pairwise

disjoint.

w.l.o.g. tpt:.(aq.A>..) does not depend on t, and call it Ti; clearly Ti is Azbig.

Also, Ti"'Tj for i<j, since

but ,bql) is satisfied by aq. W.l.o.g. are disjoint when

(i,t) ",(j ,{).

Now we can interpret we add a predicate A>.. and let xEy iff x codes x ,

y codes fl (remember 4.3(2)), and x and fl realize the same l1type over A>.a:

E has equivalence classes of power a contradiction.

4.9 claim ; A>.. satisfies a), b) and c) of the lemma (4.7).

Proof: Let q = tpt:.(a,.'1*), a n .'1* = cp. We know that for some i<AZ qi=qtJ4

is big and minimal, hence is realized by pairwise disjoint Cf t<At·

For every qJ(X,b)Eq, qiufqJ(x,b)l is big [as qiufqJ(x,b)lEqj , for some large

enough j<AZ]' hence qiUf-qJ(x,Ei)l is not big. There are such qJ(x,Ei), so

omitting any tuple realizing any of them from our sequence (c(t<At) still

leaves At many, so each realizes q hence q is big.

If q is not minimal, then qi is not minimal, contradiction. If 4. 7( c) fails, we

can interpret by taking 11 witnessing the fact that c) fails and defining E

as before. This finishes lemma 4.7.

4.10 The Symmetry Lemma ; There are no qJ(x,g,z), il,aa,ba,p(a,/3<At) such

that:

1) for every a,/3 < At, FqJ(ba.p,aa,il) and these three sequences are disjoint.

2) For fixed a, ba,p(/3<At) are disjoint.

3) The aa's are disjoint.

4) qJ(tia,p,x ,il) is not big.

Proof ; We can throwaway many aa's , EiaP's, as long as their number
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remains so w.l.o.g. all the sequence ba,p(o.,(3< At) are pairwise disjoint. Let

L\=f ¥II·
We may assume that for each a, all ba,p realize the same L\-type over

Ud ( use part (1) of Def. 4.5 to thin the set fba,p:(3<Atn. Similarly,

we may assume that aat' aae realize the same L\-type over

fa.,:r<o.1no.2Iufb."i:r<o.lncxz, i<AduiI (use 4.7).

What is the truth value of rp(ba,p,a7 ,d ) for o.,{3,7<A2?

True, if 7=0..

False when 1>cx (note that we have assumed o.,(3,1<A2 and not o.,{3,7<A! ; note

that rp(ba,p,x,d) is not big, so only few ai realize it, so no Clt realizes it for i>o.

(as then all such ai's realize it).)

If 1<0. , the answer does not depend on {3.

Let aa code aa' ba,p code 0a,p' For notational simplicity we ignore the coding.

Let F=faa:o.<A21.

Let xEy iff (VZ EF)(¥I(X,Z ,iI)=rp(y ,Z ,(1)).

4.11 Fact: For o.1,(xz,{31.{3z<Az, bat,p,E b a e.Pe iff o.1=o.Z'

Proof: We have just shown

Conversely, say o.1<o.Z

¥I(b at>/J
"aa2,d)

is false but ¥I(bae,Pe,aae.iI) is true, so (===;» is clear.

So we have interpreted contradiction, hence we have proven 4.10.

4.12 Lemma : For any admissible M , and any ¥I(X ,1]), there is an admissible

expansion M* of M, and 1f;(1]) such that M* !=(3"Aex )¥I(X ,y) =1f;(Y).

Proof : We define AtcM i<7\t increasing, continuous, IAt Take Ao to

witness lemma 4.7.

Ai + 1 realizes all L\-types over At for all finite L\, and <At+l; Ao, ... ,At) is an

elementary substructure of <M;A 0, ... ,At) even allowing the quantifier 3"A2.

Let E be the equivalence relation on 1J-Ao: x lExz iff (VycAo)(¥I(X ,y)=rp(xz,y).

Clearly, every E- equivalence class is represented in each At+1-At.

We say that (i,j) is a good pair if i<j and for any a such that a n(Aj-At)=ep,

and C EAj -At, ¥I(C )(xEc 1\¥I (x ,a)).

4.13 Claim : If there are io<j o<i 1<j 1< ... <in<jn' n >l (y), (it ,it) good, then
n

the lemma holds with M*=(M,At ,A
J
• , •.. , A. ,A

J
. ) and 1f;(y)=/\ [if y is disjoint

o 0 • ..",." t =0
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from Aj l then there is no c such that <p(c ,y). ]

Proof : Suppose M* Then for some l, 11 is disjoint to Aj l hence

M* 1= "there is no e such that <p(e ,11)".

By the definition of a good pair, and as every E-equivalence class is

represented in Ajl-Atl, and there are E-equivalence classes, clearly

For the converse, suppose M*I=(3";A2X )<p(x ,11) , and suppose 11 is disjoint to

Ajz but (ac EAjl )<p(C,11). This contradicts the definition of a good pair.

So we have proved 4.13.

Now we assume there are few good pairs (i,j) i.e. there are no i m .i-; as in 4.13

and get. a contradiction, thus finishing the proof of 4.12.

For a club set CCA2+' the following holds:

(*) oEC,i<o implies o>sup!j :(i,j) is a good pair l if the sup is <A.

By the choice of the At's (and see [Sh4], beginning of §2 (or guarantee this in

the At's definition) also e.g. 4.15 is a repetition of this):

(**) but M*I=

<P1 is gotten from rp by permuting the variables then

for every p>o (but P<At) there is such a b 2 with b2nAfI=¢.

Let K be the set of such that <p(e,b,z) is big (when

this is equivalent to: for arbitrarily large p there is b2 as in the antecedent

(above), b2nAp=¢.)

So again by the t4's choice, if OEC, b1cAd,cE;t A;5,eE: U t4=dJA).,t, <e
i<X{

then 1\ e1fi' Ap). (This is by a similar hand-

over-hand construction.)

Now if 0l<OZE:C, (01'OZ) not good, we can contradict lemma 4.7,4.10.

4.14 Lemma : For M* rich enough, for every <P(x1' ... ,Xn+1) there are

"i,j j<k) such that:
n k

1) If (3,,;A'1I)<p(X1," . ,xn,y) 1\ rp(x 1, ... ,xn,xn+1)' then \/\/"i,j(Xn+1,Xi)'
t=11'=1

2) YX3";A2Y"i,j (y,x).

Proof: It suffices to find "i,j such that

3";x.y <p(x1, ... , Xn ,y) 1\ rp(x 1, ... 'Xn+l) 4 \/ [11 i ,j (Xn+1,Xi) 1\ 3";X2y 11i ,j (y ,Xi)]' as
sa
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then the formulas witness the lemma (using

4.12).

We prove by induction on n,

For n=O,l trlvial.

Assume for n, and we shall prove for n+1. We assume M· is rich enough to

contain the unary predicate A· as in lemma 4.7 and the formulas 1/1 as in

lemma 4.12. We shall define n··=4 and (latter) a sequence of finite sets of for

mulas

t..f. ( ' rpE/).O·

Remark : The n·· 4 is somewhat misleading: in a sense it is large com

pared to n (R) but this is absorbed by some w.l.o.g. below. What is the point in

having those Lemma 4.10 gives us a kind of symmetry ( if a depends on b

then b depends on a ). But this is not true if we restrict ourselves to depen

dency witnessed by a formula from a finite but if we have long enough

increasing sequence of for some i, is equivalent to

dependency (for those sequences).

So suppose rp(a 1, ... )I\J",A2x rp(a i ...• an+1.x) . We want to prove that

some satisifies ,af.) • for some i . W.l.o.g .. there are no

repetitions in<a 1, ...• an+1'c >. (If ai=aj' use induction hypothesis on n; if

c=aj. we are done because we could have chosen to have X=yE/).O ). W.l.o.g ..

no ai satisfies any such that

Similarly for next observation, as then we use the induction hypothesis with

the formula Jx[rp(a 1, ... •ai-1,x,ai+l"" .an+1.c) 1\

(J",A"y) rp(a 1•... ,ai-1.x.ai+l•... ,an+1.y)

1\ ... ,ai-l.x .ai+l, ... I\(JSA1 Z ... ,ai-1' z .ai+l' ...• an+l)]:

W.Lo.g., for no

l' ...• af.-1. ai.ai+l" ...• l' ... , tti_1'X' ai+1• . . . , an+1)·

Let a=( al' ... , 1/Ii=/\ lx(x.y I=x[a,an+1,cB·
We know that J SA'x1/Ii (a ,an+l'x )1\1/Ii(a ,an+1,c) for •• ; we say an +1 idepends

on a if (JSA.y )(JX )("i(a.y,x ))I\Jx1/Ii (a .an+1.x )).

We can assume that for i<n··, does not idepend on a by putting

"i (a.y .z ) into /).i+1' Similarly. [i<n" ==>c does not idepend on a]'

Now by 4.10 (and the assumption, as /).1 is large enough and the uniformity of
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4.10):

(*) for some 11·E.6 1, M·!=11·[al, ... ,an+1'c] and

M·!=(3SA2
< X 1, ... ,Xn +1»11·(X 1, ... ,xn +1 'c ) ,

If M·I=(3)A2:l")l'1(x,an+1,c) then by (*) the formula

11C1.(y,Z)=(3>A2X)'¥tl(X,y,Z)E.62 necessarily satisfied M· 1= 11C1.(an +1,c) and M· 1=
(:::I'''Aay)'l1C1.(y,c) hence for some 'l1E.63,11(an+l'c) 1\ (3.";;A2z)11(an+l'z) contradic

tion. So assume M· 1= _1111. (an +1,c). Also we can assume that

M·!=(3)A2X)(3y )'l/J2(x,y,c) (otherwise use 4.10 and then the induction

hypothesis on n ) hence

M·!=(3)A2X)(3Y)['l/Jl(X,y,c)I\-11a(y,c)], hence there are pairwise disjoint

aa(a<Al) and elements ba, such that M·I='l/Jl(aa,ba,c)I\-'l1
a(b

a,c). If there are

At distinct ba's, we easily contradict (*); so w.l.o.g. ba=b for every a. But

then M·I='l/Jl(ad,b ,c) ,(a<Al) implies M·I=(3)X2X)l'1(X,b ,c) contradicting

M·I= _1111. (b ,c).

This proves lemma 4.14.

* * *
4.15 Lemma : For any cp(x,y) there are 11i(z .z) such that:

1) If 3";;Xaycp(a,y)l\cp(a,b) then \/ 11 j (bj,a)

2) 3SX2z11j(z,a) for every a

Proof : By induction on the length of y and of x .
Instead of one 11 we can produc e a finite set. We shall define (i <n ••) be

finite, increasing. cp(X,y)E.60
Assume I=cp[a,b], cp(a:g) small.

We can make similar assumptions as in the proof of the previous lemma and

define l'i similarly.

Let

By the induction hypothesis, for i <n·· there are pairwise disjoint ca(a<Al)

such that 3z'l/Ji(a ,ca,z).

SaY'I/Ji(a,ca,dd)

if there are At distinct dd'S, we get a contradiction because (3";;Xay)cp(a,y). So

w.l.o.g.da=dO all a<At

So (3;"Xiw)'l/Ji_l(a,w,d) is one of the conjuncts of 'l/Ji
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If (3;;,,)..tw)1J'i(a,w,x) is not small we first define distinct di (i<At) such that

(3;;")..iw)1J'i(a,w,dd, so (3;;,,)..tW)1J'i_1(a,w,dd then define ci,a,di pairwise dis

joint for a<Ai such that 1J'i_2(a,ci,a,di). This shows (3))..''1l)1J'i-1(a,l1). Contrad

iction.

If (3;;")..iw)1J'i(a,w,x) is small, we get the desired conclusion.

4.16 Lemma : Every formula is equivalent to a Boolean combination of for

mulas of the form:
n

(\1Ji(Yi'YO) f\ 1J'(Yo, ... ,Yn,F1(yo,· .. ,Yn)" .. ,FIe(yo,··· ,Yn)) such that:,,=1

Vy3"")..2z1Ji (z ,Y )I\VZ3,s)..2y1Ji (z ,Y) and for some 1J1 we have

(Vxo, ... )1J 1(Fj(xo, ... )) f\ (3,s)..2x)171(x) and the Fi's are definable func

tions.

Proof: Let q1(x 1, ... ,Xn), <a1, ... ,an) be given. We define n"<w, a

sequence, increasing, of finite sets of formulas "). Let

Ii=!l : at realizes a nonbig formula in

Ti =f< l,m) :17(at ,am)' for some I·
n" is chosen big enough so that for some i <j -8-2n (R), j <n", 4 Ti = Tj .

Note that Ti is an equivalence relation on fl: et 41 when the appropri

ate 17's from the conclusion of lemma 4.10 and 4.12 are included in l +1 for

each l;

Since Ti=Tj , j >i +8, the necessary witnesses already appear in .6.j . So Tj is an

equivalence relation, as claimed.

Let ... where iYo=< at:l E4) and such that at and atl appear in

the same bj iff at ,atlEa and <l,ll) E t;
We may assume that for each Ale there is a predicate A; as in lemma 4.7and

A;(x) E AIe+ 1, so and every complete .6.1e t yp e over A; is minimal.

Also, using a few permutations, we have in some admissible expansion of M

the predicates Rtle such that Rt
le codes f <A21 ' pairwise disjoint

sequences of length l =l (bf) such that Rf contains exactly one code for a

sequence from each complete big type in st (A;), and EA;+l and it real
. • trk:izes a big .6.k type over Ak U U bt ,(" ' So we may assume

("<t
Rt
le(X)E.6.

Ie +1 (l=l, ... ,m). Similarly, we may assume for the functions Ft map
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ping sequences of the appropriate length which realize some big type in
n

satisfying /\ lJ'(bi,bj ) [for 1'J'(x,y)=\/
'/,,3=1

and YY3,,">'2y1'J(X ,yH which is in Llk+d to the unique sequence in Rf realizing

the same Ll/t;- type over A;l , (i.e. (F(x 1) = y) E: Ll/t;+1)

This proves lemma 4.16.

4.17 Theorem : QR is bi-interpretable with 1Qraon , QE' QR'1 with E an

equivalence relation, and IDom R' I
Proof : By what we already know, we may assume [Dom R We know

R(x l' ... ,Xn(R)) is equivalent to some Boolean combination of formulas as in

the statement of the previous lemma. There appear there formulas

1Pt,1'Jt(X),1'Jt(x,y). Without loss of generality, YX3,,">'2y1'Jt(y,X)I\YY3,,">'2x1'Jdy,x).

Let BO=fx;\/1'Jt(x)l. Let 1'J 1(y,x)=\/[1'Jt(y,x)v1'Jt(x,y)]vx=y (so 1'J1 is syrn-
t t

metric but not necessarily transitive.)

On 1/-Bo we have the equivalence relation ./!;-,(J= the transitive closure of

ij1(y,x).

By our assumption, each equivalence class of EJ has power

Let B1=Boulx:(3,,">'2y)(lyl EJI IXI EJI)l and let B 2={xE:1j-B1

(3y ij1(z ,x )v1'J1(x .z )]H
E1=EJtB2

We want to interpret E 1 and analyze EJt(1j-BoUB1). Note that if we want to

"express" our life will be much easier. For each equivalence class C of E 1 we

do the following:

Case I : There is beEC such that I {x E:1j-Bo:1'J1(x ,beHl =IC I.

Let De={x E C:x :1'b e,1'J
1(x, be)j.

Case II : Not I , so IC I is singular.

Choose a regular Ae< ICI in such a way that ( Y singular) ( YA<J.L,A

regular) [ I {C: IC 1=1-',C an E 1-equivalence class II = I{C: I CI=J.L, Ae=A, C

an E1-equivalence class II.]

This is possible as

A2<lfC:ICI=1-'11 (else CeB1); and choose beEC, De={XEC:x:1'bc,ij1(x,b eH
such that IDc I
Let P=lbe:C an E 1 equivalence class I
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Q=U{Dc:C an E1 equivalence class j.

W.l.o.g., P and Q are predicates of M, as 1P 1sAo. 1Q1sAo·
Let yEO z iff

Q(y) A Q(z) A (Yx)(P(x)4'171(y ,x)='191(z ,x)). The E" equivalence classes are

the sets Dc.

E" will serve as the E mentioned in 4.17, so we have proved QE; Sint QR' Now

we shall start to prove the other direction (we still have to define R").

We shall now interpret E 1.

Take some isomorphic copies of E", say E;, such that for each E 1


equivalence class C satisfying 1 C 1=Jl is singular, E; decomposes C into cf Jl

equivalence classes, each of power <u; and some equivalence class

includes exactly one element from each and is disjoint from all other C's, and

E; refine E 1.

For 1C 1 regular, C is an E'O equivalence class and an equivalence class. So

we have interpreted E 1.

(If A1= 1111, it may happen that such a choice of E; and is not possible, but

then split Uinta two parts closed under E1 and do this on each part.)

Let Ll={1f'l ,'17t<x ),'17l (x ,y) : lj.
n(R)

Let S= U S!(B1,M)

k=l

For each p ES,choose xp to realize p.

Let B 2=B
1U U Xp '

pES

Let R"=RtB2 .

Suppose 1C 1<u, C an E 1-e qu iva le n c e class. Then E 1 has equivalence

classes of power p" else C would be contained in B 1. So we can use several

copies of E 1 to code whatever we want on C(for all C's simultaneously). In par-

ticular, we can have elements of C code sequences from C. We can also inter-

pret the equivalence relation xEy and y code sequences realizing the

same Ll-type over B 1."

Use another few copies of together with 1-1 functions of power

1Dom R 1 to interpret the functions Fi ( for coding FL it is enough to have

Rang (FL) and EF; : xEF;y iff x =y

v(3Z)[(y code Z)AY EB2 11 (x FL(y)vY=Jil(x)vFL(x)=FL(Y))].)
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Def. 5.1. So At satisfies 5.3A below. So from 5.10, 5.12 it follows that

IA I At ::::::;> Isr (A) 1 At· So A; satisfies the demands of A2' hence

So there are only two possibilities: A2=A3 or A2=A; . For this section:

5.3 Hypothesis : A2=A;. Let A=A2'

We shall eventually prove that (3R' Qron ,QI-11 ( IDarn R I=A ) is bi-

interpretable with Qr;ord = ( well orderings of A of order type

A:IA II. Together with the preceding theorems, this completely

analyzes the case A2cFA3'

However we want to do this in a somewhat more general case, so for the rest

of this section:

5.3A Hypothesis : A is regular and for finite l1.m and admissible M. if

AcUIA I<A, then Isr(A.M)I<A (hence as in 5.2's proof, QI.>.. $int QR ) ·

5.4 Definition : We say q is a pure extension of P (both are m-types) if

Xl =c eq ::::::;>Xl =c Ep; we write p Cprq. We call p pure if f/>c.prP.

5.5 Definition : For every admissible M, IA I<A, P EST (A ,M) we define rank

Rk(p)=(a,fJ) (a,fJ may be 00) (really we should write Rk'l:):

Rk (P 0.0) if P is realized by some n .

Rk (P a,7) (0<7<00) if for every fJ<7. and A l:2A such that IA 11 <A, P has

an extension qES'l:(A1,M) such that and if a>O, q is a

pure extension of p.

Rk (P a,,,,,) if Rk (P a,7) for every 7.

Rk (P a,O) when a > 0, if for every fJ<a there are A l:2A, IA 11 <A, and

[q l:2prP and q2:2prP] or [a = 1, q 1 :2 p, q2 :2 p] such that

q1,q2ES'!:(Al,M), q1cFq2,

Now Rk(p )=( a,fJ) iff Rk(p a,fJ) and Rk (P )¥( a,fJ+1).

Rk (P )=( a,oo) iff Rk (P a,fJ) all fJ, Rk (P)¥ (a+l,O).

Rk (P) =<"",00) if Rk (P ) (a,fJ) for all a,fJ.

5.6 Remark : We can show that if Rk (P )=( a,fJ) then fJEIo,""I. Note that

there is no connection between ranks for different l1's.

5.7 Claim:: Fix ts.m; p,q will be complete 11-m-types.

0) p cprq ===!>Rk (P (q)
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It is easy to interpret R.

The analysis is complete, getting the biinterpretability except that we have

forgotten B3=Dom R-B1U B2. On B3 , EO may have countable equivalence

classes but We shall deal with the new points only.

First we can define a partition of B3 to BP(l=O,1,2,3) such that ",1(x,y), xEB?

implies YEB[J-1 UBI3UBI+1 (where l-l,l+l is computed mod 4) [e.g. choose

xcEC from each EO-equivalence class C (c.B3 ) and let y EC be in B? if

d(y,x)=l mod 4 where d(y,x)=.Minfk: there are

z1' ... ,zk' y=z1,X=Zk,,,,1(Zi,zi+l) for each in·
Next for xEBs let and (for ) We

can assume each j.l(A) is 0 or (and even At ) and note j.l(A) is decreas-

ing in A, hence eventually constant, say for

Now we can interprate 3 E, E an equivalence relation which for X:o:;;k has

exactly j.l(A) classes.

For the converse, let us e.g. interprate "'i (x ,y). It suffices to code for

L<4, S=f( x ,y ) :'" 1(x ,y )I\(x EB?H Note that IBl
3

1 = I I > A2 (by the

definition of B1).

Let F be a one-to-one function from S into and let £'1'£'2 be equivalence

relations. The E 1-e qu ivalen c e classes are fXlu(F«x,y»):(X,y)ESj, for

xEB?, and the equivalence classes are (YlUfF«x,y»):(x,y)ESl. (we

can assume has the right cardinality as we are dealing with At

equivalence classes hence could have chosen it suitably). Together with

monadic predicates the reconstruction is easy; as well as dealing with the 1/I's.

§5 In the first stability cardinal

5.1 Definition :

Let A3=AS(R) be the least A such that

(VA dl)( IA I:O:;;A"" ISf (A ,M) I:O:;;A

A finite, M admissible.

5.2 Fact : A2 is AS or At

Proof : Clearly A3:O:;;AZ'

Suppose A3-FA2' We cannot interpret because otherwise for some admis-

sible M, finite t:., AcM, IA I=AS we would have ISt\(A,M) I ,contradiction to
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1) Rk (p 0,0) iff Rk (p 0,00).
2) If P is realized by no A pairwise disjoint m-tuples outside Dom p then

Rk (p )s;( 1,0)« 1,00).
3) If p is realized by pairwise disjoint outside Dom pm-tuples then

Rk(p 1,00).
Proof : 0) is obvious.

1) Let a realize p. Suppose all fl<a. Suppose A l::;)A is given,

IA 11 <A. then q =tpA(a ,A 1) extends p, so Rk (p O,a) .

2) If P is realized by no A pairwise disjoint m -tuples, let A 1 be such any no

sequence disjoint to A 1-Dom p realize p, Dom p cA 1, and IA 11 <A. There is no

q ::;)prP, q ES"f (A I,M), hence Rk (q);¥ (1,1). So RIc (p )s;Rk (q )s;( 1,0).
3) Suppose p is realized by pairwise disjoint outside Dom p sequences,

pairwise disjoint outside Dom p. We prove Rk (p 1;;r) by induction on 7.

7=0: Let realize p. Let A Ua U5 and let q l=tpA(a,A 1) q2=tPA(5,A 1).

Easily (q 1,q2l witnesses RIc (p 1,0).
7>0: LetA l:dA, IA l l<A, (1<7- We know I S"f (A l ,M) I<A.

So by Hypothesis 5.3Ap has <A extensions in S"f (A I,M). Since p is realized by

A pairwise disjoint outside Dom p sequences, some extension q of p in

S"f(A I,M) is realized by A pairwise disjoint sequences, by regularity of A.

By the indue ti on hypothesis, Rk (q 1,(1), as required. This proves the

claim.

5.8 Claim: Assume p ES"f(A ,M), Rk (P )=( a,oo) , O<a<oo, A cB, IB I<A. Then p

has one and only one pure extension q ES"f(B,M) of the same rank.

: Proof : Take 7+ so large that

Rk (p a'7+) =>Rk (p a,oo) (possible, as there are only set-many

types). We know Rk(p a,7++1) so p has a pure extension q ES"f(B,M)

with Hence If there are two such q, then

Rk (p a+1,0), contradiction.

5.9 Claim : 1) If A>Ho, then for any A of cardinality less than A, and finite

A,m, there is B:dA, IBI<A, such that

P ES"f (B,M)=> [Rk (P )=( a,ClO) for some a<oa or Rk (P CO,ClO)]
2) We can do (1) simultaneously for all A.

Proof: 1) Define An (nEe.» by induction:
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Ao=A.

Suppose An has been defined. For each p EST (An ,M) such that

Rk (p )=( a,7) , 7<00, take Bp:2An IBp I-o: such that p has no extension in

ST (Bp ,M) of rank (a,7). (i.e. Bp witnesses Rk (P)¥ ( a,7+1) ).
Let An+l =An u u pEST (Bp ,M)!.

Let pEST(UAn,M). Since .. , we can find N
n

such that Rk(ptAN)=Rk(ptAN+1)=' ". Suppose n>N and

Rk (p tAn)=( ex,7) , T¢oo, Rk (p tAn )=Rk (p tAn-1),An-lcAn-l UBptA7I_I=BptA7I_ICAn

so ptBptA7I_1 is an extension of ptAn-l of the same rank, contradicting the

definition of Bp' So n >N (p tAn)=( ex,oo) for some ex].
Let A*=UAn.

n

If Rk (p tAN) ""'( 00,00), take a<oo such that Rk (p tAn )=(a,oo) for every large

enough n. PtAN has a unique extension qEST(A*,M) such that

Rk (q )=( ex, co). Also PtAN has a unique extension in ST(An ,M) of rank (ex,<Xl) ,
but qtAn ,p t An are such extension for large n.

SoptAn=qtAn for large n, sop=q, so Rk(P)=(ex,oo).

2) Same proof.

5.10 Fact: If Rk (p )« 00,00) for every p ESK"(A ,M), IA I<A, then (hence

w.l.o.g. 1Dom

Proof: Easy noting A c B ==> ISK" (A) I ISK"(B) I·
5.11 Lemma: Suppose for some large enough finite !J., for each !J.-type p in m

variables Rk (p )« 2,(0). Then,
1) can be analyzed as before (in §4, with A for At), and

Qi;-l ,3E,3R'1 for some equivalence relation E, and

relation R* , IDom R* I < A.

or 2) Qi-11 is bi-int.erpret.able with Qrord, L some «:

or 3) l3R ,Qi 1-
1 1 is bi-interpretable with l3R·,3E L E an equivalence relation

IDom R* I<A=No·
Proof : Notice that if p Esl (A ,M) has rank ( 1,=), then p is minimal big.

We shall determine Ii later.

Let A * be as in the previous (of 5.9), so the rank of any !J.-type in one variable
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over A ° is either (0,00) or ( 1,(0). (If A=l'lo we can still get this by Konig

Lemma and 5.7(1).

LetPm=(pES'f(AO,M):Rk(P)=(l,oo)L ICm = IPml and 1C=lCmCo) where m(*)

is large enough with respect to b. let P= U Pm. We can interpret -
m,;mCo)

in fact, for m=l, the equivalence relation of realizing the same b.-type over

A ° with domain fa:a realizes some p EPm ' aEDom (RH, is an equivalence

relation of this form. For m >1, remember we can code sets of pairwise dis-

joint sequences so we can interpret

Define At(i<A) continuous, increasing, such that:

1) Ao=A ".

2) At+l:2At U UBp where Bp is defined as before.
p

3) IAt I<A for i<A.

4) Dom (R)= U At (see 5.10).
i<X

We know t.hat every p EPm has a unique pure extension p[iIES'f(Ai,M) of the

same rank. We shall show that every pure p ES'f (Ai,M) is of this form, pro-

vided that Rank (P )=( 1,,,,,) .
If ptAovPm, then it has rank (0,00), so

Rk (P (PtAo)=( 0,00) « 1,00) =Rk (P), contradiction.
If piAo=q EPm but p ""q[i], then for some But by DeL 5.5, p ,q[i]

exemplify RIc (q contradiction.

This proves every p of rank (1,00) in S'f(At,M) is q[i] for some q EPm.

We assume for a while:

Hypothesis A :(Vi)(3j>i)(3m m( *»(3FiES'f(Aj,M» 1,,,,,) and p,

b.1 -splits over At] (b.1:2b. to be determined.)

where we define: p ES'f(A ,M) b.1-splits over BcA if there are b,cCA real-

izing the same b.ctype over B and there is such that

,b)Ep, ,C)Ep.

Clearly for all i, Pi=qliJ for some i =i., and some qiEP (when we restrict

ourselves to b.-types in one variable.) As IPmCo)I<A, we may assume all qi are

the same, q=qi' and q is pure. For notational simplicity, let ii=i+l.

For each i, let ll'iCAt+l-Ai realize q[i] and bi,ciCAt+l be such that
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rpi(X ,bi), -rpi(X ,cdEq[i+1]. We may assume all the rpi(x,y) are the same,

rpi = rp. Now rp(a()(,b1')1\ -rp(aa,b1') holds whenever a>f3 (as a()( realizes

q[()(]:2q[P+l]:2lrp(x,bp),-rp(x,cpH) and rp(a()(,bp)A-rp(a()(,cp) fails if a<f3 when we

choose fl 1 appropriately, namely, when we ensure bp and ell realize the same

f,p(y;x)l-type over Ap where ,p(y,x)=rp(x,y) ..

So some formula well-orders There is a subset of power A

which is a fI-system, (as A is regular 2 so we can code the elements of that

subset (with a few permutations) by elements of M and thus interpret Qy/ord

so l Qy/0rd QR'Qi-1 j .

To see Qy/0rdL for simplicity we show that this holds when R is

binary. ( [Dom R I of course ). With a well-order and a set we code an

equivalence relation E whose equivalence classes are Recall

IC= IPm{.) I· On each E-equivalence class C, we can code (by more well order-

ings) R t C and for every qEP and a E:C we have to say whether a realizes q

and whether R(x ,a )Eq[i+l] . We can do this with and Qy/ord. So we have

proved the desired conclusion (5.11(2)).

So we finish the case Hypothesis A holds, so assume

Hypothesis B : Hypothesis A is false.

By relabelling and taking for some large i as our Ao, we can assume no

q[i] fl1-spli t s over Ao. (for every q E: PJ.
Now we ask:

If AocA 1cA2 are as above, a 1cA2, b 1CA2, a 2c:1j-A;, b2C1j-A;,

P2=tp 6Ja2,A2):2p 1=tp !1,(a l,A 1)

q2=tp A,( b2,AZ):2q 1=tpA,( b 1,A1)'

RkA,(P l)=RkA,(PZ)' RkAj(q 1)=RkAj(q2)'

Must

(Caution: Unlike first order types, the answer may depend on the specific at ,bt

used and not just the types they realize.)

If the answer is yes, (for every fI, for some Ao for every A1,A2) , then we can

essentially copy the analysis ( in § 4 ) of reducing from IDom R I=A 1 to

[Dom RI=A2 and the desired conclusion (5.11(1) if or 5.11(3) if
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If the answer is no (for some 11, for every Ao), then by inductively choosing

counter- examples, thinning to a /1-system, and coding via permutations, we

can interpret QY:ord and, as before, we get This

proves lemma 5.11.

Now we are reduced to the case that Rk (p )=( "",00) for some P or

Rk (p 2,0) for some /1-type P in one variable.

5.12 Lemma : For no P ESf (A ,M) is Rk (P )=( 00,00) ,(I A I<lI.).
Proof : We assume Rk (P )=( 00,,,,,) and reach a contradiction by interpreting

5.13 Definition : Suppose (by adding dummy variable) that /1 is a (finite) set

of formulas of the form rp(x,fj) (with a fixed fj) and P is a A-type in the

sequence of variables x. Let AC be the set of formulas obtained by reversing

the role of x and fj; i.e. a /1c -type would consist of formulas r.p(a ,fj).

5.13A Fact If P =tp I!.(a ,A), Rk (P )=( 00,00) , then for some

B-:JA, IBI<A,q=tpA(a1,B)-:JprP, Rk(q)=("","") andq /1c-splitsoverA.

Proof : Choose Bo-:JA, IBoI-o; such that every /1c -type over A realized in M is

realized in B o.

We take PoES",!:(Bo,M) ,Po-:JprP, Rk(Po)=(oo,oo). So there exists r.p(x,li) such

that both PoU!rp(x,liH andpoU! can be completed to /1-types of rank

(00,00).
So there is Gc.Bo, tpAo(G,A)=tPAo(li,A).

Without loss of generality, r.p(x ,G)Ep o

So PoU!r.p(x ,G) -r.p(x ,liH can be completed to a /1 -type rank (00,00) which /1c-

splits over A (and is a pure extension of Po).

5.13B Fact : We can interpret

Proof: Take At,(i<lI.) as in lemma the proof of 5.1l.

For each i, takepi=tpA(ai,At) to have rank (00,00) and w.l.o.g. is pure. By fact

5.13A we can take lii, Gi such that tpAo(b-i,At)=tPAo(Gi,Ad and

PiU!r.pi(x,lii), -r.pi(x,GiH has a pure completion of rank (00,=).
So for some -rf!i(x ,di) both Pi U!r.pi (x ,lid, (x ,Gd,±-rf!i(x,diH have completions

of rank ( 00,00).
Let at,a be pairwise disjoint, at.a nAi =cf> (a<i , l =0, 1)

Piutr.pi(x,lii),-r.pi(x,cdl and-rf!i(ci;,a,!4) iffl=O.
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Without loss of generality, for a < w.l.o.g.,

f/Ji=f/J, 'I/Ii='I/I do not depend on i. W.l.o.g., is constant, (if A>NO ' by

applying Fodor's theorem to F(i)= at least j such that and

then using that there are A-many i but less than A-many finite sequences

from Aj ; if by the A-system lemma and renaming.) W.l.o.g. , aLa is dis-

j oint to iii

We can interpret i<AI since we have arranged that they form a

A-system.

Let f be the permutation

f ,f is the identity elsewhere.

When does hold? For i=j,

the formula is true by inspection.

For i<j, the answer is no, as iij realize the same AC-type over Aj

For i>j, the answer is no; since and af.a./(al,a) realize Pi which is a

complete A-type over zl., contrary to the third conjunct.

So we can interpret E with domain a<i<Al.

(using P and f to do so, remember 4.3(2)).

But E is in Qr!<'A'

5.13C Fact: We can interpret Q'!f!0ra.

Proof : By Fact 5.13B we can interprete an equivalence relation E with

equivalence classes

Let E;, be the equivalence relation on finite sequences of suitable length m

from

a lE;,az iff al,aZ realize the same AC-type

We can code UEi=E1 by fact 5.13B, since I<A.
s-ex

Let YEA;+cAj.

If j <i,

.. If !b 1 , ... ,bm,cl"" ,cm,xl are in the same E-equivalence class

and bE'lc then (Vzsuch thatzlEly)/\(qJ(z,b 1, ... ,bm)=qJ(z,c 1, ... ,Cm))
f'EA

holds."

Obviously if j < i, 1'J(x ,Y) holds.

If has a completion of rank (co,co) , so w.l.o.g. it

is realized in Aj +1- Aj , so 1'J(x,y) fails.
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This proves Fact 5.13C.

5.13D Fact: We can interpret QH..
Proof We can find xi,j,fli,jCAj+1-Aj, (i<J") such that

tp A(Xi,j A(fli,j .Ai)' tPA(Xi,j,Ai+1)#-tPA(Yi,j for all i <i <'A.
(we can take them to realize from the proof of 5. 13A).

In fact there are IAi I such pairwise disjoint pairs.

So, w.l.o.g., x. 3' ,x. " ,y-• .; ,y-. " are all disjoint for (i1,j 1)#-(i 2 ,jz). Since we can
(,ott 1 -a- 2 "tt" 1 1<2;, 2

interpret Q1fOrd, we can interpret the equivalence relation xi"j,Exi 2,j2 iff i 1=i2-

So we have proved 5.13D, hence 5.12.

5.14 Lemma : For no P (and A) Rk (P»( 2,00»).

Proof: We know (Vp)(Rk(P)«oo,oo»). If the lemma fails we shall interpret

getting a contradiction. By Def. 5.5 we can findp Rk (P) =<2,00>.

We can define (i<'A), increasing continuous as in 5.11's proof,

I<'A, PoEST (Ao), Rk (Po)=( 2,00); Pi=pb
i] Po CPi, Rk (Pi) = <2,00>,

Rk (qd=( 1,00), ai,jcAj+1 Aj, tPA(ai,j.Aj ):lprqi has rank

(1,00), and 'iPi(x ,bi)Eqi' -'iPi,(x,bi)EPi+l- W.l.o.g. the (bi:i<'A) form a A-

system. And even ai,j' bi are pairwise disjoint outside some s'.
If for every i for some j, P yJ AC -spli t over Ai, we can easily interpret QFd

_

Otherwise we can easily interpret first with which we can code

i<'Aj and relation over the so we can again code QFd.

(really the first case occurs as for every i 'A, there are i < j 1 < j2 < 'A,

tPAC(bj,.Ai) = In both cases we finish as in 5.13D.

Now 5.11, 5.12, 5.14 give a complete analysis of the case '11.2#-'11.3

• • •
During our investigations, we came across the following quantifier:

5.14A Definition: Let a two place relation, ( Dom R,R ) is a well

ordering of order-type (X [.

5.15 Claim: 1) If then

2) for infinite (X (hence Ql-l

3) ( are cardinals).

4) For 'A singular Q'f0rd

5) If (X = '11.2 then Q';f0rd.

Proof : Easy (for (4) use 6.4).
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5.16 Lemma : 1) If A is regular, lC<fL'5>f-.., then Q'tt,), '5>int fQfOrd. Q';;:), i
2) If A is regular lC'5>fL'5>A. fL:Qn (lC) then '5>intl Qford, i
3) Assume ex < f-... f-..ex '5" p < f-.. (ex+1). f-.. regular. Iex I =«. Then

Qword - (Qword Q I
(1 =int (), . C,),)'

Proof : 1) Let S=lO<A:O divisible by lCL and let E be an equivalence relation

on S with '5"fL equivalence classes each of power A (we shall define and inter-

pret him). As the number of models (lC.<.P) is 2", we can find PCA such that:

(*) for 0l,OzES.O lEoZ iff for every i <«, 01+i EP<;=>oz+i EP.

Now let Eo be f(Ol+i.oz+i)· 0lES, OzES. i<lCi. Easily we can interpret E by

<,P and Eo. all interpretable by lQford, Qe;), i.
2) By induction on n.

3) Easy.

5.17 Lemma : 1) QHo.),$C intQford for A regular.

2) $C intl Qford, i for A.K; regular, and
n

Proof: 1) We can prove that if /\ (QfordR)(Yx)[R(x)""Rl(x)]. then the model
l=l

n
M=( U Dom Rl. R 1, ... • Rn,) can be represented as I; Mi where:

l=l i<)'

(A) each Mi is a model of power <A.

(B) the Iu;I are pairwise disjoint

(C) the meaning of M=I;Mi is that if alCMi(l).i(1)<··· <i(k), we can com-
i<),

pute the basic type of ... in M from the basic types of al in Mi(l) (not

depending on the particular i(l )'s.)

Now by Feferman-Vaught theorem the conclusion follows.

2) Like (1); but for formulas to depth n, we use the F.V. theorem for formulas

of Loo,lC of (quantifier) depth '5>n.

5.18 Lemma :

Proof : Clearly (in fact Ordinal addition on "-

gives a pairing function. and on a subset of cardinality A. and we can define

addition as we can quantify over one-to-one functions.
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§6 Below the first Stability cardinal

Hypothesis; We now assume 1\=1\2=1\3'

We try to approach 1\ from below. W.Lo.g. [Dom R 1s;1\, and we analyze

{3 R ,Ql - l l ·
6.1 Construction ; Let M be admissible, rich enough, !:i finite large enough.

We define by induction on i.:

iIl,a,aI,a (t=O,l a<i), 'Pi(x,'!J,z,bi), 1Jti(x,ci) such that, for

A (d-t t r· .. , I
=£=( i.a,ffj,a 'OJ ,cj:a<j <t,.<2 ;

a) 'Pi,1JtiE!:i.

b) 'Pi(x,'!J,z,bi) is not realized in or at least by no -a/a -iIj,a (i>j >a).

c) 'Pi(x ,'!J ,z ,bi) ..... (1Jti (x ,ci)" -1Jti ('!J ,ci))·

d) ai:a realize the same !:i-type over Ai'

e) for all a<i.

f) all the sequences a<js;il are pairwise disjoint.

Continue until i*, when the process breaks down.

Let x= card (i+), so IAol =x if X is infinite lAO, <22X if X is finite.

6.2 Claim. 1) We can interpret if X is infinite.

2) We can interpret if X is finite, Xl=X
1I 2rn

(A) .

Proof ; 1) If X is regular, we can make the parameters (bi ) into a !:i-system

and proceed as in fact 5.13B previously.

So suppose /C=c! X<X= :E Xi' /C<Xi all;
i<a;

We can find a subsequence of <bi -ci;i<i·) of length /C which is a !:i-system,

and with it interpret an equivalence relation E with I(; equivalence classes of

arbttrartly large powers less than X.

For each i., there is a set SiCXt, of cardinality xt such that <bj-r;; j ESi) is

a !:i-system. Let 8i be the heart of this !:i-system.

There is TCI(;, 'TI =/C, such that <ei; iET) is a !:i-system with heart e.

Let 7i ESi for each i.

By hand over hand thinning of each Si we may assume if

a E Si. a 1 E Sj. i oF j.

We may assume SinSj=r/J for i#'j, i,jET. Let i(a) be the unique i, such that
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aESi · By permutations, we can code fei: iETj and : aESi I and
f07{<: iE Tj.

We need to code the equivalence relation El: 0 a a 0 iff

i(a)=i (P).

By our reduction, this can be accomplished if we can do it for singletons

rather than sequences. This we can do, with the equivalence relation E.

2) Left to the reader (really we need just that Xl as a function of X diverge to

No)

6.3 Conclusion : X:!o'"'A.

6.4 Claim : 1) If X is singular,

2) if "'A>X, X singular.

S) If X is finite then :!O,int :!O,int

Proof : 1) Now we know :!O,int Let us do the other inequality. Say E

is the following equivalence relation on I( i,j): i<j <ri :
(i,j) E( k ,l) iff j =l ; clearly

Let (Xi: i<lC) be as before, and let be an equivalence relation on

f(O,j) : O<j <xl with X equivalence classes each equivalence class unbounded

in X of power less than X.

XE·y=3X I3yl(x IEx
1\ ylFJy 1\ xlElyl) is an equivalence relation with X classes

of power X.

2) Similarly.

S) Easy.

6.5 Claim : At least one of the following occurs (if X finite, we should use

Sn(R) X) (AO etc are from 6.1):

(1) For no m<m(li),l(x)=m,q;(x,g)Eli,a (finite) and pure pESr(AO,M), are

both p uf ±q;(x ,a)l realized by X pairwise disjoint sequences.

(2) For no q;(x,g)Eli and a is q;(x,a) realized by no 0 CAD, but

(3""XX) [q;(x .e ) 1\ x nAo=¢].

Proof : Suppose q;(x,o),pESf(AO,M) exemplify (1) fail, i.e. there are

realizing p, pairwise disjoint and disjoint to AO (as p is pure)

such that ,5) iff l =0.

Suppose further that 1/I(x .e ) exemplify (2) fail i.e. there are da(a<Sn (R)i*),

pairwise disjoint and disjoint to AD such that 1=1/I[da.c] and
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) ,

bC=b, rpC=rp(x,b), di.a=da,1f!i'=1f;(Z,Ci)'

6.6 Lemma : Suppose that 6.5(1) holds,

ized by exactly one element I.
A2=U-AoUA1.

We now can, by thinning, have ,da(a <C) which are pairwise disjoint.

However we could have chosen ai, =a i l <2,a<i*,. ,a a

, contradicting the choice of i * .

and let Ai: tp!!.(a,Ao) is real-

Then

1) If A°c.B,p=tpA(a,AO,M) then the number of qES,!:(B,M) extendingp is at

most IB I ( or X IB when X is finite).

2) IS;r(A) (B,M) Isl (AO,M) I+ IB I (or (AO,M) xl II B Im(!!.) if X is finite).

3) and A= IStm(A) (A °,1M I) I for X infinite.

Proof : 1) Immediate from 6.5(1): let B be infinite (::dAO) and suppose,

tp A(aa,B) (a < IB I+) are distinct and

W.l.o.g. aa =a; s", where a" c. B, a; n B = ,p, and the a;(a < IB I+)
are pairwise disjoint. As 6.5(1) holds, for every c,1f! one of the sets fa < IB I":
1= 1f!(a ,c )l , fa < IBI+: 1= -1f;(a,c)l has cardinality < X. Now we contrad-

iction to (*).

2) Follows from (1), as w.l.o.g. we can count pure types only.

3) Clearly !stm(A)(B,M) for H of power This is closely related to the

definition of A3=/\ but there .is a difference: M and are here fixed. But we

could have repeat §4 , §5 for a fix larged enough (with depending on

n (R) and not on R). If A is regular use §5 with hypothesis 5.3A, for A singular

6.2,6.4. (alternatively repeat this section for any

6.7 Lemma : Suppose 6.5(2), and that is closed under permuting the vari-

ables.

(1) There is , such that for every B

extending A 1, and b disjoint to B, (of length tp(b,B) does not

over AO.

2) stm(A) (A1.M) I
3) when X is infinite.

Proof : 1) Immediate.

2) Follows from (I), as in 6.6 (as by (1) every pure p E S'tm(A) (B) is
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determined by P I At)

3) By (1), (2) it suffices to prove that if AOCB, IBI:S:2 x, m:s:m(b.) then

IST(B,M)I:S:2X. Suppose B,m form a counterexample. Then for some

ecB,cp(x,y,e)Eb., 15!rp(Z;fl,if)l(B,M)I>2X , and we choose an example with

minimal l and so there are bi disjoint to B, for i«2X)+, with

tp Irp(Z;fl,if)l(bi,B,M) distinct, l (bi)=l (z ), and w.l.o.g. ip (bi,AO)=p for a fixed p.

If for some there are aa(a<x) pairwise disjoint, disjoint to AO such that

cp(bi,aa)/\ ,aa)' we get contradiction to 6.5(2).

So for every j >0 there is Bj c», IBj I < X such that if acB-Bj UA° then

cp(x,a)EPo«=>cp(x,a)EPj' The number of possible Bj is :s:IBI<x so w.l.o.g.

Bj=Bi for j>O. But now let {CPa(x,Ya,ea):a<xl be the formulas we get from

cp(x,y,e) by substituting one member of y by a member of AOUB1' Clearly

O<i<j implies \/ tp (Z'OT if (Z'OT if )(aj,B,M). Hence for somea<x fJa. .:/al a "Pm .:-1. II

a I5rpa.(Z;fla., ifa.)(B,M) I>2\ contradicting the m inirn alit.y of l

6.8 Theorem: There is a function f diverging to infinity such that:

if X=X(R) is finite, then for some R· and equivalence relation E,

f3 R, n=/Dom R·I finite, and QHn),f(n):S:int?-R'

Proof : Combine the previous lemmas.

By 6.6 or 6.7 there is A 1, with 1A 11 not too large than X, such that every pure

p Estm(A) (A 1,M) has no two explictely contradicting X-big extensions. Now as

in §5, we can apply §4 to get with 1Dam R·' not too large than

IAzl.
As for use 6.2(2).

6.9 Claim: We can interpret if X is infinite

Proof : We are done if X is singular by 6.2, 6.4. So we assume X is regular. If

I5tm (A) (A ,M) 1<X whenever IA 1<X, we repeat the case AZ=A; with AZ replaced

by X everywhere.

So we assume 1(;= 1A 11 <X, 15l (A m ,M) I?:x. Now 151 (A 1,M1) I?:x, for some A 1 of

cardinality <X, and some admissible M1 [ as if tPA(ai,A)EST(A,M) are distinct

(i <X), then w.l.o.g. fad form a b.-system. We can expand A to include its

heart and use permutations to get distinct elements of sl (A 1,M1) ]

Since b. is finite, there is ep(x,y) such that 15(rpl (A1,M)I?:K

Let m = length (y).
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Let I=faCA1;<p(x,a) belongs to at least X types and

belongs to at least X types P (A 1,M)!.

Let nf±<p(x,a):

Note that 1 I<:!:x, as follows:

Let (A be the obvious projection.

If 1 (I) I<X, we take q with <:!:X pre-images Pi (i<X), P{#'Pj' so each,

except possibility one contains a formula which belongs to fewer than X of the

Pi' But there are fewer that x-many formulas in all. contradiction.

Also note that for every aEI: Ifp ES",(I):<p(x ,a)Ep II<:!:x and

Ifp -<p(x ,a)Ep II<:!:K

(otherwise the pre-image under F of a set of size <X would have cardinality

<:!:X. but we just showed any q can have only <X elements in its pre-

image).

On I, define the following equivalence relation E:

aEfi iff Ifp ,a)Ep ,b)ftP II <X.

Let JcI be a set of representatives and the natural map.

6.10 Fact : IC-1(q) 1<X for any q.

Proof: Suppose C(Pi)=q andpi#'Pj for i<j<K For each i, take biEJ, such

that (<p(x ,bi)Epi)<;::::>(<P(X ,bihtPi+l)'

Let ai EJ, aiEbi.

Since IJ!:s:;IJI:s:;IA 11<x, there are aO, and s: such that S = fi:ai=a:* and

bi =b*1 has cardinality =X' so a'Efio. W.l.o.g., rp(x .a' )Eq.
For all i < x' rp(X,a:*)EPi and a' Efio so for all but fewer than X ordinals

i E S, rp(x,bo) . Similarly, for all but < X ordinals i E <p(x,bo) EPi+1' So

for some i E S , <p(x,6*) E Pi and rp(x,bo) E Pi+l' but s: = bi contradiction.

So 6.10 holds.

Thus 1 I<:!:x·

We define Hi (i<X) by induction; such that

1) Hi is disjoint from A 1 U U Bj .
j<i

2) IBil=lC<x(remember IJI:s:; III:s:;: IA 1
1
m =IC).

3) No two elements of U Bj realize the same (J,M1) type. (Possible, as
j<i

IUBj I<x:s:;:1 (J) I)·
j<i
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4) If a¥b and aEe J, then for some admissible cEBi, (possi

ble, as IJIs;/C=IBi I and the choice of J).

Since we can interpret an equivalence relation E 1 relation with

equivalence classes the Bi's. Also, since IJ Is;/C, we can code sequences from J

by single elements.

Let {Ci,a: a<lC) enumerate Bi , and laa: a < enumerate J.

With equivalence relations from we can code pairs from Bi by elements

of Bi , so with a monadic predicate we can interpret

Q=f{ Ci,a,Ci,P): CP(Ci,a,ap)l. Now we can interpret S=l{ Ci,a,i2a): i<X , a<ICI by

the formula 0(x ,11)= x E UBi /\ fl EJ/\ (Vz) (zE1x -->(<p(z ,11)=Q(z ,x ))).
i<X

Suppose R=f{dj,d'f): is a binary relation on UBi' Let
i<x

p1=(Ct,a: a<lCj for t 1,2.

Now {b 1,b 2) ER iff

(y EpL iff (3zEJ)({ y ,z) ESI\<p(bL,z))).

2

(3XEUBi)(VYEX/ E 1)/\
l=l

(We are coding b l by the (<pItype it realizes over J. Even though b L might

be in some other Bn,the code is on level BI; for b l in the pair of R).

So

6.10 Remark So we have proved that if in (1J.R) for some

A ,IL= IS1(A ,M) 1> 1A 1 (IC minimal) then I·

6.11 Theorem : Suppose X is infinite. Then

1) 3R=intl

Where E is an equivalence relation, IDom R 1/ s;2X.
2) Also for some M and (finite) t:.., there are AO,A1, IAol=x,

1srO}(A 1,M) 1=[Dom Rd.
Proof : Combine the previous proofs.

§7 Summing Positive Results.

7.1 Theorem: If V=L, then any R is uniformly invariantly biexpressible with

QE' where E is some equivalence relation, or with lQr,on'3R,L Dom R 1 finite.

Proof : Clearly A3=AZ5;2X is the only remaining case. We can find A such that

IAI -x. 1S1(A ,M) I =X+, ( t:..=l atomic and negated atomic formulas
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in the language of M l (and is fini te).

We shall show that we can express Q":+Qrd.

On A we can interpret the structure (Lx,E). For every a, tpb.(a,A,M) can be

viewed as a subset of Lx'

We express an ordering

a:!'ib iff ( 3 well-founded J!) [ oCt= "1 am an La for some ex" and J!extends
(as (Lx,E)

already interpreted) and the subsets of Lx which a and b represent

appear in

loCI and the subset representing a occurs earlier].

:!'i is a well-founded linear quasi-ordering.

Use a monadic predicate to pick out one element from each of the induced

equivalence classes. This gives us a well-ordering of order-type X+. By 5.18 we

finish. Q.E.D.

7.2 Conclusion : (V=L) for every K either for some family E of equivalence

relation, 3 K,3E are uniformly invariantly bi-expressible or for some finite fam-

ily Kf of finite relations and A, are uniformly invariantly bi-

expressible (if we omit uniformly we can omit the second case.)

Remark: On analysing E see 1.5.

* * *
For some X we can close the gap (X,A) more easily, so such X are impossible.

7.3 Lemma : Suppose M is admissible. And for some finite A,m and

A, IA I=X' ISf(A) I=p,>X
andBcA, [IBI<x===> IST(B)I:!'iIC],X::5;IC<p,andxissingular,

Then 1)

2) If tAo<cf x . 2cf x<X, p, regular, then f3 R,

Remark: For (1) note that if cf then QJ-l.

Proof: We can interpret in (an admissible expansion of) M, a tree T of power

/C, with cf X levels, and p, branches fBi:i <P,J (of order type cf X)·

If 1£ is regular, we can assume that x E:Bi ===> Ib:x EBj II =1£ so each Bi can be

coded by a set Wi of length cfx branches, as its limit, with

[i 7' j ===> Bi n Bj = ¢] and (1) follows.

If p, is singular, we can similarly code QIL,<IL and finish (1) by 6.4.
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For (2) we can consider {Bi:i <p.j as a set of function in /Cc! x, which are pair

wise eventually distinct. By [Sh 7] for some ultrafilter Dover cf X and Icp.,

{Bi:iEIj is well ordered by <o

§8 Complementary Independence Results

8.1 Lemma : Suppose A=A P.>A, and P is the forcing for adding p. func

tions Fi:A->2 (i<p.) (equivalently a function F:p.XA->2, F(i,a)=Fi(a) by condi

tions of power <A) . Let for R be the following partial order <s on

A>2US: x,.,;,y iff (3a<A)(yECX2I\y=xta) v (3a<A)(xE(X2I\Y ESI\X cFy ) (so R is

defined in VP ) . We let for XES and a-O; , xta=de! Fita ; for x an ordinal e S,

let xta=( 1).
Then intQRs (we assume !auA>2=1jfor some ordinal a such that Sc a).

Proof: Suppose not, then for some p EP and first order rp(x ,y ,c,B,Rs ),

p II-p " c a finite sequence of elements of U,H=(H l<n
o
) a finite

sequence of permutations of 11. and f( X ,y ) :rp(x ,y ,c,H,R )l is a well ordering
 s

of ordertype A+ and w.l.o.g. fH-q <n ·1=f HiL <n 0 J."
-t -I

As P satisfies the A+chain condition, there is So E V, soc1j, /Sol"';'A such that

p II-p .. A>2USo is closed under H for l<n 0 ".

-I

Let M=(U R, H, ... ,H. ). For notational simplicity let 1j=A>2US. Let
- -s .....o -n -1

K={I:I a model of the form (III,J6, ... ,f!'-1)' each it a permutation of

III. and I has no proper (non empty) submodel J.
Clearly, KEV, and each I E K as cardinality "';'N{).

We let KiCK be a set of representatives of the isomorphism types, and

IEKl ==> hence KiEV. In vP we define, for each IEK:

(a) we call (x(tEI) a component if Ht(xt)=x!i{t)-

(b) A1=!<71t:tEI): 71tEA>2 for every t and there are function Gi:I->1){i<A+)

with pairwise disjoint ranges, such that 71t = Gi (t) r l(71t) and /\ (V
i<A+
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Note that 1)(=A>2US) is partitioned into components. (x ,yare in the same

components iff x=zo, y =zk and 1\ v zn+1=Ht (zm) for some k: and
m<k t cn"

(zm : 0 < m < k) ).
So in vP there is Sl' A>2c:.S1 and for every XE11-Sl> its component

(Xt: tEl) is disjoint to 11-s1, and for every lX<A, (XttlX: tEl) EAI.
So again as P satisfies the A+- chain condition, we can assume SlEV, and that

forcing of (F;,:iES 1) also determines (A{IEK1) So let

Vl= V[( F;,:iES1) I, p2 the quotient forcing (which is just forcing

(F: iEp,-Sl) by approximations of power <A.)
-I

Notice that in order to know in V1[G2] that I=qJ[x,y] (which holds), (X,yES) it

is not enough to know (xtlX,ytlX) for large enough lX, though it is enough to

know PiEG for some large enough P 1Ep2, which force it! Vl[ G2]). A simple

example is '¢!(x ,y )=[Ho(x )=y]. But something similar and more general

holds.

Fact : 1) If '¢! is a formula from L""."", (xl:t Elt) for < distinct com

ponents disjoint to So, and fl is a countable sequence from Sl,(ItEK1)

I='¢![ ... xl, ... ,1l]t<t.,tEle for t E It, <
then for some lX<A:

(*) if ZlEU-S1, (zttElt ) distinct components and zltlX=xltlX then

1=1'[ ... zl, ... ,flh<to,te:I(

2) We could also have assumed that for any such ,¢!, and fl, the P:

name

T1J,<It:t<to> = 1(... ,711, ... ):t E It, < for A+ pairwise distinct components,

( ... xi,i : tElt ) ,

1=_1,[ x t.i y-]
'Y t, ... , t<to,tEle

and for some 7, X/'ir7=711 for every

depend only on (F:iES1)
-I

Proof: For 2) close Sl A or just times, and if (711: t E It, < is not in

Tv.<It:t<to}' but l= '¢![ .. xl;,··· ,17], xi t 7 = 711 for every t E < then

(xl: t E It, < n s, ¢ cp.
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Now we can prove by induction on the depth of 1f; (in Vi) that the fact is forced

(i.e. H-p 2)
From the fact, and the Tarski-Vaught criterion we can conclude (in VP) that if

SlCU1el/. 111 closed under Ht(l<n*), then M rUl is an L(,JI,(,JI- elementary sub-

model of M. By increasing S 1 further we get that this holds for any 111ell.
extending S 1 and closed under Ht (l <n ").

Now if then we can find JEK 1f;EL(,JIo(,J,yc51, and distinct com-

ponents (xl:t CJ) disjoint to 51 such that for f,{<'A ",

MJ:::1f;(·· . xi,···;···,xl, ... ,y) iff f<{.

Now, for some fo<>"+, for every fE(fo,>"+) and cx<>.. for arbitrarily large (<>..+,

A xlrcx=xbcx , Using the fact, the contradiction is easy.
t e !

8.2 Lemma: 1) In 8.1 if S,SlcM, I5-S11>>.., then 3R $ intIR .s 81

2) If 1(;<>", in 8.1 we can get Qr:.erd$' int!3Rs ' QiVI,«; I and even

3: !.lsi' QiVI,K: I·
3) If 1(;<>", in 8.1 we get int!3,&' QifiL", I
Proof : 1) Similar.

2) We use L«;+,IC+ instead L(,JI,(,JI' and I(; permutations Hi(i<l(;) (instead nO), and

repeat the previous proofs - but any EEKjVl.tc can be defined by an Ltc+,tcr

formula using suitable I(; permutations.

3) Similar proof.

8.3 Lemma : (G.C.H.) If is regular JL=>"+, we can build (Fi:i<JL) as

required in 8.1, 8.2 without forcing.

Proof: See [Sh 6], 2.1.

The following lemma shows that we cannot prove 8.2 without some set-

theoretic hypothesis.

8.4 Lemma : Suppose VJ:::X=X<X A x<>" Acf >..=>.. , then for some x-complete

forcing notion P of power A<X, satisfying the X+- C.C., K", and

1) II-p "if Scx2, cf ISI#>.., Rs as in 8.1, then

2) in VP
, X(R)=Xl<A3(R) implies >"3(R)=X+=>".

Proof: We let P be the limit of the X-support iteration (Pi,Q.:i<>..) where
-1.

Q E VP
, is defined as follows:

-i
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let and

Qi=HF,A):F a function from a subset of X>2 of power <X. into X ' A c(X) Vi.

IA I<X. and for p:,EA,a < X. if then Fj,

iff F1cFz,A1cA z and if 7l"#v are in A2 and

(PEA 11\1'EA 1 1\ a<x 1\

Dam F 1

8.6 Conjecture : It is consistent with Z F C that every 3K is biinterpratable

with some 3E• E a family of equivalence classes.

8.7 Question: Prove it is consistent with ZFC that some 3K is not bi

expressible with any 3E,E a family of equivalence classes.
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Classification over a Predicate II

§1 Introduction and preliminary facts.

Let T be a fixed complete first-order theory, and P E L(T) be a fixed

monadic predicate.

Question: Describe the structure of M 1= T knowing M t P.

When (Vx) P(x) E T, this is a problem addressed [Sh 1J, [Sh 4].

If Vx P(x) E T, there is an extremely strong structure theory. Gaif-

man dealt with the case "M has few pM I) aut.omorphisms over pM "and

gets a representation theorem.

But. for us the maximal st.ructureness will be

"M is prime and even primary over pM".

This is parallel to t.he case ..T categorical in 71."; but this is stronger:

remember that by Loewenheim Skolem Theorem T (if non- trivial) has

models in all 71. IT I + No. So the exact parallel will be "IIMil, M I P deter-

mine M", or at least "dim (M,P), M r P determine M." If we are interested

in the "categoricity theorem" uniqueness) we can restrict oneself to the

case:

1.0 Hypothesis: (VM 1= T) (IpM I = IIM II) and even (31/1 E T)(VM 1= It)

(! pM I = /IMil) (to avoid having to deal with the possibility that T is

uncountable, and (VM) 1= T)[lpMl = /lMII] because of Chang's two cardinal

theorem failing for all 71. IT I). The last condition is equivalent to:

[N -< M 1= T, pM eN ===> N =M].
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We add • to the theorems assumings Hypothesis 1.0 (in our main conclu

sion here we shall do.)

This means that generally from pM we cannot reconstruct M, not even its

power.

We have start to deal with the problem in [Sh 2]. but reading of it is not

required (see there on other works on the subject of Gaifman Hodges and Pil

lay).

Section 34 are given almost as they were lectured in the seminar,

hence are less formal but are more detailed and repetitious then usual. We

do not try to save on set theoretic assumptions. In [Sh 1] the following

classification is discussed.

superstable

I
s t able \ Mo-unstable

unstable _ superstable (only for categories

of models oj countable

This corresponds to, roughly:

I
theories) I

for every p E: S(A):

stability each p I cp is definable

superstability p is almost definable over some finite B c A

Mostability P definable over some finite B cA.

We expect that the classification will be (this) x Co) with G) levels of complexity.

Each time, for the unstable case, a nonstructure theorem for IT I+saturated
models, and for the unsuperstable T a nonstructure theorem for MI!

saturated models. Only in the stable case we can continue to the next level.

In fact it seemed that in order to get nonstructure from unsuperstability

we need first st.ability for all levels. We expect that the solution will be long,

involving many branches. We concentrate on the stable/unstable dichotomy

and quite saturated models. We shall use in "nonstructure" proofs

hypothesis like G.eH, V =L freely. If we do not do this we maybe forced

to look at diagrams we get at approximation of less comfortable cofinalities;
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if the properties are distinct the picture will be even more elaboborate. Let

us explain more the expected classification.

n =- 1. Is every relation on pM definable in M, also definable in M ipM?

1.1 Hypothesis: We assume, yes and even:

"every formula is equivalent (by T) to an atomic relation." (see [Sh 2])

n =O. If M is saturated, IIM II = A > IT I , is M determined by M i P? Its

isomorphism type, yes but its isomorphism type over M i P not necessarily.

1.2 Hypothesis: For every a EM 1= T and rp, p = tprp(a,pM) is definable

(I.e. for some '1/1'1" and c E: pM; Vb E pM[rp(x,b) E: p 'I/Irp(b,c)]. (see [Sh 2])

1.3 Theorem: If M is saturated, IIMil =A > IT I, then M is A-prime over

pM among the A saturated models, and is even A.-primary over it (I.e.

1M I = {ai : i < aL tp (aj ,F''J U !ai,i < j 0 is A-isolated for A regular; this

proves uniqueness over pM).

This is a weak structure theorem.

Proof: Note:

1.4 Fact: For every c E: M 1= T, tp(c,pM) is I TI+-isolated, in fact if

M -c N, then tp (c,pM) I- tp (c,pN).

This follows from Hypothesis 1.2: for every rp there are 'I/I",c" ('1/1'1' does not

depend on e, only on fi:(c),c" CP) such that:

(Vy C P)[rp(c,y) =0 'I/I"(y,c,,,)).

So the formula 8rp(x,c,,) =(Vy C P)[rp(x,y) 'I/Irp(y,c,,)] is satisfied by e.
its parameters are from pM, so @,,(x,crp) Etp (c,pM) and easily

8,,(x,c,,) I- tprp(c,pM). Hence,

C tp(c,pM)
{@",(x,cv):rp E Ll I- tp (c,pM)

So tp (c ,PM) is I T I+-isolated.

If M -c N, then N 1= @,,(c,crp) hence
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C tp (c,N)
18,,(x ,c ,,) :q; E: f- tp(c,N)

but f0,,(x,c,,):q; E: C tp{c,pM).

Proof of the Theorem 1.3: Let 1M 1= fai:i < Al As A> IT I, by the fact

for j < A tp « ai,i j) ,pM) is isolated by a subset of power IT 1 + Ii I <A

(taking union on all finite subsequences). Hence tp (ajpM U fai : i < j D is A

isolated. So M is A-primary over pM, etc. (see [Sh 1]. Ch. N).

1.5 Notation: Let 1$ be a very saturated model on T; we restrict our-

selves to "small" elementary submodels of it. (see [Sh 1], Ch. 1, §1).

1.6 Definition: A C 1$ is complete if 1$ (A n P) -e 1$ pI$ and for every

a E: A and q; there is c",a: cAn P such that /= @"(a,c,,,a:) (0" as previously).

An equivalent formulation is: for every formula rp(x,f!) and b E: A, if

/=(3.X C P) q;(x,b) then for some a cAn P, /= q;[a,b].

Hence if M n pI$ cAe M, then A is complete.

1.7 Remark: 1) If A, T are countable, this means (by the omitting type

theorem ):

3M(A c M 1\ M n p = A n P)

2) if A n p is A-saturated, A = IA I this means the same.

1.8 Definition : S.(A) =Up (a,A):A U a complete, a n p =¢J. Of

course A complete, and let Srt(A) =IP E: S.(A):p = tp(a,A),e(a) =m ].

1.9 Explanation: Weare reconstructing M from pM. It is reasonable to

try to do this using intermediate A, pM cAe M but then the types in which

we may be interested in realizing are only those from S. (A).

1.10 Explanation: From where comes the (.,) levels of the classification?

We try to reconstruct M from pM (e.g. in the case of categoricity). We let

11M II =Aa' let M = U Mi , Mi increase continuously, IIMdl = 1T1+ Ii I. This
i<Ao

can be decomposed to AQ problems of:

"reconstruct Mi + 1 over pM U Mi "
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By Hypothesis 1.2 (see Fact) tp; (Mi+1,pA!;.+1 U MiH-- tp.(Mi+1,pM u Mi), so we

have the reconstruction problem of Mi +1 over pM.'H U Mi , We can decompose

the diagram again, decreasing the power while increasing the diagram to 2n

sets. This is similar to [Sh 3] (and [ Sh 4] XII §5, but there only the good cases

occur). Note that if we allow IpM I < IIM II an extra complication arises.

If we have "good" behaviour for one power, every n, we can prove it for all

larger powers. For each n we look at n-dimensional diagram

A = U Aw (Aw -< pM if 0 fi w, Aw -< ffi if 0 E w), and ask about ISrn(A). If we
wen

get stability (i.e. Isrn(A) I IA II TI), we can define (n+l)-diagrams [as we like

to have that tp.(Au'Ay) is determined by tp.(Au .Av(1u)' and get some unique-

ness we deal with them mainly when stability for n-diagrams was already

proved, and 1.0 help simplifying]. If e.g. for every n the parallel of No-

stability holds, we would be able to prove "M is prime over pM". From insta-

bility we will try to get non-structure theorems. We shall deal with ranks

corresponding to stability (unstability .)

L11 Definition: For every complete set A, for A1,Az (sets of formulas

we define R = R:f(p ,A1,Az,.\) (we sometimes omit A).

[the rank measure how close we are to:

p has a perfect set ¥-¢ of extensions in Srn(A)

A1 is for "many extension"

Az is for "A U x is complet.e".]

We now define by induction when R ex.

1) R =- 1 <:==> pI- \/ P(xfl)
fl<fl(iZ)

2) R 0 <:==> R ¥--l <:==> p uf - P(xfl) : e < e (x)J is finitely

satisfiable.

3) R 6 (6 limit) <:==> R i for every i < o.

4) R ex+1 <:::::;> for every finite q cp and cardinals P.,IC where [ex

odd ==> J.L =0] , [ex even ==> IC =0] and J.L + IC <.\, and for every formula

'Pi(x,'fhzi) E!:J.z and bi E A (i < IC) there are !:J.1-m-types rj(j J.L) pairwise
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explicitly contradictories and di E P@ n A(i IC), such that:

Rm( q urj uHYzi C =' 7/I(pj(Zi,di ):i < ICn. ex

1.12 Remark: It does not matter whether we fix < E L) or just

asked for "some suitable 7/I(p".

1.13 Definition: If K is a category of complete A C I! and some embed

dings f:A 4 I!, then we can define R for K rather than for A, allowing in the

definition to replace A by K-extension ( i.e. the rj but not di can be found

there).

1.14 Claim: If I! t A can be expanded to an Hosaturated model, and A1,A2

are finite, then RAl1'(P is finite or 00. (We make explicit the dependency

on A).

Proof: By compactness. (similarly to [Sh 1], ch. II §2)

§2 Ranks and nonstructure for n=1,2.

2.1 Remark: We concentrate on the case A1,A2,'\ finite, this lead to the

"stable/unstable" dichotomy.

Of course the rank has obvious monotonicity and the finite character proper

ties.

2.2 Claim: For every finite m and rp(x:g) there is a formula

8(11) such that for any complete A and a E A

n iff I! f A 1= 8[a]

Proof: By induction on n.

2.3 Definition: 1) We say p is (for A) if A is complete and

RJf(P c.J for ever finite

2) A is unstable if for some finite AI' {x x I is for A.

2.4 Lemma: Suppose A is complete and stable. Then ISrn(A) I IA I' TI.

Proof: For every p E Srn(A) we can find a complete qp C p, of cardinal

ity IT I such that for every finite RA(P = R'T(qp ,li 1,li2,2). If
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ISzn(A) I > IA I' T1,

then for some finite AI' i AI: P E Szn(AH has power > IA II TI, there are

BcA,IBI ITI q and P,Pi Es:n(A) for i <(lAIITI)+ such that

qPi =qp E Sm(B) hence Pi i B =P i B, and the Pi i Al are pairwise distinct.

The rest is easy noting:

2.5 Fact: If A is complete, pES. (A), then RA (p ,A1,Az,2) is co or is even.

2.6 Lemma: If IA 1 = A, A complete, @ t A saturated, A unstable, then

ISzn(A) I =2A.

In fact: there is a finite Al such that I!p t A1 : p E Szn(A) II 21..

Proof: There is Al such that R:f(x =x,A1,A2,2) > n for every finite Az
and n. We define by induction on ex < A for every 17 E: a2 an m-type PTJ over A

such that:

(1) Ip7/l <No + le(17)I+

(2) for every finite A2 R:f(PTJ,A1,A2,2) (,)

(4) If a = (3+1, 11 E 112 then for some qJ E: AI' C E A,qJ(x,c) and

,c) E P

(5) For every formula qJ(x.a .z ), a E A, for some a, for every 17 E: a2, for

some c E A n P (Yz c P) (qJ(x,a,z) '= 1Jt",(z,c)) E PTJ'

For a =0 , a limit no problem.

How to satisfy (4)?:

As Al is finite we can code it by one formula (see [Sh 1] II 2.1); so let

Al = ,il». What are the demands on c? Write z for c:

fR:f(q n: for finite q cp any t and any finite A2,n J

(where t is false or truth, qJtruth = qJfalse =

By claim 2.2 each demand is first order in @i A. As @t A is saturated,

IplIl < A = IA I, it is enough to show any finitely many demands are

satisfiable. By monotonicity in rank just one is enough; say

R:f(q n. But J?'l(q ,.... ) n+2 and use this.
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A similar proof works for (5).

2.7 Remark: Now there are theorems which give us for unstable A and

ITI anA'=A, 1s:n(A') I IA'I.

But we shall be "easy" on the non-structure side, as this is not our main con-

cern in these notes.

2.8 Question: Is some (= every) model stable?

Meanwhile we assume no and get some non-structure theorems, then we will

assume yes and continue.

2.9 Note: We shall observe that: no (3M 1= T)( IM I > IpM I)

2.10 Theorem: Suppose that for some models MeN, cardinal p., and

finite AI' pN C M, 11M II j.L, I ftPA
1(a,M):

a E NIl p.+.

If IT I < A A<A,O)., 2). < 2).+ and then there are 2A+ non-isomorphic models.

of T of power 11.+, with the same restriction to P.

Proof: Expand N to have enough set theory and get N+, let QN+ =M. Let

N <> be a saturated model of Th: (N+) of power A.

We define by induction on a < A+ N", f" (for 'TJ E a2) such that:

(1) N7J is saturated of power A, elementarily equivalent to N+, f"

a family of A types omitted by NT!' moreover no one has a support over tv"
in the sense of [Sh 5] ( for carrying this we need 0 ).).

(3) For a=f3+1, v EO: 112, there is a A1-m-type over pNo realized by

and belonging to f"-<l>'

For the continuation of the process in the limit we have to have more

induction hypothesis as in the paper above; in the case a =p+l, v E 112 N"

has a A-saturated extension in which 11.+ Am-m-types complete over QN<> are

realized. So there is one P" with no support < A over N". So let

f"-<l> =f"U!p,,1. N,,-<o> re aliz es p g, (we can get also the dual demand).
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So, let for 71 E N"" = U Over QN<> they are pairwise non-isomorphic;
a

as < of them are not isomorphic (even over ¢) (easily, by (Sh 1, 1.2J

and Nil pN., = N<>ipN<> is the same.

Remark: We can eliminate the use of 0 x by forgetting r'1/ by demanding

that for a = {3 + 1, 1/ E (12 there is a A1-m-type paver pN<> which real-

ize it whereas N7r <1> "says" it is omitted (and you can demand that you can

interchange them.)

2.11 Remark: We can replace A-saturated by A-compact.

2.12 Theorem: Suppose that some model is unstable, but the hypothesis

of the last theorem fails.

If then the conclusion of the last theorem

holds.

Remark: We can replace diamond by weak diamonds.

Proof: We define by induction on ex for every 71 E a2 a model NT] such

that:

(1) N'1/ is A-saturated when e(71) is a successor or cf (e(71)) = A

(3) N'1/ifl -c NT]' pNq = pN<>

Let <<71o,vo,Fo): 0 < A+, cf 0 = A, AU> divides O(AU> is ordinal exponeniation)

be a 0 -sequerice i.e. Fo:o 0, 710 #c 1/6 E 02 and for every 71 #c 1/ E x- 2, and

function F:A+ A+ for some (in fact a stationary set of)

0: <71o,l/o.Fo) = <nio,l/io,Fio); so F maps 0 to o.

(4) For each 0, there is a type q over N'1/4 which is realized in NT]4-<O> and

also in N'1/4-<1> but Fo(q) is not realized in any "A- saturated extension N+ of

NlI,-<o> or with pN<>.

If we succeed; there will be no problem.

For ex 0, ex limit: no problem.
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a = f3+1 f3 successor: Over Nv there is a P E Srn(Nv)' Let it be realized

by C, NvUc is complete, hence (as I!: r pNv is A-saturated of power A) there are

(for e =0,1) A-saturated Nv-<e> for power A, such that

N - r N pN,,-<e> - pNvvue '- v-<e>' -.

a=f3+1, ef f3 < A: NTj = U NTjr7 is a complete set with pN., saturated (see
7<(1

below); hence we can find NTj-<e> :2 NTj saturated with the same P. We use

freely:

2.13 Claim.: If A is complete, I!: r (A n P) A-saturated, /A / =A[ and

IT/ < A =A<A], then we can find N,pN c a c N [and N is A- saturated]. (like

the proof of the unstability Lemma 2.6, but simpler).

The next case is:

a=f3+1 , cf (J = A and w.l.o.g. <Nd,Vd,Fd) is defined. We define by induction

on i a model JVi of power A, JVD =NV4' Ni -e JVi for j < i, pN, = pNo and there is

ci E Ni +1 such that tPAt(Ci'JVD) is not realized in JVi. We define as long as we

can for i < A+.

If we can continue for i < A+ we get the hypothesis of the previous theorem.

As for limits we have no problem, there is a last ]ViP, w.l.o.g. (by 2.13) it is A-

saturated. Let Nv.-<e> = NiP for e = 0,1. Now /Szn(NTj.) I> A, /Ni
P

, :;;; A, so for

some q/j E Szn(NTj.) , F/j(qd) is not realized in JViP. Choose NTj4-<e> to realize q/j

(possible as q/j E Srn(NTj.) not just E Sm(NTj,))' For p E 2(1\'{Vd,11dl you have

more freedom. (We could have made the situation symmetric).

* * *

So we have shown non-structure when some M is unstable. Let us relist

our hypothesis:

T complete, P one place predicate

n = - 1 Hypothesis A=1.1: every formula is equivalent to a relation

n = 0 Hypothesis B=1.2: For every a E I!:, tp (a ,pI!:) is definable
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n = 1 Hypothesis C: For every M,I Sft(M) I IIMill TI.

Note: For every M by B,tp.(M,pM) I- tp.(M,pr!J). The next stage is:

n =2 Question D: Is every Mo U pM1 stable, where Mo -c M 1 -c I!:?

2.14 Theorem : Suppose the answer to question D is yes,

A<A = 11.,11. > IT I No. If M is A-saturated of power 11.+, then over pM there is a

A-prime model

(So if (VN F T)«INI liPID then M is A -prime over pM)

2.15 Remark: Really: A<A 11.+,11. > IT I is enough.

Proof: If IpM I A use the previous theorem 1.3.

Let pM = U .At increasing continuous, I!: .At .J!: t pM -e I!: t P and for i = 0 ,
i<A+

and i successor ==> IS t is A-saturated.

We define by inducton on i models Mi , increasing continuous,

Mi n pi!: =Ai' such that

(*) for every C' E Mi +1 tp (c,Mi U is A-isolated

(**) Mo,Mi + 1 are A-saturated, IIMi II =A.

(***) tp (c ,A0) is A-isolated for c E Mo·

Why is this enough?

Let Mo = fca : a < AI Mi +1'\Mi = fc a : A(l+i) a < A(l+i+l)L maybe with

repeatitions.

Now tp.(fc p : aLAo) is A-isolated (as union of < Ia I+ + No such types) but

ip ; (fc p,(3 aLAo) I- tp; (fc p,(3 al ,PM) so the latter is A-isolated too; hence

tp.(ca,pMU{cp{J<a:J) is A-isolated. Also for

tp (ca,pM U < aJ) is A- isolated by:

2.16 Fact: If A U a is complete, then

tp(a,A) I-tp(a,A U pr!J)
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Proof of Fact 2.16: For every bEA,

hence tp (a, (A n U b) f- tp U 5), taking unions over all b E A we

get the fact.

•

We know tp; (lc p:(l+i)A S Ps as,Mi is A-isolated and

tp.(lcp: (1+i)A s fJ s f-tp.(lcp:(l+i)A < p s aLMiup M)

by the Fact.

Hence the latter is A-isolated, hence tp(c a, !Cp:(l+i)A s p < al U MiUPM) is

A-isolated, but this is tp(ca,!c{i: P <alup M). So tp(ca,{cp: P < al U pM) is

A-isolated for every a < A+, and this is enough.

We still have to define Mi

For i= 0, as Ao is complete A-saturated of power A, there is Mo, pMo=Ao,
Mo A- saturated and we know Mo satisfies (***) necessarily.

Note:

2.17 Fact: If B is complete, A = A-cx > IITIL t (B is A- saturated,

IBI =A, then there is a A-saturated N:::> B,N n B n

For i+1: As Mi U is complete, and its intersection with is (A.;, + l' which

is) A-saturated, clearly by 2.17 there is Ni :2Mi U A-saturated

p n Ni = We define by induction on a < A,c a EN such that

tp (ca,Mi U At+1 U iclI:P < al) is A-isolated. By standard bookkeeping it is

enough to prove that if p(xa ) is a type over Mi U At+lvfcp: P <<Xi of power

< A then it has a A-isolated extension ( over this set).

By the induction hypothesis there is a type

q(xp: P< a) C tp.«cp,{3 < a),Mi UA.;,+l )

of power < A such that q(xfJ: fJ < a) f- tp,«c{l'P < a),Mi U A.;,+l )' Replace in

p (x a ) the C«» by xfJ and get p '(x{l : fJ s a). So p' U q is finitely satisfiable (in

Ni) and of power < A and is over MiUAi+l' Let f(11T8.?,I1;[):7 < lal + ITil be

the list of all triples (11,8.1,8.2 ) ; Y C {xII: P s al is finite and 11}>8.2 C L(T) are
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finite.

We define by induction on '1 a type r 7 in Ni over Mi U where r 7 is

increasing of cardinality < A, r 7+1 r 7ur7(y7)' r7 finite over Mi UAi + l , t.he

union consistent and R(r7 (y
7),li l,l1z,2) is minimal where the rank is for

Mi (minimality: under the constraint.s required). As Mi is stable

and as is A-saturated, NinP we can extend rlal+ITI to r' so that

its domain is a set C C UMi and r'ry E: szn( C) for any finite

y clx(I: p al of length m. Simply let<ep : p a) be a sequence in Ni real-

izing r lal+1TI; now choose Co c Ai + l so that Vd C Ie" : f3 aj uDom r lal+1 TI'

tp(d,pN'+i) = tp(d,Ai+l) is definable over Co and let C = CoUDom rlal+lTi'

r' = tp « c" : a) ,C) .

By the definition of R( , . , ) , and as for no li l
(Vn) (V finite liz) RAiHUM,(x x, li l ,112,2 ) n, clearly r' has a unique complete

extension over (using the construction of r l).

So we have finished proving 2,14.

2.18 Theorem: Suppose the answer (to Question D) is no, A = A<A > IT I,
Let Q be the forcing of adding A+ Cohen subsets to A. Then for some

A-<plZ,IAI=A+:

"there are 2"" A-saturated models M ,pM = A, II M \I = A+, pairwise non-

isomorphic over A."

2.19 Remark: We can replace forcing by appropriate diamonds and get

such models. Note that the answers to all our questions so far are absolute.

Proof: By assumption:

"eM· • • .•
There is a triple: pM N', M -< N whose union, pN U M , is unstable. We

cP
can prove that there are many such triples. But for us it is enough to do the

following. We define (in V) by induction on i < A such that is strictly

increasing, continuous, I I A, lZ I -< lZ I P are A-saturated
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and when cf i A. t t pN',pM') and when cf i E

t is A.-saturated.

For i =0, i limit : no problem.

1+i, i successor or cf i < A.: easy.

cf i =A.: l$ r Ai is A. a saturated of power A. by the induction-assumption.

t pN',pM') has the A.- saturated model of power A. say (A,AO), the AO- part

is saturated of power A. and has the theory of t P, hence is isomorphic

We can identify them and choose as A 1.

Now for any sequence <ri : i < A.+,cf i A.) ='F of Cohen subsets of A. we

describe how to build a A.-saturated model My of T with = U

Before this:

2.20 Fact: If M is a A.-saturated model of T, IIMil =A, M () =
cf i =A; then M U is a A-saturated model of Th (M* U PN'), and even

• N- M-- • N·(M U Ai +1, ,M ,Ai +1) is a A-saturated model of Th (M UP, P ,M ,P )

(same argument as before plus use of 1.3).

We shall define Mf' = U. MY,i' My,i depends on 'F t i only, My i () =
i<1.+

Mf',i+l is A-saturated. So in Sf/'(M'f,i UA i +1) there is a perfect set

homeomorphic to 1.2; we can (see 2.6) choose a tree "1 E 1.>2J of types

P7J E Sf/'( increasing with "1, P7J-<o> ,P 7J - <l> explicitely contradictory,

C;J,i C M,.,i U has power e("1) + No

and (Vc E M.,.,i U (3: ex) (V"1 E 2a ) [c E C;J

Now Ti define a branch "1i E 1.2 and we demand that Mi+l realizes U P 7Jl tt . We
i<A

can carry this as under our hypothesis since:

Fact B: If A is complete, 1A I A, A () P saturated of power A then

(3:N :2 A)[N is A-saturated and N n PAn P]'

Now, if we add to A. A.+ Cohen subsets, there is no problem to define 'FE (for
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E C A+,E E V and <<(S(E),gE) : E C A+, E E V) from V such that:

E 1 E 2 ==> fi < A+ : cf i = A, rE,(i) does not appear as TEe(j)! is station-

ary

[Easy, as there are St C fi < A+:cf i AI for < A+ stationary pairwise

disjoint]

Suppose £, a Q-name, is forced to be an isomorphism. As the forcing

satisfies A+-cc there is a club DCA". D E V such that:

f maps M". i onto M". . for i E D and f t M". . does not depend on rEI(i)
Ell Ea,t 8a,t

(in fact depend only on the generic sets fTE (j):j <i I u fr : r does not appear

in TE1,TEel). Choose i ED, cf i = A, TE,(i) does not appear in this TEe' Let

V+ = V[rj : rj rE1(i)]. Now f r M"'E,i is in the universe V+, as well as the tree

of types we have for M". after Fact 2.20. But in M". (i+l) there is a type
El'i E,

realized which f/. v+, a contradiction.

§3 Introducing n-diInensional diagrams and on uniform local atomicity

3.1 Remark: In our non-structure theorems we prove something like: If

.... , and A is special e.g. A =JL+ = 211- , 0 J.L and 016<>-:cf 6 = 11-1 then over some

A C pl!:, IA I A, there are 2>- models M with pM =A pairwise non-isomorphic

over it. This excludes e.g. singular cardinals even if V = L. However in the

cases we have dealt with we can really get 2>-" non-isomorphic models

Mi , pM; =A (non-isomorphic over it) with IA I X for any X> A. Just iterate

taking ultraproduct for D an ultrafilter over CtJ. So when our proof rests on

omitting types of power JL, JL > this does not change much. For e.g. JL =
we have to use indiscerrubles instead; we shall return to this.
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3.2. Let{-J(n) = fw;w C fO,l, ... ,n-1H

p-(n) =An) -inl = fw : w c io.i. ... ,n-lll

We shall deal with I c An) closed under subsets, mainly with An), p-(n)

and with (A,I)-system (As: S E I) A =EIAs I such that

°<I S As -e pl!:

and more.

We first deal with small n; for such systems we may ask about stability ( of

U As), and existence (of M, pM c U As eM)
SE[ SE[

* * *

Note that:

for p-(O) we get nothing

for AO) we have just A. which is pl!: (i .e. A C pi!: and fA. -< fpl!:).

P-(1) = {¢J

.sp P(l) = {¢,fOll

AIOI a model

A. its P-part

a P-(l)-system is just -< pi!: and the existence-problem is 3M(pM = The

stability just asks on S.(A) when A -< pl!:,

For P-(2) we have dealt with stability and existence. In this case automat-

ically tp.(Alol,Al1l)'

n =3: We have a cube, we add the demand
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-< (AU,21,A121)'

We shall assume that T absolutely has no two cardinal model (i.e. 1.0) (not

always we shall use it).

3.3 Claim *: If pM C A c M, A stable (and complete), then M is locally

atomic over A [ that is Vb E M,tp (b,A) is locally isolated which means that for

every rp = rp(x,z), there is 1f/(x,a) E tp (b,A), 1f/(x,a) I- tpgl(b,A)] and even

uniformly so (i.e. 1f/ depends on rp only and not on b, though a may still

depend on b).

Proof: First assume (M,A) is saturated of power A. Then (see 3.4(2)) we

can find N'pN C A C N, INI !ai: i < Al tp (ai,A u!ajj < in is A-isolated,

hence we can embed N into M over A, by 1.6 the embedding is onto A, hence

w.l.o.g. N =M. So for every b E:M,tp (b,A) is A-isolated. For some q C tp (b,A),

Iql <A,q I-tp(b,A).Foreveryrp rp(X,y) let

r =q (x 1) Uq (X2) u !rp(X2'Y)' l'Y)' /\ ue E A I
fZ<fZOl)

(we have a predicate for A). Now I' is not realized in M, because if

xl b 1 ' X2 b2, Y d realized it then d C A and

ql = q(x)U!rp(x,d)j is consistent (b1 realized it)

q2 =q(x) U! -rp(x,a)j is consistent (b2 realized it)

contradicting "q l- tp(b,A)."

So this holds if we replace q by some finite q' C q hence by some for-

mula 'l/lgI,fi(x,crp) E tp(b,A). So

and 1= 1f/ b-(b,e b-)rp, rp,

Similarly we can deduce the uniformity from the ITI+-saturativity.

3.3A Notation: 1) Let La. stand for locally atomic, u.La. stand for uni-

formly locally atomic.

2) Let ACt C means that if rp(z,x) E L,

c E C, a E A t 1= rp[e,a] then there is e' E A such that 1= rp[e',a].

3.4 Claim: 1)* If A is complete, unstable and ITI+-saturated, then
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over A there is an m -type p of power s; IT I with no IT I+-isolated extension.

2) If A is complete stable, A.-saturated and A. > ITI. then

(a) for every m-type p over A of cardinality < A. there is an m-type

q over A,p C q, Iq-p Is; ITI, q has a unique extension in Sm(A) and it is

in Szrt(A).

(b) over A there is a primary model N, so necessarily

N n = n pl!i.

3)* If A is complete. A n is ,,-saturated and pM C A c M then Mis

A.-saturated.

Remark: We use "absolutely no two cardinal model" for 1) and 3)

3.5 Claim: Suppose A is complete, A Ct Band C C pI!i. then

A c, B U C.

Proof: Let a E A, bE B, C E C, and suppose P ¥?[c,b,a].

Let 'I/t(y,x) (3Z o.Z1.··· )[¥?(zO,zl"" ,y,x) 1\ /\ P(zo)]. so clearlye
p 'ljf[b,a], hence for some fi' E A P 1/t[b',a]. As A is complete, and a,fi' E A

clearly for some ,c ... , E A, P ,c ... ,fi',a].

This proves A c, B UC.

3.6 Claim.: If tp(fi,A) is locally isolated, A c, B then tp(fi,A) f- tp(b,B).
If A' is I.a. [u.l.a.] over A, A c, B then A' is l.a. [u.1.a.] over A U B.

Proof: Easy.

§4 On !F(3)- systems and !F(3) non- structure when there are unstable

!F(3)- systems.

4.1 Definition We define what is a !F(3)-system. It is

S =<As :5 E !F(3)>such that:
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2) The rest are -< ($.

6) All,ol is uniformly locally atomic over ApI U Alai and

A l2,Oj is uniformly locally atomic over A 12! U Ala!

Now 6) follows by previous hypothesis, for T absolutely with no two cardi

nal model, (see 3.3). We say S is stable if U As is stable. S has the existence
s

property if (3M :J UAs )pM c U As'
s s

4.2 Fact: Being a P(3)system depends on the first theory only [of

( U As"" As ... )SEP-(3)] (because we have u.l.a. not just l.a.).
sErr(3)

E.Question: Is there unstable P(3)system?

4.3 Theoremv : Suppose (A;: S E P-(3) is unstable, A =A<A > ITI and
Q is the forcing of adding A++ Cohen subsets to A( and 2A=A+ ,2A+ A++) and

J1. ;;:: A++. Then in VQ there are 2A++ non isomorphic models of T of power J1.

with the same P of power J1.. [If e.g. J1.<A = J1. then we can have Asaturated

models).

4.3A Remark: We do not try here to eliminate the set theory. We are

more interested to show the dividing line is right.

4.4 Claim: Suppose for l? =0,1 (As
Q

: S E P-(3) is a P(3)system,

(AsQ:s E P01,2D) is saturated of power A > ITI. (As
Q:

s EPcl1,2l), (l? =0,1)

are elementarily equivalent and As
Q is saturated of power A when 0 E s. Then

the two systems are isomorphic.

Proof: Obviously there is an isomorphism 9 from (As
o : S E

onto (A s 1
:s EP01,2D) . Now we know (see 1.3) that: as A&l is saturated of

power A, it is unique over All! n pi! = So we can extend 9 t to a iso

morphism go from AFol onto Aro!. Now (by 1.6, 2.16) we know that
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tp; (A ,AS) I- ip ; (A ,pffi) hence tp; (A ,AS) I- tp (A ,A r1,21 ) hence

gO u g is an elementary mapping. We know (by condition 6 of Definition

4.1) that is u.1.a over Af21 U hence it is A-atomic over it, so as it is

A-saturated it is unique over U Hence gO r (Af21 U AFoI) can be

extended to an isomorphism g 1 from A 11,01 onto A (2,01' As we know

tp.(Alo,21,AI21) I- tP.(A IO,21'pffi) also tp.(A lo,21' A121) I- tp.(A lo,21' Al1,21) hence

tp.(A lo,21,A121 U A lol) I- tp.(A lo,21' A l 1,21 u A lol) [note A l1,21 UAlol c A lo,2J1 so

necessarily g 1 g 1 U gO is an elementary mapping. Now A Fl.ol is also A-prime

over Alll U A lol so again there is an isomorphism g2 extending

g 1 (AFll U Afol) to an isomorphism from Af1,01 onto A{l,ol' So it suffices to

prove that g2 U g 1 is an elementary mapping. As Arl,ol is u.l.a. over

Af11 it suffices to prove

Ar1,21 U

for this, by 3.5 (and see 3.3A) it suffices to prove:

thatLet e - e
Cs E As, bs E ASUl21 for s = cj>,{oUlJ be such
- , eF qJ(. ,...,bs'·"')s P-(2)· We shall show that there are Cs E As, ( for

s E P-(2)) such that F tp[... ,cr;, ...,bs""]s P-(2)' As we have already proved that

tp; (A ,A U A I- ip; (A r1,21 U w.l.o.g. for some "'1;"'2:

a) ($ F'r/J1[crp,cI1l,brp,blll,blol]

b) ($ F YYrp'YI1l,x.,xlll,xlol(['r/J1(Yrp"xPl xI1l,xrp,xlol) 'r/J2(Yrp,x.,xlolJ)

c) ($ F (VYrp,x.,xlol) ['r/J2(Yrp,xrp,xlol) -+ (3Ylol}t'(Yrp'Ylol,x.,xlol)]

d) US F YYrp' YPI,Ylol,xrp,xlll' xlol)['r/J1(Yrp, Ylll,x""xlll,xlol)1\

11(y</>,Y 101'x.,x 101) qJ(Y.,Y111'YIOI,xrp,xl1l,xlol)]

So in fact we have shown that w.l.o.g. clol is empty [replace qJ by 1/11, (a) is the
assumption; so suppose E clll EArll and F b.,bpl,blol]

hence by (b), F 1/I2[c.,brp,b IDd and (c) F(3Ylol) 111011 bIOi) and as

-< ($ for some ciol E Arol' F 11[c.,clol' b.,blOI)' and by (d) we finish].
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Then we can eliminate the use of b!OI as tPA(b!OI'pl!:) is isolated by some for

mula in tp (for l!.. a finite set of formulas). At last we know that

-< (A!1,21,A121)'

In fact we have prove

4.5 Claim: If <As:s E P-(3)> is P(3)system, and <As : SEA! 1,21> is

Asaturated then S is Asaturated.

Proof of 4.3: The Hypothesis 4.3: There is a P(3)system <A;:s E P-(3)>
such that U A; unstable.

s

Assumptions: A =A<>. > IT I, 2>'=A", 2>'+ =A++.

We first define Ai(i < A++) increasing continuous, -< @itp, I = A+

w.l.o.g. a set of ordinals <AH Ai is saturated]. For

each j < AH,cf (j) =A+ , i = j +1 we define for a < A+ such that:

A c A I I = IA I = A, U A = U = Aj
a<>..+ a<>..+

is an elementary chain (increasingcontinuous) in a

== (Aill,A;) and

We do it by induction on i,

For i = 0 , or i limit: no problem.

i = j+1, cf j :70 A+: no problem

i = j+1, cf j = A+: no real problem. First we define by induction on a,

a continuous increasing (in a) chain;

[cf aElO,l,AJ is saturated], so that U will be saturated:
a<>..+

for a = 0, or a limit or a = f3 + 1, cf (f3) 70 A: no problem arise and take

care of the saturation of the union

a = f3+1,cf f3 =A: Let (Al1,21,A!21,A l1l,Af/l) be a saturated model of power A

of the theory of (Ajl,21,Aj21,Aill,A;). So (Al1l,Af/l) and are saturated
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models of the same power and theory; hence isomorphic, so w.l.o.g. equal and

let

=Al1,21 =AI21

Now U is a saturated model of the theory of A; (= the theory of
a<'\+

and has power A+, so it is isomorphic to and w.l.o.g. they are equal. So we

have deftned A..

* * *

Now we define by induction on i < A++

u; -< 1$, such that:

a) Mi n pi!: increasing continuous.

b) Mi is A-constructible

c) when cf i E (0, 1,A+J Mi is A-saturated and

d) if j < i then Mi is A-atomic over Mj U

We will define the Mi's in some forcing extension yQ of Y: but Q is A-

complete: so (when cf i E fO,l,A+l) Mi is isomorphic over Ai to some M; E: Y

[as over there is in Ya A-prime model M; in fact a A-primary one and this

property is still true in yQ. This property is also satisfied by Mi over so

they are isomorphic: use the uniqueness of the A-primary model (see [Sh 1],

Ch. II, §5).

Specifically, Q will be "adding A++-Cohen subsets of A, (ra:a <A+)". For

every sequence r,r=(ri,a:i<A++,a<A+) (where for some

h E V, Ti,a = rh(i,a), h one to one) we shall define a model '1'. For a while we

suppress the superscript r .

Case I: i 0: by the proof of the existence of a A-primary model over

any A-saturated A -<l:!: t P, IA I =A+ (see 2.14).

Case TI: i limit: The only problematic point is "Mi is A-constructible over

Ai' and Mi is A-atomic over Mj U for j < i". Let j < i, every c E: Mi
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belongs

to Ml. for some t . i < < i, so by the induction hypothesis tp(c,AI.UMj) is A

isolated, but Mj UAt. uc is compete hence tp(c,At.UMj) I-tp(c,AiUMj) so

the latter is Aisolated too. So Mi is Aatomic over Mj

Now each Mj (j < i) is Aconstructible over Aj, hence over Ai' So (see [Sh

1 N §3] Mj = U u, ,a' IIMj ,a II =A, Mj ,a increasing continuous in a and u, is
a<A+

Aconstructible hence Aatomic over Aj U Mj,a and even over U Mj,a' Let

i = U Wa, IWa I A, Wa increasing continuous, Wa with no last element. Let
a<A+

n; = U Mj,a' so clearly IINall Let
jEWa

Clearly Co is a closed unbounded subset of A+.

Now for every i < < i, Mt. is Aatomic over Mj U At hence (as usual)

over Mj U Ai, and for every c E Ml. there is a(c,j) < A+ such that

tp (c,Mj,a(c,il U (Mt.,a(c,j) n At.)) I- tp «», (are Aisolated). Clearly

C1 = fa E Co:Yc(Yj E Wa)[j < 1\ C E Ml.,a a(c,j) < aJl is closed

unbounded. It suffices to prove that for every a Eel, N a + 1 is Aatomic over

N a U (hence Aconstructible). (as we know No is Aatomic over Ni ) . First

we prove that for every JEWa,Mj is Aatomic over Na let d E Mj then

as lX E C1, tp (d,Mj,a U Aj) is Aatomic hence tp (d,Mj,a U Ai) is Aatomic, so it

suffices to prove tp (d,Mj,a I- tp (d,c U Mj,a U Ai) for every c E Na. For

any such e , as Wa has no last element, for some c E Ml.,a j < f E Wa. Now

a(c,j) < lX, hence

tp(c,Mj,a(c,il U (Mt.,a(c,il n At.)) I- tp(c,Mj as s « Mj, this implies

tp (c,Mj,a U Ai) I- tp (c,Mj,a U U d) and by symmetry we get the conclu

sion. So we have proved that Mj is Aatomic over N a U Ai, hence U Mj is A
jEWa

atomic over N a but U Mj is Msup(w
a
) and so we have proved it if

j E Wa

sup(Wa ) =i. Now if {" sup Wa < i, then remember that we had proved that Mi

is Aatomic over Ml; as we have just proved that Ml; is Aatomic over
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Na U <\' together we get that Mi is A-atomic over N a U <\.

Case ill: i j + l,ef j < A+.

As Mj is A-constructible over Aj, we can find Mj ,a' and <\,a for a < A+ such

that, Mj = U Mj ,a where Mj ,a is increasing continuous (in a)

IIMj ,a II A, Mj

I<\,al A, Ai

A-atomic over

<\,a

Mj,a U Aj (hence over Mj,a U <\), and

increasing continuous in a, and

where Aj,a =<\,." n Aj =Mj,a n Aj, and when

is A-saturated, also when cf a E [o.i.x].

(<\,a,Mj ,a,Aj ,a) (<\,Mj ,Aj)

ef a E lO,LAj. (Ai,a.Aj,a)

(<\,a,Mj ,a.Aj ,a) (<\.u.», ).

We define by induction on a, Mi,a such that <\,a U Mj,a C Mi,a'

Ai a' [ef a E lo, lAj .... Mi,a is A-saturated) , Mi,a increasing continuous

in a, and Mi,a is A-atomic over Mi,a U Mj.a and also over Ai,." U Mj. For the

last demand note that

(*) when ef a E to.i.xt, as (<\,.",Mj,.".Aj,a) (<\,Mj.Aj) it suffices to

prove that Mi ,." is A-atomic over <\.." U Mj ,." .

So for a =° it is easy, by the last sentence, for a-limit there is no prob-

lem. For a = fJ + 1, over <\,." U Mj ,a there is a A-atomic A-saturated model

Mi,.", but why Mi,p C Mj ,a? As the previous is A-atomic over Ai,." U Mj ,'" ([prove

it as you have proved (*) and for Ii limit we use MfJ = U M7 +1 ) and as
7<fJ

IIMi,p11 A, clearly Mi,fl is A- constructible over Ai,a U Mj,a' and we can

embed it into Mi,a' over <\,." U Mj,a and so by renaming we can finish.

So u; U Mi ,« is A-atomic over Mj U <\ (hence over MJ:. U Ai for { < i
a<A+

(see [Sh 1] ch. IV §3]) and is A-saturated. We still have to show that it is A-

constructible over <\. For this it suffices to prove Mi ,a + 1 is A-atomic over

Mi ,." U Aj ,«+1 which we could have guaranteed this easily in the construction.

More exactly, Mi ,a + 1 is a A-saturated model of cardinality A extending

Mi ,." U Aj ,.,,+ l ; Now if r is a set of A types over Mi ,« U Aj ,«+ l each with no
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support of power <A (i.e. no type q over Mi,a U Aj ,a + l ' (consistent),

Iq I < A, q I- p where p is the type from f), then there is a A-saturated

M :? U Mj ,a+l' M omitting every p E f. Now the other demands on Mi ,a + l

are of the form: omits some type; and to prove those types have no support

< A, it suffices to find a (A-saturated M, M :? U Mj ,a + l ) omi.tting such a

type for each p E I' separately.

Case N: i = j +1,e! j =A+.

We act exactly as in Case 1Il, with one additional feature. When

ex = f3 + 1,e! f3 A, we demand

(**) (Mj,a' Mi,a' Mj,p, Aj,a, Aj ,lI)

(A ' A' A' A' A' A' A')= 10,21' 10,11' 101' 11,21' 121' 111' ."

[Remember Aj < A+) were defined in the first part of the proof, so that

the relevant part of (**) holds. We then can define Mj ,7(7 0), A-saturated of

power A, Mj ,7 n =Aj ,?" and Mj ,7 +1 is A-atomic over A j ,7 + 1 U Mj ;7 ' by 2.14

w.Lo.g. Mj = U Mj,T Now we defined by induction on 7, Mi,." A-atomic over
7

Mj;r U Clearly there is a A-saturated model of cardinality A elemen-

tarily equivalent to (AjO,21' Ajo,n, Ajol.Aj1,21.Aj2I' Ajll.A.,,), and by 4.4 it is

isomorphic to (Mj,a,Mi,a, Mi ,lI .Ai,a, so (**) holds].

So the left system is unstable so by 3.5 there is an m-type p over it of

power < A with no A-isolated extension over U U so in the con-

struction we have a perfect (i.e. homeomorphic to M) set of possibilities an we

use rj ,II to decide (except here we do not use the Cohen sets, though once

used we may continue to use it).

The non isomorphism is as in previous proofs.

Remark: We could simplify the proof of 4.3 by a more extensive use of

0.1.

§5 General system and relevant symmetry.
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We change slightly the thing we analyze we shall analyze "the possible

existence of a A-prime model over any A -< pl!". Remember

Hypothesis: Every formula is equivalent to a relation.

In this section we shall deal with systems of the following kind:

5.1 Definition: A I-system is S = (As:s E I) (I = I(S» where

1) for some n = n(I) = n(S), Au, ... ,n-10 C I c An), I close

under subsets

3) a) if 0 f1. S, then As -< @: rP , b) if 0 E S ,As -< @:

4)

(As: S E ... ,n-20) -c (AsUln-l! : S E AH, ... ,n-20) are both sys-

tems (so the definition is by induction on n).

5) if 0 E s, As is u.l.a. over U At.
tcs

Remark: This is useful when no two cardinal models exist.

5.2 Definition: 1) A system S is stable if U AsS is
s EI(S)

2) A system has the existence property if there is M,

pM C U AsSeM.
s

3) The I-goodness holds if every I-system is stable.

4) n· (T) is sup +1 : p-(n )-goodness holds] (so n." (T) ::;; Co).

5) n ··(T) is sup every p-(n)-system has the atomicity

property J.
where

6) <As: S E J) has the atomicity property if for every ITl+-
saturated (As+:s E I) =< As:s E I), and m-type p over U A/ of cardinality

SEI
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,.;; IT I , has a IT I+-isolated extension over U As'
SE:I

5.3 Lemma: 1) Being an I-system depends only on its first order Lheory.

2) Having the atomicity property (for an I-system) depends only

on its first order theory.

3) If <As:s E I) is a system, n(T) > 0, then so are

<As: S E In An (I)-1» and

<As U1n(I)-1l : S uln(I)-ll E I, (n(I)-1) <t. s).

4) If J c I satisfies (1) of 5.1 then <As:s E J) is a J-system.

5)* If every model is stable (i.e., Iszn(M) I ,.;; IIMIIITI) then

n·(T) =n··(T), in fact stability and atomicity of p-(n)-systems are

equivalent. (see 3.4(2)(a». (Without 0.1 we stability implies atomicity)

5.4 Lemma: For any system (As: S E I), (n =n(I»:

a) if 0 E S Ef then ip; (As' U At) I- ip; (As' UIAt:t E I,s cL t I); moreover
tcs

for every cp(x,g) and C E As for some 1/I,.(X/; 1)") E tp(c, U At),
T' 'P,

t cs

b) u As c t U As, in fact: for 6t E At(t E 1) such that 1= cp( ... 6t , .. .) we
(n-l)'i/'s SEe!

s Eel

can find 6t+ E: As - 1n-1!, such that [(n -1) <t. t 6/ =6tJ. and I=cp( .... bt· .. )·

Proof: The proof is by simultaneous induction on II I (for all systems

and both a) and bj). The proof is splitted to cases.

Proof of a):

Case 1: There is t E I. set.

Then we can reduce the problem to one on I+ eland use the induction

hypothesis. So if not Case 1 It:t E l,s fZ tl I -Is I.

Case 2 : not Case 1 and (n -1) <t. s.
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Let t: E As' rp(x,g) be a formula.

Let J = ftEI:(n -1) f{ t J, then by the induction hypothesis [as

PI < IJ ufn-lsi s III, because fn-ll f{ J, (and fn-ll E I, as Iisdownward

closed and n=n(I)). Note that n-1>O as n-1f{s,OES] for some

"tp(X,b",7;) E tp.(As , UAt), 1/I",(x,b",7;) I- tp",(c', U At)·
tcs

tEJ

1=(3X)[1/I",(x,b (J) /\ q1(x,d)] /\ (3X)[
... tp.

noforSo s « U At.

tEJ

"",(X,btp.7;) /\ - q1(x,d)]. Applying the induction hypothesis to I-lsI (for (b)) we

see that UfAt:t E J-fsIJ Ct UfAt:t E I-tsll. So also in UfAt : t E I-lsB we

cannot find d as above. So I- tp,,(c, UlAt:t E I-t s 0. as required.

Case 3: Not 1 nor 2 and there is v ,a maximal member of I,

°E V ,v s ,(n -1) f{ v. So v,s are C- incomparable.

By using the induction hypothesis for I-tv j,s and case 2 for I,v we see

that

tp.(As ' UAt) I- tp.(As,ufAt:t E I, t v.s j)
tcs

tp; (Av ,UAt) I- tp.(As,ufAt:t E I, t vI)
tev

Together we get the first close of (a). As for the second: we can treat our sys

tem as an IIIsorted model, find a IT[+saturated elementary extension, so

also there we get the first close of (a). By saturativity we get the 1/1", and note

that its property is preserve by elementary equivalence.

Case 4: For some tEl, a e t and t U fOj f{ I.

suffices

v u {Ol ElL

that

Let Jo = Iv E I : 0 f{ v L J 1 fv E I : °f{ v,

J2 = (v E I: °E vj. We shall prove

tp( U Au, u Au) I- tp( u Au, u Au) (by [Sh 1, ch. N §2 §3], this

for the first phrase of (a),) then proceed as in Case 3.
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For each v E J2 , as ip; (Au, u Au) is u.l.a. by the induction
ucv

hypothesis U Au c, U IAu : v Z u, U E J2 U Jd,
ucv

hence by 3.5

together we get
ucv

tp.(Au, u Au) I-tp(.Av,ufAu:v Z U,U Ell). By ISh 1, N 3.3] this gives
ucv

tp ( U Av ' U Au) \- tp( u Au, u Au)·
VEJ2 UEJ, VEJ2 UEJo

Case 5: not cases 1,2,3,4.

So (n-1) E S [as not Case 2] and (Vt E I)(t E I), [if t is a coun-

terexample, as I is downward closed w.l.o.g. t is maximal in I; as

t U fl' J clearly t Z s , n-1 fL i , by "not case 4" t U E J hence by

t's maximality 0 E t, and we get Case 3, contradiction]. So

1= J U U E JJ where J = It E J:(n-1) fL n We apply the induc-

tion hypothesis to (AsUln-l( S E J), S - (remember 5.3(3)) so

tp; (As, : t c S ,(n-l) E t l) I- tp.(As' cF S ,S -Ill)

hence the first close of (a) follows (by Ax V11 of ISh 1, ch N §1]) and we prove

(a) as in the Case 3,

Proof of (b) of 5.4: Now we prove (b) of 5.4. Let J =U E J:(n -1) fi q.

First replace our system by a IT 1+-saturated one. Then by increasing the

bs to sequences of length < IT I+ we can assume for each S E I: if 0 E S then

tp(bs' U bt) I- E I,s (/ tn Now we define the bs+ , If (n-1) fL S
tcs

let b/ = bs' Next choose (bs+:s E 1,0 fL s,(n-l) E s), so that EAs - ln - lI

and in the model (AsUln-lI:s E POI, ... ,n-2D) it realizes over

ufbs: SEPU1, ... ,n-2H the same type as (bs:SEI,OfLI,(n-l)Es)

(possible by (4) of Definition 5.1). For the others, define by induction on

Is l.bs+ such that tp('" )tl:S = tp i >: )ta' and simultane-

ously prove that the mapping bs -> b-s+ defined so far is element.ary (for ($).

5.5 Conclusion: 1)* Suppose A =A<h> ITI, and (Ats E I) is a system,

<Ato e S E I) is A-sat.urated, each Ase is A-saturat.e and of power A and
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(AsO:O rI' s E I) == (Asl:O q S E I). Then the two systems are isomorphic.

2) If in (l) we do not assume 1.0, we need (Al',c )CEUAl is A-saturated
to

when 0 E s E I.

5.6 Conclusion: 1) If <As : $ E I) is an I-system, PO 1, ... ,n -1) C J c I

then U As is u.l.a. over U As·
SE! SEJ

2) If (As:s E I) is an I-system, then for S E I ,As n p{$ =As-fol'

§6 A proof of the existence property.

6.0 Hypothesis: n" (T) = w.

6.1 Theorem .: Suppose T is countable and <As: S E(F{n) is a sys-

tem satisfying:

e
(*) 0 EsE (F{n) is 1" constructible over UAt.

Mo tcs
e

Then there is a model M F -constructible over U As. u.l.a. over it, and
Mo s

pM C UAs' So the existence property holds for such systems.
s

Proof: The proof is broken to some claims.

6.2 Claim: If A Ct C, B is
e e

F -constructible over A, then B is F-

constructible over C (by the same sequence), tp.(B,A) \-tp.{B,C). and

A U B Ct C.

Proof: See [Sh 1 , Ch. XII].

e
6.3 Claim *: If M is F -constructible over UAs « u, <As:s E (F{n ))

No

is a system then M is u.l.a. over UAs'
s

Proof: W.l.o.g. (by easy set theory) for some A> I uAs 1+ 1T I,
s
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A =A<>.. so let (A;: S E p-(n» be a saturated elementary extension of

(As :s E r«n )). By 6.2 ip; (M, UA;) is A-isolated so there is a A-primary N,
s

M U U A; C N. Hence N is u.I.a. over U As see 3.3 and we finish by the next
s

Fact (6.4).

6.4 Fact If A -< C, and B is u.l.a. over C, tp.(B,A) I- tp.(B,C) then B is

u.l.a, over A (witnessed in the same way).

Remark: Note that we assume A -< C, i.e. ($ t A -< C t ($, not just A Ct C.

Proof Let bEB,rpEL, then for some 1{Im(x,c iI)Etp(b,C)
.. I/i,

1{Itp(x,cl/i,fi) I- tptp(b,C). As tp.(B,A) I- tp.(B,C) there is 11(x,a) E tp.(b,A),

1Y(x,a) 1-1{Itp(x,ctp,fi)' So

1= (Vx)[11(x,ctp,iI) 1{I1/i(x,ctp,6)] 1\

(Vg E C)[(Vx)(1{I1{i(X,C",b) rp(x,g» v(Vx)(1Ptp(xcl{i,5) rp(x,g»]

so there is E A with those properties.

6.5 Claim: If (As:s E p-(n» is a system, satisfying (*) (from 6.1)

A = L: IAs I > IT I then we can define (As
Gt

: s E: p-(n» (a < A) such that
s

(1) L:IAsGtI = lal + ITI
s

(3) (AsGt: s E p-(n» is increasing continuous in a.

(4) (AsGt: S E p-(n»

(AsGt: s E p-(n+1),s "-'F /0, ... ,n-ll)

satisfying (*) in both cases.

Proof: Easy. [Sh 1, ch. IV, §3]

is a system, as well as

h A Gt - A a+l f p-( »were sUlnJ - s or sEn ,

Proof of 6.1: We prove it by induction on A=L: IAs I (for all n sirnult.ane-
s

ously).
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Easily of the three properties demanded of M in 6.1 the first implies the

second (by 6.3) and the third (apply u.l.a, for the formula x=y). Remember T

is countable.

Case 1: A = No.

So A U As is countable. By Hypothesis 6.0, easily for every tp(x .e )
s

a E: A, !=3XIf/(X,a), and rp1(x,rJ) there is "'(X,a1) ' 121 E: A, and

!=(3X)[If/(x,a) 1\ "'(X,a1)] and "'(x,a 1) /- tp9'l(c,A) for some c. [otherwise

replace <As: S E: p-(n) by an elementarily equivalent ITI+-saturated sys-

tem and get contradiction to 5.2(6)]. So we can define by induction on n,

rpn(xO, ... ,xn,an), an E: A such that !=(3Xo, ... ,xn)rpn(xO, ... ,xn,an), !=(V

xo,··· ,xn+1) (rpn+l(xo"" ,xn+1' an+1) If/n(xO'" . ,xn' an)) and for every

1ft =1ft(xo,··· ,xn; rJ) for some k >n and co'," ,cn (3Xn+1" x/c)

If/n(xo"" ,xlc,ale) /- tp«co,··· ,cn)A) ,xn,an):n < "'I is com-

plete over A (i n n < wl) and is the complete diagram over A of a model
Q

as required ( remember Ax VII (of [Sh 1 , Ch. IV. §1]. holds for F .)
No

Case 2: A > 1T I.

Define Asa(o. < A) by 6.5. We now define by induction on a., a model Ma , so
e

that Ma is F -constructible over U At, U As
a C Ma , also if a. is limit

No s s
e

Ma = U Mp, and a. = fJ + 1 Ma is F -constructible over U As<X U M(f. We
(f<a No s

should prove for each a., that <Asa: a. E: p-(n+1) is a system where

Ana = Ma , this follows by 6.5(4) and noting Mn is u.l.a. over : S E: p-(nH

by 6.3.

6.6 Theorem • : Suppose T is countable. If M,N are Ncsaturated, with

M r P =N f P then M,N are isomorphic over pM. ( by 3.4(3) the Ncsaturation

of M r P implies that of M).

Q

Proof: Over pM there is a F primary model M+, so M+ is
No

t
F -primary
N,

t
and F -prime. So it can be elementarily embedded into M over pM hence its

N,
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image is equal to M. Similarly for N.

This theorem is made more interesting by the following (not using 6.0

anymore):

6.7 Fact: Assume for every M, pM is stable.

If there are Mo -< M ,pM C Mo M 1 then for every >.. IT I + 101 we can find

M and at E M(i < 0) such that:

(a) i j => at aj' IIMil>.. = IpM I,

(b) for i < j tp (aj ,pM U laa:a < in = tp (ai,pM u laa:a < in·

(c) moreover for every Ii EM there is i(li) < 0 such that: if i(b):S: i < i,
tp(aj,pM U Ii U laa:a <in = tp(ai,pM U Ii U {aa:a <in

Proof: W.l.o.g. Mo is >..+-saturated. Let a E M i-Mo and define by induc-

tion on i < 0, Nt -< Mo, liNt II =A and at such that UNj U laj:j < il C Ni and
j<i

ai E: Mo realizes tp(a,Nd. By claim 2.16 (or 1.4) UNi ,fai:i < 01 are as
i<6

required.

6.8 Lemma : 1) Under the assumption of 6.7, if the conclusion of 6.1

holds then when IT I < A < P, thcre is a model M·, IIM· II = IpM'1 =p" so that

there are ai (i < 0) as there ( for M·) when 0 =A but not when A < cf 0 s; p,.

2) If 1.0 fails, A regular 2}" =A+, then we can find M, ai(i < A) as

in 6.7, pM is saturated, IIM II IIpM II = A+.

Proof : 1) Let M ,at(i < A) be as there, choose A ,pM E: A -< ($ P,
e

IA I =A and let M· be F -constructible over M U A. By the pM,s stability,

ai(i < A) has the property in M· too. Suppose<ci:i < 0) has the property (in

M, i.e. a),b),c) of 6.7) too and A < cf o. By [Sh 1 Ch N §3] we can find N -< M·,

MeN, IIN II A, N closed enough ( under history of the construction and the
e

function Ii .... ci(b)' ci .... CHi)' so that M· is F -constructible over N U A, and
l'!o

<ai:ai E: N) has the property in Nand cf (supli:ai E: NO > IT I. Then
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tp (asup!i:a;E:N!,N u A) is not NI - isolated, contradiction.

2) Left to the reader.

§7 Manipulations with systems for an arbitrary theory.

7.0 Discussion: We are dealing with several kinds of I-systems, so we shall

use the name "I-x -system", x a latin letter to differentiate. For Definition

5.1 we use x =a and say it is for l!: or for T.

7.1 Definition: We call S = (As:s E: I) an I-b-system for T if:

1) for some n = n(I) = n(S), I cAn), I q An-i), I closed under sub-

sets.

2) (As: S U fn-1l E: I,n-1 fl s) < (AsUln-l( S U fn-lJ E: I,n-1 fl s)

3) each As is a model of T.

4) (As:s E: J) is a I-system when J = [s E: I:(n -1) fl s [.

5) If n-l E: t E: I then

At n (UfAs : n-1 fZ S E: II) c ulAs: n-1 fZ S E: I, S U fn-1J E: Z].

7.2 Fact: 1) For S to be an l-b -system for T depends on its first order

theory only.

2) If <As:s E: I) is an I-b -system then As nAt = As n t for any

S .t E: I.

Proof: 1) Check.

2) Prove it by induction on n. If n-1 fl S ut-trivial using condi-

tion 4). If n -1 E: s nt, by condition (4) and the induction hypothesis

As-In-I! n At-In-I' = Asnt-In-I! and use condition (2). If n-l E: s,n-1 f/ t,

then s n t = (s-fn-lj nt, and again As-In-If nAt =As n t by condition (4),

and by (2) As - ln - ll = As n (u lAu : v uln-ll E: I, n-1 ¢ IJ, and we finish by

(5).
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7.3 Fact: (As: sEAn) is a An) -b -system for (!: t P iff
(As-t= S EAn+1),0 rt s) is aA11, ... ,nl)-a-system (for an integerk let

S -k = fi -k : i E k: I s +k is defined similarly.)

7.4 Fact: If n > 0, (As:S E p(n) is a p(n )-b -system for T and for

S EAn-1) B; = (ACS+1)Ulol,As+l) then (Bs:s EAn-1) is a

An -1)-b -system for T1 = Th.

Proof: We prove it by induction on n

n=l: so p(n -1) = p(O) = {¢j, so (Bs:s E An -1) consistent of one model, of

T 1 of course:

n+l:

Condition: 1) is trivial.

Condition: 2) We should prove

(Bs:s E An-l) -< (Bs uln-ll:s E An-1)

(looking what I is).

This is equivalent to

( (A(s+l)Ulol,As+l):S E p(n-1) -< ( (A(s+l)Ulo,nl,A(s+l)Ulnl):S E An-l)

which is equivalent to

(As:s EAn) -«Asu1n(S EAn)

which holds as (As:s E An+1) is a An+1)-b -system.

Condition: 3) we know (As: sEAn) isa An)-b-system hence by

the induction hypothesis for S E An-1), (A(s+l)Ulol,A(S+l)) == As we

have proved condition 2), for S E An-1) Bs -< Bsuln-ll i.e.

(A(S+1)uIOI,As+1) == (A(s+l)Ulo,n-ll ,A(s+l)uln-Jl)' so the condition holds for

S U (n -lJ when S E An-1).

So it holds for every S E p(n), as required.
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Condition: 4) Easy.

Condition 5): Obvious, (by 5) for (As : S Ep(n+1)).

7.5 Lemma: 1) Suppose (Ms :5 EAn) is a An )-b -system for T,

71..= L: IIMs II, A> ITI· Then we can find (Ms .a : SEAn) (a <A) such that:
s

(i) (Ms,a:s EAn) -«Ms:s EAn)

(ii) IIMs,all = ITI + lal.

(iii) Let for a < A+,S E p(n),

Then (Msa:s EAn+1) is a An+1)-b-system for T.

2) If (Ms:s E An) is K;-saturated (Va < A)[ Ia I<,; < A], 2 1TI < A

then we can demand (Ms,a:s E p(n) is /C-saturated when cf a E fO,l! pr

cf a /C, but then IIMs a II (IT I + Iex I)<,; (if we ask just for /C-compact then

IIMs .a II (I TI +

(2a) We can even demand this for each J c p(n) separately.

3) If A = /C+, /C K;<c > IT I, and (Ms : S EAn) is saturated,

then we can also demand (Msa: s EAn+1) is saturated when cf a fZ [Ho,lc).

(but IIMs ,a II = /C) We can, except for some unbounded non stationary subset

determine its theory as that of (Ns:s E An+1) a An+1)-b-system, pro'

vided that (Ns:s E An) (Ms:s E p(n).

Proof: 1) Easy, 2) Easy, 3) See proofs in §4.

7.6 Lemma: Suppose A A<A, and 2A+£ =A+Q+l for e < n. Suppose

(A;:s E p(n) is a p(n )-b -system for T. Let J = JA,n a sequence of

ordinals of length <A+(n-Q)j.

Then we can define models M7j,t ("1 E J, t E Ae ("1)) ) of T such that:

(i) M7j,t is a model of T of power A+(n-Q(7j)) , it is saturated provided that

(ve.<e("1)[cf "1(e.) E fO,l,A+(n-Q)j ve Etl
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(u) if 1] E: J,t E:Ae (1]» and e(1]) < n, then

a) M7],t = U fM7}-<i>,t: i < A(n-IZ(7}))j

b) if E: J olimit then M7}-<d>,t U M7}-<i>,t
i<o

(iii) for each 1] E: J,S7} M7},t:t E Ae (1]») is a Ae (TJ»-b -system.

(iv) if (Ve < e(1]»[cj TJ(e) E fO,l,),+(n-Q)jJ then S7j is saturated and its

theory is that of (A;:s E: p(e (1]») .

Proof: We prove it by induction on n for all possible T, (A;:s E:An».
For each n > 0 we define by induction on a < A+n the models M<01>,t/> and

M7j,t(TJ(O) < a,) 1] E: J,t EPUZ(TJ», such that when cf a E fO,1,A+(n-1)j, M<a>.t/>

is a saturated, of cardinality A+(n-l) M<OI> F T, M<a>,111 is saturated,

(M<a> : a < A+n) an elementary chain, for a limit, M<01>= U M<P>' for
p<a

a = (3 + 1 M<ct.>,t/> =M<P>,lll'

For ex limit or zero - no problem. For ex = (3 + 1, cf (3 f0, 1,A+(n-l)j, we let

M<ct.>.111 be a saturated elementary extension of M<fJ> of power A+(n-l) and

then use 7.5 (2a). For a = (3 + 1,(3=0 for M<a> there is no problem and then

use 7.5. For a = fJ+l, cf fJ E: 11,A+(n-l)l. M<fJ>.</> is saturated. We use the

induction hypothesis for n -1, and T1 from 7.4 (starting there with

(A;:s E: An»). Getting TJ E JJ,.,n-1' So is a model of T of

power A+(n-l), saturated hence M<fJ>,</> so w.l.o.g. it is M<fJ>' let

M<ct.>,</> Mh =M<fJ>,lol ' M<a> -7}(t-lOl)-l is if 0 t, and is MJ,(t-lOl)-l if

o E: t.

7.7. Lemma. Suppose A<J,. > IT I, 2J,.+e =A+12+1 for e <nand
(A;:s E: An» a An )-b -system for T. Let

W(A) 10 < A+:cf 0 =Aj

W·{A) = W(A) U W+(A).

W+(A) = 10+1 : 0 E W(A)j, and

= ITJ : 1] a sequence of ordinals of length :S n, 1](£) < A+(n-Q),
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Then we can define models Mfl(7} E of T such that:

(i) M." is a model of T of power A+(n--Q(fl))

(it) if 7} E then M." is saturated.

(iii) if 7J E is not maximal then

i < j Mfl-<i> -e M'I}-<j>; M'I} = UM'I}-<i>; for 0 limit M'I}-d> = U M.,,-<i>·
i i<c'S

(Iv) For each 7} we define a AQ (7}))-b -system S":

S'I} = {Ml"":t E Ae, (7}))) ,Mr =MV(fl,t) where Q(v(7}, t)) = (J, (7}) and

j
(e.) if e < e. (7}) e. tt t

v(7],t)(Q) = 7}

7J(e.)+1 if e < Q(7]) Q E t

We shall want:

(iv) If 7} E is saturated and ""'{A;:s E AQ(7J)))·

Proof: Like 7.6, only simpler.

§8 The structure theory we can still get when k < n •• (T)

8.1 Claim: If A C, and B is Fl-constructible over A, then B is

constructible over C (by the same construction) and tp.(B,A) I- tp (B,C).

Proof: See [Sh 1, Ch. XI].

Remark: 1) A ci C if every m-type of power < A over A realized in C is

realized in A.

2) The same holds for ct, but we ignore this distinction (important for

A = lTD.
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3) Remember M is A-compact if every m-type over M of power < A ,

finitely satisfiable in M is realized in M.

8.2 Claim": If M is Ft-constructible over UAs C M, (As:s E fF(n) a A-
s

compact p-i« )-a -system and n < n" (T) then M is u.l.a. over UAs'

Proof: W.l.o.g. for some JL > IAs I + IT I, JL = JL<IL and let

EfF(n) be a jL-compact elementary extension of (As:s EfF(n)

which has power JL. As (As:s E fF(n) is A-compact clearly UAs ct U A; (in
s

case of saturation instead compactness - even CK) so by 8.1 M is Ft-

constructible over so tp (M. UAs) I- tp (M. U hence there is a jL-
s s s

primary model N over U M C N. We know (see 3.3) N is u.l.a. over So
s s

for every C EM and qJ there is a 1/1 = 1/I(x,b) E But
s

we know tp(c,UAs) hence for some '11 Etp(c,UAs) '111-1/1. So
s s s

'11 E tp (c ,UAs ),'11 I- tp q>(c, UAs(O)). We get M is l.a. over UAs' But we want u.l.a.
s

This follows from 6.4.

8.3 Claim's: Let S = (As:s E I) be an I-a-system and A> ITI. S is A-

saturated iff (As:s E I n Afl..... n(I)-lO) is A-saturated and each

Ms (s E I, OE s) is A-saturated.

Proof: trivial.

<=: We prove it by induction on 1I I. Let p =p (xo ..... xm-1) be an m-type

over S. IDam p I < A and p is finitely satisfiable in S. If

I =All, ... ,n(I)-ll) this is trivial. Otherwise choose r e t, 0 E i , t maximal,

and let J = I-It I. W.l.o.g.

fxo E At-UAs' ... ,xk-1 E At-UAs'
set set

Xk fl At - U As, .... Xm -1 E At - U As 1c p .
sct sct

As At is u.l.a. over UAs (and 5.1) there is 1/I(x.y) E L(T) such that for every
set
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a EAt UAs' for some 5 E UAs' and
sct sct

,5) l- fx T e:e E ulAs:s E JJ (this in ($, so w.l.o.g. is atomic, we shall

not mention such things). So p U 170 c UAs' (Y
sEJ

Z E UAs)( ,17oH is finitely satisfiable in S. So w.l.o.g. for '" < k
SEJ

Now let

P 1 = p uf(Yz c 1\ Y<p c UAs : E LJ.
S EI set

LetpZ be the closure of p 1 under conjunctions. Le t p 3 = Ep2J.

By the induction hypothesis p3 is realized say by Xl o;l,17tp 5tp for E L

(you may argue that p 3 has ITl variable not some m' < cv, but A-compactness

implies this). Now we can find 0;0 realizing E LJ. Still we do not

know that 0;1\0;1 realizes p - it may contain formulas which are not atomic.

But our conclusion follows from:

8.4 Claim: Let (As:s E !) be an !-a-system, 0 E t E!, t maximal. Let

E. L) wittness the u.I.a. of At over UAs
set

(! Q -(!
,btp) , btp E U As,

seA

in (As:s E I) the sequences

-1 -2 _ -1-2
d ,d c U As' C C E As - U As '

set set
( . .. 52 . .. ([2) = tp ( . .. b 1 . .. ([1) then

'tp I ''P I

c 1 ([1, c 2 ([2 realizes the same type.

Proof: Again as in the previous claim; then some automorphism of

E J) take ([1 to i[2 and bi to b:. Then there is an automorphism of N

embedding it taking c 1 to

8.5 Claim: Suppose (As:s Ep-(n» is an I-a-system, A-compact, and

JL=EIAsl > ITI·

Then we can find (AS4 :S E p-(n» (a < JL) such that
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(3) If J cp-(n), (As:sE:J) is A-compact (Va <j.t) [/al<h <j.t]

then (Asa+l: s E J) is A-compact (also for a =- 1).

(4) If As is A-constructible over UAt then there is an Ft
tcs

construction (a(,Bti < fL) of As over UAt such that for each a for some
tcs

j (a),

As
a - uAt = !ati < j (a)! , (Vi < j (a)B( C U At

tcs tcs

Proof: Easy (for (4) see [Sh 1 Ch N §3]

8.6 Claim *: A complete set A is stable iff it has the atomicity property

provided.

Proof: W.l.o.g. A is saturated of power u, j.t= j.t<J.L > IT I. Now easily sta-

bility implies atomicity. So assume atomicity for A, so there is M, A-primary

over A . Let (M',A}=(M,A) be saturated of power j.t, so w.l.o.g. A =A' and

M -c M'. By the hypothesis 1.0 M = M' . Hence M' is atomic over A, so by the

saturation M' is u.I.a. over A. Also for every p E Szn(A) there is a A-saturated

M" :d A :J pM"' realizing p, but as again w.l.o.g. M =M", p is A-isolated, hence
a

F -isolated. From here atomicity is easy.
Mo

8.7 Lemma: Suppose IT I j.t < A = A<h, 2h+£ = A+e+l for e < k: +n.

1) * In the definition of an 1-a -system we can omit "As is u.l.a.

over UAt fors El,OEs"when lsi <n**(T).
tcs

2) n * (T) = n ** (T).

3) If for e = 1,2 (AFs E l) is a p-(n)-a-system,

(A S
e+ l :S +1 E l) is saturated of power j.t with first order theory not depending

one,n(J) <n**(T) then (AFs El) El).

4)* If k +n <n"(T), (As:s Ep-(n) and p-(n)-a-system,

IAs I A+k, All, ... ,n-ll is A- saturated then over UAs there is a A-primary
s

model M,pM = All, ... ,n-ll'
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Proof: 1) By 3.3,

2) See 8.6.

3) We prove by induction on n (similar proof occurs previoulsy) we

start with an isomorphism from (As
1+
1:s+1EJ) onto (As

2+1:s+1 EI) and

extend it step by step. For this we have to prove At (0 Et EI) is j.L-primary over

U As' for this it suffices to prove it is u.l.a. over U As' which follows by 3.3 if
sct sct

we have proved 2).

4) We prove it by induction on k . For k = 0, U As is stable, so
s

there is a A-primary model over it but

8.8 Claim: If A is complete, A n pl! is A- compact, p E Sm(A) is A-

isolated then p E Sfl'(A).

For k: +1: Use 8.5 to get A:(a < A+(k+l) Now we define by induction on a,Apn)

so that

(i) AAn) is A-primary over UfAso:s E {F(n)l.

(ii ) is A-primary over UfAsa+L s E{F(n) I U Apn) .

( ... ) AO A a
11l An) = U An)'

a<o

(rv) Ap n) is u.l.a. over UfAsa: s E/Fn)l and is a model,

(v) AAn) n p l!5 = AAn - O+l (and tp.(AAn),UfAs:s E{F(nH

I- tp; (AAn), U lAs: s E/F(nH). The induction step (for a ) is by the induc-

tion hypothesis for k (as IAsa+ll s; A+k) and 7.7 for a successor, and

remember 7.5(3).

§9 Non structure when n" (T) < Q and there is no two cardinal model

9.0 Hypothesis: pN C M -< N M = N; every formula is equivalent to

a relation (for T).

9.1 Main Theorem: Suppose A = A<A, ZA+
e
= A+e+1 for e < n "(T), Q
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is the forcing of adding A+n Cohen subset to V say (T7J:TJ E . (see 7.7).

Then in VQ there are 2()..-ffl) model Mi , IIMi II = ,pM! I =A+n which pair

wise are not isomorphic over pM; really we can make IIMi II = IpM! I = JL, for

any A+n .

Proof: Let (As: S Ep-(n) be an I-a-system which is unstable.

Working in V let A7J(TJ be as in 7.7 [A7J standing for M7J

(A;+l:S Ep(nl) for (A;:s Ep(nl))andTh (l!tP) for T]. Define a

well ordering <* on TJ 1/ iff TJ = 1/ t (I. (71) or

(3.e)[TJ t (I. = 1/ f.e A TJ((I.) < 11((1. )]. For A c E V, we now define for each

n by induction on <* a model such that

(i) n pi! =A'I'J' -< l!.

(ii) if TJ E is not maximal then

[i < j -< for 6 limit

N A  UNA .7J  .
i

and

(iii) if set C A(I. (TJ)) then N V {7J ,s )C

(iv) The construction of (N7J:TJ <* II) is done in V[( r 7J:TJ <' II'TJEA)].

(where by renaming assume Q odd the sets T7J a function

from A to io.i].

There are no particular problems (especially if you have read §4).
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Existence of Endo-Rigid Boolean Algebras

In [Sh 2] we answering a question of Monk have explicated the notion of "a

Boolean algebra with no endomorphisms except the ones induced by

ultr-aftlters on it" {see §2 here) and prove the existence of one with character

density No, assuming first ON
l
and then only CH. The idea was that if h. is an

endomorphism of B, not among the "trivial" ones, then there are pairwise dis-

joint dn E B with h (dn ) rL dn . Then we can, for some 5 C GJ, add an element x

such that dn x for n E 5, x n dn = 0 for n fL 5 while forbidding a solution

for ly n h(dn ) =h(dn ) : n E 5J U ly n h(dn ) =0: n fL 5J. Further

analysis showed that the point is that we are omitting positive quantifier free

types. Continuing this Monk succeeds to prove in ZFC the existence of such

Boolean algebras of cardinality 2No and density character ,:!,o. In his proof he

(a) replaces some uses of the countable density character by the N1-

chain condition

(b) generally it is hard -to omit < many types but because of the spe-

cial character of the types and models involve, using 2No almost disjoint sub-

sets of GJ, he succeeds in doing this

(c) for another step in the proof (ensuring indecomposabUity - see

Definition 2.1) he (and independently by Nyikos) find it is in fact easier to do

this when for every countabe I C B there is x E B free over it.

The question of the existence of such Boolean algebras in other cardinali-

ties remains open (See [DMR] and a preliminary list of problems for the hand-

book of Boolean Algebras by Monk).

We shall prove (in ZFC) the existence of such B of density character A and

cardirial'ity All" whenever A> We then conclude answers to some other
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questions from Monk's list, (combine 3.1 with 2.5). We use a combinatorial

method from [Sh 3J, [Sh 4] , it is represented in section 1.

In [Sh 1], [Sh 6] (and [Sh 7]) the author offers the opinion that the com

binatorial proofs of [Sh 1]. Ch. V111 (applied there for general first order

theories) should be useful for proving the existence of many nonisomorphic,

and/or pairwise nonembeddable structure which has few (or no) automor

phism or endomorphism or direct decomposition etc. As an illumination in

[Sh 6] a rigid Boolean algebra in every A >Mo was constructed. The combine

torics we used here relay on [Sh 1]. Ch. V111 2.6 and it amounts to building a

model of power AMo omitting countable types along the way, the method is

proved in ZFC, nevertheless it has features of the diamond. It has been used

also in Gobel and Corner [CG] and Gobel and Shelah [GS1], [GS2]. See more on

the method and on refinements of it in [Sh 4] and [Sh 3] and mainly [Sh 5].

§1 The combinatorial principle

Content: Let A > «: be fixed infinite cardinal.

We shall deal with the case cf A> Mo. AMo= A/C, and usually IC =Mo.

Let L be a set of function symbols, each with IC places, of power A. Letm
be the Lalgebra freely generated by T c>A( = 111:11 a sequence < w of

ordinals < A) (We could have as well considered T as a set of urele

m ent.s, and let mbe the family H<c.(T) of sets hereditarily of cardinality

IC build from the urelements]. For "1 E: T U cA let orco ("1) = 111(i):i < e("1)!.

for a sequence ij =<"1t:i < fJ) let orco (0;) = U orco ("1t). for a =T(ij) E:mlet
i<fJ

orco (11) = orca (7]) and orco « at:i < fJ») u orca (at), and similarly for a set.
i<fJ

1.2 Explanation: We shall let Eo be the Boolean Algebra freely gen

erated by 1"1:11 E: TJ, Eg its completion and we can interprete Bg as a subset

of rn (each a E: Eg has the form U T 11. where T 11. is a Boolean combination of
n<"

members of T, so as we have in L Moplace function symbols there is no

problem). As the "1 E T may be overused we replaced them for this purpose by

xTJ (e.g. let FE: L be a monadic function symbol, xTJ = F(11)).
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Our desired Boolean Algebra B will be a subalgebra of B8 containing Bo.

1.3 Definition :

1) Let Ln be fixed vocabularies (= signatures). II'n I:s; «; Ln c Ln +1• (with

each predicate function symbol finitary for simplicity. let Pn E Ln+l-Ln be

monadic predicates.

2) Let % be the family of sets (or sequences) of the form

H/e.N(lJ:l!- :;;;:nl satisfying

a) Ie: e1.!: /c -10 T is a tree embedding i.e.

(i) leis length preserving i.e. 11 . I (11) have the same length.

(n) leis order preserving i.e. for 11.V E e." ",11 <: v iff I e(71) <: I e(v).

b) I e+l extend I Q (when Q+1:;;;: n)

c) Ne is an Le -model of power es c, INe I c 1m\. where Le c Le·

e) if Pm E i;.; then p:!te = INm I when m < l!- :;;;: nand

f) Rang (f Q) U Rang (fm) is included in INel- U INm I·
md md

3) Let :J", be the family of pairs (f .N) such that for some

(fe,Ne)(l!- < "') the following holds:

(i) HIe.NflJ:l!- :s; nJ belongs to % for n < "'.

L(N) =UL(Nn). and Nt L(Nn) = U Nm t L(Nn)
n n<m<",

(ii) I u Le. N = U Nn .
e<c.:l n <c.:l

(i. e.

4) For any (f .N) E:J", let (fn,Nn) be as above (it is easy to show that

(fn.Nn) is uniquely determined - notice d),e ) in (2).) so for (fa.Na) we get

(f':.N':)
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we adopt conventions of 4).

6) A branch of Rang (f) or of I (for I as in (3)) is just.,., E "'A such

that for every n < cv, .,., in E Rang (f ).

1.4 Explanation of our Intended Plan (of Constructing e.g the Boolean

Algebra)

We will be given W = H/a,Na):a < a( *)1, so that every branch vi of 10.

converge to some {(a), {(a) non-decreasing (in a). We have a free object

generated by T (Bo in our case) and by induction on a we define Bo.'

increasing continuous, such that Ba +1 is an extension of Bo.' 0.0. E Ba+1-Bo.

(usually B(X.+1 is generated by Bo. and aa' and aa is in the completion of

Bo). Every element will depend on few members of T, and 0.0.

"depends" in a peculiar way: the set Yo. C T on which it "depends" is

yg U where yg is bounded below {(a) (i.e. yg C "'>{ for some {< ((a))

and is a branch of 10. or something similar. See more in 1.8.

1.5 Definition of the Game: We define for Wc:J.", a game Gm( W), which

lasts w-moves.

In the n-th move:

Player 1: Choose In' a tree-embedding of n;",/C into n;;"A, extending U I Q,

Q<n

such that Rang (fn)- U Rang (f Q) is disjoint to U INQ I ; then

player II chooses Nn such that HIQ,NQ):Q :s; n l E:J.n ·

In the end player I wins if ( u In' u Nn ) E W.
n<", n<",

1.6 Remark: We shall be interested in W such that player I wins (or at

least does not lose) the game, but W is "thin". Sometimes we need a

strengthening of the second player in two respects: he can force (in the n-th

move) Rang (fn+1) - Rang (fn) to be outside a "small" set, and in the zero

move he can determine an arbitrary initial segment of the play.

1.7 Definition: We define, for We :J."" a game Gm'( W) which lasts cv-
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moves.

In the zero move

player I choose f 0, a tree embedding of 0 Ie to (but there is only

one choice).

player II chooses k < ca and HfQ,Nf/J:fL s k:J E:he, and X o C T, IXo I < A.

In the n-th move, n > 0:

player 1 chooses !J.;+n' a tree embedding of into with

Range h+n - U Rang f Q disjoint to U Ne U U XQ.
e<k+n e<k+n Q<n

player II choose Nk+n such that Hfe,Ne):fL sk+nJ E:he+n and

Xn C T, IXn I < A.

1.8 Remark: What do we want from W?: Fir-st that by adding an element

(to B o) for each (f ,N) we can "kill" every undesirable endomorphism, for this

it has to encounter every possible endomorphism, and this will be served by

"W a barrier". For this W = is O.K. but we also want W to be thin enough so

that various demands will have small interaction, for this disjointness and

more are demanded.

1.6 Definition : 1) We call W c:J.(i) a strong barrier if player I wins in

Gm (W) and even Gm' (W) (which just means he has a winning strategy.)

2) We call W a barrier if player II does not win in Gm (W) and even does

not win in Gm'(W).

3) We call W disjoint if for any distinct (fQ,Nfl ) E W (fL = 1,2), f 1 and f2

has no common branch.

1.7 The Existence Theorem: 1) If ANo Ate, cf A> No then there is a

strong disjoint barrier.

2) Suppose ANa = AK., cf A > No. Then there is

W = a,Na.):o. < 0.·1 c:J.
4a

and a function : a.. -+ A such that:
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(a) W is a strong disjoint barrier, moreover for every stationary

5 C (0 < A: cf 0 =Hd !(fa,Na):cx < cx', (cx) E 51 is a disjoint barrier.

(c) cf «((cx)) =Ho for a < cx·.

(d) Every branch of fa is an increasing sequence converging to (cx).

(e) If f1 is a sequence from T (of any length 7 < tc+), T(X) a term,

e. (z ) =7 and T(f1) E: N" then f1 c N" n T.

(f) If {(cx) = (fJ), a+tcHo fJ < cx· and TJ is a branch of fP then TJ t k e Na

for some k < w.

(g) If A =A" we can demand: if TJ is a branch of f a and TJ t k E NP for

all k < w (where aB < cx·) then N" C NP (and even N';: E Nfl ifm=H<,,+(T).)

§2 Preliminaries on Boolean Algebras

We review here some easy material from [Sh 2].

2.1 Definition: 1) For any endomorphism h of a Boolean Algebra E, let

Ex Ker(h) = IX1ux2:h(x1) = 0, and h(y) =Y for everyy x2J.

Ex Ker'(h) = Ix E: B: in BI Ex Ker(h), below xl Ex Ker(h), there are

only finitely many elements].

2) A Boolean Algebra is endo-rigid if for every endomorphism h of

B, BI Ex Ker(h) is finite (equivalently: I B E: Ex Ker·(h)).

3) A Boolean algebra is indecomposable if there are no two disjoint ideal

IO'!l of E, each with no maximal member which generate a maximal ideal

(faou a 1:a O E: IO,a 1 E: Id).

4) A Boolean algebra B is H1-compact if for pairwise disjoint

dn E: E(n < o) for some x E: E, x n d 2n + 1= 0, x nd 2n = d 2n.

2.2 Lemma: 1) A Boolean algebra E is endo-rigid iff every endomor-

phism of B is the endomorphism of some scheme (see Definition 2.3

below).
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2) A Boolean algebra B is endo-rigid and indecomposable ijJ every

endomorphism of B is the endomorphism of some simple scheme ( see Def

2.3 below).

2.3 Definition: (1) A scheme of an endomorphism of B consists of a

partition ao,a1,b o,'" ,bn - 1, co, ... ,cm - 1 of 1, maximal nonprincipal ideal Ie

below be for e < n, nonprincipal disjoint ideals below ce which gen-

erates a maximal ideal below ce for e <m, a number k: <n, and a partition

... of ao U boU ... U blc- 1. We assume also that

[k+m > 0 ao =0], [(n-k) + m > 0 al =0] and except in those cases

there are no zero elements in the partition.

(2) the scheme is simple if m = O.

(3) The endomorphism of the scheme is the unique endomorphism

T:B -> B such that:

(i ) Tx =0 when x < ao or x E Ie,e < k , or x E <m.

(Ii) Tx = x when x a 1 or x E Ie,k e < n or x IJ ,e < m.

(iii) T(bpJ = be when e < k .

(iv) T(b e) = be U be when k e < n.

(v) T(ce) = ce U ce when e < m.

2.4 Claim: If h is an endomorphism of a Boolean Algebra B,and

B/ Ex Ker(h) is infinite then there are pairwise disjoint dn E B(n < "') such

that h(dn) q, dn . By easy manipulation we can assume that h(dllJ n dn + 1 #- 0,

and if B satisfies the c.c.c. then fdn:n < "'I is a maximal antichain.

2.5 Lemma: 1) Every endo-rigid Boolean Algebra B is Hopfian and and

dual Hopfian. Even B + B is Hopfian (and dual Hopfian) but not rigid.

Proof: Easy to check using 2.2, 2.3.
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§3 The Construction.

3.1 Main Theorem: Suppose A > No. Then there is a B.A. (Boolean Alge

bra) B such that:

1) B satisfies the c.c.c.

2) B has power ANa, and density character A.

3) B is endorigid and indecomposable.

Proof: We concentrate on the case cf (A) N1 (on the case

cf A No see [Sh 5, §2, §3]) we shall

W =Hf a,Na):a < a' L the function (,mand T

use Theorem 1.3, and let

<iJ>A be as there.

Stage A: Let Bo be the B.A. freely generated by (x TJ :1] E TL let xTJ =aTJ

and B3 be its completion. For A c Bg let<A) .B8 be the Boolean subalgebra

A generates. As Bo satisfies the c.c.c every element of B3 can be represented

as a countable union of members of Bo, so w.l.o.g. B3 em. We say x E B3 is

based on J c <iJ>A if it is based on (xv:v E Jl [i.e, X = U Yn' each Yn is in the
n

subalgebra generated by (xv: v E JlJ and let 4(x) be the minimal such I. We

shall now define by induction on cx < cx', the truth value of" a EJ ", 1]a' and

members aa,b':, of Bg such that letting

B a =<Bo , ai:i < a,i E J) Bg:

1) 1]a is a branch of Rang (ja),1]a oF 1]p for fJ < a.

2) if a E J, then for some t; < (a):

aa = U n where< < ca is a maximal antichain of non
m

zero elements (of.B3) c "'>t;,
m

T:z. n > o.

E<Xp : 1]Q i m <;p,pET)B3' and

3) if a EJ, bna,dnQ EN!, C';:,T:" E N" (hence each is based on

lxlI:v E "'>11.,1/ E Nan, and b';: =0 for n oF m.

Remark: Many times we shall write fJ < a < a' or w C a < a' intead

fJ E a n J, W can J.
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Before we carry the construction note:

3.2 Crucial Fact: For any x E E a there are < (, and ao < ... < ak

such that ((ao) = ((al) = ((a2) = ... =«(ak) = (, x is based on {xlI:v E or

v E!i(T:n, for some e k , m < wJ, but for some < (, and for no m < wand

e E fa, ... ,k I is x based on fX II : 7}a e r m <t v E ">AJ.

Stage B. Let us carry the construction. For < A,w ca· let

I = <v:v E w>ft,w < . or l/ E U d (T;hH
m<.,
7 EW

We let a E J iff INal C Ea,Na = (E3 t INal ,h a) where h a is an endomorphism

of E3 tiNa I (hence maps Nn
a into Nna for n < w) and there are d/:i E for

m < w, d/:i oF a, d/:i n dtt =0 for m oF e, such that for some < ((a) each d/:i

is based on ">t and there are a branch TJa of Rang (fa) and T;:" E Na(m < w)

as in 1), 2) above, such that if we add U (T: n dtt) to Ea, each P (J(fJ< a) is .
n<.,

still omitted as well as fx nha(d/:i) = ha(d/:i nT;:") : m < wJ and <d/:i : m < w)
is a maximal antichain.

If a E J we choose TJa,dna,Tg., satisfying the above and let b/:i ha(d/:i),

c/:i =ha(d/:i n Tg.).

The Boolean algebra E is E a , . We shall investigate it and eventually prove

it is endo-rigid (in 3.11) and indecomposable (in 3.12) (3.1(1), 3.1(2) are

trivial).

Note also

3.3 Fact: 1) For l/ E ">A, XII is free over fX1j:TJ E ">A,TJ oF vI hence also

over the subalgebra of B3 of those elements based on fX1j:TJ E .,> A,TJ oF vJ.

2) For every branch TJ of f a such that TJ oF 7/(J for p < < ((a);

and finite W C a there is k such that fp: TJ t k: P E Tl is disjoint to

Q>{ U ulN(J n T: PEW, P + al UUf4(T!D: n < w,p E ui].

From 3.2 we can conclude:

3.4 Fact: If e< ((P),P < a, r c r finite then every element of s ; based
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on I U "'> t, is in Bp.

3.5 Notation: 1) Let BI; be the set of a E Bg supported by "'>t,

2) For a E Bg, t, < A letprt(x) = n fa E BI:: x aJ.

3) For t, < A let e(t,) =Min l'r:<"(-r) > t,1.

4) For 7 < a* let B<7> (f XTJ :11 E "'><trH u fXp:fJ < 71) Bg'

5) For I c "'>A, W C a*, let B(I,w) = 7J E IJ ufxp:fJ E W n JJ).

6) For t, < A let Bm=(fxTJ : 11 E "'>t,J u fxp : {(fJ) t,J) Bg'

3.6 Fact: 1) BI: is a complete Boolean subalgebra of Eg.

2) prt(x) is well defined for x E B3.

4) If t, < A, weT is finite then for the function

prt,w(x) = n !Y E (BI; U fxv: v E w J) : x Y I is well defined.

3.7 Fact: 1) For x E Ba ", t, < A, the element prt(x) belong to

(BI; U fx v : v E: wi).

2) For x E B a ", t, < A, W C "'>(t,+l), the element prt,w(x) belongs

to B("'>t"w).

Proof: 1) We prove this for x E: B a , by induction on a (for all t,).

Note thatprl;( UXIl) uprt(XIl)'
Il<n Il<n

Case i: a =0, or even (YfJ < a) ({(fJ) H

Easy; if x =T(ao,. ., an -1' Xvo' ... ,XV m _
l
) where T is a Boolean term,

all E B[I;]> vil E 61>A - "'>t, ; by the remarks above w.l.o.g. x = n Te,
e<n+m

Te Ef ae,l-a ll l when e, < n, Til E fXve--..,l-xve_J when n e, < n + m, and the

sequence (x 1'0' ' , , ,XV,, _ ) is with no repetition, then clearly

prt(x) = n Til E Bm;
Il<n
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Case ii: 0: limit.

Trivial as s; = U BIl·
If<a

Case iii: cx = f3 + 1.

By the induction hypothesis w.l.o.g. x V. B il. As z E B a there are disjoint

80,8 1,8 2 E BIf such that x = 8ou(e 1nail) u (e2-ap). It suffices to prove that

prt(eo), prt(el nap), prt(e2-ap) E BW' the first is trivial and w.l.o.g. we

concentrate on the second. There are < (f3) and k < '" such that e 1 is

based on J - lp: 'l7lftk <: p EIl»A.Jand each d.f(n < "') is based on

By Case i, we can assume < (fl) hence w.l.o.g. < and by the induction

hypothesis and 3.6(3) it suffices to prove pr to(e 1nap) E B[H W.l.o.g.

e = 0 for m < k and now clearly prto<e lnap) = e 1 as

prto(e 1 n n =e 1 n for m k (because 1 are based on J,

C J and is based on 1l»A. - J and is > 0).

2) Same proof.

3.8 Lemma: Suppose I,w satisfies:

(*)I,w IE 1l»A., W c cx", I is closed under initial segments, and for every

cx < cx* if /\ E I) then are based on I and belong to B(I,w).
m<1l)

Then for any countable C C Ba ' there is a projection from <B(I,w),C) Bg

onto B(I,w).

Proof : We can easily find I(*),w(*) such that w C w(*) C cx",

IcI(*)cll»A., and if aEw(*)-w, then

E B(I(*),w(*)). Let w(*)-w fcxe:e < "'I. and we define by induction

on e a natural number ke < "', such that the sets fv EIl»A. : v appears is T:;"Q

for some m > ked are pairwise disjoint and disjoint to I. Now we can extend

the identity on B(I,w) to a projection h o from B(I( *),w) onto B(I,w) such

that if e < "',m > ke, then ho(T:;"Qn d':;/) = o. Now we can define by induction

on cx E (w( *)-w) ufO,A.l a projection h a from B(I( *),w U (w( *) n cx)) onto
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B(I,w) extending h p for f3 < a (and f3 E (w( *)-w) u fOj). For a =a we have

defined, for ex =}.. we get the conclusion, and in limit stages takes the union.

In successive stages there is no problem by the choice of h o . and the ke's.)

3.9 Claim: If B' is an uncountable subalgebra of B a ' then there is an

antichain fdn:n < CJS c B' and for no z E B, x II d 2n =0, x n d 2n+1 =dn for

every n provided that

(*) no one countable Ie"">}.. is a support for every a E B'.

Proof: We now define by induction on a < CJ1,d a J a , such that:

(i) I a C ""> }.. is countable.

(Ii) U I p C I a and for a limit, equality holds.
/l<a

(iii) d a E B' is supported by Ia +1 but not by Ia .

There is no problem in this.

By (iii) for each a

E <a.,,:.,., E I a +1-Ia ) Bg such

n i-da'

there are Tg E<a.,,:.,., E I a>m'

that T n = 0, n T da'

Again

n < CJ, s»

By Fodour's lemma w.l.o.g. Tg TO (i .e. does not depend on a). For each a

there is n (a) < G) such that

E Iann Ca)","}..) Bg E (Ia+1-Ia)nn Ca)","}..) Bg

by renaming w.l.o.g. n (a) =n( *) for every a. Let for

dn - U dfl., Tn = TO n II T& n SO easily d n E B', <dn:n < CJ)
e<n fI.<n

is an antichain, -r" d n and Tn E <a 71 :.,., E nCO)","}..) Bg' Suppose x E B

x E B,x nd2n = 0, z II d 2n + 1 = d 2n + 1. Hence for n < CJ, x II T2n = 0,

x n T 2n + 1 T 2n + 1 But by 3.8 (for I = nCO)","}..), there is such x in

<a.,,:77 E nCO)","}..) Bg, an easy contradiction.

So we have proven that for every tolCcompact B' C B a " some countable
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I c (i»"A support every x E B'.

3.10 Claim: No infinite subalgebra B' of B a , is Nl-compact.

Proof: Suppose there is such B' , and let be minimal such that there

is such B' c B[H

Part I: if (*) a) B' C B a , is Nccompact and infinite and

then

c) for every « and x E B'-fy:fz E B' : z yl is finite], there is

xl E ,xl x such that for no y E Bw,y n x =Xl'

So assume B', satisfies a) and b) but they fail c) for ( < and x E B', where

fy:y x ,y E B'I is infinite. So for every z E B', there is 9 (z) E BW such that

9 (z) n x = z n x ( use xl=z n X). Let B? be the subalgebra of gen-

erated by fg(z):z E B'j. Clearly fy E B':y z ] = it n x:t E Let

(it is in B[{] by 3.7(1)) and let

B b =ft n x·:t E Bal U It U(l-x·):t E Bal. Clearly B b is a subalgebra of

B[{» and i-x· is an atom of B b;Bb is infinite as there are in B' distinct

so g(xn)EBa hence g(xn)nx·EBb, as and

[n m g(xn) n x g(xm) n x] clearly

[n nx· nx·]. We shall prove thatBb is NCcompact,

thus contradicting the choice of Let d n E Bb be pairwise disjoint, and we

want to find t EBb, t n d Zn = 0, t n d Zn + l = d Zn + l (for n < Col). Clearly

w.l.o.g. dn :;;; x· (as i-x· is an atom of B b). So dn = tn n x· for some

tn E B", hence easily tn n x E B' so for some xn E B', xn:;;; x and

tnnx=xnnx xn.Soxn

xnnxm = (tnn x) n (tmnx):;;; (tnnx·) n (tmnx·) = dnndm =°
As B' is Nl-compact there is y E B', Y n x 2n =0, y n xZn +1 = X 2n + l. Now

g(y),dn,tn belongs to B[('] and (as xn:;;; X :;;; z "):

(i)g(y) nd2n n x =g(y) ntZn nx =
g(y) n X2n n x =y nX2n nx =0.
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g(y) n d 2n +1 n X = g(y) n t 2n +1n X = g(y) n X2n+l n X =

Now by the definition of x· =pT{(X), [TEB[{]f\T nX=O=:::::::>TnX' =0]

(as 1-T E B[n z 1-T) hence by (I) (for T =g(y) n d 2n,) :

(iii)g(y) nd2n nx' =0.

Also by the definition of x· =pr{(x):

T 1,T2 E B[{] f\ T1nx = T2nx =:::::::> T1nx' = T2nx'

(as TI-T2 E B[nx 1-(TI-T2)) hence by (ri)

(iv) g(y) n d 2n + 1 n x· = d 2n + 1 n z ".

But dn x· , so from (iii) and (iv) (g (y) n z ") n d 2n =' 0,

(g(y) n z ") n d 2n + 1 = d 2n+ 1, and g(y) E Ba hence g(y) n x· EBb. So B b is

ccompactthis contradicts the minimality of so we finish Part 1.

Part II: if B I is B 1 C B 2, B 2 =(81 U [z I) then B 2 is

compact.

The proof is straightforward. [If dn E B2 are pairwise disjoint, let

dn = (dJ n z) U for some E . Now w.l.o.g dJ n d,A= ° for

n Tc m otherwise replace then by dJ - U dJ; Similarly n = 0, for
e<n

n Tc m So there are ye E BI, ye n din = 0, ye n =din+l dfn+l' and

(y 1 n z) U (y2-z ) is the solution.]

Part ID. cannot be a successor ordinal.

Proof: Let B' satisfy (*).

Suppose = (+1, and by 3.9 there is a countable t c: Co»t which support every

a E B'. w.l.o.g. I is closed under initial segments and k: = !I-w>(1 is minimal.

Now Part I can be applied with (BRJ,la71 :'1J E wl) B6' for any finite weI of

power < k instead B[{] (using 3.7(2) instead 3.7(1)). So by applying Part I (to

{B[{],la,,: '1J E wI) Bg) we can add to its conclusion:
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fy E B':y s x J is infinite, there

y E (B[{] u!a'l1:11 E wI) sa' y nx
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Iw 1< 1£-<'»(1 and x E B' for which

is xl E B',x 1 x such that for no

Xl'

Now I-<'»l; is infinite [otherwise let B" = (B'ufa1j:11 E I-<'»(J) Bg, easily it

is infinite and by Part II and then we apply Part 1 : for

1- <'»l; = fTlo,· .. ,11k-I! and for u. c fa, ... ,k-11, let Xu. {x1jl!: e Eul n
f1 - x'l1l! : e < k , e fl u J so Xu. E B", 1 =U{Xu. : u c {a, ... ,k -lJL hence for

some u, fy E B" : y XuJ is infinite; l;,Xu. contradict the conclusion of Part L

As B' is for any x E B' such that {y E B':y z ] is infinite, x

can be splitted in B' to two elements satisfying the same i.e. x =xl U x Z;

xl n x Z 0, (y E B' : y xel is infinite for the e = 1,2. Let

1- <'»l; = !Tle:e. < wI. so we can find pairwise disjoint en E B', !y E B' : y enl

is infinite; now by d) above for each n we can find d Zn ,dZn + l ' such that

en =d Zn U d Zn+ l' d 2n n d 2n + l 0 and that for no

y E (B[{] Ufa'1l!: e. <nl), y n (dZn UdZn+l) = d Zn+ l ' As B' is N1-com pac t

there is y E B' such that y n (d Zn Ud2n+1) = d Zn+ l for every n. So for no n

y E (BW U !a1jl!: e < n I> Bg·

As Y E B' clearly y E B[{+l]' but Y is based on <.»( U !a1j1! : e < wJ so by

3.7(2) Y E (B[{] U fa1jl!: e <wI) B8' hence by Stage B for some n ,

y E (B[("] U fa"'l!:e < n I) Bg' contradiction to y n (d 2n U d 2n+ l ) =

Part IV: Let B', satisfy (*) of Part L By 3.9 for some countable I c
every b E B' is based on £. By Part III is not a successor ordinal, so neces-

sarily cf(f) let Pi(B') =!x E B':(y E B': y z ] is finite]: Next we shall

show:

(**) for some finite w c f'y : l;(/,) = and x· E B'-Pi(B') for every y < x"

from B', for some Z E ( UB[{] u(aa:a: E wI) sa' Z n z " y.
{<t

Suppose (**) fail, and we define by induction n < Co} , xn'Yn,wn such that:

(i) xn E B',
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(ii) 1- U xi f1 Pi (E')
i<n

(v) Yn Xn.Yn E E'.

(vi) for no Z E ( UE[(] U {aa:a E wnl) ag is Z n xn =Yn'

For n = 0 1 f1 Pi(E').

For every n let wn be a finite subset of h : <'(-1) ={I extending U

such that for every (! < n . E ( UE[("] U laa:a E wnl) Bg' Then as
«t

1- U Xi f1 Pi(E'). and as E' is tol Ccompact. there is xn 1- U Xi ' xn E E'.
e<n i<n

1- U Xi f1 Pi(E') and xn f1 Fi(E'). Now as (**) fails. wn,xn does not satisfy the
e,sn

requirements on w.x· in (**). so there is Yn E • Yn xn such that for no

Z E ( UE[(] U laa:a E wnl) [Jf, is Z n xn u«.

As E' is toll-compact. for some e" E E'. z· n xn Yn for every n. As z· E E'

for some finite ui" c e({). z " E ( UE[(] U laa:a E w'l) Bg' As w· is finite.

for some n( *) < w. w· n ( U wn) C wn(.). Let {< {be such that: 4(dn
a ) C GJ>{

n<GJ

for a E Wn(')+l U w·. n < wand xn.Yn E (E[(] U {aa:a E wn(.)+d) Bg. for

n + 1 and z " E (E[(] U {aa:a E w'l) ag. By 3.8 we can easily get a

contradiction to (vi). So (**) holds.

m
Let to..... tmEEm be such that and

aa v n aa = 0]. There is an fl m such that ly n te:Y x' and

Y E E'l is infinite. It is clear (by Part II) that En = ag is toll-compact:

also x· n t e E En -Fi(E"). Now if Y E ,y X· n then for some

Y' E E',y =Y' n and wJ.o.g. Y' z ", so for some

zE(uE[{]Ulaa:aEwl)B3 Z nx' Y hence Z n(x' and by
{«
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the choice of for
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some the equation

So E", x·· n ie satisfy the requirements in (*). Now we use (c) of

Part 1. As cf = let = U (n' and we define by induction on n < w,xn'Yn
n<",

such that:

(i) xn E

(ii) z "

(iii) Yn E B', Yn xn

As B" is l-compact, for some z" E B" .z "n xn Yn for each n.

e.«: . () .. .Now as ,x satisfy **, for some z E U B[{] z n x =z n x . So
(<t

for some n z·· E B[{nJ> contradicting (iv) above. Thus we have finished the

proof of 3.9.

3.11 Claim: B a: is endo-rigid.

Proof: Suppose h is as counterexample, i.e.h is an endomorphism of

B a , but B a ,; Ex Ker(h) is infinite, and we shall get a contradiction.

Clearly if for some a, N" = (] N·' ,h INa), h maps N· n Ba, into itself and

a E J (see Stage B) then h (aa) realizes the type P a' contradiction (by stage A,

B a, omits P a') So we shall try to find such a which satisfy the requirements in

Stage B for belonging to J. We assume Na =(INa I, h a ) , IN a I c B a'

h a =h r N", h a maps N" n Ba onto itself, and contains some elements we

need and somewhat more (see latter). As W is a barrier this is possible. We

then will choose 7Ja' an w-branch of fa, distinct from 7Jp for fJ < a [if

fJ + a this follows, the rest exclude < branches of f a but there are

such branches], a maximal anti chain (dn : n <w) of B a , dn E and

Tn E N" in (xv: 7Ja. t n <: II E T)Bg, and let bn h(dn ) , cn =h(dn nTn),
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Po. = fx n bn = cn : n < wI, and ao. U (dn n Tn) E: B3. All should have
11.<'"

superscript d,T (where d =(dn : n < w), T =(Tn: n < (,J» but we usually

omit them or write ao.[T,d], Pa['f,d] etc.

The choice of d,T (and 710. which is determined by T) is done by listing the

demands on them (see Stage B) and showing a solution exists. The only prob

lematic one is (a) (omitting P" for fJ s; ex) and we partition it to three cases;

(I) {"(fJ) < {"(a) or {"(p) = {"(ex), fJ + t4 0 s; a,

(II) {"(fl) = {"(a), fJ < a < fl+t4 o.

(III) fJ a.

We shall prove that every are O.K. for (I), that for any family

Hdi ,71i ,'fi ) :i < 2NoJ (71 a branch of fa, etc.) with pairwise distinct 71 i ' S , all

except < 2No many are O.K. for instance of (II), and that there is a family of

triples (d ,71, 'f) satisfying (III) with pairwise distinct 71i ' S . This clearly

suffices.

Case I: {"(fl) < {"(a) or {"(fJ) = {"(a),fl + t4 0 s; a.

Suppose some x E (Ba,aa[T,dJ) Bg realizes Pfl' Clearly there is a parti

tion (ee:e < 4) of 1 (in Ba) such that x = eOU(elnaa[T,d] )U(e2-aa[T,d]).

Choose < {"(a) large enough and finite w C a so that

[("(p) < {"(a) ("(p) < dn,ha(dn) bl, are based on lxll:v E (for n < (,J)

and cl (e < (,J),eo,e 1,e2,e3 are based on J = !v E: T : 710. t k vI, where k < w

also satisfies such that 71o.(k) > 710. t k fl Nfl.

We claim:

(*) there is m < (,J such that bj{ n (elue2)  U dn #. O.
nS/c

For suppose (*) fail, then as aa['f,d] n (U dn ) E: Ba, w.Lo.g.
11.:0;;;.1;

(e 1U e 2) n U dn = a (otherwise let
n:o;;;/c
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=eO u(e 1 n aa[r,d) n u dn)u(e2n U dn -aa[r,d»
n,,;k n,,;k

so if x realizes Pp then so does eo, but eo E Ba contradicting an induction

hypothesis. So (*) holds.

Now as <dn:n < w) is a maximal antichain in Ba, for some fZ < w,
Necessarily fZ>k. So for some

n,,;k

de n n e£ ¢ o. As x realizes Pp, x n (de n n e£) =denclne£

which is based on J. But we know that x n (denbf neE) is

de n n e lnaalr,d) de n n e lnTe (if t:=1) or

de n (if t:=2). As de n ¢ 0

is based on J, £ > k ,1/a(k) > Te is free over J, (see Fact 3.3(2» necessarily

x n (de n e £) is not based on J, contradiction.

Case II: fJ < a < f3 +

We shall prove that if 1/e,re are appropriate ( for £ = 1 , 2) and 1/1 ¢ 1/2

thenpp cannot be realized in both <Ba,a[re,d) B3.

As there is a perfect set of appropriate 1/'s it will suffice to prove that for

each o-branch 1/ of Rang (f a) for some appropriate r <Ba,a 'f) B3 omit

Po. =p alr,d) which will be in done in Case III.

Note that Iff = E Ba : for

x n b p n e = c p n e is an ideal.

The details are easy.

Case ill: fJ = a.

some x e for every n

This case is splitted into sevetal subcases. Let 1/0. be any w-branch of

fa, Tla ¢ 1/p whenever fJ < a < fJ + 2No. Let r = : x E Bal. We shall
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assume Ir I ::::::;;> r C Nff, so in this case Pais omitted by B a +1 or Ba , iff

it is omitted by B a (by 3.7(1». As accomplishing our aim is easier we shall

ignore this case (work as in III 4 and use quite arbitrary P p.

Subcase ill 1.: For some p' E: T, and a' E: Ba-Ex Ker" (h) for every

p.p" <p E: Tfor some T E: (x7j:P <TJ E: T)ag,Tna' 0 =h(Tna·).

As we are interested not in (fa,No.) itself, but in h , by using Gm'(W),

w.l.o.g. p' E Range (fa). By 3.9 (for Rang (h), which by assumption, is infinite)

and easy manipulations (see 2.4 and [Sh 2]) there is a maximal antichain

(dn:n <w) of Ba, such that for no x E B a , z n h(d2n) =h(d2n) and

x n h (d 2n+ 1) = O. W.l.o.g. fdn:n < GJI C Nff.

It suffices to prove the concl usion for any w-branch TJa of

Range (fa),p' <TJa e {TJp: fJ < al. We define by induction on n, Tn EN;:,

Tn E: <x7J:TJatn <TJ) B'6' Tn 0,1 and h(T2n) = 1,h(T2n+l) =O. (possible by the

assumption of subcase III 1), so we finish this subcase.

Subcase ill 2. For some a' E Ba . {h (x )-a':x E B. .z a'l is infinite.

Clearly B" = fh(x) a': x E B a " z a'l U f1 - (h(x) - a'):

x E B a " x aal is a subalgebra of Ba , (with a' an atom). By assumption (of

this subcase) B" is infinite. So by 3.9 there are en E B'", pairwise disjoint, and

0). As a' is an atom of Bo. w.l.o.g.
n

en 1 - a/", hence there is dn a' (in B0.')' such that h (dn) = en' Clearly

h(dn - U dn) = en - U ee en' so w.l.o.g. the dn are pairwise disjoint. So by
e<n e<n

easy manipulation for some<dn:n < GJ) the following holds:

(t) do = 1-a'

(ii) <dn:n < GJ) is a maximal antichain of Ba,.

(iii) for no x 1-a', x n h(d2n+2)-a' = h(d2n+2)-a',

X n h (d2n+d-a' = 0
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We can assume that dn, h(dn) E Nff.

Let TO =< < c.J) be a suitable sequence, (for our TJa) then so are

-.,£ =< < c.J), for fl < 4 where

Suppose for each fl < 4, in <Ba,aa[-"£,d]) Bg there is an element yrl-

which satisfies yrl- n h(drl-)-a> = h(T'£ndn)-a> for 1 < c.J. W.l.o.g.

yrl- i-a> =do hence yfl E Ba. Now (yOUy 1) n (y2 U y 3) E Ba contradict (iii)

above.

Subcase ill 3. For some a> EBa·-Ex Ker>(h), and p> ET, for every

p, p> <pET there is T E <Xl/:P <; II E T) Bg such that

h(Tna » n a> =Tna>.

Clearly the function h' : Ba• fa> Ba• r a> defined by h'(x) =h(x) n a>

is an endomorphism; W.l.o.g. the assumption of subcase III 2 fail hence

is finite, hence the range of h' is infinite (as

a> f{ Ex Ker'(h), so by 2.4 there is x such that h(x) n a>-x ¢ 0; we

know that .4.(x) is countable, hence for some p»,p><p'>ET and

lll:p» <; II E T] is disjoint to d(a» U d(x) n d(h(x)). Now by the hypothesis

of subcase III 3 we can easily find Tn E <X I/:P» <; II E T) Bg , with pairwise dis-

joint4.(Tn)andh(Tnna » n a> =Tn na>.So

h. (Tn nx)n (a > -x) =
h«Tnna» n x) n (a>-x) = h(Tnna» n h(x) n (a>-x) =

(h(Tnna» n a» n h(x) n(a>-x) = (Tnna» n h(x)n(a>-x)

=Tn n h(x) n (a'-x) = Tn n (h(x) na>-x)

It is ¢O [as 4.(Tn) n(4.(x)u4.(h(x))Ud(a»)

and for different n we get

¢) and h(x) n a'-x =I'c 0 •

different values. So
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fh(y n X) n (a·-x): x E Ba.'L is infinite. Hence (h(Ynx)-x; Y E Ba.'J is

infinite, leading to the assumption of Subcase III 2 (with x here for a" there).

Subcase Ill, 4. For some p. E T, and a" E Ba.' - Ex Ker" (h) for every

T E (xvp· <: 11 E T).ag h(Tna·) n a" is based on 11I:p· -( 11 E TJ.

W.l.o.g. the hypothesis of subcase III 1 fail, hence

fh(Tna 0) : T E (xv: p. <: 11 E T) BgJ is infinite. As also w.l.o.g. the hypothesis

of subcase III 2 fail we get Ih(TnaO)na·:TE(xv:p·<:1IET).agl is

infinite. So by 3.9 we we can find dn E (xv:p· <: 11 E T) Bg such that

(dn;n < 1:.» is a maximal antichains in B8, and there is no x E Ba.',

x n h(d2n ) =h(d2n ). x n h(d2n +d = 0, and do = l-a·.

As before we can assume p. E Rang (f.) and dnE Nff for n < 1:.). We sup-

pose 71a fZ 171,: fJ < a.J is an I:.)-branch of fa,p· <: 71a'

For any suitable '1', if Y ['1',d] E (Ba,aa['1',d]) .Bb satisfies

Tn E (xv: p. V E r) Bg and Y['1',d] n h(dn ) =h(Tnndn), (for every n)

then by 3.3 we easily get Y['1',d] E Ba, and then get contradiction by trying

four '1"s, as in subcase III2.

Subcase Ill, 5. There are p. E T and atomless countable subalgebra

Y c B a ' and pairwise disjoint ce E Y(e. < 1:.» such that for every e. and

Pe E (p : p. <: p E T] for some Te E (x v:Pe <: vET) Bg, the following holds: for

no x E Bg is and

Let (dn : n < 1:.» be a maximal antichain of Ba.' such that d2n =c 2n'

So w.l.o.g. Y U fdn : n < I:.)J C Nff ,po E: Rang (fa.) (using Gm'(W), and

even p. <: 71a , and each N:' is closed under the functions hand Pe -+ re (impli-

cit in the assumption of the subcase).

We can now choose by induction on n, Tn E Nna,
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such that

(*) (a) for even n, for no x E Bg based on 11l:11a n -t 11 E Tl is

Why is this sufficient? We let d =< dn:n < "'), and T =<Tn:n < w). So

assume some 11[T,d] E <Ba,aa[T,d]) m. realizes Pa[T,d], i.e. satisfies

Y['f,d] n h(dn) =h(dnnTn) for every n. As Y['f,d] E <Ba,aa['f,d]) 88 for

some pairwise disjoint eo['f,d],e l['f,d],ez[T,d] E Ba,
Y[T,d] =eo[T,il]U (el[T,d] n aa[T,d]) U (e2['f,d]-aa[T,d]).

For some m(*) < w, 4(eo[T,d]) U4(e 1['f,dJ) u4(e 2['f,dJ) is disjoint to

(*) < 11 E TI (see 3.3(2)).

Now we compute for n even > m r-»

=Y['f,il] nh(dn) ndn-Tn (by the choice ofY[T,il])

=(eo[T,d] u(e l[T,il] n aa[T,il]) U (e2[T,d]-a[T,d])) nh(dn) ndn -Tn

= (eO[T,d]nh(dn)ndn-Tn)U«el[T,d]naa[T,d])nh(dn)ndn -Tn) U

u«e2[T,d]-aa['f,d])nh(dn)ndn - Tn)

Hence

z = (eO[T,d]nh(dn) ndn -Tn)u«e l[T,d] nTn)nh(dn)ndn -Tn)U

«e 2[T,d]-Tn) nh (dn) ndn -Tn)

But the second term is zero and in the third the first -Tn is redundant, so
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We can conclude

contradicting the choice of Tn'

To finish Case III (hence the proof of 3( 10) we need only

Why the five subcases exhaust all possibilities?

Suppose none of III 1-5 occurs. By not subcase III 1 for some pO E: T ,

a) h(T) oF 0 for every T E: (xTJ:po <: 77 E: T)Bg.

Let Y be the (x pO_ <i>:i < 6) Bg' As Y is countable, for some i( *) < A,

tv :po - <i(*» <: v E: T] is disjoint to U(d(y) U d(h(y)): y E: YI. As "not sub-

case III 5" for some pI, pO - ( i( *) <: pI E: T, and

(b) there are no pairwise disjoint non zero ce E: Y(e. < 6)), such that for

every pJ,pl <: pJ E: Tfor some Te E: (xv:pJ <: v E: T)B8' the following holds:

(*) for no x E: Eg, d(x) C (v:pJ -< v E: Tl and

Clearly

c) U(d(y) U d(h(y)) : y E YI is disjoint to (v: pI <: v E 'I'[.

Let Z =[c E: Y: for some pi,pl <: pJ E Tfor no T E: (x.,,:pl <: v E: T)Bg does

(¥) of (b) hold (With C ,T instead ce,TeH.

By (b) among any No pairwise disjoint members of Y, at least one belong to Z.

It is quite easy to define Yn E: Z( (n < 6)) such that

[Yn E Ex Ker" (h) Yn E: Ex Ker(h )], [m < n Yn nYm =0], and for

every Y E Y-(Ol for some n, Y n ( U Ye) oF 0 or Yn y. So (by the choice of
e<n
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Y) (Yn:n < GJ) is a maximal antichain of B8. We shall show Yn E Ex Ker(h);

fix n for a while, and suppose Yn ft Ex Ker (h), and let Pi.,p 1 <: Pi. E T be such

that for no T E (xv: Pi. <: v E T) Bg does (*) of (b) hold.

Now for each T E (xv:Pi. <: l/ E T) Bo as Yn E clearly [as (*) of (b) fail

for Yn,T (and for some xl E 133, d(Xl) C l/ E TJ and

xl (lh(Yn) (lYn-T=h(Yn(lT)nYn -T. Applying the failure of (*) of (b) for

Yn,l-T,pi. we get x2 E BcD, d(x2) C Pi. l/ ElJ and

x2(1h(Yn) (lYn-(l-T) =h(Ynn(l-T))nYn-(l-T); note that

h(Yn n T) s;. h(Yn), and h(Yn n(l-T)) = h(Yn)-h(Yn (IT). By these equations

and as Yn h(Yn),x 1,x2 are based on Pi. v E T] (by (c) and their choice

resp.) clearly for some partition of 1, eo,e[,ez,eJ E: B8, based on

fv:p 1 v E T]:

Now for any T,O' E (xv:pi. <: vE T), easily (as h is an endomorphism):

(ii) h«TUO')(lYn) nYn =(h (TnYn) nYn) n (h(O'nYn) n Yn)'

(iii) h«TUO') (lYn) nYn=(h (T(lYn) nYn) U(h (O'(lYn) (lYn)'

We can apply (i ) to T,O' and also to T(lO',TUO', and substitute in (Ii) (iii).

We get that

(a) el (I e! =0 if d(T) (Ui(O') =0, T,O' E (xv:p l <: l/ E T) Bo (otherwise

substitute (i) in (Ii) and intersect with el ne!) and get

(h«T(lO) n Ym) (I(el (I e!) = (el-T)n(ef -0') = el n Tf (I (TUO'), and

by the assumptions on the 4(el), d(e!),.4(T),d(O') we get

(h«TnO')(lYn) (I Yn) (I(el ne!) (/:

(fx : d(x) C fv: pin <: l/ E TJ U (TnO') Bb contradiction to (t) for O'(lT).
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So let fTi: i < al be maximal such that 4(Ti) are pairwise disjoint

et ¢ 0, and T
i

E <xv: pJ <: 1I E T) sa' then a < "'1' and we can choose

such that:

<: E T, and [T E <X <: 1I E T) Sa e iI =0].

Next we can get

(p) e [neff = 0 (if d (T) n4(a) 0, and -r,a E < <: 1I E T) sg).

The proof is similar to that of (a), using Tna.

As Bg satisfies the N1-c.c. we can find lTi:i < "'I c <: 1I E T)B5' such

that (in Bg) ee U et = ufel:T E <: 1I E T)sgl for e 0,1. We can
i<",

find <: E T, such that U 4(Ti ) is disjoint to <: 1I E T]. So for
e<COI

every T E <: 1I E T)sg, eif eo (by the choice of eo), and eJ"net =°
for i < '" (by (fJ)) hence eif ne; = 0, hence

Similarly

Now we can prove that e[ =ef when d(T) n4(a) =0,

T,a E <x <: 1I E T)sg, (repeat the proof of (a) intersecting with e T:» r or

with e r -e i). By the transitivity of equality e [ e r when

T,a E <x,,: pJ <: 1I E T)sg. So let el E Bu.' be the common value, so

Let eo =Y",,-e1' soy"" =eo U el' eo n el =0.
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As Yn <it Ex Ker·(h), at least one of the elements, eo,e 1 is not in

Ex Ker·(h). As not subcase III 2, for £ 1,2 the homomorphism ge from

E a , tee to E a , t (l-ee), ge(x) =h(x)-ee (for x =e 1) has a finite range. Hence

for some ideal 'J of E8 Yn / 'J is a finite union of atoms and

So (for T E: (xv: <; 1/ E:T)Bg n 5):

h(Tneo) n eo =eci

h(Tnel)nel Tnel

If el <it Ex Ker·(h), we get contradiction to "not subcase III 3" [use for

p. there, now for any p, <; p E: T choose pairwise disjoint

Te E: (x v : p <; 1/ E: T)Bg for £ < w now by the choice of 'J for at least one

£,Te E::;, so Te is as required there]. So assume eo <it Ex Ker·(h) and get con-

tradiction to "not subcase III 4" [for some £ < m < w is in 'J,
use p}1 <a>, eo n (xpi!-<e>-xpi!-<n» for p·,a· with ex large enough).

So for each n,Yn E: Ex Ker·(h) (the Yn were chosen after (b» hence

Yn E: Ex Ker(h), (by their choice) so let Yn =yi(, U y.,t (both in Ea , ) ,

h(yi(,) =0, h(x) = x for x x E: E a , . Let leT be a countable set such

that d(yi(,),!i:.(Y.,t) c I, and for x E: E a ' . !i:.(h(x-Yn)nYn) C I (by "not subcase

III 2", for each n we have only finitely many elements of this form).

We can easily show that for every x E B a ' for some a E: Eg based on I,

h (x) - x =a -x, [as (Yn : n <w) is a maximal antichain in Ea " for this it

suffices to show that for every n < w there is an E: an Yn such that

(h(x)-x) nYn = an-x; But

(h(xnyn) x)nYn which is

(h(x-Yn)-x) n Yn which we

(h(x)-x)nYn is the union

zero as (Vz Yn)h(z)::;; z and

know is based as wanted]

of

of

So
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h(x)=e5u(ef n

where each ee is based on I,<ee:f!- < 3> pairwise disjoint eeE E3. As in the

analysis above of h (x nYn) n Yn, possibly increasing I, applied to x E E, with
a

4(x) n 1=0, we get =O,el = el' If el e Ex Ker·(h) we get contradiction

to "not subcase III 3.". So 1-e 1 (/ Ex Ker·(h) and apply "not subcase III 4."

So we finish the proof of 3.11; so E a , is endo-rrgid.

3.12 Lemma: E a , is indecomposable.

Proof: Suppose Ko,K1 are disjoint ideals of E a " each with no maximal

members, which generate a maximal ideal of E a ' . For e. = 1,2 let < cvJ

be a maximal antichain C KIZ (they are countable as Ea ' satisfies the c.c.c.,

and may be chosen infinite as KIZ cF foJ, E a ' is atomless). Let K be the ideal

Ko U K1 generates.

Now, e.g. for some < A, fd!:e. < 2,n < cvJ c E[n Clearly a<t> E K or

1-a<t> E K. For notational simplicity assume a<t> E K. So a<t> = bOUb1,

bIZ E Kfl.. Now prt(bfl.) E E[t] and is disjoint to each d.,f-IZ, ( as bIZ and is,

E E[n), so by the maximality of (d.,f-IZ:n < o], prt(blZ) is disjoint to every

member of K1-1Z. As KoUKl generate a maximal ideal, clearly prt(bfl.) EKe

[otherwise prt(b lZ) = 1-c 1 U c 2 , for some c 1 E K 1, c
2 E K 2 , and then c 1- 1Z is

necessarily a maximal member of K1-e, so K1-1Z is principal contradiction].
2

Soprt(bO) Uprt(b 2 ) < 1 but 1 =prt(a<t» = U prt(blZ) contradiction.
IZ=o

No
3.13 Theorem: In 3.1 we can get 2" such B. A. such that any homomor-

phism from one to the other has finite range.

Proof: Left to the reader (see [Sh 4, 3 ]).
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On the no(M) for M of singular power

Abstract: We prove that for A singular of cofinality IC > No. if (V

J.L < ")J.LIC < A then for some model M. M = (M.RM) . R a two place predicate.

IIM 1\ =" and no (M) = I AM .11 N II =Al is quite arbitrary e.g. any

J.L < A and "If: (hence 2A) .

See [Sh 5] for the back ground: where the result were proved for M with

relations with infinitely many places. By the present paper the only problem

left. if we assume V = L. is whether no (M) =A. may happen for M of cardinal

ity A for A singular.

§1 On 7 systems of groups.

1.1 Definition : A 7system will mean here a model of the form

A =<Co..hi,i)i";'j<7 where
0.<7

(i) Ci is a group with the unit ei =e G, =ei! . the Ci's are pairwise

disjoint.

(ii) hi,j is a homomorphism from Cj into Ci when i i

(i ii ) h: . Q h: . = h: . when i l i z is < 7.
1,101.2 1.2.1.3 "1>"3

(rv) h i •i is the identity. (so we sometimes ignore them).

We denote 7systems by A.I1 and for a system A. we write Ci = C.!.7 = 7,A

h i •j = hJ. Let IIAII = L: IIc, II· We omit the A when there is no danger of
i<1f:

confusion.

Let 7 =,..A. for fJ 7 let At fJ <Ct1. h-J ) i,.;,j</l,o. < /3' The really interesting

case is 7 limit.
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1.2 Definition For

Or(.-4) =[a = (ai.j:i,s;.j < 7):ai.i E Gi. ai.i

a rsystem A let

e G, and if ex ,s;. (3 ,s;. e < 7 then

aa,l: =h a./l(a /l.l:) a a./l

Let at fl = (ai.J-:i ,s;. j < fl) .

1.3 Definition

(a) = <.ai,j:i < j < 7)
(.-4) = Hfact(a):a E

For

where

a=(ai:i <"I} c Tl Gi,
'/,<It:

ai.j hi.i(aj)-l ai'

let

Let

fact

Fact

1.4 Claim: The mapping a fact(a) is from IT Gi into Or<..-4). So fact
i<o:

(...4) is a subset of Or (.-4)

Proof: Trivially ai,j E = ei' and if IX ,s;. fl,s;. e;

ha,/l(afl,l:) 0 aa./l

(h a.llhll,l:) (a l:)-la a

(ha,ll(hll.l:(al:)-l)ha.lI(afl))(ha,fl(afl)-l o aa) =

ha..l:(al:)-laa=aa.l:·

1.5 Definition 1) Gs (...4) = a E Or (...4)

(ai.j:i <j <7) EFact{A t7H. 2

for every (3 < 7A

2) We define a relation RjA on Or(.-4) (let 7 =rAJ: a RjA b if for some

<'gi:i < r> E: .IT< for every i < j <rbi,i gi'
'/, 7

We shall say that (gi:i <7) exemplify a RjAD.

3) Ais called smooth if for every limit fl < 7, OreAt fl) =Fact(At fl)·

1.6. Claim: For a "I-system A:

1) RjAis an equivalence relation on Or(...4) (hence also on Gs (...4)).

2) If a,b E Or (...4) , {3 < and a Rj..A b then b t fl Rj.AtfJ b t (3.

3) For a E Or(...4): a E: Fact (...4) iff a Rj.J.. ei!:i < j < 7..-4) (where ei! is

the unit of

. 2 Really Gs = Or (.-4), as if a = <. ad : i < j <7> E: Or (..-4) then<ai. fl : i < {3>
Wltness a t f3 E: Gs (...4); but we shall not use this.
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4) For a, b E c-CAJ, if a b then a E Gs (..4) ¢:::> bEGs (..4).

Proof: 1) Let us check the properties.

reflexivity for a E c- (--4), a A a: < j < 7) exemplify this

symmetry: suppose a A band <gi:i <7) exemplify this, so for every

i j < 7, bi,j = hi,j (gj )-lai,jgi' hence hi,j ts, )hi,jgi-1 = ai,j but

hi,j(gj-l) = (hi,j(gjn-1 (as hi,j is a homomorphism from Gj into Gi). So (for

every i j 7)

ai,j = (hi,j (gj-1 n-1bi,j(gi-1) so <gi-Li <7) exemplify b a.

transitivity: suppose a A b, b AC and <gP:i <7) ,<g{i <7) exem-

plify them (resp.) So for i j < 7, bi. j =hi,j(gl)-lai,j giO and Ci,j =hi,j(g/)-l

bi,j gil, substituting we get

c, . = h: .(g.l)-l(h.. (g9)-la. ·giO)g.1J J

(h . . (g 9) h . . (g l))-la . .(g.Og.1)
,J J ,J J ,J

hi,j(g/g/)-1 ai,j(glgil)

So <glgi1:i < 7) exemplify a AC'

2) If <gi:i<7) exemplify then <gi:i<(3) exemplify

a I {3 t (3.

3) Because <gi:i <7) exemplify

ai,j = (for every i < j < 7.) i.e.

a E Fact (..4).

4) By 3) C E Gs (--4) iff for every {3 < 'lA, C t (3 j < (3), and by

2) for {3 < t {3 A b t {3, hence (as --4tp is as an equivalence relation)

at (3 A<e.[4:i j < (3) iff b t fJ A< j < (3) and the result follows.

1.7 Definition : For a "I-system A, let no' (--4) be the cardinality of

Gs (..4)/ A (i.e. the number of non Jequivalent a E Gs (--4»).

1.8 Lemma: Suppose A,I] are "I-systems,.

(i) Hi is a homomorphism from onto Gp.
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(it) for i < j < 7 H 0 hA =hR. 0 H,• \ \,J \,J J

(iii) for every fJ < 7. a.b E: Fact(.Ar fJ). satisfying Hi(ai.j) =Hi(bi,j)

for i < j < fJ. a member E: G.! are defined for i < fJ such that:

a) if i < ex < fJ then i
ga,b'

Then no' CA) no' (fl).

Proof: We define a function H with domain Gr(..J/): H(a) =
H« ai,j:i < j < 7» = ):i < j <7). By (ii) we can check that H is into

c- (fl). We shall show later

(*) for a.b E Gr(--4), a R:IAb iff H(a) R:I,gH(b).

Applying this to fJ (for fJ < 7) and noting that f4(e.!'J = ef·

H« < j < fJ» = (ef:i < j < fJ) we see that for a E Gr(..J/), fJ < 7-

[a fJ E Fact (--4 fJ) iff H( a) E Gs (fl)]. So by (*) H induces a one to one

map from Gs (..J/) / R:IA into Gs (fl) I R:I,g. so no • (..J/) n • (fl).

Proof of (*): First suppose a R:IA b and let (gi:i < 7) exemplify this. So

for every i < j < 7

bs , hA.(g .)-1 a .. g.\,J 't,J J \,J \

Now by (ii) Hi(h.(j(gj)-1) = = (h!.J(Hj(gj)))-1. so

H(b . .) =h R.(H.(g.»-1 R.(a.. )H(g.)
't \.J \.J J J '"'i \.J \ \

So (Hi(gi):i <7) exemplify that H(a) R:I,gH(b).

Next suppose H(a) R:I,g H(b) and let (gt:i < 7) exemplify it. As Hi is a

homomorphism from G.! onto Gf, there are gi E: G.!. such that Hi (gi) = gi'

(for i < 7). Now H· (b . .) = (a· .) = hR.(H-(g .»-1H(ai ·)H· (g.)'t 't.J 't,J J 't 't,J 't 't,) J J 't.) \ \

=R.(hA(g.)-1)H(a.. )R.(g.) =H.(hA.(g.)-1a ..g.)'"'i 't,) J 't 't.) '"'i 't 't 't,J J 't,) 't
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Let us define c E Or CAy by ci,i = (gi) -1 ai,j gi' It is easy to check that c

really belongs to Or CAy and( gi:i < 7) exemplify a r;:j --4 c, and the above equa

tion shows that H(b) =H(c), and by (iii) this implies b r;:jAc «gt,c: i <7)
exemplify that). Together a r;:jA b.

So we have proved (*) hence 1.8.

1.9 Claim: If in 1.8 in addition:

(iv) H/ is a homomorphism from Gf into G.!.

(v) Hi a H/ is the identity (on Gf)

(vi) h/j a H/ = I4+ 0 h-ej for i < i < 7.

Then no' CAy =n' (/5).

Proof We define a function H+ with domain

Or (/5):H+(a) = (H/(ai,j):i j < 7). By (vi) H+(a) is always in Or (.A;. Clearly

HoH+ is the identity on Or (/5), so let !c{":«no'(/5)J be pairwise non Rjg

equivalent members of Gs (/5), and let a<' = H+(c{") E Or (.A;. So H(a<') = c<'.

From the proof of 1.8 we know that: a{" E Gs because c{" E Gs (/5), and for

< << no' (/5)at,a<' are non RjJequivalent (because c{",ct are non Rjg

equivalent). So no' no' (/5) hence we finish (by 1.8).

1.10 Claim: For a 7system of abelian groups.

1) here is the same as from [Sh 5], Definition 3.4 (except

that here we do not put the group structure.

2) Fact (.A; here is the same (set) as Fact from [Sh 5] Definition 3.5 .

3) For a.b E Or a RjA b, iff (in [Sh 5] notation), ab E Fact

4) here is the same as GsC//) from [Sh 5] Definition 3.7(1).

5) no' (.A; here is the same as the cardinality of E'(.A; (from [Sh 5]

Definition 3.7(2)).

Proof: Straightforward.
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1.11 Conclusion: For every regular /C > and J-L, for some z-syst.em, A,
IIAII S J-L", and no· (A) =J-L.

1.12 Claim : Suppose A is a -y-system, 7 limit and for e =1,2

aQ = (alj:i S j < 7) belongs to Gs(.J1).

Suppose further S C 7 is unbounded in 7 and ai:i = ai:j when i,j E: S. Then

a 1 RlA a2.

Proof: For every p < 7,e

is d =(gF-fl:i S p) E: n Gi!
t:Sp

is j S p. For ex <7let e(ex) Minfp:ex S p E: SJ.

Now tor z =1,2,ifise(i)sj

h4(i) =
hc{(i) (hdi),j(al£(j) )-1 =

hd(al£(j) )-1 hc{(i) al£(i)

[apply twice Definition 1.2 first for i ,e(i) , j standing for a.B,». and second for

e(i),e(j) standing for a,p,e].

Now if is j s e(i), applying twice this equation (remembering

a 2 -a2 ).t(i).W) - t(i).W)·

ali = al£(i) =
hi,j (al£(j) )-lh4(i) (a i(i).£(j») al£(i)

=hi,j(al£(j) )-1 (hi,j(a/£(j)) ai:j (ai:£(i»)-l) ai:£(i) =
h « 2 )-1 1 ) 1 « 1 )-1 2 )-i.j aj,£(j) aj.£(j) ai,j ai.£(i) ai.£(i)-

- h « 1 ) -1 2 ) -1 1 ( 1 ) -1 2 )- i,j ai,£(j) ai,£(j) ut.j ai.£(i) ai,£(i)

This suggests to show that «ai:£(i»)-l at£(i):i </C) exemplify alRlAa2 as

required. The missing case is i < j < 7 j < e( i); so e( i) = e(j) and so we

should prove ai:j =hi.j«a/£(j))-lalt:(j))-lai:j«ai:£(i))-l ai:£(i»)·
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This is equivalent

hi,j(alE(j») ai: j (a/E(i»)-l. Applying twice

this is equivalent to

finish.

§2 On 7- systems of automorphisms

to h: .(a i2 (j'») a.2. (a. (.»)-1 =J ,E

the equation from Definition 1.2

a/E(j) (ai:£(i»)-l. As l:(i) = l:(j) we

For this section we make the assumption.

2.1 Assumption: M is an L-model, Pi E L monadic predicate, PiM(i < 7)

are pairwise disjoint and IM I = u pl For such M let M[a] =M t U Pi
M for

i<7 iSa

a<7-

2.2 Definition : 1) Let KM be the class of L-models N such that

N = U PiNand NUl] =N r UP!' is isomorphic to MEP] for every fJ < 7-
i<7 is/1

2) Let be the group of automorphisms of M[a].

3) Let hl':j (for i:;;; j < 7) be the following function with domain

Gl: hl'.j(g) = 9 rM[i].

4) Let -.A = -.AM = ( < 7,i < j < 7). (i.e, as long as M is con-

stant we can omit M).

2.3 Fact: 1) hl':j is a homomorphism from Gl into Ct:.

2) ..JIM is a 7-system.

Proof: Immediate.

2.4 Definition: 1) We call g=(gi,j:i:;;;j<7) a representation of

N E KM if there are isomorphism fi from M t UP¥ onto N r UP!' ( for i < 7)
Esi Esi

such that Ui,i = (f j-1 t N'a») 0 f i'

2) For g, fi(i < 7) as above we say that (fi:i < 7) exemplify g being a

representation of N.

2.5 Fact: Every N E KM has a representation.
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Proof By the definition of KM (definition. 2.2(1)) there are r, as

required.

2.6 Fact: If g is a representation of N (N E KM) then g E Gr(-.A).

Proof: Let <Ii:i <1) exemplify g E Gr(-.A) is a representation of M.

For each i ::;; i . as I j is an isomorphism from M[j] onto NliJ clearly I r is an

isomorphism from NU] onto M[j], hence I j-1 t N[i] is an isomorphism from N[i]

onto M[i] clearly (f j-1 t N[i]) 0 Ii is an isomorphism from M[i] onto M[i] so it

belongs to Gf!. So gi,j E Gi
M.

Easily gi,i is the unit of Gf!.

We can now check that for i ::;; j ::;; Ii < ex, gi,P = h!:j(gj,p) o gi,j ; remember

ing the defini.tion of hiAj this means that

(f j1 tN[i]) c li=«(f j 1tN[j])
0 Ij) t M[i]) o (fj-1tN[i]) o Ii

or equivalent by, for every x E. M[i],

which is obvious.

2.7 Fact: Let gO be a representation of N(EKM ) . Then g E Gr(-.A) is also a

representation of N iff g gO

Proof : First suppose that gO .Ag, and let <ki:i <1) E.II Gf exern
t.<7

plify this (see Definition. 1.2). So gi,j = hl:i(kj (for i::;; j ::;; ,). Let

</i:i <1) exemplify gO being a representation of N (see Definition. 2.4(2)).

So glj = (fj-1tNli])
o Ii ' and we get

gi,j = o (fj-1tN[i]) o Ii 0 ki =
(fjtM[i] c o (fi o ki)

[Note that (fjtM[i])-l =Ij-1tN[iJ] ; we would like to show that <Iioki:i <1)
exemplify gi,j is a representation of N. Clearly r, oki is an isomorphism from

M[i] onto N[i]. The above equality will be the only missing information pro

vided that we shall show that
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which is easy.

Second suppose g E Gr (-A) is a representation of N and we shall prove

that g RlAgO.

Let <fiO:i < 7) exemplify gO being a representation of Nand <fi:i < 7>
exemplify g being a representation of N (see Definition. 2.4(2)). So

g .o . - (f PtN[i])-1 0 f.O
"',3 - 3 '" ,

gi,j = (f;tN[i))-1 0 r,
(fori < 7). Let lei (for i < 7). As fi,fio are isomorphism from M[iJ

onto N[ij clearly lei is an automorphism of M[iJ, i.e. it belongs to Gi
M. Now

fl = filei hence

= «(fjokj)tM[i))-l 0 (fi o hi) =

= (leitM[i])-l o (fjtM[i J)-1 ° fi 0 lei =

(lejtM[i])-l o gi,j 0 lei

But easily lej t M[i] = so<lei:i < 7> exemplify g RlAgO.

Fact 2.8: Suppose the models N1,Nz E KM has representations gl,gZ

respectively, then N 1 Nz iff gi RlAgz.

Proof: Let <fl-:i < 7> exemplify" gfl is a representation of Ne" for

e = 1,2. So = (f/tM[iJ)-1 0 fl- for e 1,2, i < T

First assume N1,Nz are isomorphic, and let H be an isomorphism from N1

onto N Z. For each i < 7, H t Nfi] is an isomorphism from Nfi] onto N£i],

hence lei l)-I(H t NfiJ)f l is an isomorphism from M[iJ onto M[iJ, i.e.

k: E c.!J So for every i f.2 = (HfN[i]) o f.l 0 le·-1 and let H.. f N[i] (so for
'" '" . , '" 1 '" "', '" - 1

i < j .n; =Hj f Nfi)J). Now for i j < 7.

gi:j = (fl t M[i])-I ° fiZ =
= (Hj 0 fi 0 k j -

IfM[i J) - 1 0 (Hi ° fil ° lei-I) =
= (if;. o(fifM[i]) ° (lejfM[i])-l)-1 0 (if;. ° flo lei-

1) =
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:= (kjtM[i]) 0 U/tM[i])-l 0

:= (kjtM[iJ) 0 U/tM[iJ)-1 0 lil 0 ki-
1

So<k i-
1:i < 7) exemplify gl R$A g2.

c Hi 0 I i 1 0 ki-
1 :=

(kjtM[iJ) 0 gi:j oki-
2

Second, assume gl ll:I ,4g2 and let this be exemplified by <ki-l:i < 7).
Define

It is easy to check that Hi is an isomorphism from NfiJ for i < 7 and

Hi :=Hj t M[i], fori < i < 7. So UHi is an isomorphism from N 1 onto N 2.

i<7

2.9 Lemma: If g is a representation of N E: KM then g E: GsC4).

Proof : Suppose not so for some p < 7, g t 7 q: FactCJlt 7) so

g t 7,<ef!:i i < (3) are not ll:I<.At{l)-equivalent. Apply 2.8 to M[{l] instead M

(and g t p,< eiA:i < i < (3), N[{l],M[{l]) , and get that N[IJ),M[{l] are not iso-

morphic contradicting N E KM.

2.10 Lemma: Every g E GsC4) represents some N E KM.

Proof: We define by induction i

(a) an L-model Nj , such that Nj ===M[iJ and Ni C Nj for i j .

(b) an isomorphism I j from M[j) onto Nj, such that for i j!

gi,j := UlM[i]) 0 r;
For j := 0, i successor there is no problem. For j

UM[i) := Mt Up! by 2.8, and multiplied by some k
i<j i<j

as required.

limit UNi is isomorphic to
i<j

E Aut (M t U Pi) it will be
i<j

2.11 Conclusion: The numbers of non-isomorphic N E KM is equal to

IGsC4)1 R$.AI·

Proof: By 2.5-2.10.

2.12 Lemma : If the following conditions hold, then every N E KM is

L",x-equivalent to M.
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a) Every function F of M are I-place, amd for x E M[i], FiM(x) E M[i].

b) for any relation R of M for some n < '" and i < T

n
M J= (Yx 1, ... ,xn )[R(x 1•... ,xn ) -.. /\ Pi (xe)]

e=1

c) if i < j < 7, 9 E Gf, g* a partial automorphism of M[j],Dom (g*)

closed under the function of M, and 9 U 9 * is a partial automorphism of M

and Dom (g*) is (see below) then 9 U g. an be extended to an automor-

phism of M[j].

d) is a family of subsets of M,[i < j closed under finite

unions, and [A eM, IA I < A A E
i<7

Proof: Easy.

§3 Constructing the model,

3.1 Main Theor'em : Suppose

(I) /C =cf (A) < Aand (Yp, < A)(p,<1f; < A).

(u) B is a z-systern, and IGIl < A for i < «:

Then there is a model M (with relations and functions of finitely

many places only) of cardinality A such that no (M) =no * (8).

3.1A Remarks: W.l.o.g. M = (IM I,RM ) for some two- place relation R.

(see [Sh 5], 1.4)

Notation: For A c u, let clM(A) be the closure of A under the functions

of M.

Proof: By 1.12 w.l.o.g. for j < /C limit, hf,j+1 is onto Gf. and if x E Gf.
x T- ef then for some i <:J, hf.,(x) T- ef. By 1.12 w.l.o.g. Gd is trivial (=fedJ)·
Let L = : i <:J < /CJ U < /CJ, Pi(i < /C) monadic predicates, Fi,j

one place function symbols, Ri three place predicate. Let A = I;
i</C

=x, < A, Ai > «L At + IG/l)If;) +5. We shall now define by induction on
j<i
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(A) (1) Mj is an L-model,

(A) (2) Mj is the disjoint union of PiMt(i < j) and pti = (Ai,"-i+2 ) when

i < i . p!/t = ep when /C > i j

(A) (3) is a I-place function from p:t into (and not defined oth-

erwise) for ex < {3 < /C.

(A) (4) for any is a (three place) relation on PiMt,

(A) (5) fori <j, Mi =Mj t (UP:i).
e<i

(B) (1) Gj is the group of automorphism of Mj if j is a successor ordinal,

otherwise Gj ={k E Aut (Mj ) : for some a E Gf for every i < j,

Hj(k t Mi ) = (see below on Hj)

(B) (2) Hj is a homomorphism from Gj onto Gf.

(B) (4) Gj has cardinality S; Ar.

(B) (5) H/ is a homomorphism from Gf into Gj , Hj 0 H/ is the identity

(on Gf) and for i < j,a E Gj , H/(a) t Mi =Ht(h!J(a )).

(C) (1) Pi is a family of subsets of (Aj,AF) (when i < j).

(C) (2) if A E Pl, i < ex < i. then clM(A) n E Pt·

(C) (3) fori < ex <j, PI

(C) (5) every g E Gj + 1 maps any A E PI to a member of Pi.

(C) (6) PI is closed under union of s; /C, (i.e if At E PI for < (S; /C then

UAt E:Ph
t<{

(C) (7) every subset of (Aj ,Ar) of power s; "Mi II is included in some
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member of Pt

(D) (1) For i < j let Ql = fA c Mj : for a < i, (:>\a,Aci2) C A and for

a: E [i,j), A n (Aa,A,i2) E Pr and A = clMj(A)j.

(D) (2) If i < i . ko,k 1 E Gj , A E Q1. ko,k 1 are equal on ( U n A then
a<i

(k o t A) U (k 1 t U can be extended to an automorphism k of Mj .

a<i

Clearly it suffices to carry the construction by induction, as then

M U Mj is as required by the previous Lemmas (i.e. by 2.12 every N E KM is
j<"

L ..,>..-equivalent to it (and clearly [N =..,>.. M N E KM ] ) so

But 2.11 this number is equal to

no·(M) = IGs($.)/Rl$.1 where $. =$.M (see Definition 2.2(4)). By 1.9 this

number is no .(/J). But Bwas chosen so that it is }.L.)

Case I: j =O.

Nothing to do.

Case IT: j is limit.

In this case let Mj = U Mi , and there is no problem to check all the condi-
i<j

tions. Note that in (D)(2) we can easily prove the second sentence.

Case ill: j + 1 (assuming we have defined for j).

We shall define by induction on f < A/2, a group Gj,t ' an ordinal a(f), an

action of the group Cj,t on Mj U (Aj,a:(f) and such that

(I) for <" < f, Gj ,{ is a subgroup of Gj •t and the action of 9 E: on

Mj U (Aj ,a:(<")) is extended too, and for k E: Gj .t, k t Mj E Gj.

(ii ) a:(t) E: (A/l,Ar) and a:(t) is increasing and continuous.
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(iii) for t limit Cj,t =: U Cj,t.
(<t

(iv) is a homomorphism from Cj,t; onto Cf·

(v) is a one-place function from (Aj,a(t)) into P:i increasing and

continuous in t.

(vi) Plt; is a family of subsets of (Aj,a(t)) such that

<j,x EAJEQ{foreachA EPl't; i <j.

(vii) if A E Plt, 9 E Cj ,t then 9 (A) E Plt.

(viii) P!.t; is closed under union of IC members and it is increasing with

t and if cf t > IC then Plf; = U P!.{·
(<t

(ix) we can choose for every a(t) an increasing sequence Bi(e < An
such that (Aj ,a(t)) U Bi, and Bi has cardinality Aj. We shall guarantee

£<>"l

that for any t <-r ,t: < A/,i < j and A E Q{ for some tl' t < tl <A/2, and
Y)' f;

BE rl.f;j' B£ c B.

(x) if ko,k 1 E Cj,t;, A E Q! ko,k 1 are

hjtda) =Hj(k1tMd then (kotA)U (k1tMj)

Cj,l;(t ( < Ar) to k, Hj,i:(k) =a.

equal

can be

on A, a E Gf+l
extended in some

(xi) Rt is a three place relation on (Aj,a(t)), increasing with t, but for
« t. R{ =Rt; t (Aj,a«()).

(xii) each 9 E Cj,t; preserves Ri and Fl,j'

(xiii) if cf t =AI, then R(a(t)-,-) define on (Aj,a(t)) a well-ordering [so

if 9 E Cj ,{ , { > t, 9 maps (Aj,a(t)) on itself then, 9 t (Aj,a(t)) is determined by

g(a(t))].

(XiV) no a T- {J E (Aj,a(t)) realize the same quantifiers free, Rf;-type over

(Aj,AI). (So together with (xiit) we have a strict control over the automor-

phism of Mj +1) .
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There is no problem to carry the induction on f hence on i . hence to

finish the proof of 3.1.
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Non standard uniserial module over a uniserial domain exists

Our aim is to prove:

Theorem: (ZFC) There exist a non standard uniserial modules over

some uniserial domain (see 12).

The paper is self contained. It uses forcing - this can be eliminated

easily but for me this has no point. Our example is in H1 - we can

replace it by any regular «: > Ho. The problem appears in the version of a

book of Fuchs and Salce on modules over uniserial domains in existence in

April 1984.. An answer in the other direction would have simplified the sub-

ject, and I think, make unnecessary several proofs and distinctions.

I thank Silvana Bazzoni, Elizabetta Martinez and Claudia Mettel for going

our of their way to tell me the problem during a dinner at the conference in

Udirie, to Fuch's for mentioning it and to Salce for impressing upon me the

importance of solving it.

Subsequently Fuchs continues this work, investigating for which uniserial

R there are such modules.

O. Definition and Notation: 1) Let R denote a unisertal domain, i.e., no zero

divisors and Id(R) =U: I an ideal of Rj is linearly ordered by inclusion.

Let Q QR be the field quotient. Let a ,b ,C ,r ,s denote member of R, x ,y ,z

denote members of an R-module, M,N denote R-modules. Let a I b mean a

divides b.

2) An R-module is called standard if it is a homomorphic image of an R

submodule of Q (which is trivially an R-module) and M #0 O.
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3) An R-module is uniserial if its family of submodules is linearly

ordered. (So we are assuming R itself is unisertal.)

OARemark: Any standard R-module is uniser'ial.

This is well known.

1. Fact: Let M be a uniserial R-module; if x EM, ax T- 0 then for every

b E: R,(b T- 0): bx =0 if (b/ a)(ax) T- a and a divides b in R.

Proof: If in R a I b let b ca so

bx cax So it suffices to prove a I b assum-

ing bx = 0, but if a does not divide b, b divides a so a =db, so

ax =dbx = d =0 contradicting, an assumption.

2. Definition : 1) We call <<;> < j < 0) an I-representation of M

(for M a uniserial module over a uniserial domain R) if:

(i) 1 is an ideal of R,l T- R.

(ii) ai,j E: R, ai,j T- O.

(iv) there are xi E M(i <0) such that M is generated by fXi:i<oj, and:

1= fr E: R:rxo = OJ, aijxj = xi

2) We call <ai,j:i < j < 0) an 1- representation for R) if (i),(ii),(ii)

above holds.

3. Claim: Every uniserial R-module M has an I-representation ( for

some ideal 1 of R).

Proof: Easy. Choose by induction on i, xi E M(T- 0) xi not in the sub-

module generated by fXj:j < iJ. Say 0 is the first for which xJ is not defined.

Clearly 0 exists and is <IIMII+. For i <j, as Xj fl' RXi' by uniseriality

xi E: RXj so for some ai,j E: R, xi =ai,jxj' Now for ex < p <,., < 0,

aa,r7 =x a = aa,Pxp =aa,l1(al1,7x7)' So (aa,7--aa,l1ap,O)x7 =0. As

aO,r7 =Xo T- 0, we finish by Fact 1.
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Remark: Clearly 0 > 0 for M 0, and if 0 is a successor ordinal then

M is standard.

4. Claim; 1) rr <ai,j:i < j < 0> is an I-representation for R then

some R-module M is I-represented by <ai,j:i < j < 0>.

2) Moreover M is unique up to isomorphism and is uniserial

Proof: Let M be an R-module generated freely by !xi:i < oj except the

relations:

(a) rxo =°(for r E: I)

2) The uniqueness is trivial, so we shall prove that M constructed in (

1) is uniserial. It is easy to see that (by the relations (bj).

(*) for every y E: M for some i < 0, r ER: y = rXi'

Now suppose K is a submodule of M,K M, and we shall prove that for

some < 0, K C Rx f . This suffices [ if K 1,K2 are submodules of M, if K 1 =M

or K2 =M they are comparable so we finish; if K 1,K2 M there are < 0

such that K1 C Rxxt'K 2 C Rx f 2; let Max so K1,K2 are R- submodules

of RXf' which is uniserial by GA, hence K1 C K2 or K2 C Kd.

As K M for some (: xf ft K. Assume K'Z RXf' so for some y E K,

Y ft RXf· By (*) above for some < 0 and r E R, y = Now < [other-

wise y = rx { E Rx C Rx t; contradiction to the choice of y]; As Y 0,r 0,

and 0, in R r divides or divides r (or both).

If divides r, then

contradiction to the choice of y.

If r divides aH then
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contradiction to the choice of f

So K c Rx t. We previously show that this (i.e. for every R-submodule K of

M, K c Rx t for some (") suffice.

5. Lemma A uniserial R-module with I-representation

< < j < 0) is standard iff for some Ci E R(i < 0) for every i < j < 0:

C.-1
(i)

aO,i

C .-1
-.....J--EI
ao,jl ai,j

(ii) Ci-1 E R, i.e., each ci is a unit.

5A. Remark: We can replace is (i),(iii), Ci-1 by Ci,Cr1 by Cj'

Proof First suppose that there are such ci (i < 0). Let

Ji = (1/ aO,dR C Q and define a function from Ji into M by

li((l/ao,i)r) = rCixi for r E R

Clearly Ii is a homomorphism from one R-module to another.

It is onto RXi as ci is invertible in R.

We shall prove that

(*) for i < j < {), lie I i

This suffice as then U I i is a homomorphism from U Ji onto M. For
i<o i<o

proving (*) it suffices to prove:

First 1/ aO,i EDam (j j)' [this is equivalent to 1/ aO,i E R(1/ aO,j) which

is equivalent to aO,j E RaO,i' if this fails then by the uniseriality of R, for

some s E R which is not a unit, aO,i = s aO,j so
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as R has no zero divisors, i-sai,j E I; as s is not a unit sR is a proper

ideal, but 1 = sai,j + (i-sai,j) E sR + 1, but sR c 1 or t c: sR, so necessarily

1 c sR, 1 E [but then Xo 0 contradiction]. Second, we can confirm (**)

remember we have shown above aO,j E R aO,i hence aO,jl aO,i E R):

f·(1/ ao·) = f·«ao ·Iao ·)(l/ao .)) = (ao ·Iao·) C'X'3 ,'I. 3 ,3 ,'I. ,3 ,3,1. 3 3

fi(11 aO,i) = cixi = ciai,jXj

So it is enough to show that

aO .
(-..tLc ·-a· 'C' )x. =0a 3 1.,3 1. 3O,i

equivalently (see Fact 1):

aO'
-..tLc ·-a· ·C· E ao ·1a J 'I-,J'I- ,Jo.e

equivalently

Cj ci
--- -----E[
aO,i aO,jl ai,j

Multiplying by Cj-1Ci-1 we get (i) of the hypothesis, i.e., the demand holds

(Note that for a unit C ,cI 1).

We have proved the "if" part of Lemma 5.

For the only "if" part suppose J is an R-submodule of Q, f;J -. M an onto

homomorphism. W.l.o.g. f (1) =Xo so R c Dom f, 1 ft Ker f I. For every i,

let xi = f (Yi)' Yi E J. If Yi E R(1/ a 0,.;,) let for some r E R, Yi =r I aO,i' then

aO,iYi=r hence f(r) f(aO,iYi)=ao,if(Yi)=aO,ixi xo=f(l), so

f(1-r) = 0 hence 1-r E I, hence r-1 E R [otherwise Rr (Z R, so Rr U R(l-r)

is a proper ideal contradiction). So [Yi E R(1/ aO,i) =::;> 1/ aO,i E liYil As

Yi,l/ao,i E Q, Q a uniserial R-module this implies 1/ao,i E liYi' so for some

ci E R, 11 aO,i =ciYi' As Yi E J clearly 11 aO,i E J. Now

Xo = f (1) = f (ao,d1/ aO,d) = aO,if (1/ aO,d = aO,icixi cixO

ao,if (ciYi) = aO,icif (Yi)

so (l-ci)xO = 0 hence l-ci E 1, so as in an argument above ci is a unit except

when I=R which is excluded.
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So 1/ aO,i =ciYi' ci ERa unit. By (iii) of Definition 2 with G,i,j here

ao·a·· ao'
standing for a,fJ,7 there, 1 - _!!:-.Y:.L E I so (when I ¢ R) a' . is a

aO,J' - ao' 'f"J,J

unit of R, as ai,j E R this implies :O.:.L = ai,j/ a' E R. Now
o.e

0=/(0) /(l/ao,i-l/ao,i) =/(l/ao,i)-/«aO,j/aO,i)'l/aO,j) =

/(ciYi)-(aO,j/aO,i)/(CjYj) =

cixi -(aO,j/ aO,i)CjXj =ci ai,jxj -(aO,j/ aO,i)cjXj =

(Ciai,j -(aO,j/ aO,i)Cj )Xj

hence [eiai,j -[(aO,j/ aO,i)Cj]/ aO,j E I and we can finish.

For a while we make

6. Assumption: M is a non-standard model of Th(z) of power not

like, M = U Mi , Mi -e M,Mi increasing continuous, each Mi countable, p EM
i<CUt

a prime R Rll is ta/ b ;a,b EM, M F"P does not divide b" J.I

Let Q :::! R be the field of quotients of R.

Easily R is a uniserral domain. Let b be a member of M. let

(d(a):a<""l) be a sequence of members of M increasing, d(a)<b,

b,p E Mo, d(ex) E Ma + 1. Let Qi be the field of quotients of Mi , =R n Qi'

Clearly we can find M as above, and then b,d (ex).

7. Definition: Let I = [c E R: »" [c L it is an ideal.

We define a set P; its members have the form:

<ai,j:i < j,i Eu,j E u)

such that

(i) u a finite subset of ""1,0 E u.

(ii) for ex < fJ < 7 all in u,
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a -a a
E I

. aO,7

(iii) aa.p is divisible by pd(p)-d(a) but not by pd(p)-d(a)+l in R (exponen

tiation in M).

(Iv) ai,j E Rj +1

[we write aij =alj, u =u" where r= (ai,j: i < i . i E u, j E u)].

We stipulate ai,i = 1. The order of P is natural.

8. Fact: If r=(alj:i<jEUr)EP, then there is

q,r <q

Proof If E u r let q =p, otherwise suppose

i 1< ... ... <im, u r
:= Iii' ... ,im I, (remember i o=0) and let

ai,j = al,j'

We now define q:

af.j =

ai,J'

d(f)--<i.(ie)

if i < j,i E u" , j Eu r

if i E li 1, . . . ,ieJ,

aiQ,iQ+1
p d(f)-d(iQ)

We shall now check that q E P.

Properties (I), (iii) and (iv) of Definition 7 are easy, so let us check ( ii».

So let ex < fJ <7 be in u r .

Case A: ex

alb  =
a3.7

(by the third case in the definition of
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U -(d (a)-d (ie)) U U -(d(a)-d(ie))U
ute+I ,7 ie,ie+:P - ie+l,{l ie,ie+lP {l,7

UO,7
=

Because the left term is in R (by (iii) of Definition 7 for p) and the right

term is in I (by (u) of Definition 7 for p).

Case B: P= r

U O,7

U a.v-ua,ieuie,ie+luiIl+1>7

as the first term is in I (by (Ii) of Definition 7 for P ) and the second term is in

I as a members of I times ua,ie E R so as I is an ideal it belongs to I.

Case C: 7 =

Case D: a,p,7
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Trivial.

So we have proved q E P. Easily p s q ,( E u q , so we finish.

9. Main Fact: Suppose Uo <ul <Uz (all finite subsets of "'I, not empty

for simplicity, U < v means Va E U VfJ E v a < fJ) non empty, and

r e E P for e. = 0,1,2,

r O r t r t
U =U o ,U =Uo U U I' U =Uo U Uz

r Osri, r O r 1

Let te = Min ue for e. = 1,2, and C l'cZ E: R are units of R.

Then we can find rEP, r 1 S r ,rZ s r , such that

Let {e = Max »e-

10. Subfact: We can find an element a of R such that

(a) pd(h)-d({t) divides a but pd(t.)-d({t)+l does not divides a (in R).

arE - art a
(fJ) - __{O'(:.- E J

T 2
ao,(.

C

Proof: We shall choose some t E J () M t2+ 1 and let

Now t E: J guarantees (fJ) (just substitute and compute, and you shall

get t) and t E: M t2+1 guarantee (0) (as (I,{O s tz and use (iv) from 7). Also

(a) is immediate: is divisible by pd(t2) hence is divisible by
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P d ( 2)- d ({ O)+ 1 but a r 2 is not· so a r 2 _ar 2 t is divisible but not
, '

by P Using (iii) of Definition 7 on we finish.

We are left with (7), it means now

this is equivalent to:

(*)

If for t =0 (*) holds, we finish, so we can assume

de! C 1
S - ---- E: I. so (*) is then equivalent to

(*) . e I i.e.,
r 1

---
r 1

a{O.{l

t ft I

By applying (iii) of Definition 7 to all «,» appearing in (*)' and

remembering that for a unit c of R cI = I and c E R is a unit iff p does not

divide c for R. (*), is equivalent to

which means t E: I but t I pd(td-d({o) ft I, which is easily accomplished by

choosing t =P bEMa.

Now we define r:
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a r = «r:ij i,j

aq'l a a!;a,j

if i.j E: u d (a)
a

if i,i E: u r a (b)
if i =u 1, i E: Uz (c)

Again condition (i) + (iii) + (iv) are easy, Let us try (Ii).

So LX < e« "/,

Case A: LX E: uo,p E: u l' '"1 E: uz'

Now
r 2 r 2

a !;a;la O,!;a ., f'
----- IS a unit, so we can orget It

r a
aO;l

r 1 r' r' r 1

[as aa,pap'(1 0 mod a O'!;3.-1 holds, which hold by using twice
aO,(l aO'(l,a

(ii) of Definition 7, and computing power of p in the left side].
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So

Case B: cx,{J E Ul' 7 E u2

a r l -a r l a r l
r2 a.fJ fJ.{,]

at;2,7 a -------
aO,.r

by computing power of p this term belongs to J iff

which holds.

aral.J-la a';2 _oar',. a a r 2 arl
s2.7 a." t;2.fJ fJ.7

aO.7

Trivial.

11. Conclusion: If G c P is generic over V then in the new universal

V[ G] over R there is a non standard uniserial R-module.

Proof: We can deal with I-representation. Let for i < j < ""1 ai.i be

al,i when r E G,fi,j leur, this is well defined as:

(A) ai,i has at most one value as G is directed.
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(B) ai,j has at least one value [as by Fact B the sets fr E P: i E U r L
fr E P: j E u/" J are dense subsets of P, hence their intersection is. As G is

generic, G is not disjoint to this intersection.] Now easily

<ai,j:i < j < "'1) is an I- representation (over R). Why it represents a non

standard uniserial module? Otherwise (letting be the name for ai,j

defines above) there are P-name c and rEP such that
""i

(C) r H- "c is a unit of P, andp ""i

c c
----- E I for every
a la

mod I

As R consists of members of V, there are for i < "'1, ri E P, r ri and cl E P

ri II-p G =ct Now using Fodor Lemma and Fact 9 we get a contradiction.

Originally we have then replaced forcing byOH
I
, but it is better to have:

12. Theorem : (ZFC): There is a uriise rial non standard module over

some uniserial domain.

Proof: If we look carefully at the proof of this we can see that we

have proved (and we shall prove):

(a) in V[G], for every limit ordinal 0 < "'1 and unit c E R, for every

large enough i <0. is not I-equivalent to any member of

13. Observation: If _.-E.__ + I ft lX+I:x E and i < j < 0 then

+ I ft fx+I: x E Mol.

cProof: Suppose ---- =x+t. tEl, x E Mo. Then
ao.ol

c ai,o ai,j aj ,6----- =c-- == c---
ao,o aO.6

c
ai,j(;;-Ia-) = ai,j(x+t) = ai,jX + ai,jt

0,6 j,6



Now ai,jx E Mo
ai,j E R, t si I),

(as
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and a· . t e I"-,J (as

Proof of (a): Suppose rEP,

r II-pH 0 <G)I is a limit ordinal, c a unit of Rand 0 , c, contradict (a)".

By Fact 8 w.Lo.g. () E u" . Now let Uo = u T no, Uz =uT-o r O=r t uo,

r Z = T, and find ul,r 1 so that the assumptions of 9 holds (uz c/J as 0 E uz,

Uo c/J as 0 E uo). Let ci = c. We repeat the proof of 9 but in (7) of 10 replace

c 1
Cz by C and rt. I by rt. 1 + M( , and drop -- i.e. we use

2 aO,t,

(7)' __......E.. rt. I + Mo'

(aK(,a)

As we demand a E Mt 2+ 1, and can assume M t 2+' is quite large compared to

(though countable) there is no problem. [Let ei E R (i < G)l) be distinct

units, ei -ej not divisible by p then for i j:

T,
cat,,?;,---

T,
a(o,(,

is countable, for some i

caT,
(pOe.) d I h M

'0 ';Z. + Mo· For being able to repeat t e argument in t2+ 1 itaT,
(o,{,

is enough that in Mt 2+ 1 there is a "finite" set to which every x E

"belongs", which is easy. Alternatively change the forcing as to allow us

to choose a EM, so that the forcing fail the to! eC.c. but is still proper see [Sh

2], Ch. IlL] So we find r '.

Contradiction, so (a) holds. Note also

14. Observation: If Ma.: (ex < G)l)' b ,d(a)(a < G)l) are as in 6, ai,i satisfies

( a) above, then <<4,j:i < j < G)l) is an 1- representation of a non standard
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uniserial module.

Proof: Suppose <ci:i < CV1) exemplify the contrary. For a closed

unbounded subset C of CV1 for every a E: C

i < a=> ci E: M0

C· c·
So _1.- E: Mo for i <0, hence -_....!...._- + I E: fx+I:x E: Contradicting

aO,i a o.o/ ai,o

(a). So 14 holds.

Now the statement: there are Mi (i < w1) b ,d (ex) as in 6 and ai,j satisfying

(a), can be expressed by a countable theory Tin L(aa) (note that we do not

mind to replace cv1 by a linear order K of power N1 such that K = U Ki, Ki
i<GJt

increasing continuous each Ki countable (Vx E: Ki)(Vy E: Ki+l-Ki) (x < y) and

Ki has a least upper bound). L(aa) was introduced in Shelah [Sh 1], and

thoroughly investigated in Barwise Kaufman and Makkai [BKM]. By the com-

pleteness theorem for L(aa) (see [BKM]) the answer to "does T has a model"

is absolute. As it has a model in V[ G] it has one in V.

15 Remark: We can replace by any uncountable regular uncountable

tc. Let H(N z) be the family of sets of hereditary power <Nz, and l!J be (H(N1),E:)

expanded by (individual constants for) M,R,Q,I, (Mi : i < CV1),
(d(i): i < CV1)' band (ai,j: i <j < CV1)' Now we can define by induction on

0: < ICZ l!Ja such that:

1) l!:a is a model of power IC elementarily equivalent to l!J.

2 ) l!iCl (0: < ICZ) is a continuous elementarily chain.

3) For every ex there is Ya E: l!iCl+l such that:

(a) l!iCl+1 t= "u« is a countable set" .

(b) for every x E: l!ia. l!ia+ 1 F "x E: YaH.

(c) if ex has cofinality IC and 0: < f3 1C2 then I!II F "x E: Y a", implies
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Let f!J' = u f!Ja , za E f!Ja +1 be such that f!Ja +1 I="za is sup(Ya n c.J1) " ·
a <",2

There is no problem to do this (e.g. use saturated models, possible as we

can construct the models say in L), see Mekler and Shelah [M Sh]. Now use

M ,R,! ai,j: f!J' 1= "i < j < or equivalently (ap: a < fJ < Ie) with

Ma =M -. Note that we could replace 1C2 by ICJL if cf JL No·
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Remarks on the numbers of ideals of Boolean algebra

and open sets of a topology

Abstract: We prove that the cardinals J-L which may be the number of

ideals of an infinite Boolean algebras are restricted: J-L = J-L'tI.o and if tc s; J-L is

strong limit then J-l<IC= u: Similar results hold for the number of open sets of

a compact space (we need w(x)<s(:I:) = 2<s(:I:)). We also prove that if J-L

is the number of open subsets of a Hausdorff space X,J-L < J-L'tI.o then 0# exists,

(in fact, the consequences of the covering lemma on cardinal arithmetic are

violated). We also prove that if the spread J-L of a Hausdorff space X satisfies

J-L > :l2(cj J-L) that the sup is obtained. For regular spaces J.L > 2cf J.L is enough.

Similarly for 3(X) and h (X).

§O Introduction.

We deal with some problems on Boolean algebras and their parallel

on topological spaces. The problems are: what can be the number of ideals

[open sets], and is the spread (and related cardinals) necessarily obtained

(remember it is defined as a supremum.) Compare with the well known

result that the cellularity (= first Ie for which the /C- chain condition holds)

is regular. We shall use freely the duality between a Boolean algebra and its

space of ultrafilters. Recall

0.1 Definition: For a topological space X:

1) s (X) = sup] IA I: A is a discrete subspace l + 'tI.o (note that A is a

discrete subspace if A = fYi: i < exl and for some open subsets ui(i < ex),

Yi E Uj ¢::::;) i = j).
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2) z(X) = sup] IA I: A fYi: i < o:l. and for some open ui (i < 0:),

i = j Yi E: Uj i ;;e: j I +

3) h(X) =sup] IAI: A fYi: i< o:j for some open ut(i < 0:),

i = j Yi E: Uj ====> i s j I +

4) s(X),z(X),b(X) are defined similarly with 1AI+ instead IA I.

5) For a Boolean algebra B ,q;(B) is q;(X) where X is the space of

ultrafilters of B.

On the problem of the attainment of the supremum when the cofinality

is see Hajnal and Juhasz [HJ 1], Juhasz [Jf ], Shelah [Sh 3] 1.1 (p. 252)

and then Kunen and Roitman [KR].

On a counterexample for higher cofinalities see Roitman [R] and lately

Juhaz and Shelah [JSh]. On the number of open subsets see Hajnal and

Juhasz [ HJ2] and Juhasz [J2]; the author observed in fall 1977 (see [Sh 6] for

the main consequence) that by having a specific cardinal exponentiation

function we can get from counterexample to the attainment of the

spread when the cofinality is /C, a Hausdorff space X with 0 (X) It' > 0 (X) (this

extra demand on the set theory has caused no trouble). This connected our

two problems. The author had withdrawn another announcement of [Sh 6]:

o (X) =0 (X)N o for X a Lindelof space.

This work is written in the order it was conceived.

§1 The numbers of ideals of a Boolean Algebra

1.1 Theorem: Let B be an infinite Boolean Algebra, Id (H) the set of

ideals of B, id(B) its power. Then id(B) =

Proof: Suppose not, 71. =Min f" :"No;;e: id (B)l, so cf 71. =Ho,

71.'5. id(B) < ANo. Now A> 2No as id(B) 2No, so A = E"An, An < An+l < A,

An = We define by induction on n,an E: B, an n ae =0 for e. < n,

id(B r Un) An, id(Br(1- U ae);;e: A. We should fail for some n, so w.l.o.g. for
e<n
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no a E E, id(B f a);;:: f (1-a);;:: A. W.l.o.g. n =0, so

:1= fa E B:id (B fa) :S; Aol is a maximal ideal. Now IB I < A (otherwise 1:11 ;;:: A,
each countable subset of :1generates an ideal, there are ;;:: A'"o > id (B) such

countable subsets, and each ideal of B of this form has power S; Ao hence has

at most =Ao < A countable subsets. Contradiction). So W.l.o.g. IB I < Ao.

Now IdO(B) =U E Id (B):I rl. :11 c u U E Id(B): 1-a E n has power
aE:']

S; I: id (B fa) S; IB I + Ao
aE:7

So IdO(B) has power s; Ao. Also Id 1(B) = U E Id(B):I C:J but for some

a E B-1 there is no b < a, b E :J-n has power S; Ao (for each such aJ

In (B fa) =:J () (B t a), and for In (B r (1-a)) we have

s; id(B f (i-a)) s;Ao possibilities. So Id2(B ) has cardi-

nality id(B). For each IE [d2(B) choose by induction on i,ai E :J-[ such that

ai n aj E I for j < ex, and let a! =<ai:i < ex) be the resulting maximal

sequence. Note that:

s(B) =Min fJL: there are no ai E B(i < JL), ai not in the ideal generated by

faJ.;j ill.

and let

IC =Min fJL: there are no JL pairwise disjoint non zero elements of BI.

Clearly IC S; s(B), and for JL< s(B), 211- S; id (B) so 2<8(B) S; id (B). It is

known that cf s(B) > so = hence < A and w.l.o.g.

2<5'"(B) < Ao. Now easily if a;I =«' =<ai:i < ex), J n (B tai) J n (B fad for

i < ex, then [= J (if e.g. t a J, choose x E [-J, then x is a good candidate as

aa for J). We shall prove for each a that U:[ E [d 2(B),al al:S; A* for fixed

A* < A. By the argument above this is equal to

If<1 f (B f ai):i):I E Jd(2),a l =all which is S; If< Ji:i < ex) :Ji C B f ai an

ideal, aj n ai E Ji for j ¢ iJ I. Let JLi = I fJ:J c B f ai an ideal (so ai f1 J) and

for j i, aj n ai E JII. SO the number is S; n JLi' Easily n JLi s; id(B), and

JLi < Ao but by cardinal arithmetic ( IT JLdHo= IT JLi (or Il JLi S; Ao) [you can
i<a i<a i<a
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see in 2.11], so .II J.Li < A. By more cardinal arithmetic (see 2.11) there is a

bound A' as required.

So necessarily I fa;!:! E !d 2(B)l1 A. Now each a! has length < 8(B) so

A::;;;; IB I and as cf 8(B) > No, cf A = No clearly there is J.L < 8(B),

A. Let" MaxfK;,J.L+l. So 1'J is regular 1'J 8(B), B satisfies the "-c.c.

and IB I<-tI A and 2<" ::;;;; 2<5'(8)::;;;; AO' So IB I<'l) > 2<". Let X = Min fx:x<-tI IB II,
then X> 2<", X<>(J = IB I<" A and (VJ.L < X)J.L<..t < X. By [Sh 1] 4.4 B has a sub-

set of power X no one in the ideal generated by the others. So X < 8(B) so

2x ::;;;; id(B), but 2x X<" A so 2x ANa> id (B) contradiction.

§2 On the number of open sets

2.1 Notation: 1) X is an infinite Hausdorff space, T the family of

open subsets of X, any Y c X is equipped with the induced topology i.e

T Y = T(Y) = fU n Y:U E Xl. Bwill denote a base of X.

2)Let o (X) = ITI.(andforYcX,o(Y)= HUn y:uETII.

3) 8(X) f IA 1+: A a discrete subspace of X, (i.e. (A,r4) is a discrete

space I.

4) B is a strong base of X if for every y E X, there is v, such that

y EVE T, and [y E U C V,U E T => V E B].

We shall assume in 2.3, 2.4:

2.2 Hypothesis: We assume A is an infinite cardinal, cf A = No,

(VJ.L) (No::;;;; J.L < A J.LtoI o < A) and at least one of the following holds:

(1) X::;;;; a (X) < AtoIo, X =A

(II) X::;;;; a (X) < AtoIo, X=A+,

(III) X::;;;; a (X) < ANo, X = A, and X is strongly Hausdorff (which means:

for every infinite A C X there are P« E A and pairwise disjoint
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2.2A Explanation: We shall want to get a contradiction or at least get

information on how an example like that looks like.

So we allow to replace X by x* if X 0 (X') < ANo is still satisfied; but

we shall use this for open x* only.

2.3 Claim.: Assume 2.2.

1) A > and we can find An, An = < An+l < A, A = L; An
n<c.l

2) W.Lo.g. there are no disjoint open sets U,V(ET) such that

(and even no open disjoint U,V such that

[and even no open U,V such that but

then we pass to a non-open subspace.]

3) W.l.o.g. every point y has an open number "v (so y E "v E T) such

that 0 (uy) < A.

4) 0 (X) 2<s(X); hence if cf s(X) > then A> 2<s(X) and w.l.o.g.

AO > 2<§'(X) .

5) if !XI then IXI < A (and w.l.o.g. IXI < AO; similarly

IXI 22"' IXIA: 0 (X».

Proof: 1) If every Y E Xis isolated, X has 2 1x 1open subsets, but X is

infinite so 0 (X) If Y· E X is not isolated we define by induction on

n,un,vn E T and Yn such that : Y· E un' Yn E Vn ' Un n Vn = cp, and

vn+1 C un' Un+! C un- (choose Yo E X,yo u' then choose vo,uo; if Un is

defined, choose Yn E Un and then un +1,vn+ l using "X is Hausdorff".) So

{Un:n < wJ are open non empty pairwise disjoint hence

o (X) I{ u u n :5 c w JI
nE5

In any case 0 (X) but A 0 > 0 (X) hence 0 (X) > but

o (X) < ANo, so < A <
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so (YJk < l\)(Jk + NO < A) hence (YJk < A)JkNo < l\ hence we can find A.", as

required.

2) Let U o = X, define by induction on n, 1 n < GV, un ,vn such that

(i) un E T,V n E T; usually we demand they are disjoint.

(ii ) v n + l C un 'Un+l C un

(iii) 0 (vn -Un - U vQ) ;;:: A.",
Q<n

(iv) o (un-vn- UVe);;:: X
e<n

If we succeed, then ve are open, v n - U ve C (vn -un - U vQ) hence
Q¢n Q<n

o (vn - U vQ) ;;:: A.", , so by Fact 2.3A below 0 (X);;:: II A.", l\No > 0 (X) centrad-
n<Col

iction.

2.3A Fact: i) If v n E T then 0 (X);;:: II 0 (vn - U vQ).
n <Col

ii) If vi E T(i < ex) then 0 (X);;:: II 0 (vi - UVj)'
t<a j¢i

Proof: i) Let Jkn = 0 (vn U v e) and let V[" E T(i < /Ln) be such that
e""n

lv[" n (vn - U vQ):i < Jkn I are pairwise distinct. If p E II /Ln let

v p = U (v;l'(n) n ve). Clearly v pET and if p -FV E II /Ln' then for some
n<Q n<Q

oF vt(k) n (vk- UVQ) =V v n (vk
e",,1<;

o (X) = IT I;;:: 11 Jkn as required.
n<",

k ,p(k) -F v (k), hence V p n (vk- U vQ)
e¢k

U vQ) hence
Q¢k

n (vI<; - U vQ)
e¢1<;

v p -F VII' So

(Ii) Similarly.

We return to the proof of 2.3.

(3) Let Y = E T:O (v) < AI. If in X - Y there is a non isolated point

y., then the proof is as in 1) (with Yn EX - Y). If every point of X - Y is
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isolated then: o (X-Y) =2IX-YI. As o(X) is infinite easily o(X) o(Y) or

o (X) = o (X-Y). The latter is impossible as (2IX-YI)No = 2Ix-Y1 because it is

infinite.

(4) If Yi E vi E T, Yi fi Vj' for i < a. i #c j < a. then f UVi:S C al is a
iES

family of 2 1a l distinct open subsets of X, so 0 (X) :::: 21a l . By the definition of

S(X). 0 (X) :::: 2<s(X). The second phrase is by cardinal arithmetic.

(5) Assume IXI:::: A. For any countable A c X, the closure of A is a

closed subset of X of power :::I z. The number of A is IXINo> IXI :::: :::Iz.and for
any such A; I fB:B c X countable. the closure of B is the closure of A I has
power :::12 , so we finish.

2.4 Claim: Assume 2.2. 1) W.l.o.g.

(*) for every Y E X for some "v E T.Y E vy. 0 (v y) AO.

except possibly when: Hypothesis (1). holds (and not II or Ill) and (3n) > A
:::I

(hence AnI:::: 0 (X».

2) IXl < A so w.l.o.g. IXI < Ao so X has strong base of power < AO.

Remark: So if A:::: :::Iz. then (w.l.o.g.) AO > :::Iz. AO = A;I > A6 1lJ
, so 0#

exist so the conclusion of [J2. 4.7. p. 97] holds.

Proof: 1) Let Yn = UfVET:O (v) An I· By 2.3(3) X = U Yn . If for some n

o (Yn) :::: Xwe can replace X by Yn. So assume 0 ( Yn) < X. Hence Yn #c X. If X is

strongly Hausdorff choose u« E X-Yn· As X = U Yn. Yn C Yn+1• fYn:n < "'I is
n<1lJ

infinite. By the definition of strongly Hausdorff applied to fYn:n < "'I there

are distinct n (k) < "'. and uk E T.Yn(k) E Uk. <uk:k < '">pairwise disjoint. So

O(UA:)::::An(k)' (as Yn(k) EUk) and o(X)::::TIo(uk):::: TI An(k)=ANo>O(X)
k k<GJ

contr.

So we have dealt with Hypothesis III.
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Next assume Hypothesis II, so

Eo(Yn)S;; EA=A<X
n<G1 n<(,)

So the following fact is sufficient.

2.4A Fact: If Zn C X is open (for n < c.» Eo (Zn) + lola < 0 (UZn) then
n n

n

Proof: Let = lola +

n

We define a tree T with c.> levels.

As U Ze is open (as well
e<n

Hu,n):u C U Z,ru E TJ;
e<n

n s;; m ,u v n ( U Ze).
e<n

the order

Now Tn' the n'th level, will be

will be: (u,n) s;; (v,m) iff

I Te I =0 ( u Ze) s;; Eo (Ze) and 0 ( u Ze) is the number of c.>-branches of
e"

T, so it is > E! Tn I. But in that case it is well known that the number of

c.>-branches of T is as required. So we have proved 2.4A.

We are left with case I, and assume that for each n, < A; let

C = < AI, q>( Y) = 0 (Y), and apply 2.5A below, we get a contradiction.

Proof of 2.4(2): Let for y EX Vy E T,y E Vy ,0 (Vy ) < Aa. Suppose

IXI > Ad· Clearly o(v T ) IvTI so Iv,.1 < Aa. By Hajnal free subset theorem

(see [ J1]) there is YcX,!YI = IX! such that (Vy -F-Z E Y)(y fl v z ) . So

IYI < s(X) , so 0 (X) 2 1YI = 21x 1 contradiction. SO IXI s;; Ad, then

{u n vy:u E T,y E XJ is a strong basis of X of power < At + Aa. Renaming we

finish.

We can abstract from the proof of Kunen and Roitman [KJ] (or see [J2J),

the following theorem. See 4.4(2), or 3.2A(2) for a simpler proof of 2.5(1))

even weakening (iv) to: X -F- U u for each n.
90('1.1. )<>'n

2.5 Lemma: 1) Suppose cf A lola < A, A = E An .x, < A, X a topological
n<(,)

space, and q> is a function from subsets of X to cardinals, satisfying:
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(i) rp(A) rp(A UB) rp(A) + rp(B).

(ii) rp(X) A

(iii) for an unbounded family C of cardinals < A:

EB if 1'J E C, C X(i < and < 11 then < 11.
i

(iv) rp( U u) < A.
"(u)<),.,,

Then there are open sets un C X such that rp(un - U ue) An for n < c.>.
e.-n
e<fU

2) We can replace EB by EBa + EBb where:

EBa if <A7J:l1 c'" 2) is a partition of X, and ufA7J:l1(k) = is open for each

k: < w,1'J E C and B C X,rp(B) 1'J, then for some no-where dense set K C fU2,

rp(B n u A7J) 11
7JEK

and

EBb if An eX, 1'J E C,rp(An) < 11 then rp( U An) < 11.
n<fU

3) If X is strongly Hausdorff, (i). (ii) suffice.

Proof: 1) We shall use (i) freely.

Case I: rp( Y) < Awhere Y = ufv:v E T,rp(V)< AJ.

So rp(X- Y) =A: if X - Y has a non isolated point y. , then we can define dis-

tinct Yn EX- Yn -fy· J and pairwise disjoint un ,Yn E un E Tn ' Y· not in the

closure of un' So as Yn E Y, rp(un) A> An and un = Un - U ue· So the un's
e<n

are as required. So X-Y is a discrete space hence o (X-Y) = 2 Ix-n , but
o (X- y) A, contradiction.

So we can assume rp( Y) A, so w.l.o.g. X = Y i.e.,

(*) for each Y E X for some v,Y E: V E T,rp(V) < A.
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Case 11: For every open Y C X,q;(Y) A and 19 < A, and (vy:Y E Y) satis

fying y E "v E T there are p E Y, open u,p E U C vp and open Z C Y, q;(Z) A

and a neighborhood of z , for Z E Z such that: for every zm E Z,

q;(u U ) 19.

We define by induction on n,lsn <c.>. Pn,un,Yn,"'n and (v:r;:y E Yn)
such that

(2) for Y E Yn , v:r; is an open neighborhood of y, v;;+1 C v;;.

(3) "'71. An "'71. +1 > 1971..

(5) for every ze E <(4» q;(un-

For n 0 we stipulate Yo =X, v:r;(y E Yo) an open number of y with q;(v{j)

minimal and "'0 ==1 + AO·

Suppose Yn ,( v:r;:y E Yn ) as defined. Choose 1971.+1 < A such that

"'71.+1> An, '1771.+1> 'I7e, q;(ue) when 0 < £ < n+1. Next apply the hypothesis of

the case to Yn , and "'71. and (v:r;:y E Yn ) , so there are P =Pn+l E Yn,

U =Un+1' Y = Yn +1 ' and (v:'o:z E Yn +1) such that:

y. r y. m( y. ) :> "' P E U r v n Z E E T, and for71. + 1 " 71. 'T 71. + 1  1\., 71.+ 1 71. +1 " Pn +I ' y

ze E Yn+1(£ < c.», q;(un+1- U v:e,O) '1771.+1'

We let v:+1 =v:,o n v:.

Easily everything is o.k. Now in the end, as uQ C v;e for £ < n, and by ( 5)

forn

q;(Un  U ue) q;(un u v;e) '1771.
e>n Q>n

As for £ < n ,q;(ue) < "'n clearly
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rp{Un - U Ue) as required.
e..n

Case ill: Not Cases LII.

So (*) holds, and there are open Y c X,rp{Y) A, TJ < A and

( vy:Y E Y) ,y E "v E T, witnessing the failure of Case II. W.l.o.g. X = Y,

TJ E C, Y E U C vy{u E T)=;>rp{U) rp{vy)' If qJ{vp) TJ, by (iii) e

(**) if p E U E T, U C vp ' then rp«z E Y: for some

v E T,z EV,qJ{V nu) < 111) < A [ if this fails p ,U ,Z = fv: rp(v n u) < Al and

(vzo: Z E Z) where Z E v zo, n u) < A, exemplify Z,TJ do not witness the

failure the assumption of Case II].

Define by induction on n, p.!f E Y,u.!f E T, for e = 1,2 and such that:

(4) for every open neighborhood v of if m <n:

rp{u;;,nv )

For n 0 choose E C:tJo > A.o + TJ then choose p 1 ¢ p2 in Y such that

rp{vpg) 110 (possible by assumption (iv» and then choose

u§ E: T,pg E u§ C vp§.ud n u5 cp. For n+l, choose first 11n + 1 E:

larger than ... ,qJ{u.!f) for e = 1,2 (remember (*». Now we

should choose such that rp(vpf+1) and for each e (4)

holds. Each demand excludes a set in fA :rp{A) < AI. (note that

ufvp: 0 (vp ) < satisfies this by assumption (iv) so there are distinct

pJ+l as required, and now choose disjoint uJ+1 such that
e e

Pn+l E: un+l C

Define for 7J E: Col2 , A7J = n uJ n n (X ).
7J(n)"'O 7J(n)"'l
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We define by induction on n < ta, Tln,kn,'171n, such that

(a) TJn E:

(c) for e. < n,TJQ(kn) Tle('171n)

(d) n n A7Jn ) ;;::"k,.'

For n=O let kn O,'171n 1, now n u,t) ;;::"k,. by condition (4)

above. Then there is Tlo is required in (4) by 81. For n> 0 we first can find kn
'mn as required in ( b), (c) and then TIn as above.

Now let un = n u,t. So now by (c) ue n A 7J", =¢ for e. > '171, so

un - U n u,t :l A'I7n hence
e>n

qI(un - U uQ);;:: "n; as qI(ud <"n for e. < n, qI(un - U ue);;::"n so we finish.
e>n e"'n

2) Similar proof instead n u,t we use finite such intersection and

strengthen (4) accordingly (and fTlnl is replaced by a no where dense set.)

Remark: If in 2.5(1) we weaken (iv) to qI(X-ufu: qI(u) < AnD;;:: A, by

changing qI so to satisfy (iv).

2.6 Lemma: 1) Suppose X is a Hausdorff space, B a basis for X and

a (v) Ao for v E:!!. Suppose further that 2<S(X) < a (X), Ao < a (X) and for no

Ie < seX), (Ao)£ =0 (X). Then I!!I<f"(X);;:: 0 (X).

2) Under Hypothesis 2.2, if (*) of 2.4 holds, cf seX) > and B is a basis

for X then I!!I < seX) ;;:: a (X) (so for some Xand" : X<" > a (X) ;;:: (X + 2<") +

3) If X is a Hausdorff space ::Jz a (X) < 0 then for some

X," : (X + 2<" a (X) < X<"·

2.6A Remark: The conclusion in 2.6(3) implies 011 exists by the covering

lemma, and similarly much more.
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* * *

We first prove some facts, where B is a base of a Hausdorff space X and

o(V) Ao for V E Bo.

2.7 Definition: 1) We say o =(Vi:i < a) is good for U (where u,vi E T)

if

(iii) for i ¢ j < a,vi (l Vj CU.

2) We say v is maximally good for U if v is good for u but

for no v E -f! is o r-c» > good for u.

2.8 Observation: 1) For every U E T there o maximally good for it.

2) If (Vi:i < a) is good for u, then a < s(X).

Proof: 1) Immediate.

2) By (i ) of Definition 2.7(1)) there is Yi E vi-u. Now Yi vi-u E T, and

i » i e Vj (as t.hen p; EVj (lvi -u.)

2.9 Fact: Let G = l(vi:i < a): vi E -f!, Vi CZ UlVj:j < a,j ¢ il I·

1) If o is good for some u then v E G.

2) For each v =<vi:i < a) E G the following two sets has the same

power:

Pf} = fu:v is maximaly good for u J.

Qf} = f(Ji:i < a): U(Vi(lVj) C Ji C vi. (so oF- Vi) and Ji is open I·

Proof: 1) Immediate.

2) We define H, a function with domain Pf}:H(u) = <Vi (lu:i < a).
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Clearly H(u) E: QfJ' Now H is one to one: if H(u 1) =H(uz) but u 1 # Uz then

w.l.o.g. u 1 e. uz, choose y E:U C-'Uz, then choose v E:!!, y E: v C U l' So Y wit-

ness v e uz; and for i < a,v n viC u1 (as v C ul) but v n vi C Vi,

U 1 n vi =Uz n vi so also V n vi C Uz. We conclude that v contradicts the

maximality of v (as good for uz). So H is one to one.

Now for any (Ji:i < a) E: Q'f}' J U Ji is an open set and easily
i<a

Vi n Vj C Ji C J for i # i ,J n vi

U 0 = U(u:v is good for U,U n vi

H(u
O

) =(Ji:i <a).

Ji and vi cL J. So o is good for J. Let

Ji [, Easily v is maximally good for U ° and

2.10 Fact: For v E: G, for some Qf} I = II and
i<Q('l7)

Proof: Let JJ.; = I(J E: T: U (Vj n vi) C J c vd I· Clearly 0 (vi)' but
j"!'i

vi E: Eso Ao· By the definition of Qf},1 Q'l71 =II-
2.11 Observation: By cardinal arithmetic:

n
1) If J-L = II J-Li then J-L II (xey:(Q), where n < ta., XQ SUPfJJ.i:i < aj,

i<a Q=1
n
2: IC(Q) = lal· Also (Vi < a)[XQ > J.Li > XQ+l --> IC(Q) cf XQ] and
!!=1

IC(Q) = I(i : J-Li XQ, and (Vm )[Xm < XQ < J-LJlI

2) In 1) if JJ. > J-Li for each i, J-L infinite then J-LHo = J-L; in fact J-L = X Ie for

some X E JJ.i ,Ho IC Ia I.
i<a

3) Suppose X 2<s, then f II JJ.i: a < 5 ,J-Li X for each i < a but
i<a

II J.Li > xl is finite.
i<a

4) If X 2<S (5 Ho) then for some 19 < 5 : X.. =X<S.

Remark: In particular, in 3) (Au: 2u < Al is finite. When I visited

Budapest (in April 84 ) I learned that this already appeared explicitly in the

Hungarian book of Hajnal on Set Theory.
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Proof: 1) We define XQ by induction on e.x.> X2 > .... Let Xl =
'l.<a

If XQ is defined and is a successor cardinal, let XQ = (XQ+l)+' If XQ is defined,

XQ = 1 let n =e.
If XQ > 0 is a limit cardinal, let XQ+l be the minimal X < XQ,X 1 such that for

every X', if X < X· < XQ then

Now X exists as<Ifi < a: X< JLi :S. xd I:X < XQ) is a decreasing sequence.

n
Clearly for some (I, XQ = 1, so e. n. Now IT JLi = IT ITfJLi:XQ+l < JLi :S. XQJ

i<a Q=l

(remember JLi oF 0, and we can ignore JLi = 1).

The last phrase is easy too.

2) Easy.

3) By 2) if .IT JLi ?: X, JLi:S. X,a < s then for some ,,:S. X,t<;:S. 1ex I,
'l.<a

"IC = IT JLi, so "c:S. xtc:S. ( IT JLi)1C ("C)IC = "IC, hence IT JLi =r where
i<a i<a i<a

IC:S. Iex I. SO it suffices to prove fr:t<; < s I is finite. Suppose r(n) are distinct

for n < w, where for each n t<;(n) < s . W.l.o.g. t<;(n) < t<;(n+l). Let

Xn =Min fJL:JLc(n) ?: xl. so easily:

{i) for each n, Xn Xn+l'

(ii) X:.(n) =r(n).

By (i) w.l.o.g. <Xn: n <w) is constant; as we have assumed

fxlC(n): n < wI are distinct, by (H) fx:.(n): n < wI are distinct.

But (Va < Xn)alC(n) < Xn, hence (Va < Xo)(Vn < w) (ac(n) < Xo), and clearly

c/(Xn) :S.1C(n), so X:.(n) (x,,) But X:.(n) =xtc(n) are distinct, con-

tradiction.
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4) Follows from 3).

Proof of 2.6(1): Suppose IBI<S(X) <o(X). By 2.8(1), 2.9(1),

T = U{Pu:v E GJ, hence 0 (X) = ITI I; IPu I· By 2.9(2) 0 (X) I; IQu I, and
UE:G UE:G

by 2.8(2), IG I I!:I<seX). So to get a contradiction it suffices to prove that

sup] IQu I : v E Gl < 0 (X). By 2.10, IQfll = IT J-L; where 1..0 (as vi E B by
-

an assumption) and e. (v) < s(X) (by 2.8(2).) W.l.o.g. > 1).

Now by 2.11, for some natural number of n(v) and cardinals J-Lfl.e 1..0 and

K;(V,e.) e. (e) < s(X), for (e. < n):

n(v)
IQfJ I eJ}l (J-Lv ,e)'';(fJ ,e)

so if Q is infinite, Q = Max (J-L""(ett,e)).
v v e=l,n v,

But (J.Lu,e)/I;(u,e) 1..0 implies (J.Lu,e)IC(V,e) = so IQfJ I AD, implies that

for some IC(V) e. (e ), IQfJ I = But e. (v) < s(X).

So we have proved: if IQu I Ao then IQu I = where IC(V) < s(X). But

we have assumed (Ao)",,(fJ) #c 0 (X) and we know IQu I = IPu I 0 (X), so

necessarily IQu I AD IQu I < 0 (X). But Ao < 0 (X) so IQu I < 0 (X). The

same argument gives, sup] IQu I : v E Gl sup[{Aol u IC < S(X),

< 0 (X)lJ but by 2.11 this is for some IC(O) < s(X) hence this

supremum is < 0 (X), which we have shown is enough for 2.6(2).

Proof of 2.6(2): We use freely 2.3, 2.4. So (w.l.o.g.) IXI < Ao,X has a

strong base !:' 1!:1 < AD, 0 (v) < Ao for v E !:, and 2<s(X) 0 (X). As cf s(X) >Mo,

(2<§'(X)Mo = 2<§'(X) hence 2<§'(X) < A hence w.l.o.g. 2<§(X) < AD. So all the

assumptions of 2.6( 1) hold, hence IBI <§(X) 0 (X) as required. The last

phrase holds if we choose x = '!:" =s(X). Note

(x + 2<")+6>= (1!:1 + 2<§(X))+6> 0 (X) (as =AD also (Ar)Mo=Atn ) and

o (X) I!:l <seX).
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Proof of 2.6(3): Now X satisfy I from Hypothesis 2.2. If (*) of 2.4 holds we

finish by 2.6(2). Otherwise by 2.4 for some n 11.:1 > A, hence 11.: 1 > 0 (X), hence
N

An > (as 0 (X)::::: Remember = An. Let X An,1'} = they satisfy the

required eonclusion.

A corollary of (Sh 1] 4.4 is

2.12 Observation: If B is in infinite Boolean algebra then

IB I<s(X) 2<§(B).

Proof: Let /C be the cellularity of B, so " is regular, > No'/C =:;; 5"(B) , and

let A = Min fA:A<<<:::::: IB I j; as /C is regular (11.<11:)<11: A<£. If A > 2<11: then (V

JL < A) JLII: < A, and by [Sh 1] 4.4, A < 5"(B) so 2A ::::: A<II:::::: IB I, hence
IBI<s(X) =:;; (IBI A)<8(B) =:;; 2<s(B)

If 11.=:;;2<£, then IB I =:;; 2<11:; remember

IB I<5(B) = 2d (B) as /C = 5"(B) is

IB I<8(B) =:;; (2£) <8(B) = 2<8(B).

/C =:;; 5"(B) now if /C = 5"(B), then

regular; and if /C < 5"(B),

2.13 Conclusion: 1) If B is a Boolean algebra, id(B)N o = id(B).

2) If X is locally compact Hausdorff space then 0 (X)No= 0 (X).

Proof: 1) Let X be the space of ultrafilters of B, considering B as a

basis. So id(B) 0 (X). By 2.6(2) (note X is strongly Hausdorff) 0 (X) < 0 (X)ND

implies IB Id(B) > 0 (X), but 0 (X) 2<5(X) = 2<5(B) contradicting 2.12.

2) We need the parallel of 2.12, which is proved by translating the proof

of [Sh ] 4.2, 4.4 to topology, which is done in 2.14 below.

2.14 Lemma: Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff compact space with

cellularity tc.

1) If (V1') < JL)(1'}<£ < JL) (so 2<£ < JL) and every basis of X consisting of

regular open sets has power JL then 5"(X) ::::: JL.

2) If JL is regular, X has a subspace Y whose topology is a refinement of

Note: Theorem 2.14 was prooved by F. Argyros and A. Tsarpaleas indepen
dently of [Sh].
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Proof: The proof are like [Sh ] 4,2 , 4.4; we concentrate on 2.14(2), so j.L

is regular (anyhow we shall use only this part). Here il denote the closure of

u., Really it is a repetition of [Sh 1] with one change; use of compactness for a

family of sets -uJ .
2) Let be such a base. W.l.o.g. (Vu E is compact] (otherwise

replace by fu E !!: u is compact!). Let X = (2 2 IX1)+ ,H(X) the family of sets of

hereditary power < X. We define by induction on i < jJ., Nt -< (H(X),E), such

that !!ENt, IINtll<j.L, (Nj:jS:i)ENt+t>Nj-<Nt for j<i and every

sequence of < /C member of Nt belong to Nt when i is a successor ordinal.

(hence when cf i /C). For each i < u, let B = fu E Nt: u regular open,

ucompactj.

As IB I < j.L by a hypothesis it is not a basis of X, hence there are in Nt +1

Pt E X,up E E, Pt E Uta, such that for no v E B , Pt Eve Uta. We can find for

e < 3, ul' E: B ,such that Pc E ul, ul-+ 1 cut Restrict ourselves to case

cf i c.

Let Jt
2[Il ] be a maximal family of pairwise disjoint open sets

U E B.,u c ul- [u nul- = ¢]. So Jl-,1{-, are subsets of Nt of power < /C (as /C is

the cellularity of X) hence Jl-,Il- E Nt. Let AtQ=X -uIQt, so AtQ is open,

belongs to Nt (non empty) ul C AtQ (as X-ul is closed, ull c X-ul) and

there is no open (non empty) v C AtQ-ul, v E Nt. Also AtQ E Ns: Let Bl = UJl,

so Bl c utQ,Bl is open belongs to Ni and there is no open v C ul-Bl, v E Nt.

By Fodour's Lemma there are A
Q
,BQ such that S = fi:i < j.L, cf i < «,

Al = AQ,Bl=BQ for e. = 0,1,21 is stationary. It is enough to prove

(*) for disjoint finite w(l),w(2) c S,

n f/.
aEw(1)

u uJ
flEW (2)

As then for any non empty w C S, -uJ:a EW,fJ E S-wj is a family of

closed sets, the intersection of any finitely many is non empty and is com

pact for a E W, so there is qw in the intersection. So E sj exem
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plify s(X) > P-, and if S i < p-l , let H: A2 X be define by

H(T/) =q It, + i: ?lei) = 01 ultol' then Y {H(T/): T/ E A2j is as required.

Let RO(X) be the Boolean Algebra of regular open subsets of X. So in

RO(X) we identify U E T(X) with int(u) (and so the operations are changed

accordingly). So RO(X) is complete, in RO(X) U = intCuAt) i.c. the
i<a i<a

interior of n ::::: int( n So RO(X) satisfies the K;-chain condition
i<a i<a i<a

and RO(X) n Ni is a complete subalgebra.

So in RO(X), is minimal such that E Ni ,ul C At- and Bt- is maximal

such that Bt- C Uie,Bll E Ni .

Proof of (*): We shall work in RO(X) and prove by induction on

n = IW(l) I + Iw(2) 1;.

(*)+ RO(X) 1= n rt U U BI
aEw(l) aEw(2)

When n is zero the statement is obvious. Let ex =Max«w(l)uw(2» and

Max(w(l)uw(2) - f3 < ex.

By the induction hypothesis v n u; - u uj U B 1 is #0 (in RO(X».
7EW(l) 7EW(2)
T¢'a 7"'a

Clearly v E B, and if (*) fails then v C =Bl ( if exEW (2)) or

<P ::::: v n =v n A 2 (if ex E w(l». In both cases a contradiction follows.

2.18 Conclusion: For locally compact X, w (X)<§"(X) 2<§"(X).

Proof: Suppose w(X)<§'(X) > 2<§'(X) , let P-= w(X)l. where JC is

the cellularity of X. Clearly K; s(X),1L w (X), and (YX< IL)(X<" < IL) (as

(X<IC)<IC = X<IC, K; being regular). So by 2.17 IL < s(X) but

Iw (X) I<§"(X) (IL<IC)<§"(X) 1L<'l(X) (2<J.l.)<§"(X) 2<§"(X) contradiction. [if we

want to use only the part of 2.17 actually prove, note that

a) IL = S(X) is singular (by the previous argument).

b) if is not strong limit, let 1'J < IL 2", so
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I=w(X)<S(X) S (p,<£)<S(X) = p,<S(X) s (2")<s(X) = 2<s(X) contradiction;

c) if P, is strong limit singular s(X) =p. is impossible (see [ J2] or 3.4.]).

§3 Nice cardinal functions on a topological space.

3.1 Definition: 1) rp is nice for X if rp is a function from subsets of the

topological space X to cardinals satisfying

(I) rp(A) s rp(A UB) s rp(A) + rp(B) + lola ( i.e. monotonicity and subad-

ditivity)

2) We call rp (X,p,)-complete provided that if .At eX, rp(Ai ) < X for i < P,

then rp( u.At) < x.

Let C( rp ,p.) ={X : rp is (X,p,)-complete!.

3) We call rp «l\.p,)-complete, if for arbitrarily large X < l\,rp is (X.p,)

complete.

4) Let Ch'P be the function from X to cardinals

Ch'P(Y) E u E T(X)I

3.1A Remark: 1) We can replace i < P. by i < 0: < P, and made suitable

changes later.

2) In our applications we can restrict the domain of rp to the Boolean

Algebra generated by T(X) and even more. e.g. in 3.2 to simple combinations

of the

3) We can change the definition of ( < l\.p.)-complete to

(*) if .At c X(i < J-L), fiup rp(Ai ) < l\ then rp( u.At) < l\

without changing our subsequence use. [we then will use: if rp(A a ) < Xi for

a < p, then rp( U A a ) < Xi+l].

3.2 Lemma : Suppose A is singular of cofinality 19, l\ = Xi, Xi < A.
i<"
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(i) q; is nice for X.

(iii) XXi = {y E X: Ch<p(Y) Xi Jhas cardinality Jl,for i < {J.

(iii) q; is «A.j.£)-complete.

Then there are open U?, C X(i < (J) such that

q;(ui-uuj ) Xi

Remark: If lfy < u: it essentially follows from (Xi'Jl,)-

completeness that q;(XXi) A where Xx = U{v E T(X):q;(v) < xl. Otherwise

q;(X-XxJ A by additivity, but q;(X-X.\) TI{q;(fyl):y E: X-XxiI so by (Xi'Jl,)-

completeness for some y EX, q;Oy l) Xi which is impossible for the

instances which interest us.

Proof: W.l.o.g. Xi E: C, C n A. Choose dinstinct yq E X-XXi for

i < {J, < J.L.

Let < (J,f=/c( < J.L) be open sets such that Yq E: and

n = 1'. Now

(*) for every i < (J,f(O) < < f(2) < J.L, there is x = XqCO).W),H2) such that.

(a) x E: UqC1HCO) n u?',W),H2)'

(b) if pc j < {J, f =/c « J.LL

IPI 'iJ, and x E: n A then q;( n A) Xi
AEP AEP

If (*) fail, (for then for every x E: ui,tCl),tCO) n u?',W),H2)

some P contradicts (b). So there are Pi C r (i < a), IPi I 'iJ, q;( n A) < Xi'
AEA,

and UnA:2 ui,t(l),HO) n ui,tCl),tC2)' As a Irj" Jl," =Jl" by the (Xi'Jl,)-
i<a AE,I1

completeness (as q;( n A) < Xi):
AEA,
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But Yi,t(1) E ui.t(1).t(O) n Ui,t(1).t(2)' Yi.W) <t XXI' contradiction. So (*) holds

and let xi.t(O),W).t(2) exemplify it. Now define a five place function F on

lYi.{i < < ILL if i eF j < 1'J. < <JL, < < JL:

F(Yi,t(O).Yi,t(1)'Yi,t(2)'Yj ,l;(O)'Yj .{( 1))

is 0 if Xi,t(O),{(1).t(2) E Uj .{(O).l;(l) and is 1 otherwise.

By Erdos Rado if JL = ::15(11)+ and [Sh 2] if JL =::2(::I2(1'J )+)+ (see remark 3.18

below) there are (i < 1'J, e. < 3) such that for i eF j < 1'J:

F(Yi.t(i.O),Yi.t(i.1),Yq(i,2),Yj.W .O),Yj.W .1)) =
F(Yi,f,(i,O)'Yi.t(i,l)'Yi.t(i,2)'Yj ,W.1)'Yj ,Hj ,2))

(and < < Hi.2))

We can conclude that

Xi.{(i,O),t(i.l),t(i,2) <t Uj.W.l).W.O) n Uj.W.l),W.2)

(because Ui.U n ui,U =¢ for eF ().

Let =Uq(i,l).t(i.O) n ui,t(i,1),t(i.2)· So xi,t(i.O),t(i.1),t(i,2) E UUj. and by
j¢i

the choice of x i,t(i.O).t(i,l).t(i,2)' ui clearly rp(ui UUj) Xi' as required.
j¢i

3.2A Remark: 1) The demand on IL is (see [Sh 2] Definition 1) to be able

to use that <(IL),,) have <(3),,)-cannonization for f<2;3>g,<3;2>gj, but

really

Really we can define F for any five tuples from !Yi.{ i < 'fJ, < ILl. and it

is enough to find < JL. a(i ,e.) < 'fJ (for i < 1'J, e. < 3) such that

1'J =SuP (Min a(i.e.)), [k eF m f(i,k) eF f(i,m)] and fori < j < 1'J,
i<'iJ lZ <3

F(y a(i,O).t(i,O)'Ya(i,l),t(i,1)'Ya(i,2).t(i,2)' Y a(j ,O).W ,O),Ya(j ,l),W, 1))

F(y a(i,O),t(i,O)'Y a(i,l).t(i.1)'Ya(i,2),t(i.2)'Y a(j .1).W ,l),Ya(j ,2),W ,2)')

2) If 11 > is weakly compact, JL = 2" is o.k.; in fact we can use just

fYi,O: i < 11J by 3.2A(1).
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3.2B Remark: How do we apply [Sh 2] in the proof of 3.2? By the compo-

sit.ioin claim [Sh 2, Claim 5, p. 349] it is enough to prove that:

(a) «=2(=2('l7)+)+),,)

(b) «=2('l7)++),,) has a «(2")+),,)-canonization for really even

for 1(2;1):2(1)1.

(c)<«2")+)'19) has a<(3),,) -canonization for Hl)J.l.

Now (c) is trivial, and (a) we get by e.g. applying [Sh 2, 6(B), p. 249] twice;

Now to get (b) (and even for H2; Ib2(.j)D we apply [Sh 2, 6(F)] with

S ='l7, At =:2('l7)++, ICt = (2")+, and check the condition.

3.3 Theorem: 1) If JL = :5(c! A)+ < A, or JL = =2(:2(cf A)+)+ < A, X is a

Hausdorff space, with spread A, then the supremum is obtained, i.e., S(X) ¢ A.

2) The same apply to h(Y),z(X).

Proof : Suppose X is a Hausdorff space, s(X) A. Let A = I: Xi,
i cc] A

Xi <A, 17 A, let I = Xi, discrete w.l.o.g. X = U Ai and let
i<"

q1(A) = IA I, and let C be the family of regular cardinals < A but > JL. Now (i),

(iii) are immediate. If (Ii) fail for X, by Hajnal free subset theorem the spread

is A. Otherwise we can find by lemma 3.2 open ui(i <cf A), IUi-uujl
j #'i

w.l.o.g. each Xi is regular > cf A, so for each i for some (Xi < cf A,

(ui - U Uj) n A tlti has power Xi' The rest is easy too.
j '#i

3.4 Lemma: Suppose IC is a strong limit cardinal, X an infinite Hausdorff

space, 0 (X) IC. If 0 (X)<K > 0 (X) then for some Y C X and

X, IXI X = X<M: < o (X), IX-Y1 < IC, Y open, 0 (y) =o(X), Y =
U!v E T:O (v) < xL so Y has a strong base of power K

Proof: For IC =No, this is trivial; if IC is strongly inaccessible then IC is

the limit of strong limit singular cardinals, and it suffice to prove it for each

of them [let for o < X
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Xu = MinIx: X-uIu E T: o(u) < xl has cardinality < o].

Zu=Iy EX: ( X-U!U ET:O(U)<XO

so when a increases Xo decrease, (and Xu is well defined: Xu 0 (X); so for

some 0(0) < «, Xu = Xu(O) hence Zu = Zu(o) whenever 0(0) a < 1(;. W.l.o.g. 0(0)

is strong limit singular; checking the definition of Xu,Xc = Xu(O)' (as

Cho(z) I(; for z E Zu(O)) For every strong limit singular a , 0(0) < a < tc,

as 3.4 is assumed to be proved for it, there are X,Y as required; clearly (by

the "Min" in the definition of Xu) Xc = Xu X = X<u, so X;u < 0 (X). As

o (X) tc > a," strong limit regular, clearly 0 (X) hence

o (X) > 2<11:, so either X;" (2<")<1C = 2<" < 0 (X) or by 2.11. X;IC = X: for some

0< «, hence X;" < 0 (X). Now X =X:c is as required (if IXI > X use Hajnal free

subset theorem.)]

So w.l.o.g. I(; is a strong limit singular cardinal. Let X be a counterexam

ple, i.e . 0 (X)<" > 0 (X).

Let so A" o(X)">o(X), and Also

[a < ",X < A ==:::;;:. XU < A] and cf A 1(;. Let 1'J = cf A, so TJ sz «: but 1'J is regular

so 1'J < /C, and also /.L is < 1(;, hence (Va < /C)aPo < A.

We define the function q;:

q;(A) = I!u nA:u is an open subset of XII.

The family C of cardinals will be HxPo)+:x <

Now we want to apply the lemma 3.2. Its conclusion clearly suffice by 2.3A

(it) . Now "q; is nice for X" and "q; is ( < A,/.L)complete" are immediate. So (Ii)

necessarily fail for some X <A.. So Y satisfies IX-YI </.L,

hence o(Y) =o(X) [as Also IYI <A. [otherwise by

Hajnal free subset theorem , s(X) s( y) > A, hence 0 (X) 2", but 2" 0 (X)

so o (X) = 2", hence o (X)II: = o (X) contr]' So Y (as a subspace) has a strong

base Bof power X + IXI < A.

3.5 Conclusion: If X is Hausdorff space, I(; strong limit cardinal 0 (X) /C,
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a (X) <II: > a (X). then for every base!! of X I!!I <s(X) 2 0 (X).

Proof: See 3.3, and apply 2.6 to the space Y.

3.6 Conclusion: 1) If B is a Boolean Algebra. /C strong limit and IB I 2 Ie

then id(B)<1I: =id(B).

2) If X is locally compact Hausdorff space, Ie strong limit, then

a (X)<I& = a (X).

Proof : 1) By 3.5 applied to the space of ultrafilters of B,

IB I 2 0 (X). By 2.12 IB I = and clearly s; 0 (X), so

IB I<s(B) = 2<g(B) = 0 (X). Now cf s(X) 2 IC by 3.4 (as s(X) 2 ::i5(,u)+ whenever

,u < IC), hence (2<s(X))<1C = 2<s(X). As id(B) = 0 (X) we finish.

2) By 3.5 I!!I <s(X) 2 a (X) for every base !!, but by 2.18 w (X) <s(X) s; 2<s(X).

As 2<s(X) s; 0 (X) we get 2<s(X) = 0 (X). as s(X) 2 /C (remember Ie strong limit,

o (X) 2 e) by 3. 4 cf s(X) 2 Ie hence =

Remark: If you want to apply only the part of 2.18, 2.17 actually proved,

separate the case A is strong limit in 3.4.

§4 Further consequences.

4.1 Claim: Let B be a Boolean Algebra, X a cardinal, and we define by

induction on i, ideals Ii I{l(B) increasing continuous:

10 = {OL 4+1 {x E B : id«BI 4) t (Xl 4)) < xd where Xi is choose as a

minimal cardinal < X such that 4+1 cF 4·

1) For some -, = = ix(B) < IB I+'/7(0) is defined but not x7 (0) (nor
17 (°)+1) '

3) The number of ideals J C 1..,(0) of B has the form L; ,u:.(a) where
a</J

fJ s; IB I<s(B), ,ua< X ' /C(u)< s(B).
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This follows from:

4.2 Claim: For a Hausdorff space X with a base B and cardinal X.

define by induction on i ui uf(X):

Uo = ¢

Ui+l ui U {v:v E: -!: ,0 (v -ui) < xd where Xi < A is minimal such that

ui+l oF ui U,s = U u i (so ui is increasing continuous.)
i<6

1) For some 7(*) =7X(X ) < IXI+. (and)'(*) < Iw(X)I+) u 7C*) is defined

butnotu7 C* )+ 1 and for everyy E:X-u7(*).(Vv)(y e u

2) 0 (u7{*» if > I-!:I has the form L: where
a</l

fJ 1£,I<s(B). [/La < X. or /La =X.IC(a) cf X] and "'(a) < s(X).

Proof: Like 2.6.

For every U C u 7 ( * ) choose by induction on i. vi. such that:

(i) "s n vi C U for j < i.

(iii) vi C uaCi) for some a(i) 7( *) but for no f3 < a(i) and v· C Vi. is

u' CZ U, V· C up and v· E T.

So let fJ be first such that vII is not defined. By (iii) for each i < f3 a(i) is

successor ordinal and ua{i)-l n vi CU. As in 2.6 v =<Vj:j < fJ) . U n Vj

determine u, the number of u corresponding to v is .II O(Vi-Ua(i)-l-UVj)
J</l

each multiplicant is 0 (vi) Xi < X, f3 < s(X) and the number of o is

IBI <sCX).

4.3 Remark: At least for compact spaces. this gives heavy restrictions

on the relevant cardinals.
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Let ICO < ... < ICn list the cardinals IC such that 2K< 0 (X), and for

some >. = >.[IC], IC = cf >'. and >,K> 0 (X) > >. but (VX < >.) [XC < x] so

o (X) <"'0 = 0 (X) < 0 (X)"'o (if there is no such IC we have no problem). As

>'["a] =>'[lCb] implies lCa == ICI" and [lCa < ICb => >'([lCa]) > >'(["bJ)], clearly n

is finite and trivially each 1Cfl. is regular and let for e == l,n,

"A£ == MinI>': >."'e 0 (X)j; but >'[lCfl] >'fl (as >'[ICfl.]K 0 (X))) and 1..[lCfl] (as

(VX < 1C[lCfl]) [XC < >'[lCfl]]), so A[lCfl] =>'fl· Hence cf >'fl =«e. 1..0 > >'1 > ... > >'n'

(VX < Afl)[XKe < 1..fl]. Moreover (for e < n) (VX< Afl)(X<"'£+1 < Afl) [first suppose

X < A, ICfl 19 < "e+l' if x1I Afl then X1I A11 AK£ 0 (X), w.l.o.g. X is

minimal with this property, so X1I 0 (X) > 2Kh l 2" hence X > 2". Clearly (V

p. < X)(p." < 0 (X)) hence (Vp. < X)(p." < X), and cf (X) 19 ( otherwise

X" == 1ex 111 X < Afl. so (X) contr.). So cf X 19 < 1Cfl.+1 and by X's minimal-
a<x

ity (V P. < X)(p.cf x p." < X). Lastly cf X> 1Cfl. [otherwise X" == x x"'e < Afl.

contradicting the assumption of 19]. So 19 E: IlCo, ... ,lCn l. contr. Secondly

suppose X<"'£+1 Afl., for some X < >'fl, as 19 < ICfl+1 => 2" < >'fl, by 2.11 for some

19 < ICfl+I' X" X<K£+1 and we get the first case]'

Let An +1 Min fx: 2x 0 (X)j and "n+l == cf An +l ; so An+l An' hence, as

above) (VX < An )(V19 < An+l)[X" < An]· By the proof of 3.4 :'5(lCfl)+ ICfl+1 (for

e < n), otherwise using An ,/Gfl,P. == :'5(lCfl)+ we get contradiction. If An +l is

singular, <2x: X < An+l) is not eventually constant [as then

(3X < An +l )2X 2Xn +1 ]. 2<An+t 0 (X), (2<An +1 ) "'n +1 == 2An > 0 (X), so

>'[lCn+d == 2<A"+1, so An == An+l hence :'6(n+l)(lCo) 0 (X), 0 (X)<KO == 0 (X). If An + l

is regular, then (V19 < An +1) (VX < An)[X" < An] hence :'5(/Gn)+ An+l, so we

get the same conclusion.

4.4 Lemma: Suppose X is a Hausdorff space, A a singular cardinal,

19 == cf A, A = Xi ,Xi < >., P.< A and (r), (ii ), (iii) of 3.2 holds ( for rp).
i<"

1) If P. :'2(19)+ (or even :'2(OY) then there are open sets ui(i < 19)
u<"

such that rp(ui U Uj ) Xi'
j>i

2) If X ufu: o(u) < Al, P. as in 1) then there are open sets such
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that if'(ui - U u}) Xi'
}-#i

3) If /h , if' is ( <Xo,JL)-complete, then there are ui(i < 11) such

that if'(Ui-UU}) Xo (so A, Xi(O < i < 11), are irrelevant).
}-#i

Remarks: 1) Part 1) of the lemma is suitable to deal with Boolean alge-

bras, part 2) with existence of {x a : a < Aj such that for every a < A for some

u , x a E U n {xII: fJ < Aj C {xII: fJ (Xl.

Proof: 1) We repeat the proof of 3.2, for /h = but cannot use the

partition relation used there, but we can use a weaker one. We choose by

induction on j < 11, .0) < ,2) < .2) < JL such that for i < j:

F(Yi.Hi.O). Yi,tCi.1).Yi.Hi.2),Y}.t(J,O)'Y}.W.l)) =
F(YqCi.O)' Yi,t(i,l)' Yi,tCi,2)'Y},W,l)· Yj,W,2))

This is clearly possible by the assumption on JL.

We can conclude that, letting ui UqCi,lHCi,O) n Ui,tCi,l),tCi,2) then

XqCi,O),tCi.l),W.2) E u}. so we can get the desired conclusion.
}>i

2) In the proof of 1) we can take care that for every i < 11, #- {"< JL.

uq.{ satisfies 0 (ui.t,{) < A; hence we shall get 0 (ui) < A. So by thinning the

sequence <u i: i < 1'J> . as 0 (ui) Xi' A = Xi we can assume:

As if' is «Xi.JL)-complete, 11 necessarily 0 (U Ui) < X}. Hence
i<}

O(Ui-U u}) =o«ui-U Uj)-U u})
j-#i } <i i <i

as required.

3) Really the proof is as in 3.2, but we use (for u 2. I(; finite large

enough, note JL = is O.K. in 4.5):

4.5 Observation: If F is a 5-place function from JL to a, a 2,1'J

JL-+ 'tJI =2Cu<· )+ 1C I(; --+ (3); [e.g. JL > = I(; = (2<a)+ + MoJ,
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[e.g. J.L>:::l1(21"+2<")=:::l3(a«"+.-:+)), 1C=(2<")+, or IC is finite large

enough] then, there are distinct )(i < 1'J.Q > 3) such that, for i T- j:

,O),Hi, 1)) =
l),Hj ,2))

Remark: We can get of course more general theorem.

Proof: We choose by induction on i< 1'J, Yi c J.L, IJi I a 1i l+.-: + Yi

increasing and all "types" of cardinality < Ii 1+ + 1(;+ realized in J.L are realized

in Ji+l' Let Y = U Ji. Now we can find distinct f (Q) E J.L-Y for Q < I(; such
i<"

that for every fo,fl,f2 E U Yi there are cl(fo,fl,f2),C2(fo,fl) such that
i<"

Why we can do this? We want to apply the partition relation J.L (IC)$,

for this we have to check what is the number of " colours", clearly it is

2(.-:21Y1 3+.-:31 Y12) 2No+'t+ (U«"« +»)) = 1{!. Now we choose by induction on i < 1").,

),Q < IC such that:

(i) f(i,O),f(i,2),f(i,2) are distinct.

(iii)

F(f(j ,O),Hj, ,2),f(i,Q ),f(i,m)) =F(f(j ,O),f(j, ,2),( (e when

j <i, andQ,m <IC.

(Iv) ,fl 5 ) ) =

(Q 1) (fl 2) (Q 3)' ,fl s))
when j < i, Q 1< ... <k.

There is no problem in doing this:

For each i < 1'J, as IC (3); there are Qo(i) < Q 1(i) < Q 2(i) < Ie such that:
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l(i))) =
F«( (0),( (1),( l(i

Now {(i,m) = (i < 1J,m < 3) are as reequired.

4.4A Remark: Assume (i), (ii), (iii) of 3.2. We try to decrease p.. Let

Zi = {y EX: ChfP(y) xi!, so lZi I u, and let X<A = ufu:q;(u) < AJ. If

IX-X<x l < p.then necessarily IZi n X<x l p., so we can continue as in 4.4(2).

So we assume IX-X<x l 1.£ and let Yt E X-X<A 1.£) be distinct. Choose for

< (, open disjoint sets Ut,?:,ue,t such that Y t E Ut,?:' Y?: E Ue,t. As in 3.2's

proof we can choose for distinct < 1.£.

everyforthat:suchXi,t(O),W),t(2) E uW),t(O) n uW),t(2)

pc {Ut,e'x-ut,( f.{< JLL 'PI 1J,

[Xi,t(O),W),t(2) E n a ===> q;( n a) Xi]
aEP «ep

We need the parallel of 4.5 for 1J functions simultaneously or, what is

equivalent, the range of F has cardinality 2", so a = 2", and we get 1.£ :l5(1J)+

but this is not interesting.

§5 When the spread is obtained and how helpful is regularity of the space

5.1 Lemma: 1) Suppose X is a regular (i.e. Ts) topological space, !! a
base of X, A = 2: Xi' 1J < Xi < A, 1.£ =(2")+ and

i<ofI

(i) q; is nice for X,

(ii) for every (closed) Y C X with q;(Y) A and i < 1J, there are

Y a E Y (a < 1.£), ChfPty(Ya) Xi and lYa:a < JLJ is a discrete set,

(iii) q; is «A,JL)-complete.

Then for some ui E B (i < 1J), q;(ui-UUj) Xi'
-

2) Instead p. =(2")+ it suffices that 1.£ = JLofI > 2" (and (i), (ii), (iii)).

3) We can replace (ii) above by
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(ii)' for each i < 11 there are u a E [!(ex<jL) such that:

(Vg:J.L 2")(3a "# p)[g (a) =9 (fJ) 1\ 9'[ (ua--ulf) n Y) xd·

or

(ii)" there are ua,Ya E u a E: [!, such that: Chtp(Ya) Xi and

(Vg;jL 2")(3a oF P)[g (ex) =9 (fl) 1\ Ya q UfiJ·

Proof: 1) W.l.o.g. 9' is (Xi,jL)-complete for i < 17. We first try to choose a

family K of open subsets of X, (or even C B), and aYe X such that:

(A) IKI = IY! = (2")+.

(B) if U is the union of < 11 members of K, 9'(X-u) A and i < 11 then

there is a sequence such that: yaE:Y-u,

[YaEVP =fJ], EK, YaEvg cv2 and (Vv ET(X))

[Ya E V 9'(v-u.) Xi].

It is easy to find such K, Y (by (ii». Let for i < 17 ,

Zi(K) E X: if u a E K(a < 11), and E lua'x-uaJ and

each ex < 11 then 9'( n xii·
a<"

for

By the proof of 3.2 for each i < 17 there is Zi E Zi(K). Now we choose by

induction on i,xi,ui such that:

(c) ZE; q when i < e < 11.

Suppose Xj ,Uj are defined for j < i. We want to apply (B) to UUj' now for
j<i

each e. if then as lUj:j <iJ CK, Zl!q UUj and

Z E; E Z I!(K). Hence q;(X- U Uj) A. So by (B) above there is
j<i<Y,vg,v < (2")+) as mentioned there. By cardinality consideration, for
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some a cF /3,

So U i is open, is disjoint to lZj:j<1?J U1Yj:j < ij, and Ya. belongs

to it (as Ya ft. c vJ). As (by (B)) (Vv E T(X))[Ya E V 4 rp(v-UUj) xd,
j<i

clearly rp(Ui UUj) Xi, hence (as in :3.2) there is xi E Zi(K) n (Ui UUj)' So
j« j«

we succeed in the induction. In the end as Ui E K, xi E Zi un n (Ui - U Uj )

clearly rp(Ui - U Uj) Xi, so we finish.
jo'i

2),3) Similar.

5.2 Lemma: Suppose X is a Hausdorff space, A = :E Xi, Xi < A and
i<1J

(i) rp is nice for X.

(ii) for every (closed) Y c Y) A, and i < 1? there are at least J.L

points Y E: Y with Ch",ry(y) Xi'

(iii) rp is ( <A,J.L)-complete.

Then for some ui E !!,(i < 1?) rp(ui U Uj) Xi'

Proof: Like the previous one, replacing (B) by (B)', (C)' (D)':

(B)' if U is the union of < 1? members of K,rp(X-u) A and i < 1? then

there are points Y E: Y-u such that (Vv E: T(X»)(y E v rp(v-u) xd.

(C)' if Yl cF Y2 E Y then for some U,V E K, Yl E u'Y2 EV,U n v = rfJ.

(D)' K is closed under finite intersections.

Then having defined Uj ,Xj (j<i) and shown rp(X - UUj) A, we can find distinct
j<i

such that We let
j <i j<i

A = IZj:j < 1?l U IXj:j < iJ, fa = Iv nA:YaEVE:Kl. so for some ex cF /3 <
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(C)' there is u i E K, such

Y a E Ui rp(Ui - U Uj) Xi'
j<i

that Y a E Ui' obviously

hence there is

Xi E Zi(K) n (Ui- UUj).
J<i

Wemay remember:

5.3 Fact 1) Suppose IC = lC<te, X L; Xi' Xi increasing continuous
i<"

Then for some forcing notion P:

a) Pis IC-complete satisfying the If;+-chain condition.

b) In yP there is a topological space X with a basis of elopen sets

such that h(X) = z(X) = s(X) = X, o (X) = L; 2x, and IXI K
i<"

2) In fact we can get that X is the dual of a Boolean algebra and there is

no set of pairwise incomparable members of the Boolean algebra, of cardinal-

ity X.

Proof: Let pEP be a set of < If; atomic conditions with no two contrad-

ictory ones, where an atomic condition is a E up or a V up, where a,p < X,

and ex E[Xi,Xi+l) ==> P < Xi v p=a v p Xi+l'

Two conditions are contradictory if they have the form a E up,a V up.

The order is inelusion.

Now (a) is obvious.

In yP we define:

UG = fa < 7\.: a E. Up belong to some p E. Gj

On X we define a topological space X: by having {uG:P < xl be a basis of elopen

sets.
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The rest is easy too.

2) Similar (just as in [Sh 9J 4.4). i.e. let P = HB, W): B a Boolean alge

bra of cardinality < /C generated by lXi : i E WJ, W a subset of X of cardinality

< /C, and if ao,"" an are distinct members of W n (Xi,Xt) then
n

B F x ao f1 U xael.
e=l

5.4 Conclusion: 1) If X is Hausdorff s(X) is singular of coftnality 1'J then

cf ( s(X)) < 22". [repeat the proof of 3.3 but instead of 3.2 use 5.1 remember

ing cf (211:) > /C].

2) If X is regular (i.e. T3 ) s(X) singular of coftnality 1'J then

cf (s(X)) < 2". [repeat thc proof of 2.3 but instead of 3.2 use 5.2 remembering

cf (2") > 1'J].

3) Both results are best possible in the sense of complementary con

sistency results. (see [JSh] and 5.3).

4) We can replace above s by z or h.

5.5 Lemma: Suppose A is singular of cofinality 1'J, A :E Xi' Xi < A, and
i<"

/L O. Assume further (for a topological space X and function rp);

(I) rp is nice for X.

(Ii) ly EX: Ch",(y) Xi I has power J.ll for i < 1'J.

(iii) rp is ( < A,/Lo)complete.

1) If X is Hausdorff, /La = J.ll = E then for some ui E T(X) (for
11:<"

i < 1'J) for each i ,rp(ui  U Uj) Xi'
j<i

2) If X is regular, /La = J.ll = :E (211:)+ then for some ui E T(X) (for
11:<"

i < 1'J) for each i rp(ut-UUj) Xi'
j<i

Remark: The proofs are similar to those of 5.1, 5.2.
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Proof: 1) W.Lo.g. 'P is (Xi,j.Lo)-complete for each i. We define K, Y:

(A) K is a family of open subsets of X of power j.Lo.

(B) Y is a subset of X of power j.Ll'

(C) there are j.Lo distinct Y E: Y such that Chtp(Y) Xi'

(D) for any distinct Y l'Y a E: Y for some disjoint U l'uZ E: K, Y 1 E: uland

Yz E: uz·

(E) K is closed under finite unions of intersections

There is no problem to carry this definition. Let Zi{K) = fz E: X: if for

j < 1'J aj eX. aj E: Kv X-aj E: K, and z E: aj then q;( n aj) xd. Now we

choose by induction on i < 'fJ. xi and ui such that:

Suppose we have defined Xj,Uj for j < i.

By (C) above there are distinct E: Y for ex < j.Lo. with =Xi' By (E)

above there are. for ex fJ ua.fJ E: such that E: and

n ¢. Now as j.Lo -s- for some ex < fJ < 7 < j.Lo:

n lXj:j < il = n OXj:j < in
As n ='P. clearly ui = n is disjoint to lXj:j < q. Also

E: n so q;(ui) Xi, hence as in the proof of 3.2 there is

xi E: Ui n Zi(K). In the end xi witnesses tp(ui-Uuj ) Xi as xi E: Ui' (V
j>i

2) Similarly (remembering the proof of 5.2).
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The Existence of Coding Sets.

Lately Zwicker (see [Z]), generalizing theorems on regular tc (and the

filter of ;])1(; generated by the closed unbounded subsets) to P<I(;(J\.) (and

;])I(;(A» find that many times we can generalize if we restrict ourselves to a

coding subset of P<tc(J\.). He shows existence for fC super-compact, (see Solo-

vay [So] and Menas [M]) and Stanley and Vellman ( independently) show

existence for A Ie+ assuming a suitable morass exists.

During the meeting in Colorado, I heard about this (and the two other

variants) and prove some existence theorems mainly that: for fC > regu-

lar there is a coding set for P<tc(A). We present here somewhat improved

versions written in Aug 83 announed in [Sh 2]. Here is a summary.

More information will appear in "More on Stationary Coding".

Definition: (1) We call S a weak (fC,A)-stationary coding set (or weak

(Ie,A)-SC or (fC,A)-WSC) if S is a stationary subset of P<tc(A) = fa C A: IA I < lej,

and for no a ¢ b in S, a n Ie = b n c , c c b.

(2) We call S a (fC,A)-stationary coding set (or (Ie,A)-SC) if S is a sta-

tionary subset of P<",(A), and for some one-to-one function h. : S for

every a, b E S, [a ¢ b 1\ a C b ==> h. (a) E b ].

(3) We call S a strong (le,lI.)-stationary coding set (or strong (fC,lI.)-SC

or (le,lI.)-CD) if for h(a) = sup(a), (2) holds.

The simplest cases of our results are:

Theorem A: If Ie then there is a (1e,Ie+n)-WSC (on e.g. /C+(Col+l) we

could have weaker results.) (see (19).)
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Theorem B: 1) If /C is an ineffable cardinal (or just OlaJL<'e:Jdnaccessi
w

blel)' /C < A=A<", and A -f (w):r.> (Silver's relation) (sec 11). then there is a

(/C,A)-SC

2) If A > /C >N1, 0 10<A: Cf o<"l then there is a (/C,A)-CD (see 7).

3) If "A >N1, 0 S, SeA, (YO E S) cf 0 = No. S does not reflect in any ex of

cofinality N1 then there is an (N1,"A)-CD (see 7).

Theorem C: If iJ JL =iJ, "A < iJ+(JL+), /C =11+ and in ""I there is an

increasing sequence of length /C+ + 1, then there is a (/C,"A)-WSC (see (13).

For Theorem 1 we use:

Theorem D: If D is a normal fine filter on P<IC("A). /C =p.+,"A regular

and fa E P<IC("A) : cf (sup a) cf p.J E D then D is not A+-saturated.

By Lemma 20, and later result of Foreman, Magidor and Shelah (FMS], it

is consistent then that there is no (N1,Nz)-WSC.

1 Notation: /C will be a regular uncountable cardinal, A a cardinal

/C, p.,X infinite cardinals,:J) a fine normal filter on some P<IC(A).

2 Definition: 1) P<JL(A) la: a a subset of A of power < p.J.

2) A filter :J) on P<IC(A) is fine if for x E A la : a E P<IC(A), x E A J belong

to:J). We say :J)is finer if for b C P<,,(A) , fa : ex C a, a E P<,,("AH belongs to:J).

3) A filter:J) on P<,,(A) is normal if for any Cz E:J) (for x E A) the set

la : a EP<,,(A), a E n CzJ
:r: a

belongs to :J).

4) :J)<IC(A) is the minimal finer normal filter on P<,,(A) (if IA I /C it is

trivial) (normal include z-complete).

3 Fact: 1) The set of ordinals < /C belong to so :J),,(IC) can be

identified with the filter of :J)IC of closed unbounded subsets of /C.

2) If :J) is a (fine normal) filter on P<,,(A). F a function from P<No(A)
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to ::D then the set !a : a E P</C(A) and for every W E P</C(a), a :J F(w) I
belongs to :h

3) ::D,,(A) is the filter of closed unbounded subsets of P</C(A), hence

ep t1 ::D/C(A).

4 Definition: 1) S c P<,,(A) is called:JJ stationary if P</C(A)-S e :h If

::D = ::D,,(A) (and the identity of A,/C is clear) we omit::D.

3) We say ::D is J.i--saturated if there are no J.i- :JJstationary pairwise

:JJalmost disjoint subsets of U ::D.

5 Main Definition: Let ::D be a filter on P</C("J..) and S c P</C("J..) is :JJ
stationary.

1) S is a weak stationary coding set (WSC) if a ,b E S, a ¥- b,

a n /C = b n /C implies a q b.

2) S is a stationary coding set (SC) if there is a one-to-one function h

from S into A such that: [a E S 1\ b E S 1\ a ¥- b 1\ a C b h(a) E b]; We call

h a witness.

3) S is a strong stationary coding set (CD) if the function h. (a) = sup(a)

is a witness (for its being a stationary coding set).

4) We shall say S is a :JJWSC if S ¥- ep mod ':h and similarly for SC, CD;

we may also say: for ::D, there is a WSC; when ::D = ::D/C(l..) we may write (/C,l..)

instead of ::D.

6 Fact: 1) For there is a strong stationary coding set (/C

itself!) .

2) A strong stationary coding set is a stationary coding set, and a sta-

tionary coding set is a weak stationary coding set (for any fixed ::D).

3) If A is a singular,::D a fine normal filter on P</C(l..) then there is no

strong stationary coding set for ::D.
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4) If 2<'" A < A<"', ;]) a fine normal filter on P<",(A) then there is no SC

for ;]).

Proof: 3) Suppose 5 is a :J).-CD, and let C C A be closed unbounded of

cardinality < A. Clearly 51 =(a E: P<",(A): a n c is unbounded in a I E:;]),

hence 52 = {a E: 5 : sup a E: c U (All ep mod ;]), but 1521 < A so we get con

tradiction to ,,;]) is fine".

4) If 5 is such a set, if h witnesses its being SC then it shows 151 A,

but every a E: P<",(A) is a subset of some b E 5 hence

A<'" IP<",(A) I = L: lAb)) 151 . 2<'" A contradiction.
bES

7 Claim: Suppose A> I{; is regular,;]) = ;])",(A), TeA is stationary, (V

6 E: T) [cf 6 < I{;J, and 0 T holds. Suppose also: I{; > M1 or for some normal

filter ;]) over M1 for every increasing continuous h: w1 A,

!i <6 : h (i) rt Tl E: '2J. Then there is a CD for '2J.

7A Remark: Really (I{;,A)CD for A > I{; is a weak form of 0 10<A : cf 0<",1'

In fact if (I{;,A)CD exists, A =A<A > 2<'" then 0 10<A : cf 0 < "'I holds.

Proof: We know that = (A C A: 0 A-A does not hold] is a normal

(fine) filter on A. As 0 T holds, T ep hence for some 1'J < I{;,

To = !6 E: T: cf 6 = ep mod So 0 To holds hence there are

<Mo : 6 E To), Mo a model with universe 6 and Mo functions such that or every

model M with universe A and Mo functions !<5 E: To: M t 6 = Mol is stationary.

Now we define by induction on 6 E: To, a set Ao C 6 such that:

(a) Ao is closed under the functions of MoL

(b) sup Ao = 6.

(c) IAol < I{;.

(This clearly suffices). We can even strengthen (d) to

(d') if 6 1 E To n <5 is in the closure of Ao then 6 1 E Ao.
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If /C > HI let (T < /C be regular cardinal such that a oF 1'1, (a No), and then

define by induction on ( < (T, a set At C 0, such that At has cardinality < /C, is

increasing with the closure of At under the functions of M6 is C At+l and

also every accumulation point of At which is < 0 is in At+l and sup(Ag) =o.
Then U : < IJ is as required. The case IC =Nl is similar.

The following (8,9) is a variant of Silver [Si].

8 Definition: 1) Si(IC,"A) means that for every algebra M with universe

A and countably many functions there are isomorphic subalgebras M I,M2 of

power < /C, M l C M2 , M 1 oF M2 and M l n IC = M2 n IC = an ordinal.

2) For :J) a fine normal filter on P<II:("A), Si(:J)) [SSi(:J))] means that for

every T E:J) [T oF rfJ mod:J)] and M above we can find M l,M2 as above

u, E T, M2 E T.

3) The negation of Si(IC,"A), Si(S),SSi(:J)) are denoted by

N Si (IC,"A), NSi (:J)) ,NSSi (IC,"A) NSSt (:J)) resp.

9 Fact: 1) If Si(IC,"A) and "A s;"A0 then Si(IC,"A°).

2) If Si(:J)) then Si(:J)II:("A))

3) The first A IC for which Si(IC,"A) holds, is a strongly inacessible car-

dinal,

4) Si(.2\c(A)) is equivalent to Si(IC,A).

5) If Si(:J)) then there is a minimal normal :J)1 extending :J) for which

SSi(:J)).

10 Claim: 1) Suppose 011: and N Si(/C,"A), then there is a WSC for

2) If in 1), T is a set of strongly inaccessible cardinals (hence IC is

Mahlo), 0 T and "A =A<II: then there is a SC for :J).

3) Suppose :J) is a normal fine filter on P<II:("A), ':b.J = (A c IC : E P<II:("A):

a nICE A JE:J)1 (so':b.J is necessarily a normal filter on IC). Suppose further

o (.2b) which means: there is <Au: lj < /C> such that for every A C /C,
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(0 < Ie : A n 0 oF mod :ho. If N3i(;]) then there is a :bwsc; and when in

addition {11 < /C : 11 strongly inaccessfble] oF mod :ho then there is a :bCD.

Proof: 1) Let T c /C be stationary such that 0 T holds. There is an alge

bra M with countably many functions exemplifying N3i(:J)(IC,>..». As 0 T, we

can find models Mex (a E: T) such that:

i) M ex is an algebra with countably many functions, and universe

7a a 7a < IC.

it) if <Ni : i < IC) is an increasing continuous sequence of algebras

with countably many functions. II!Vi II < /C, and IC C U Ni then for stationary
i<",

many i E: T, Ni,Mi are isomorphic over i:

Let S· = fa E P<",(A) : M t a is isomorphic to Nan'" where a n Ie E Now

S· is a WSC, in fact if a e: S', b E S', a c b (but a oF b) then a n Ie < b n IC.

2) Straightforward, let h. be any onetoone function from P<",(>..) into

A, then S" = faEP<",(A): a nICE T, la I la n ICI and (V

b )(b c a f\ Ib I < a n IC --> h(b) E: a)l oF l' mod .2\.(>..). Now also

S· n s" oF l' mod ;])/C(A) and S· n s" is a strong stationary coding set.

3) Left to the reader.

11 Conclusion: If IC is an ineffable cardinal (see e.g. [ KMJ).

N 3i(.2\.(>"» and 71.= 71.<'" then there is a SC for ;])",(71.).

Proof : It is known that for ineffable IC, 0 "" holds, moreover 0 T'

where T = fJ.L < IC : J.L strongly inaccessible]. By 10(2) we finish.

12 Observation: The following properties for a succesor cardinal Ie and

stationary T C Ie are equivalent:

i) in /C"'/ (;])", + T) there is an increasing sequence sequence

<gexl (.2\.+ T) : a < Ie+) and g / (;])",+ T) such that g I (.2\.+T) gal (;])'"+ T)

for every a < /C+.

ti) there is g : IC --> IC such that for any wellordering <' of
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/C, fa E: T: (a,<· f a) has order-type <g(a)j is stationary.

iii) there is g : /C -+ /C such that the set fa E: P<,,(/C+) : a n /C E T,

(a, < t a) has order-type exactly g (a n/CH is stationary.

iv) for any cardinal p,,1 S; P, < /C

°E T)[cf 6 < u « 10lIL < /C], cardinal 7\.> /C and subsets

are functions gi : /C 4 /C (i < p,), such that the set

such that (V

Pi C 7\.(i < p,), there

fa : a E: P<,,(A), a n /C an ordinal from T and for i < p, the order type

of a n Pi is gi(a n /C)j

is stationary.

Proof: Trivially (iv) (iii). Next we show (iii) {ii): if g exemplify

(iii), <. a well ordering of /C, then for some a, /C s; a < /C+, (a,<) is isomorphic

to (/C,<.), and let h be such an isomorphism. Let a + 1 = U ai' ai increasing
i<",

continuous, Iai I < /C, so for some closed unbounded C C /C, (VOE C)

[ad n /C 6, and h is isomorphism from ad onto (0, <. to)]. If (It) fail (for

this g, for this -c") we can assume (Vj E C n T)[(o, <. f 0) has order type

>g(a), but then fa EP<tc(/C+): a + 1 E: a, a n (a+1) is ad for some 6 E: q
belongs to contradicting the choice of g.

Now we show (It) (i), let for a E: (/C,/C+), <a be a well ordering of /C of

order type a, and let ga(i) "order type of (i '<a t i)", the checking is easy.

Now if (i) holds for g, g a(a < /C+), also (it) holds for g: let <a be any well

ordering of /C of order type a (for /C s; a < /C+), g; : /C -+ /C be defined by

= "the order type of (i'<a r i)", for a < /C let =i; we can proved

by induction on a < /C+ that s; g a/::b", so (ii) is clear.

Lastly assume (it) holds for g, p, < /C (Vo E: T)[cf 6 > P, /\ 1o IlL < /C],

Pi C 7\.(i < p,) and we shall prove (Iv) (for those Pi(i < p,)). Let for °E T

(w.l.o.g. Ig(o)1 s; 1(1), h d be a one-to-one function from °onto g(o). For any

sequence (:i =<Pj : j < p,) of ordinals < /C, we define function gp,j : /C 4 /C by

hi (f3j)' If i < p,) is not as required then there is a
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"» E: such that (Va E Cp)(3. j < p,) [a n Pj has order-type

"# gp,j(a n Ie)]. Let fpt: < Ie} list all such sequences (:i, then

C = fa E P<Il:(A): if E: a n Ie then a E Cllt and if Pj < a n /C for j < P,

then for some < a n c, {:it = (Pj : j < p,) l

is in But 5 = fa E P<,,(A) : a n /C E: T, and the order-type of a is

< 9 (a n /C)j is ;o.stationary, so there is a." E: 5 n C. Let P; = order-type of

P j n a, so necessarily P; < 9 (a n /C), hence for some e, < a n /C,

haf'\Il:(Pj) =P;; now we get contradiction to a" E: C«(Ji:j <p.).

Remark: At least (i) (ii ) is welt known.

12A Remark: We can omit the assumption "s: successor" if we add in (i).

(Ii), (iii) g(a) < w + lal+, and in (iv) gi(a) < w + lal+.

13 Claim: Suppose (t) of Fact 12 holds so /C is a successor; or at least (I)

of 12A holds. Suppose further that A = /C+a (r. e. /C = toIp , A = toI(J+a) and Ia 1+ < /C:

(V-, < /C) -,Ia l < tc. Then there is a WSC for ':h<c(A).

Proof: Clearly we can find gi(i a) as in 12 (iv) replacing JL by a, and

Pi by P,i'

Let M = (A,f ,g) f a two place function such that for every i < A,

i = !f(i,j): j < lill. and for j < Iii, g(i,f(i,j)) =j, and 5 = fa: a EP<,.(A),

a closed under f and g, a n tc an ordinal, and for every i a, the order type

of a n Ie+i is gi(a n /C)l. By 12 (iv) Sis ':hc(A)-stationary. Suppose a "# bare

in 5, a n /C = b n tc, and a. c b. We know (as a,b E 5, a n /C = b n /C) that for

each i a, a n /C+i, b n /C+i has the same order type. Now we prove by induc-

tion on i that a n /C+i = b n /C+i. For i 0 this is given; for i limit by the

induction hypothesis; for i = j + 1 : a n /C+i is unbounded in b n /C+i as they

have the same order type, now apply the functions f ,g under which a,b are

closed (and a n /C+j = b n /C+j). For i a we get the desired conclusion.

14 Lemma : 1) If /C =JL+ r ':h a fine normal filter on P<"CA) , A regular

fa : cf (sup a)"# cf (p,)l e ib. then ':h is not A+-saturated (see Definition 4(3).).
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2) P</(JA) - fa : cf (sup a) cf Jl-l ,2) is enough in 14(1).

Proof: 1) Let P be the set of .2)-stationary sets ordered by inverse inclu-

sion. Suppose ,2) is A+-saturated, so P satisfies the A+-Chain condition. We

shall prove that A+ is a cardinal of yP, all V-cardinals < /C are yp- cardinals,

yp F HIAI =u, cf A cf Jl-H, thus contradicting [Sh 1], XlII 4.9, p. 440. The

following facts fulfilling the above, are folklore at least for A = /C, and straight-

forward generalization generally.

Fact A: For every P-name a of an ordinal < a·, there is a function

g : P<,,(A) a·, such that [a ifJ 1\ a· A ==> g(a) E a), and (G - the P-

name of the generic set) is the unique a such that

fa : g (a) =al E G H.

Proof: Let<Si : i < (3) be a maximal antichain of P such that for each

i for some ai' Si = ai'" Now !f31 A (by the A+-chain condition) so

w.l.o.g. f3 =A, (we allow Si = ifJ) so for i i. Si,j - 5i n 5 j belong to

,2). Let C = fa E P<,,(A): for every i E a [ai <A ==> ai E a J, and for every

i j E a, a E Si,j I.

By the normality of ,2), C E,2).

Define a partial function h on C: h(a) i if a E Si' i Ea. By C's

definition h. has at most one value.

If S C - Dom h is .2)-stationary then remember

S n 5i C P<,,(A) -fa: i E u ], so S contradict the "< Si : i < a) is a maximal

antichain". So h. is defined on some C· E,2), and is as required (it does not

matter how we complete it on P<,,(A) fifJL as long as A,

Fact B: Forcing by P does not collapse any" < IC.

Proof: Let S E P, S II-pH" is collapsed". Choose minimal iJ, so iJ is

regular in Y and ( maybe changing S) for some regular o < iJ:
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is a function from a to 11"

S has an unbounded range".

W.l.o.g. for each i < 11, we apply Fact A (with 0:' == 11 S A) on the P-name

£(i) and get Yi. For every a E: P<tc(A) - (<pI, as (in V) 11 is regular> a, clearly

y(a) == Sup(Yi(a): i < is an ordinal <TJ. As ::b is TJ+-complete and fine,

fa : 11 C a E::h and as Rang (gi) C TJ and ::b is normal clearly for some

7 < 1J, S· = (a E S : g(a) == 71 is .2rstationary; trivially

S· I p" Rang.[ C 7"

contradiction.

Fact C: S cf (X) =11" if X is a regular cardinal SA, S E: P, and

S c !a E P<tc(A) : TJ = cf (sup (a () x)H.

For every a E S let {p(a,i) : i < 11) be

rials from a n X with limit sup(a n X). We

every i < 11, and S' c S , S' E P, for some

stant for a E S" .

an increasing sequence of ordi-

know by ::b's normality that for

c S', S" E: P, and p(a ,i) is con-

Let fJ be the unique ordinal p such that (a : fJ(a,i) = E G (this is a P-
-i -p

name). So S Irp"fJ is an ordinal < /C and p < p for i < j < TJ."
-i -i -j

Also we shall show that S (P. : i < 111 is unbounded below X (hence
-."

s H-u cf (X) =11" and we shall finish). This holds because for every

S' E P,(S' c S) and P < X w.l.o.g. (Va ES)(P E: a), and so for every a E: S'

there is ia. < 11 such that p(a,ia.) > p, and the function ia. has a constant

value j on some .2rstationary S" C S' and S" up. > p". So we finish.
-J

Remark: This is essentially Ularn argument for ".2\" is not "1-
saturated".

Fact D: the power of A is u", It is enough to prove that every regu-

lar X,/C S X S A is collapsed. As the number of possible cf (sup(a () X)) is
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I f'O : '0 < ICJ I If'O : '0 JL < I < IC we can use Fact C.

Fact E: II-p" ef A 7- cf J.L".

By a hypothesis So = fa E P<"J"A) : ef (sup a) 7c c] J.LI E':J) is in ':J). As

fef sup a : a E Sol C f'O : '0 J.Ll has power < I{; for every S E P, for some '0,
S = fa E S n So: ef (sup a) = '01 7- c/J mod 'J). As S c So' necessarily

'07- cf J.L. By Fact C Sl II-p "c f A ='0" and by Fact C, (efJ.L) v (ef J.L)vP so

S 1 II-p"ef A 7- JL" . Hence S Iff P"ef A ef J.L".

As S E P was arbitarily II-p" cf J.L 7- cf A". So we finish the proof of 1.14.

2) Trivial by 14(1).

15 Definition: For W a set of regular cardinals < I{; , let ':J)!Il;(A) be the

minimal (fine normal) filter on P<c(A), such that for every well ordering <'
of A the following set belongs to :h

S«')=SW«',A)={aEp<c(A): if JLEW, X=<Xi:i<J.L) is an <'-
increasing but bounded (in (A,<') but not necessarily in a) and xi E a then

the limit of x belong to c ].

Remark: 1) We can ask only that each ':J)J!;I(A) is included; the

difference is small.

2) ':J)%.:(A) may be trivial, i .e , ¢ E ':J)!.:(A).

16 Fact: For every S E ':J)!.:(A) there is a function G : P<}l,o(A) -.. P<c(A)

and well orderings <; of A for x E A such that S includes:

Gn(G,<') fa EP<c(A): for every W E!JNo(a),G(w) ca and for every

x E A, a E SW«;,A)J.

17 Fact: If A 1(;, W is a set of regular cardinals < I{; , '0 < IC is regular,

1'J fi W then c/J fi ':J)<wc(A).

Proof: Let G, <;(x E A) be as in 16.
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It suffices to prove that : (Vx a)[a E Gn(G,<;)l ¥- q,. We define by

induction on i < 1'J, a set ai E P<<<;(A).

Fori limit ai = Uaj'
j<i

For i =j + 1, let ai = aj U U(G(w): w Ep<<<;(ajH U (y: for some

x E aj, y is an accumulation point of aj in (A,<;n the last part contributes

+ Iai I elements as each <; is well ordering.

Now U ai is as required.
i<"

18 Lemma : Suppose W U (17j is a set of regular cardinals < c, 17 ff W,

the set 5 is a WSC for :JJ%«;UI<J1(A) (which is not trivial), and :JJ%«;UI<J1(A) + 5 is

not A+-saturated. Then there is a WSC set for :JJ%«;(A+).

Proof : Let <50. : 0: < A+) exemplify :JJ%«;UI<J1 + 5 is not A+-saturated,

and w.l.o.g. 50. C 5 for each 0:.

W.l.o.g. let when A 0: < 11.+, go. be a one-to-one function from 0: onto A, let

for a set a and function h , h"(a) = (h(x) : x E c ].

We now define for every 0: E T : A P< A+ and cf P = 1'JJ a subset So.

of P<<<;(o:) such that:

(i) So. is stationary for :JJ%r;UI<JI(o:).

(iii) each a E 50. is an unbounded subset of a and (Va E 50.)

(a nIeEIe).

(iv) if a ¥- b E U(51J : PET, P o:l and a n IC = b n IC then a <Z b.

If we succeed then S· = U So. is as required. As T is stationary (in 11.+),
o.ET

pET -+ cf (p) ff W, by (I) and 16 easily S· is :JJ%r;(A+)-stationary. The other

requirement for being a WSC of :JJ%r;(A+) follows by iv).
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So we concentrate on the induction step.

Let Sff = fa Ep<,,(a): E SaJ and Sf =!a Ep<,,(a): E SL

clearly Sff C Sf and both are clearly .2:l:'"ut.l(a)-stationary.

Now the set

C" =!a E p<,,(a): a n /C an ordinal < /C, every accumulation point 0 < a of a,

D < a, cf DEW U !171 belong to a, a is closed under Y(J'Y i l for

(3 E a U !aJ, and a is unbounded in aJ

belong to As Sa n S(J is not .2:l:'"Uf.I(A)-stationary by (ii) easily for

p < a, {3 E T S(J n (a n {3 : a E saJ is not .2:l<,,({3)-stationary hence sa n S(J,a

is not .2:l<,,({3)-stationary where

Hence

sa = (a E p<,,(a) : a E Sff, a E C" and (VP E a) a fZ' sa,(JJ

in .2:l%,,(a)-stationary. We shall show that ( iv) holds, thus finishing. [(ii) holds

as sa c ss , (iii) as sa c Ca ) .

If a,b E U!S(J: {3 < a, {3 E Tl this is

then (remembering

by the induction hypothesis. If

a,bEca),

b n A =Y (b) n A, hence we use the assumption "Sa in a WSC for .2:l:'"UI.I(A)"

and sa c Sff. Now a E sa, b E SII, {3 < a,a C b is impossible as a is

unbounded in a.

We are left with the care a E SII, b E sa, {3 < a, and assume a C b; as

sup a = {3 and cf {3 = 17 E W u !171 clearly {3 E b. But by the definition of

sa, {3 E" b ===;> b fZ' sa,(J ===;> b n {3 <t SII, hence b n {3 oF a. But as

b E C", {3 E b clearly b n {3 E Sf; so a C b n {3, a oF b n p are both in Sf,

and then Y" (a), y" (b n (3) will contradict "S is a WSC".

19 Conclusion; If /C > ,IC successor then there is a WSC for .2:l.:(/C+n).
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Proof: By 18 and 14. Let I(; JL+, let a =0, if cf JL 2: Nn , and a be n oth-

erwise. So in both cases (as I(; >Nn ), Na+n < 1(;, and Na is regular and

cf JL 7"- fNa' ... ,Na+n - 1J.

Let for 0 e n W£ :::: 111 : 11 < 1(;,11 regular J - !Na, ... ,Na+eJ.

Note that :h!:(I(;+e) is a proper (fine normal) ideal as No < IC, No ft W,

W C !JL : JL < IC and JL is regular] also for each e < n it is not lC+e- saturated:

by 14 as /C is a successor and cf JL E W (otherwise by inspecting the definition

of W, clearly cf JL 2: Na , hence a a so hence cf JL 2: Na +n hence

cf JL > Na+e)·

Now we prove by induction on e. n that there is a WSC set Se for

:h!:(,,+e) with cf (sup a) = Na+e for a ESe. For e= 0 S = 16 < I(; : cf 6 :::: Nol is

O.K. and for e = m + 1 use 18 with wm, Na+e,lC+m standing W,11,A. [on the

problematic assumption ":h%/I;UI"I(A) + Sm is not A+-saturated"; this holds by

14 as cf (sup a) =Na+m for a E Sm Na+m 7"- cf JL as 0 m < n. We still have

to show cf (sup a) =Ne for a ESe, but this holds by the construction in 18].

So we get the result for e =n.

20 Lemma: Suppose

(i) .2k is I(;+-saturated.

(ii) every :h<ll:(I(;+)-stationary set S is reflected i.e., for some

a < I(;+,S n p</I;(a) is :h<ll:(a)-slationary.

Then there is no WSC set S for :h<ll:(I(;+).

Remark: Later the assumptions were proved consistent for /C = N1 in

Foreman Magidor and Shelah [FMS].

Proof: Suppose S is a counterexample, let g a(a < z ") be a one-to-one

function from IC + a onto /C and let Sa = fg (a) : a E S, a E p</I;(a)J.

By (i) for some a(") < 1(;+ , I(; + a(") =a(") and for every a,a(") a < /C+,

and stationary S· C Sa for some "'I < a( ..); s: n S7 7"- cfJ mod :h<ll:(IC). Now
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sa E S : a( *) E aj is :h<,,(IC+)- stationary (as S - sa is not). So by (ii) for

some a, a( *) < a < IC+, and Sb = sa () p<,,(a) is :h,,(a)-stationary; by the

choice of a( *) there are a E Sb, 7 < a( *) such that a () 7 E S7 c S. But

a n 7 c a, (not equal as a( *) E a because a E Sa) and we get contradiction

to "S is WSC".

21 Lemma: Suppose >.. (1C);6>, then there is a fine normal filter :h on

P<,,(>..) for which there is no WSC.

Proof : For every model M with universe >.. and <:« functions let

G(M) = {A : A a submodel of M, and some expansion of A is generated of a

sequence of length a of indiscernible w a < ICj.
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Monadic Logic: Hanf Numberst

Abstract

This is part of the classification developed in Baldwin Shelah [BSh]. The

paper is divided into two parts. In part I we show that ( Too, 2n d ) (T, man)

iff the Hanf number for the theory T in monadic logic is smaller than the

Hanf number of second order logic.

For this we deal with partition relations for models of T. The main

result is that if T does not have the independence property even after

expanding by monadic predicates (or equivalently 2n d ) mon))

then: 1c.l+l(A)+ -+ s (AH"'· In Part II we analyze such T getting a decomposi-

tion theorem like that in [BSh] (but weaker) (This is needed in part 1.)

Part I

§1 Preliminaries

We review here some relevant facts and definitions.

1.1. Convention:

T will be a fix complete theory, e a iC-saturated model of T, iC large

enough (see [Shl] I §l); M,N denote elementary submodels of e of power

</C, A,B,C subsets of such M, a,b,c,d elements of e, a,b,c,d finite

sequences, and I,J denote linear orders. A monadic expansion of M is

expansion by monadic predicates; a finite expansion is one by finitely many

relations. When dealing with finite monadic expansions of e, we may mean

a iC-saturated one, or any such expansion. We shall not specify, because if

Me e. M+ a finite expansion of M. then we can expand e to e+, an

t I thank Rami Gromberg for many corrections.
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elementary extension of M+ which is ie-saturated.

This paper has two parts, the major one in part I, but in order to prove an

important property of decomposition of models (see claim I2.4( 1)) we need

a property of types which is lemma 2.3 of Part II. The sole contribution of

part II to I is the proof of this lemma.

«« quote from [BSh] 1.2, 1.3:

1.2. Definition:

We say (T"" 2n d ) ::;; (T, mon) if in some monadic expansion of e, there is

an infinite set on which a pairing function is defined. (a pairing function on

A is a one-to-one function from A x A onto A).

1.3. Theorem:

1) If T has the independence property (see [Sh1] II §4) then

(T"" 2n d ) ::;; (T, mon). Hence, (T"" 2n d ) ::;; (T, mon) iff some finite monadic

expansion of a model of T has the independence property.

2) If in some finite monadic expansion of e for some infinite sets

l at : tEll, l bt : t E JI and formula s, for any tEl, s E J there is d such

that ('VUE!) ('VVEJ) t=Uf\s=v] then

(T"" 2n d ) ::;; (T,mon).

We quote from [Sh1] V1I §4:

1.4. Definition:

1) We say p is finitely satisfiable in A if every finite subset of p is real-

ized by elements of A

2) For an ultrafilter D on [A, and set B, we define

Av (D,B) = l cp( ... ,Xt, ... ,5)tEI: 5 E B and the set

f : tEl> : F 'P[ ... ... ,5]tE11 belong Dj

1.5. Lemma:

1) Av (D ,B) is a complete type in the variables (Xt : tEl> over B, fin-

itely satisfiable in A; of course Be C ==> Av(D,B) c Av(D,C)

2) If P is finitely satisfiable in A, P a set of formulas in the variables

fXt : tEll. then for some ul trafil ter D on IA, and some set B

p c Av(D,B).
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3) If P is finitely satisfiable in A then p does not split over A (i.e., if b ,e
realize the same type over A then for no ip, cp(x,b), -cp(x,e) Ep)

4) If P is an m-type over B finitely satisfiable in A, then it can be

extended to p'E sm (B) finitely satisfiable in A,

5) If p, q E U sm (C) are finitely satisfiable in A, B c C, and every
m<w

m-type over A realized in C is realized in B, thenp q ==> P q

6) If tp.(Co,AuB) is finitely satisfiable in A, and tp.(C1,AuBuCo) is fin-

itely satisfiable in AuCo then tp.(CouC1,AuB) is finitely satisfiable in A.

1.6. Observation:

If every p E u sm(Ao) is realized in Ai' (hence Ao CAl) tp.(DuC,AiuB)
m

and tp.(D,AiuC) are finitely satisfiable in Ao then tp.(D,AluBuC) is finitely

satisfiable in Ao
Proof: W.l.o.g. D d; by 1.5(4) there is d 1 realizing tp(d,A1UC) such that

tp(dt,A 1uBuC) is finitely satisfiable in Ao (remember that tp(d,A 1uC) is

finitely satisfiable in Ao). By 1.5(6) tp.(Cudi,A1uB) is finitely satisfiable in

Ao·
So tp.(Cud1,AiuB), tp.(Cud,AiuB) are both finitely satisfiable in Ao, and

their restriction to Ai are equal. By 1.5(5) they are equal. Hence

tp(d1,A
1uBuC) = tp(d,A 1uBuC). As tp(d1,AiuBuC) is finitely satisfiable in

Ao, necessarily tp(d,A 1uBuC) is finitely satisfiable in Ao.

l.6A Remark: We can weaken the hypothesis by restricting ourselves to

p E u sm(Ao) realized in Ai u B.
m<w

§2 AWeak Decomposition Theorem

Hypothesis: (Too ,2n d )

Notation: Let 1,1 be linear ordering

2.1. Definition:

1) We say that ..Ii = <At : t E J> is a partial decomposition of Mover N

iff : the At's are pairwise disjoint subsets of M and for every t E I,

tp.(At , u AsuN) is finitely satisfiable in N (but not necessarily N eM).
s< t

2) ..Ii is a decomposition of Mover N, if it is a partial decomposition of

Mover Nand M u At .
t I
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2.2. Definition:

For partial decomposition <At : tEl>, <Bt : t E J> of Mover N we

say (At: tEl> ::;; <Bt : t E J> if l c: J and for every t e.I, At c Bt; we

say <At : t E!>::;;. <B t : t E: J > if! = J and for every tEl, At c Bt ·

2.3. Claim:

1) For every < -increasing sequence of partial decompositions of Mover

N there is a least upper bound (similarly for < .)
2) If <At : tEl> is a partial decomposition of Mover N, I c J, and for

t E J -f, we let At ¢ then (At: t E J> is a partial decomposition of Mover

N

Proof: Immediate

2.4. Claim:

1) Suppose <At : tEl> is a partial decomposition of Mover Nand

C EM. Then for some <B t : t E J > <At : t I> (a partial decomposi-

tion of Mover N), C E U Btt et

2) If I is a well-ordering with last element then w.l.o.g. 1= J

Proof:

1) W.l.o.g. c II u At. Let II be a maximal initial segment of I [i.e.,
tEl

t v t Ell) (vs I) (s < t --7 s Ell)] such that tp(c, u AtuN) is finitely
tEll

satisfiable in N (there is such II, as I) = ¢ satisfies the demand, and by the

finitary character of the demand). By 2.3 (2) w.l.o.g. II = [s E I: s < t·j

for some t" E I. Now we let J = I, and let Bt be At if t 7- t", and At u !c j if

t = t:". We now check Def 2.1 (1). The main non-obvious point is why for t,
t" < tEl, tp .(Bt • u Bs uN) is finitely satisfiable in N. If not then for some

s< t
6 EBt = At> a u Bs -fcl = u As, tp(6,au!cjuN) is not finitely satisfi-

s<t s<t
able in N. However we know that tp (6,a uN) is finitely satisfiable in N (as

<As : s E I> is a partial decomposition of Mover N). Also tp (c, u As uN) is
s< t

not finitely satisfiable in N (by the choice of II' as maximal, as t > t " and
as w.l.o.g. we add t:" only if needed), hence w.l.o.g. tp (c ,CluN) is not finitely

satisfiable in N. Hence, tp (5 - < c > , auN) is not finitely satisfiable in N.

Together, n,«, 5,c contradict Lemma II 2.3. For t r; we should prove for

5 E At" a E u Bs = u As that tp (6 < c > , Nua) is finitely satisfieable in
s<t' s<t'
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N. Suppose this fails. As (As: s to.I) is a partial decomposition of Mover

N, clearly tp (b , Nua) is finitely satisfiable in N. By II 2.3 and the last two

facts tp(b,(a uN) is finitely satisfiable in N. By the choice of to,
tp(c , Nua) is finitely satisfiable in N. By 1.5 (6) and the last two facts,

tp (b < c> , NUii) is finitely satisfiable in N, contradiction

2) Either there is to as required or 11 = I, and then choose to as last.

2.5. Conclusion:

1) Suppose (At: t to. I> is a partial decomposition of Mover N. Then

there is a decomposition (Bt : t to. J) (At: t to. () of Mover N

2) If [= (0:+ 1, <) then w.l.o.g. J = 1; also

lit to. J : Bt 1:1 I 1ft to. 1 : At ¢l I
Proof: Immediate by 2.3(1),2.4

Remember that (see [Shl]) DedrCA) is the first regular cardinal p" such

that every linear order of power A has strictly less than p,Dedekind cuts.

2.6. Lemma:

1) Suppose (At: t to. 1> is a decomposition of Mover N. Then we can

find relations (a<AN<Dedr(IINII+ITI), ,<ITI, hence
AN 211NII + ITI) such that:

a) P:;:,7 is an n-place relation on M.

b) if ,< IT I, n < c.J, and a (3, then n = ¢, and =
U n (At)
tEl

c) for a finite sequence b from any At let ay(b), n (b) be the unique n

and a such that b to. then if t 1 < ., . < tn' bm E At", then we

can compute the type of from (n(bm): m = 1, n),

and (ay(bm ) : m = 1, n >' for, < ITl
So as Dedr ( IT I) (2 T )+ we can use just IT I predicates when

IT I, and we waive the disjointness of the p;.o< 'so

Proof:

1) For any set A, N (. A, and formula !fi the number of p E fin-

itely satisfiable in N is < Dedr(IINII) (see [Sh2. p.202], slightly improving

a result of Poizat, which suffice for (2) (alternatively use a < 2
2 JT1

) )

Let N 1 be such that N I: N 1, N 1 is (II N II + IT 1)+-saturated and we shall

show that w.l.o.g.
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(*) for each t E: I, b E: At, tp(b,N l U u As) is finitely satisfiable in N
s<t

For each t E: I let At = v E: I(t)l, let j)t = v E: I(t) and by 1.5(2)

we can choose an ultrafilter D t on [(t)N such that:

tp(j)t, Nu U As) Av(Dt,Nu U As)
s<t s<t

Nowfor vE:I(t(n)).Nu U At (!) ,
l<n

qw = tp( (F(e c ) : CE:Nl) , Nu UAt)·
tEW

It suffice to us that for any t(O) < ... < t(n)E:I

(*) tp(l)t(n), Ntu U j)t(l)) = Av(Dt(n), Nlu U j)t(l))
l<n l<n

For any finite set ui c ]we define qw = qw ( (xc' C E:N l ) ), a complete type

over Nu U j)t by induction on Iw I. For w = ¢. it is tp .(Nl,N), if w 'I' ¢. let
tEW

w = it(O), ... ,t(n)j, n 0, t(O) < .. < t(n), and we define it by

(*) if (e c : CE:Nl) realizes qw-jt(n)l' we can find (b'v: vE:I(t(n))) realiz

ing Av (Dt(n)' Nu U At(l)ui e c : C l) and let F be an automorphism of e,
p<n

F the identiy on

It is easy to prove that for w 1 C w2( c I finite) qWt C qW2' (by induction

on !w2 1) and obviously qw is finitely satisfied. Hence uiqw : «o c ! Iinit.e]

is finitely satisfiable, hence realized by some (e 'c : C EN l ) . We can use

ietc : CE:Nd instead N l and then (*) holds.

Let 1'< ITil be a list of the formulas l(x) = n, and

a< Iwl be a list of itp(b,N l ) t tp: b, as above]. lastly b iff

b E: U n(At), n = l(b), and tp (b,N l ) t C{J7 = P7n a
t E:l '

2) Obvious from (1).

§3 Partition relations for theories

3.1. Definition:

1) A (jJ,) ¥mean that for every model M of T of power A, there are dis

tinct elements a.;. (i < p,) such that (a.;.: i < p,) is an nindiscernible

sequence in M.

2) A s (p,)" means that for every model M of T and a.;. E: M(i< A) there
T

is I c A, II I = p, such that (ai : i E: I) is an nindiscernible sequence.
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3) "A -)0 (J-L) i OJ, "A -)0 $ (J-L)f OJ, are defined similarly.

3.2. Discussion

This definition was suggested by R. Grossberg and the author during the

winter of 198011, but we still know little. We can rephrase [Sh1] I 2.8 as,

e.g.: if T is stable, "A = "A 1TI t.heri X" -)0 s ("A+)fOJ. We cannot hope for results

on T without the strict order property (see [Sh1] 1I§4) or even for simple T

(see [ShZ].) The reason is as follows: suppose "A -A(J-L)i OJ
, and let F be a func-

tion Irorn jw : w C "A, Iw I < Nol to !O,ll exemplifying it, let L consist of the

predicates R", (n place) Pn (monadic) for n <w, and let T be the model

completion of I( v x )(x=x)l in this language. We define an L-model M wi th

universe !an,i : n< w, i<"Al such that:

(i) for w C A, Iw I = n, <an,i : i E: W >E: R!f iff F(w) = O.

(li) for every n ,i for some k, for every m> k an,i E: Pm iff m is divisi-

ble by the nth prime.
m

(iii) if ( v Y 1 ... Ym) (3X) [ f\ x,c Yl f\ ip (x ,Y 1 ... ,Ym)] belong to T, r.p
l= 1

quantifier free, but Rk:' Pk: do not appear in r.p and

a l ' .. ,am E: !an.i: n< k , i< "Al, then there is b E: fak:,i : i<"Al such

that Fr.p[b,al" .. ,am].

This is quite easy, M is a model of T (by T's definition and (iii),) and M

exemplify "A -A(J-L)f OJ. We can similarly deal with "A -A(J-L) Tj.

Now T is simple, and in fact very close to Tind . This leads naturally to:

3.3. Conjecture:

If T does not have the independence property, then for every J-L for some

A, A -)0 (J-L):; OJ, or even ::IGJ+OJ (J-L+ IT I) -)0 (J-L) i OJ.

3.4. Lemma:

Suppose (Too,znd) ::l1(T,mon), then

::IOJ+ 1 (A+ IT1)+ -)0 s (;..,H OJ .

Proof: W.l.o.g. ;..,> ITI, let J-L= ::IOJ(;"') , A = !ai:i < (2J.t)+1. for i,c j
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C1..t'i'" aj EM, andM is a model of T.

3.5. Fact:

At least one of the following occurs for Alai:i < (2!-L)+j c M,

IA I = (2!-L)+:

(I) There is an indiscernible sequence of length (2!-L)+ of distinct

members of A (in the same length)

(ti) There is k , and ai EkA(i < ft) and 9 such that M F iff

i < j;

Proof: Repeat the proof of [Sh1] 12.12. Let Ai aj : j < i j

Let 3 = !0 < (2!-L)+: cf 0> ftl, clearly 3 is a stationary subset of (2!-L)+. For

each 0 E 3 and formula rp choose if possible a subset Bo,'I' C Ao' B o.", of cardi-

nality <ft such that: tp",(ao.A,Jj does not. split. over B o.", [i.e., if rp = rp(x ,y),
b , C sequences from Ao of lengt.h l (y) realizing the same type over Bo,,,,
then F rp[ao,b] = rp[ao.c]]. Let 3", = 10 E 3: Bo.", is defined].

Case a: For each sp for some closed unbounded C C (2,uy, C n 3 = C n 3",

Then there is a closed unbounded C C (2J.L)+ such that for every rp,

C n 3 = C n S",. For each 0 E: C n3 choose Bo. Bo a subset of Ao of power ft

including u Bo,,,, such that for each rp, and n < CJ, every n-type over Bo.", real-
'I'

ized in Ao is realized in Bo (possible as IBO'9' 1< u; f.-L strong limit). Now by

Fodor's lemma for some stationary S· C ens. for all 6 EO S·, Bo. (Bo.",:
rp E L(T) >. tp(u6' Bo) are the same. Continue as [Sh1] 12.12.

Case b: For some rp, S -S", is a stationary subset of (2!-L)+

So there is 6 E: S-3", such that for every B C A6, IB I 1-4 there is a. < 0

such that ao. realizes tp (uo.B). Sr choose by induction on i < f..l,

bi , ci, d"i, E: Aoas follows:

(zx) b0.' Co. realizes t.he same type over y<. bj c j < d j >
J

and 1= rp[ai5, bo.] = - rp[u o' Co.]

(w.l.o.g. F rp[uo' bo.l /\ -rp[ao. Co.])

By the choice of 0 this is possible and <bi ci < : i < f.-L) is as
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required.

3.6. Fact:

If d i EM are distinct for i < (2;\.)+

B a = fdt:i < al , B = ldt:i< (2;\.)+; ,

then at least one of the following occurs:

(i) for some 1< (2;\.)+ and k: < w, ltp(d,B,): d a sequence of length

k from BJ has power (2;\.)+

(ii) (i) does not occur but for some cp = cp(x ,f}) for a stationary set of

0< (2;\.)+, cf 0> A. and tp<p(do' B o) split over B a for every a < 0

(iii) for some stationary S C (2;\.)+, <di : i E S> is an indiscernible

sequence

Proof: Again as in [Sh 1] 12.12 (or 3.5 above)

Remark: In the proofs of 3.5, 3.6 we have not used the hypothesis of 3.4.

Continuation of the proof of 3.4:

Clearly if 3.5(i) holds, we finish, so w.l.o.g. 3.5(ii) holds. By Erdos-Rado

theorem, for every m,n< w there is 1= In .m C {4 IIn .m 1= I n ( ,\) ,

1i:l;. : i E In,m l is an m-indiscernible sequence. By the proof of [BSh] VIII 1.3,

there is a formula e 1 such that for any n there are In C (21'-)+,

IIn I = I n ('\)+, and a finite monadic expansion C+ of C such that (for some

distinct G-tn(i E In)):

(vi,j EIn )[C+F e1(G-tn,aj) iff j]

Note that aF- belongs to our original A. We now can deal with

lai1 : i E Id only. W.l.o.g. 11 = (2;\.)+, C = C+, ail = a i and denote

B 7 = 1G-t : i< Il· Applying 3.6 to C+, A 1 = 1ai : i< (2;\.)+l, if our conclusion

fails then one of the following two cases occurs.

Case I: there are 1«2;\.)+ and ba E A1(a« 2;\. )+) such that tp(ba,B,) are

distinct (for distinct a's).

W.l.o.g. leba) = k: for every a. Next we show that w.l.o.g. k: = 1, other-

wise choose an example with minimal k: (possibly replacing C by a finite

monadic expansion). W.l.o.g. the ba form a tI-system hence by k's

minimality are disjoined. If k> 1, let ba = Ca---< d a>; w.l.o.g. for some

cp = cp(x,y;z), the types tp",(ba,B7
) are distinct.
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Clearly if for some a, ltp(d(1,B..,ucv): {3 < (2)-)+! has power> 2\ we get

contradiction to k's minimality, hence w.l.o.g. 0.< (3< (2")+, o« (2)-)+ implies

tPrp(c(1"< d(1) ,B,) tprp(c a,,< a;» ,B..,). Similarly w.l.o.g. 0.< {3< (2")+, U< (2")+

implies tp rp(c (1"< d(1) ,B..,) tp rp(c a"< a;» ,B..,). W.l.o.g. for every {3 there is no

(f< {3 such that C(1"< d{f> satisfies this. W.l.o.g. for some monadic predicate

P,P = 1d(1: {3< (2")+1, so d(1 is defined from C (1' so we can decrease k.

An alternative way to do it is as follows. Let Ii a =

<ai(a,O)"" ,ai(a,k-1» ' w.l.o.g. i(a,O)< ... <i(a,k-l), and as the ba's are

pairwise disjoint, wl.o.g. 0.< i(a,k -t) < i ({3,0) for 0.< {3.

We may expand e by Pm = lai(a,mf 0.< (2")+1, and using the order defined by

a1 on : i < (2)-)+! we can define the functions ai(a,O) hence can

code 6a by ai(a,O)'

So there are 7< (2")+ and b a E: A 1 (0.< (2")+), and ep such that tprp(b a'B.y)

are distinct for distinct a's, and w.l.o.g. 7 is minimal. First assume

ep = ep(x,y). Also w.l.o.g. for every 71 < 7 < 0.< (2")+, there are (2)-)+ (3's

such that tprp(ba,B..,) = tprp(b(1,B..,.). Hence for any n we can find

70 < 71 < .:. < "Izn' and (2")+ for 7/E Zn2 such that "Izn < 7,7< and
form 2n,n,l/E Zn2:

Expand e by:

R= lb :7/E: zn2, 1\ (7I<2m) = OV7/(2m+l) = O)!
a., m<n

Q 1 =

Q2 = lb"'2m+l : m<n!

P = B.., .

Let (remembering e defines the order on 1ai : i < (2")+1):

1f;(x,y) R(x) 1\ Qz(y) 1\ (3 xl' Yl)[R(x 1) 1\ Ql(Yl) 1\

1\ (vyz)[Qz(yz) l\a1(Yz,Yl) e1(yz,Y)] 1\

A [x, X 1 realizes the same ep-type over

lz E: P : a1(z ,y)l but not over
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It is easy to see that:

Together with compactness this shows that some finite monadic expan

sion of e has the independence property, contradiction.

We still have to deal with the case cp= cp(x,y), l(y» 1. Let l(y) = m let

<." be the lexicographic order on m (B.y) , (based on e '): so m B 7 = H'ia :
a < 7m j, aa < », iff cx < f5 < 7m · We then let 7· s 7m be minimal such that

llcp(x,afl): f5< 7·, FCP(ba,afl)j: 7< cx< (2)'')+1 has power (2)'')+. Now again

necessarily 7· is limit and we can find fO < fl < ... < f· and 7· < ary < (2)'')+

for TJ E G';2 which are eventually zero such that

A cp[b"._,a R] '=' cp[b a ,aR] iff TJ l = /.I l
fl< 71 -'I" v "

Our only problem is to code f071:l < wI by monadic predicates, which is easy

applying Ramsey theorm on the 071' s and using the order on Bj .

Case II: For some finite c Ee and some f < (2A)+, ltp(b,By U c): be All

has power (2A)+

Like case I.

Case III: Note case II.

We shall prove

(*) if c e, W c f0: 0< (2A)+, cf 0> Al is stationary, then for

some closed unbounded U C (2A)+, and function f,

Dam f = Un W; f(cx) < cx for cx E U n W, and for each 7 the

sequence (tp (aa'c U fa,e: f5 < a, f (f5) = 70: f (a) = 7> is

increasing.

Now it suffice to prove (*). As then we define by induction on n Kn , and

for t E Kn, Wt , Us, r«. Ct such that:

(a) Ko= f< 0> I, W<o> = We f 0< (2)'')+: cf 0> Al. c<o> is the empty

sequence.

(b) for t E Kn c't E e is a sequence of length n, and if cxl < cx2' .. < CXn

are in Wt , then

tp ( ( aa" ,aa".... , ... ,aa2,aa,>' l a 7 : 7 < cx1,7 E Wtl)
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(c) Kn is a family of sequences of length n of ordinals < (2A)+

(d) for t E Kn, Ut is a closed unbounded subset of (2A)+, f t a function

with domain o, n Wt, ft(a)< a

(e) Kn+I = 7]EKn , I'ERang(ft) for some t EKnl and

W1) - <7'> 1a E W1): ex E [} 1) and f 1)( rx) = 1'1
For n a-no problem, for n + 1: for each W1)(7] E Kn) apply (*) (with c = C1))'

Now Ko, W1),c1)(7] E Ko) are defined,

If W1)'c7] are defined we can define f 7]'U7] by applying (*), then define

(I' E Rang(f 7])) by (d), If we do this for every 7]E Kn, we can

define Kn + I by (e),

For every 0 E W<>, we can define by induction on l < w, 7]t E Kt, such

that 7]t 7]t+l t l, 0 E Wryl and Rang'Tlt C 0 and the 7]t are unique but maybe

for some l, 0 U'/} hence 7]['+1 is not defined. Let c:(<5) co be such that 7][' is

defined iff l < c:(0). If 10' c:(<5) < wi is stationary, we get contradiction by

Fodor lemma. If W' = !0: (o) = w! is stationary, then ')'(0) sup .,l+l(l)· < <5
t cs»

for oE W' (as cf 0> A) hence for some stationary WI C W', 7(0) is constant

on WI. As = 2Aw.l.o.g. 7Jt0 = 7Jt for every 0 E WI. Now n W'/) is station-
L<Gl

ary and by (b) (a;, : i E n IV'/}) is an indiscernible sequence.
t <Gl

Proof of (*): For notational simplicity let C = ¢ For every 'P= ep(x,y),

and I' < (2A)+, type p Sf '!;/!tp'l'(ai,B7'): I' < i < (2A)+! and natural

number n we define when Rk'l'(p) n:

For n = a-always.

For n = 2m+l, Rk(P) n iff there is (3, ')'< (3< (2A)+ and distinct

Pl,P2 E Sp extendingp with Rk'l'(pd,Rkq;(P2) 2m.

For n = 2m +2, Rk (P) n iff for every {3, I' < (3 < (2A)+ there is

Pl ESp extendingp with Rk",(Pl) 2m+1.

If there are P ,ep such that Rkq;(p) n for every n < w, the proof is as in

case 1. Suppose not, then for every P E U Sf let Rk 'I'(P) be the maximal n
7'

such that Rk ",(P) n. Clearly

R",(P2)
fJ

Now for every 0 E Wo = !i < (2A)+: cf i > Ai. and a, there is 7(0,P) < 6 such

that:
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]'(6.'1') 'r < 6 Rkrp(tprp(ao.B-y(o,rp))) =:

Rk '1'( tp rp(ao,B.y) )

Let ]'(0) =: U ]'(6.'1') so ]'(6) < 6. As we can use several f 's (by coding) we
'I'

can restrict ourselves to some stationary W1 CWo. such that for some ]'.

(v 0 E W1) []'(o) =: ],.]'

As not case II similarly w.l.o.g. for some p (v°E W1) [tp (a",B.'I') =: p].

Clearly Rk<p(p t '1') is not even. hence is odd, (for every '1'). Suppose

]'.< 01 < &zin W1• tp(ao,.Blj.) q. tp(aOz.BOz)' then for some 'Pando: < °1.0: > ]'.

and both tp<p(ao,.Ba ) op tp<p(aOz,Ba ) have the same rank (Rk<pH) as p. con

tradiction.

§4 From indiscernibles to finitely satisfiable and Hanf numbers

4.1. Lemma:

Suppose <rLt : t EI> is an indiscernible sequence (I infinite). Then we

can find a model N of power T such that for every tEl,
tp(at,Nu las: s «; to is finitely satisfiable in N.

Proof: Let I C J, t (n) E J  I, ( v t E I) [t < t (n +1) < t (n ) ] .

Let 1rLt . tEll c M C e, and let M· be an expansion of M by Skolem

functions (so M· is an L ·model, L C L "). By Ramsey theorem and the com

pactness theorem, there is a model M+ of the theory of M·, and
bt E M+ (t E J) such that:

(*) for every 'P(x 1, ... • x n ) E L·. and S1< ... < sn E J if

Clearly for every S 1< < Sn E J. t 1< ... < tn E I the Ltypes of

<bS ! ' ...• bs">in M+ and (rLt! , at"> in M are equal, hence w.l.o.g. the

Lreduct of M+ is an elementary submodel of e and at =: bt for t s: I, Lastly

let Nee be the model whose universe is the Skolem hull of 1bt(n) : n < CJI
in M+. and rLt bt also for t E i-t.

So let t EI and we should prove that tPL(rLt, Nulas: s<t.sEIl) is fin

itely satisfiable in N. Let dEN. to < t 1 < ... < tn =: tEl. 'I' E L.

el='P[bt".bt,,-t..... bta.d] so for some L·-term T, and k<CJ.
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d = 7(bt {o) • . . . • bt{k))' As <bt : t E: J) is indiscernible in M+. and

M+ 1= ip[ b tn• btn-t' ...• bt o' 7(e,CO)•...• bt{k))] clearly

M+ 1= ip[bt(k+l).btn-t' ...• bto.d]

As bt (k+ 1) E: N. we finish.

4.2. Conclusion:

If A (/-L) f "'. M a model of power A. then for some N of power IT I. M

has a decomposition <1\ : i < a) over N. 1\ ¢. a E: !/-L./-L+1l
Proof: Immediate by 2.5. 4.1.

Remember is the set of sentences of efOO'A with quantifier depth

< O.

4.3. Theorem:

Suppose (Too.2nd )

1) For limit ordinal d and every A the Hanf numbers of the logic ef2"A'
/-Ll for models of T expanded by,,:;; IT I monadic predicates. and

J-U2. for linear well ordering expanded by,,:;; 1 T I monadic predicates,

satisfies

2) The Lowenheim and Hanf number of ef ,A' for well ordering

expanded by ,,:;; 1 T I monadic predicates, are equal; so if A.o: are definable in

second order logic, then those numbers are smaller than the Hanf number

of 2nd order logic.

Proof: 1) By 2.6. 4.2 this is reduced to a problem on monadic theory of sum

of models. for complete proof see [Sh4]. However if

(v a)(a < 0 0: + 0: < 6). > IT I there are no problems.

2) See [BSh].

Now by 4.3 and 3.4:

4.4. Conclusion:

For T as above.

1) The Hanf number of L""",(mon) for models of T is strictly smaller

than the Hanf number of second order logic.
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2) Even in Lx.x we cannot interpret a pairing function on arbitrarily

large sets in models of T.

Part II

Hypothesis: (Teo. 2n d ) ,;;/(T.mon)

§1 On a rude equivalence relation

1.1. Context:

Let Mo be a fixed model «(.. C)Mo c M 1 C C. and in M 1 every type over Mo
(With < CJ variables) is realized. The case IIMol1 = ITI. IIMtil $ ZiTI will

suffice. We let 8 be an elementary extension of Mo. which is the model we

want to analyze: and we assume tp .(8.M1) is finitely satisfiable in Mo (and

8 c C).

Av(D. M 1 U U fs(8)) (see for definition 11.4,
s<t

We denote by Bt the image of B by 1t·
For a EB let at = It(a), <at,··· ,an> t =

o E: I. f 0 = the identify.

We usually suppress members of Mowhen used as individual constants.

We further let I be a ,,-saturated dense linear order. tc> Zl TI. and we can

find elementary naping It (t E 1) such that Dom It = 8. 1 t M 0 = the

identity. and for some ultrafilter D on 8 Mo, tp.(Jt(B), M1 U U Is(8)) is
s<t

1.5).

1.1A Remark:

Except in Z. 1. Z.3. we use just the indiscernibili ty of the B t 's.

1.2. Definition:

1) On B = Bo. we define a relation Eo:

aEob iff in some monadic finite expansion of C the set

1< at ,bt > :t E: II is first order definable.

Z) For a E:B. Od (a) hold if in some monadic fini te expansion of C the

set 1< ("J·t,as>:t E I, s E I, t « s ] is first order definable.

1.3. Claim:

1) Eo is an equivalence relation

2) aEob implies Od(a) Od(b)
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Proof: Easy

1.3. Claim

Ifak c. bk/Eoc. m then:

(i) tp ... . M 1) is the same for all t 1•...• tn E I

n-1
(ii) tp(a n • M 1 u u a k ) is finitely satisfiable in Mo

k=l

(iii) if an := 5--c, tp(c. M 1 u 5) is finitely satisfiable in Mo. then
n-1

tp (c. M 1 U 5 u ak) is fini tely satisfiable in M rv,
k=l

Proof: Clearly (ii) follows from (i) (just choose tn > t 1• . . . • tn -1 in (i)] and

also (iii) follows by 1 1.6 from (ii).

n and then on

such that

So let us prove (i), and we prove it by induction on

k :::; n, restricting ourselves to <t l' ...• tn >
1 ft 1• . . . ,tnJ I n--k (for k: n we get the conclusions)

Suppose we have prove it for n ' < n and for n' = n, k:' < k.

1.3A Fact:

By replacing C by a monadic finite expansion we can replace am by a

singleton < am>. Replacing C by a finite monadic expansion C+ does not

preserve the properties of Mo,M l' (B s: s E I>. However we can w.l.o.g.

assume that (I]s: S EI) is indiscernible over M1 in C+. We could here

also use L(C+)-formulas only of the form I{J( ... ,xn ... ,Fk (xn) ... ) where

I{JE L(C), Fk are definable in C+ and maps each I] s into itself and commute

with the functions f s :

1.4. Notation:

For non-decreasing sequences (s 1•...• Sn >. (t l' ... ,tn ) from I, we

say that <S l' 'Sn > is closed to (t l' ... ,tn > if

either(a)t 1 < < tn,sm tm +1Sm +1= tm'Si= m,m+l,for

some m , 1:::; m :::; n

or ([3) for some 1:::; l < m :::; n

and (Vi)
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We shall prove:

1.5. Fact:

If (s 1, ... 'Sn > is closed to (t 1, ... ,tm >, both non-decreasing

sequences from I, 11 t i : i = 1, nIl = n -Ie, then tp ( ( at;, ... >' M 1) =

tp ( ( as
1
" ... ,a:" >.M 1)

This suffice for proving 1.3 as any equivalence relation Eon

1( t i- ...• t n >: t i E I, 11 t i : i

satisfying the following has just one class:

(a) if s is closed to t both non decreasing then s e i

(b) if (S1.· ... sn) E (sn+1.'" ,s2n) and (Vi,jE[l.2n]) [Si<Sj "" tj<tj]
then (t 1•... ,tn >E (tn + 1• . . . • t 2n >.
Proof of the Fact 1.5:

Note that 1.4(a) occurs only when k

k > 0

0, and 1.4(P) occurs only when

Case A: k = o.
So there is a formula rp with parameters from

M 1 U 1 .... , a1;--;, a1;:22 , ...• l. such that 1= rp[a1;. but

1= -rp[aL" at,+1]. So clearly (by the indiscernibility of

( B t : tEl) over M 1) there is a formula rp with parameters

from e such that for any s < t in I F rp[a;. ai+\] J\ -rp[at. a;+1]

and w.l.o.g. F rp[a;. a;+1].
Adding monadic predicates pi = lat: tEfl,
pi+1 = /4+ 1 : t E Ij, we easily find that:

define 1< a;. a;+l > : s E Ij, where

Case B:

Now 9 contradict the non Eo-equivalence of ai, ai+1.

k > 0
So there is a formula <p with parameters from

M 1 1 l-i m +1 n 1 h th t:1 u Oil-!.• at"'+1 ' ... ,at" sue a .
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(b) t= [ t m-,l m]at l ' ... ,at"'-t ' at",

by the induction hypothesis on k , from (a) it follows

(c) for any VI, ... ,vm E it e t . tl-,l< t< tm+d '

not all of them equal t= 'P[ ' .•• ,aJ:::.]
By(b),astl tm ,

(d) for any V EltEI: t -,t<tm+d

t= -'P[a;, ...
Using the indiscernibility of (IJ t : tEl> over MI there is a for-

mula 'P' (with parameters from e) such that (c), (d) holds for any

VI, ... ,vm E I not all equal, and for any v E I respectively.

Expanding e by pi !at :tEll, we find that the formula

m
e(x ,y) = pt (x) 1\ pl+l(y) 1\ ( 3z1+2, ... ,zm)[ 1\ pi(Zi) 1\ -'P(x ,y ,zl+2' ... ,zn)]

i= 1+2

define the set!< af, ai+1 > : tEll of pairs, contradicting the

non Eo-equivalence of ai, a l + 1

§2 Extending a pair of finitely satisfiable

We continue to use the context of §l (of part II)

2.1- Claim:

If a, b EIJ then M1) = Md for some (every) s < t e.I
ifftp(b, M1 U a) is finitely satisfiable in Mo

Proof: Easy

2.2. Lemma:

There are no s < t E J, a, b E IJ and c E e and formula 'P with parame-

ters from M I , such that:

(a) t= 'P[c , as' btl

(b) t= -'P!.c, as, btl] for every t 1 > t (in 1)

(c) t= -'P!.c, as" btl for every s I < S (in 1)
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(d) a--ii is included in one Eo-equivalence class.

Proof: By (d) and 1.3A, replacing e by a monadic finite expansion w.l.o.g.

a = < a> , b = < b>. By Ramsey theorem and compactness we can assume

that if <v 1, ... ,vrn >, <U l' ... 'Urn>' are increasing sequences from I,
( 3k) (vic = Ulc = s), ( ae) (vic = uk = t) then

tp.( <Bv,' ... ,BV rn >' lvl1 U Ie l)

tp.( <BUl' . . . ,BUrn >' lvl1 U Ie l) .

By II. 1.3A, w.l.o.g. e has predicates for Iat : t E Ii, Ie, : t E Ij, and

bt >: t E II. We shall try to use e for coding IS,tl (i.e., las,btl), which

contradict (Too,2
n d ) $'(T,mon) (see 1. 1.3(2)).

Case A: notOd(a)

SubcaseAl: For any v EI,s < v « t , F'P[e,av,bt ].

Then we can fix t, and define! < av' bu > : v < U < t l as in the proof of 1.5

Case A and then define 1< av, au,> : v < U Ell, contradic ling nol Od (a).

Subcase A2: Not Al but for any v E I, if v > t, then F '1'[ e , av ' btl

Similar contradiction: fix s, and using the function I< au, bv > :VEIl
define 1< bv ' bu > : S < v <u> I.
Subcase A3: For v E I, if S < v < t then F 'P[e ,as' bv ]

like subcase Al (interchanging a and b)

Subcase A4: Note A3 but if v E I, v < S then F '1'[ e ,as' bv ]

like A2 (interchanging a and b)

Subcase A5: Not Al-A4

Here e code the pair < as, bt > : as is unique for t such that S ¢ t and

'P(e, as' bt ) (by not Al, A2). By symmetry (i.e., as not A3, A4) t is unique for

s, by the indiscernibility we have over e and as I is dense this shows that e

determine < S , t> , so we get the contradiction to the hypothesis of Part II.

Case B: Od(a)

Let e(x,y,z) says all the relevant things on < a,b,c> : x E lav : v E Ij,

yElbv:vEIj, 'P(x,y,z), where x'<x [i.e., (3V<U)

(x'=aul\x=au,)] and where y'<y [i.e., (3V<U)

(y = bv 1\ u' = bu ) ] and the amounl of 'P(z ,-;-)-indiscernibility of

<< av' bv > : v E I) over [c l which holds.
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Clearly 1= e[as .e,.c ]

It suffices to prove that

(*) Ife[as(k)' bt(k)'C] fork= 1, 2thens(l) = s(2), t(1) = t(2).

By symmetry we can assume t (l) < t (2) (if t (2) < t (l) interchange the

order, if t (2) = t (1) neccessarily s (l) s (2) and invert the order). Below

U ,v denote elements of I,

Suppose s\2)<u<v, we can find u1,v 1' t(1) <u1<V 1 such that

s(2) <ul' u<t(2) <=> u 1<t(2), U t(2) <=> u 1=t(2),

v<t(2) <=> vl<t(2), andv=t(2) <=> v 1=t(2).

As 1= e[ as (Z), bt(Z), C]. it follows that

(I) cp(c ,aU 1' bv) cp(c ,au ,bv)

Now choose uz> Vz > t(2), as l=e[as(l),bt(l)'C]. clearly

(ii) cp(c ,a
U 1

' bv) cp(c ,aU Z,bV 2 )

By transit.ivitly of :=

(iii) the truth val ue of cp( c ,au, bv ) is the same for all v> u> s (2).

Now (iii) is a property of c and s (2), and it fails for any s'< s (2) as

1= cp[as(Z)' bt(z),c] but 1= when v > t(2); so as(Z) is definable

from c, aridt.hen we can easily define bt (2) ' and so get the desired contrac

tion.

2.3, Lemma:

If a, b, c E e, tp(b, Mo U a) is finitely satisfiable in Mo then:

ip (I>"< c > ,Me U a) is finitely satisfiable in Mo or

tp(l>, Mo u a"< c» is finitely satisfiable in Mo

Proof: Suppose a, 6, c form a counterexample. W.l.o.g. B is IIMoll+
saturated. Choose a' E B realizing tp(a, Mo), then choose b' such that

tp(a'--b', Mo) = tp(a--b, Me), Then choose 6" realizing tp(6', Mo u a') such

that tp (6", M 1 U a. ') is fini tely satisfiable in M0; now tp (a.'--b", M 1) is finitely

satisfiable in Mo, so we could have chosen J1, D such that a'--b" c B.
Now choose c' EB such that tp(a'--b""< c '>, Mo) tp(11.--b,,< c'>, Mo);

hypothesis 2.2 (d) may fail for a', b", c', but by 1.3 (iii) we get it by replac

ing a', 1>" by a' () (c' /Eo) , 6" () (c /Eo) .
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We can choose e", such that e"-ti's---b"t, e-ti---b realizes the same type

over Mo, and tp.«e"l uu IB v : s v tL M I uu IBv : v <sO is finitely

satisfiable in Mo. We can furthermore assume as in the proof of 1. 2.6 that

for v> t tp.(Bv , U B u U 1e"j U M1) is finitely satisfiable in Mo, so
u<v

tp.( U Bv ' M I U u Bu u lc'n is finitely satisfiable in MI. Now a's, b"t, e "
v> t u';; t

satisfies (a) (b) (c) (d) of 2.2 if a, b, c where a counterexample to 2.2, where

s < t e I. So by 2.2 we have proved 2.3.
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More on Stationary Coding

We here continue our investigations in [Sh l ] on stationary coding sets

(introduced and investigated by Zwicker [Z]) making some improvements

and additions.

The various claims are not so connected. They include:

A If K; = f-... = f-...IC then there is a (K;+,f-...+)-stationary coding (see 23)

B If f-... = is regular, 5 C 10< f-...": cf 0= is stationary but does not

reflect then there is an ,f-...+)-stationary coding (see 24, 25)

C If f-... = then () ('J) (;\+)) (see 28); for more on diamonds see 13, 14,

15.

D We note that Martin Maximum implies that "there is no sta-

tionary coding for every f-..." and we show that statement for ;\ = when

-;to (see 3). We note also that for K; first inaccessible, strong stationary

coding may not exist (see 4).

E We also give an elementary presentation of "a normal fine filter on f-... (or

P<1C(f-...)) concentrating on the wrong cofinality is not f-...+-saturated" (see

6,7,8). <> ('J)) has an even stronger conclusion (see 17).

F On strong stationary coding see 18.

1. Notation:

1) If < • a well order the set a let otp (a, < *) be the order type. If a is a

set of ordinals, < • the usual order then we wri te otp (a).

Let ord be the class of ordinal.
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l a : 1a 1< K; and for every n and x i- ... ,xn '

if xl E X 2 E X 3 . . . E X n E a ,

then x 1 is an ordinal < 0: or

a set of power < IC l

H<{C(O) is written H(K;).

3) Observe that 1H< /C(o:) 1= 12+0: I< I< when K; is regular.

4) For fC5, A let B = B /C,A be a subset of H < IC(A) of power A. such that for

some M·, M· < es (H«2A)+) , E), K; EM·, IIMo'l =: A, A E MO, AC M· and

B::: M·nH<tc(A), hence

(i) if A<IC = A then B = H<tc(A)

(ii) if A<tc> A but there isB C H<IC(A) ,

then B satisfies this

5) Let edlC,A be a one-to-one function from BIC,A onto A, and let dedlC,A be its
inverse

Let dcd" (a) ::: !ded(x): xEaj

6) Let 'J)e ( a an uncountable regular cardinal), be the filter generated by

the closed unbounded subsets of 9, 'J) cb is the filter of co-bounded subsets
e

of e.

7) For f ,g : !4ord, f< g means It E I: f(t) < g(t)j ED, f /'J) < g /'J)
D

has the same meaning
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8) If':b is an filter on a set I, f :1-'> ord then the ':b-rank of f is

denoted by Rk (f ,':b), is an ordinal. We define it by defining by induction on

ex when Rk (f ,':b) = ex:

RkU ,':b) = ex iff ex = U!(5+1 : (5< ex, and for some g/':b< f /':b, Rk(g ,':b) = ex)

9) If Dom f = e a regular uncountable cardinal. let Rk (f) = Rk U ,':b Cb). e

10) For':b a fine normal filter onP< /C(A), Be A let

':b tB = {I a nB : a E: Il : I E: ':b }

':b tB is a fine normal filter on P< /C(B)

2. Lemma:

1) The following are equivalent for a regular uncountable I(; and station-

ary t c «:

(i) there are function g oJex< I(;+),g from I(; to 1(;, such that (Vi < 1(;)

g(i) < !il)+andg",/':b/C< gr/':b/Cforex< (5<
(v) for any cardinal Jk such that (v 0 E: T) [cf fJ> Jk1\ !0!!.J.< 1(;], cardinal A > I(;

and subsets Pi C A (i < Jk) there are functions gi : I(; -'> I(; (i < Jk) such that

the following set is stationary (i.e., '" ¢mod ':b< JA))

1a E P< /C(A) : a rvc is an ordinal and for i < u: the order type of arsP, is

gi(anl(;), and if 0 is an accumulation point of a,

cf W cf (an/C) then 0 E: a l
2) Assume (i) of 1) holds (for /C,T), A= 1(;+"', lal+< /C and (V"1 < 1(;)

[1I'llal < /C]. If T is a set of inaccessibles (not necessarily strong limit) then
there is a (1(;,7\) -stationary coding.

2.A Remark:

Lemma 2 (1) says that in [Sh1] 12, 12A we can add condition (v) to the

four equivalent conditions. Lemma 2 (2) says we can strengthen [Sh1] 13

(which uses the same assumption and deduce the existence of a (IC,A)-weak

stationary coding (with no additional condition on T)).

Proof:

1) We use [Sh1] 12A which has the same proof of [Shl] 12. Now (v) here

implies (iv) there trivially. The proof there of (iv) gives (ii)==? (v).
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2) Like the proof of [Sh t] 13.

3. Fact:

1) If then there is a stationary 5 C which does not

reflect, i.e., 5 op ¢mod but for every 0:< (but

5 n (0:) = ¢mod

2) If 5 c !a : a c 1(;+, a n I(; an ordinal, la I < I(;j C 5<,,(1(;+) is a station

ary set which does not reflect IC regular uncountable, then for some

C E:,2)" "0(1(;+), C n 5 is a weak (I(;,IC+)stationary coding for (IC,IC+)

Proof:

1) Let for an ordinal i, hi be a one to one function from Ii I onto i. In

V' L [ <hi : i < w2)] there are at most countable subsets of w[ (and
= [V' 1= "a E V 1= "a E: But it is

known that every C E has power > So

S : a E a g V'j is .", ¢mod But for every 0: <
using hex there is Cex E Cex C V' (each member of Ca has the form

!ha(i) : i < ol for some 0< Wl)' So S does not reflect.

2) Let 5 C 5< ,,(IC+) be op ¢ mod ,2) < ,,(1(;+), but

S n 5<,,(0:) = ¢mod,2)< ,,(0:) when IC 0: < 1(;+ Let h{i be a one to one func

tion from I{:?I onto {:? When I(; 0:< 1(;+ let 0: = u at, at increasing con
i<"

tinuous in i, at g S. (Possible by the choice of 5). Let Ca = !i < 1(;: h a
maps i onto atl so Ca is a club of 1(;. Let 9 a: I(; /C be defined by

ga(i) = Min(Ca -i).

Let C* = !a E 5<,,(1(;+): a is closed under h a, h;;l and ga and a n /C is an ordi

nal]

Obviously C· E: So 5 n C· is op ¢ mod

Suppose (*) a,b E S ..c; a C b, a n wI = b n WI' a b, and we shall

get a contradiction.

Let o=anl(;=bn/C. If o:Eanb, then ano:=!ha(i):

i < oj = b n tc. We know b ¢, let {:? Min (b -a); by the previous sen

tence a C {:?I hence a = b n fJ. Now as b is closed by 9 {i' clearly 0 E: Cp,

hence (using h a and the definition of C{J) a = at, so a g 5, contradiction.
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So (*) is impossible hence S n C· is a weak (/C,/C+)-stationary coding.

Remark: The proof is similar to some proofs in [FMS].

4. Fact:

It is consistent that e.g. the first inaccessible cardinal A, is a strong

limit and for no (regular uncountable) /C < A, a strong (/C, A)-stationary cod-

ing exists (assuming the consistency of suitable large cardinals)

Proof: Woodin constructs a model of set theory in which the first inaccessi-

ble A is strong limit and <1-,. fail. By [Sh I ] 7A for /C < A, strong (/C,A)-

stationary coding does not exists.

Why 7A holds? By the known (folk?) proof that club implies diamond i.e.

4.A Fact: (= 7A of [Sh l j)

If there is a strong (/C,A)-stationary coding, /C< A, A= A<x> 2< Ie then
/\
\10< "A:cf 6< ICj

Proof: As A = A<X let : i < A! be a list of all bounded subset of «. Let

lao: CiESj be a strong (/C A)-stationary coding, for some stationary S C

!6< A:cf 6< /CJ C A, a= and Iaol < «. Let Po = f u : b C a J, so for
tEb

CiES, Pais a family of 2< IC subsets of O. Now we shall prove that

( Po: 0 E S> satisfies

(*) for X c A, !6< A: XnocPoJ is a stationary subset of A.

For let h: A -? Abe defined by

h (i) = Min Ij : Aj n i = X n i J

So

x r.s
for stationarily many

U (Xni) = U Ah.(i) =
iEo,6 iEO,6

fJs, a o is

U!A,.:r E a ,

closed under

r E Rang (h ta)J

2< Ie < Awe are finished by a Theorem of Kunen.

5. Leroroa:

1) It is consistent (in fact follows from the axiom from Foreman Magidor

and Shelah [FMS] Martin Maximum) that: for no A> is there an A)-

weak stationary coding
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2) It suffice to assume that 'J:J <iJl is Nz-saturated, and for every stationary

5 c P<N,(i\), 1A EP<N2(i\): 5 n P<N,(A) '" ¢ mod 'J:J<N,(A)l '" ¢

mod 'J:J<N
2(i\),

Proof:

1) We prove 1) by 2), the assumptions of 2) holds by [FMS], and for 2) we

may repeat [Sh1] 20,

Alternatively assume 5 is a weak (N 1,i\)-stationary coding, let 11 be the fam-

ily of T <: WI such that: there is an increasing continuous sequence

<CLt:i<WI) of countable subsets of i\ satisfying:

1i< W( if i E T then (3 b E5) [i CLtnwlC b c contains a club C,

For TEll let (ai(T): i< WI) , C( T) be witnesses, Now 11 is a normal ideal on

wI, hence modulo the non-stationary ideal on wI has a maximal member T*

(as 'J:J<iJl is Nz-saturated),

If T* = w, (or just contains a club), then

5* 1b EP<N1(i\): (3i) [b n U aj(T*) = ai(T*) I\i E C(T*)]
j < GJ,

and b rt U aj(T*) l
j<<iJl

is a club of P<N,(i\), and any member of 5* n 5 contradict the assumption

"5 is a weak (N 1,i\)-stationary coding", but such an element exists.

If w,-T* is stationary, 51 1b E 5: b n [ u aj (T*)] = (T*) for some
j< <iJl

i T*l cannot be stationary otherwise by the second hypothesis of 5(2) we

get contradiction to the maximalety of T*. So for some C1 E 'J:J<N,(i\),

P<N,(i\): b <Z. . u aj(T*), and
J < GJl

b n n[, u aj(T*] is CLt(T*) for some i < wI!.
J <""

Clearly Cz E 'J:Jdl,(i\), Hence C1 n Cz E 'J:J<N,(i\) hence there is

b E C1 n Cz n 5, As b E C1 we know b 51, and as b E Cz for some i < w1

b n L u aj(T*)] = CLt(T*), b '" CLt(T*). This implies as b 51 by the defini-
3<<iJl

tion of 51 that i E T*, hence there is ai E 51 a'i (T*) n WI C a C ai (T*), As by

the choice of band ibn WI <: (T*) c b, CLt (TO) '" b we get a, b contradict-

ing "5 is a weak (N 1,i\)-stationary coding".
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* *

We give an elementary (i.e. with no forcing) presentation of the proof of

[Sh1] 14.

6. Theorem:

If :J) is a fine normal filter on 1 = ia CA. cf (sup a)'1" cf 1a I J, and A is

regular then there are functions f i for i < A+ such that. Dom f i = 1,

fi(a) E a and for i '1" i. ia F 1: fi(a) = fJ(a)J ¢mod:J)

Proof: We can find At(i < A+) such that:

(*) At is a subset of A, unbounded in A, and for j < i., At n AJ is bounded

in A

[just let Ai(i< A) be pairwise disjoint subsets of A of power A, and then

define At i < A+) by induction on i: for each i let U : j < i l be

fj 0. : 0: < AJ, and let At = (3< Al where = Min (AJp - 0. fJ AJJ ,) it exists

as IAj/'AjJ < Afor 0: < (3].

Let for i < A+, gi • i -> A be such that iAJ -gi (j) : j < i J are pairwise dis

joint. Let f i be a strictly increasing function from A onto At (for i < A+)

hence f i (0:) 2 0:. So Ci = ia: a is closed under f d belongs to :J). For each

a E 1let a = . 0: < Iall.
Now for each a E Ci , a n is unbounded is a, (by the definition of ,Ci )

so for some < la I, At : 0: < O:i(a)J is unbounded in a (as

cf (sup a) '1" cf 1a 1).

Next for i < A+ let hi be a onetoone function from A onto AU/j : j < il
and define by induction on i :

Cil ia C i U A. a closed under hi ' h i --{ , a n A E 1

a n A closed under f i' f i--{ ,

a closed under gj , (j E a or j = i)

and for j E a , a n (j U A) E cll

Clearly Ci
l ianA:aECill is in:J), and for each a 1 there is at most one

a' E cl satisfying a'rv; = a (a).
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Now we define for i < A+ a function d i with domain 1.

(cxt(a).otp(fjE14,"(a):Q.j(a)= cxt(a)l) , if 14,"(a)nA=a

hi" (a)EC/

Min a otherwise

Now we shall finish by showing:

A: for i 1 i 2 , la E 1: di,(a) = di2(a)l ¢mod:.D

B: for a E I, ldi(a) : i< A+l has cardinalit.y s; a

Why this suffice? As for each a E I we can find a orie-t.o-one function ea
from ldi(a): i < A+l into a and now use the A+ functions

( ea (di(a)) : i < A+ )

Proof of A W.l.o.g. i 1 < i 2 and A:=;; i 1 for notational simplicity. Clearly

R= laEI: hi z" (a) ECi;, i 1Ehi2"(a) (hence hi," (a) = hi2"(a)ni 1ECi;

belongs to:.D. Let a be in it, and d.,;,(a) = d.,;2(a). Clearly dit(a) Min a

hence by the first coordinale in di(a), a..,;,(a) = a..,;.(a). Now hi1"(a):

Q.{(a) = a..,;,(a)l is an initial segment of (a): Q.{(a) a..,;z(a)! (as

a E R) and a proper one (as i 1 belong to the latter but not the former). As

the ordinals are well ordered, their order types are not equal. That means

that the second coordinate in the d.,;, (a), d.,;2( a) are distinct. So

di(a) is true aER, as required.

Proof of B: As the number of possible a..,;(a) is :=;; la I. and the number of

order types of well orderings of power < Ia I is Ia I it suffice to prove:

(.) for i< A+, a ECi
1, the set u = lJ E a : Q.j(a n A) = cxt(anA)! has power

< lal
Why (.) holds? Because for j E u the set

Q. < a..,;(anA)l

is unbound in aro.
but Aj ngi(j) is bounded in aro; (as a is closed under gi)

hence
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is an unbounded subset of a n 7\, hence non empty.

But <T j : j E a, o.j(an7\) = CXr;(an7\) > is a sequence of pairwise disjoint

subsets of 0. < CXr;(an7\)j (by the choice of gi). As they are non empty

their number iss o.<CXr;(an7\)ll < lal·

7. Claim:

Let ::D be a fine normal filter on I C P< 1C(7\) , 7\ singular and (va E 1)
cflalo;tcf7\ I\cf7\=sup(cf7\na)) and

Rk (Ia l.::DgJ,J s Ia 1+
Then there are functions r, for i < 7\+, Dam t, = I, tv o. E l)[fi(a)Ea]

and for io;tj fa E I: fiCa) = fj(a)) = ¢mod '2J
Proof: Let (J = cf 7\, 7\ = 2.: 7\(, each 7\( regular, 2.: < 7\(< 7\ for I;< (J.

« a (
We can find for i < 7\+ functions Ai from (J to 7\, 2.: < AtW < 7\( such that

(
for i < j < .\+ there is (J such that

Let again a = 0.< lalL so for each i < '\+, a EI if Range At is

unbounded in a then for some CXr;(a) < a, (Range At) o.<CXr;(a)l is

unbounded in a (and CAt(a) = Min a otherwise).

Now for i < .\+ we define a function d i with domain I ('4,- a one-to-one

function from .\ onto i u .\):

d.;.(a) =

( CXr; (a), a tp fj E '4, , , (a) : o.j(a) = CXr; (a) l> if a = hi" (a) n .\,

(vl:f':-(ancf .\))A(cjEa
and (v j E a)

a = h/'(a) n"
Min a otherwise

We finish as in 6.

7ARemark:

1) Really we use Rk (I a I,::Dgb ) s Ia I+ (where (J = cf.\) just to get, that

for every 1;< la I for some la 1+
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(*) there are no Ii: (for i < [i< j Ii < I j]

We should observe that for a EO I, a n c has order type a.

Note that if for each « Ia I there is such H*) = u < Ia 1+« la I
and work for all (s.

Similar remark apply to 8.

8. Claim:

Suppose « a = cl A < A,

t c: 10. EP<,,(A): c/lal>" cf(sup(o,na)), and Rk(lo,J,

,2)gJ (sup (a n u)) ) Ia I+ when cf (sup a) > and

10, = 10, I when cf (sup a)

and,2) a normal fine filter on I.

Then there are for i < A+ functions Ii: ! -->A, f i (a )Eo, and for i 7" j

10, E I: li(o,)= Ij(o,)j = ¢mod '1:J.
Proof: Let At, A( be as in the proof of 7, a = : 0. < 10, I). Let hi be a ane

taone function from A onto AUlj : j < i j. For each i the set Cil Ia E I: a

is closed under At, and (Range At) n a is unbounded in a, )nA = a

and a E Cl for j and cf(sup a) = cf(sup (ana»j belongs to '1:J,
and for a E Cl let < 10, I be minimal such that

(Range At) () : 0. < is unbounded in a . We then let

I< (a), 0 tp lj : j E hi" (a) , CXj (a) = cxi (a ») >
=

Min a

and we proceed as in the proof of 6, 7 (and see 7A).

9. Definition:

otherwise

1) For IC < A, IC regular, and a model N with universe INI which is an ordi

nal < «, two place relation Rf, a three place relation Rf and a partial

one place function FN (if one of them is not memtioned this means it is

empty), let (see notation 1(5»:

T",A(N) = la EP<,,(A): dcd"(o,) nA= a,
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and there are bs (for s E IN I) such that:

(i) bs <: a, a= ubs' bsEdcd"(a) (equivalently
SEN

Cd/C,A(bs) E a)

(i i ) sRl(t implies bs c bt

(iii) sRzt implies cdd(bs) E, bt

(iv) for each t .
R(f (a, s, t) l E bt

a E N,

(v) for t E DomFN , Ibt I s F(t)

2) For K a family of models T/C,A (K) =

:3) NO (9) (so R l,Rz,R3 ,F are empty)
9

Nl = (9, < ) (so R z,R3,F are empty)
9

NZ (N,<,<) (so R 3,F are empty)
9

N 3 (9,<,< ,R3) where R 3 = « a.ccv> ,a<!<9l (so F is empty)
9

* * *

We now show that [Sh1] 13 (and 12) is applicable sometimes. (see 2, 2A

above for what they say), This is when K; = A. in 10,

10. Claim:

Suppose K; = fL+ S A., 9 regular, < e < fL, and Rk (fL+, '1:)'Jb) = fL+ Then
9

there is a function g from TTl(; A(N 1) to K; such that for every well order, e
ing < • of A.
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11. Remark:

i) We can use other N'e, but then have to change accordingly the filter by

which we define the rank.

2) In [Sh2] various sufficient conditions for RIC(jJ/,'J) cll) = fl+ are given:
e

(When cf fl 'l' e):

and

4) As for a E T 1f3: f3 < g (a)j has power u, and C' = 1a E P< ,,:u,):
Ia I = fll E 'J)< /C('\) , we can deduce that:

soex) ,u bOo' bOo is increasing in
0.< e

otp(bi o' < ' ) < otp(a) for each 0.. So clearly It suffices La prove

If the conclusion of 10 holds for T then there are functions gi . (for

i < ,\+) g(a) E a such that for i'l'j gi(a) = gj(a)J = ¢mod 'J)</C('\)

Proof of 10: For each well ordering < • of II. let

C[<'] = 1aE:P</C(,\):foreachi Ea,cd",,(i) n,\c a and

otp(cd/C,)..(i) "II., <') < otp(a)J

It is clearly closed unbounded, i.e., belongs to 'J)</C('\) Now if

a E T(N 1
) " C[<'J, let <bOo : 0. < e> witness "a E T" (i.e.. io. E a,

e
i«> cd/C,'A(bo.)E B/C,'A' a=

12. Fact:

If e is regular cardinal, < e < fl, e 'l' cf fl and Rk (fl+ ,'J) CIl) = fl+ then
e

for every < fl+ there is r. < fl+ such that: if e- increasing, then
'I; i<e

for some i < e

Proof:

Suppose otp < for i < s, increasing, and t> U Ai Define for r < S
i<e

a function h-y: by: h.-/i) = otp (Ai "r)· So each h.; is a function from eta

ordinals, and for {3 < 'r ( vi < e) [h l1(i ) s h,,/(i )], moreover for some j < e

f3EAj hence (vi) This clearly implies

Rk ( 2J cll );::" (, but Rk ( 2J cll ) < fl+
e e
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13. Definition

For /<; A, tc regular, :JJ a normal fine filter on I c P < ,,(A),

1) <> (:JJ) means that there are <Aa, : a I), Aa, e a, such that for

every A c A, la E J: Ana = Aal ¢mod:JJ

2) <> *(:JJ) means that there are <P a, : a E I), Pa, a family of

la I subsets of a, such that for every A e Ala E I: Ana EPal
E:JJ

3) We replace :JJ by I when :JJ is the filter generated by the family of

closed unbounded subsets of I. We write I, :JJ instead of:JJ + I,

14. Remark:

We implicitly assume I ¢mod :JJ<,,(II.),

15. Fact:

1) ForIe r s: P<,,(II.),:JJ 1 e :JJ2normalfinefilteronp<,,(II.),

i) <> *(:JJ1+J) <> *(:JJ 2+I)

i i ) <> *(:JJ 1+J) =::;> <> (:JJ I)

iii) <> (:JJ 2+I) =::;> <> (:JJ 1+J)

iv) <> *(:JJ1+J) =::;> <> (:JJ 2+I)

(remember:JJ<,,(II.)+I e :JJ for any fine normal filter on I)

2) Suppose tc < 11.= 11.<",

T= la:forsomeB,aETiCA(NO), lalB [c ]
. 9

oraET",dN:),andcflal [o ]

or (3X,a,a) A A A = X+a Alal<l1= [c ] A ('V/< a)
[cj' (anx+(,>+I) < a]A a < a)j

Suppose further T ¢mod :JJ<,,(II.). Then <> * (T,:JJ" (A»

Proof: By straightforward generalization of the proof for the case A = tc, due

to Kunen for 1, (Le., 1(ii), the rest being trivial) Gregory and Shelah for 2)

(see e.g. [Sh3]). I.e., for 1)(ii), suppose <Pa, : a E P< ,,(A» exemplifies

<> • (;])1 + J). Let Pa, = i E a [. Let < , > be a pairing function on A,

and for each i < A, a EP<,,(A) let
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= fa: a E a, < a.i > E

So c ai; is < : a E P<KV,» a () (,2)l)-sequence for some i? If yes

we finish, if not let C "A exemplify this i.e.,

c- = la EP<K("A): B i r. a E,2)l

Hence

C = l a EP<K("A): (v i a) a E c-: and a is closed under < , > l E,2)

and let

A = l < a, i > : 0: E B i l

So for some a E C, A n a EPa hence for some i E A, Ana = hence

Bina = contradiction.

16. Remark:

We can enlarge Tin 15(2) to:

the set of a EP<K("A) satisfying:

(*) there is a family H of Ia I functions from a to a such that: for any

h. : a, for some b C a, h tb E H and a C U dcdKA(i)
iEb •

* * *

Now 15(2) can be combined with (15(ii) and):

17. Observation:

If,2) is a fine normal filter onP<K("A) , and () (,2) holds, then: there are

J 0. C P<K("A) for a < 2Asuch that:

Jo. -Fe ¢mod ,2), Jo. n Jp ¢mod,2) for 0: -Fe {3
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18. Conclusion:

Suppose I>. = 1>.< /C, e < /C, /C regular, I>. regular, and there is a strong (/C,I>.)-

stationary coding set S' such that ('<IaES') [ef (sup a) = 9] and

<> (.2\(I>.)+S'). Then there are Sa. C 16< 1>.: ef 6 ej for 0: < 2A, each sta

tionary, the intersection of any two nonstationary (any normal filter '2J on

I>. will satisfy this if [sup a : a E SOl c/ ¢mod:JJ and <> ('2J'+S') where

:JJ' '2J+l!a: sup aEA l : A E '2J D.

19. Conclusion:

If 9 < /C s 1>., /C = fk+, fke

<> (T, '2J/C(I>.».

Remark: This is closely related to [Sh6], [Sh7], (see particularly last

section of [Sh7]) which continues [Sh4] VIII 2.6.

Proof: By 15(2)

20. Lemma:

1) Suppose 9 < /C s X s I>. T c P<x+(I>.) ,

<> (T, '2Jx+(A» and for each a E T, X c a and:

(i) (3b C a)[ Ib I < /C f\ a = U dcdx+).,{O:)]
a.E:b

Then we can find T l C P</C(I>.), Tl c/ ¢mod '2J/C(I>.) such that

<> (T l • '2J/C(I>.» holds.

2) Suppose in addition that for a E T:

(ii) (v c C a)[Ie 1< /C CdX+,A (c)Ea]

Proof: 1) As in the proof of claim 7 in [Sh1].

As <> (Tl , '2Jx+(A» , we can find <Ma : a E T) such that Ma is a model with

universe a and countably many (finitary) functions. and for every model M

with universe A and countably many functions fa: Ma = M tal
c/ ¢ mod .:Dx+(I>.)
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For a E T we can find ba C a, Iba I < IC such that ba is closed under the

functions of Ma and a C U dcdx+ ",(ex). By the last condition, and as
",Eb. '

[a E a =:;> dcdx+,,,,(a) C aJ clearly [a l cT a2 =:;> ba , c;'c bazl We define

Nb• = u; ba , and let T1 = fba : a E Tj. So Nb (b ET 1 ) is well defined. Now

(i) T1 c P</C(X),

(ii) T1 c;'c ¢mod 'JJ/C(X) [if M is a model with universe A and countably many

functions, for some a E T Ma M a, so ba is closed under the functions

of M and ba E T 1

(iii) For every model M with universe A and countably many functions, for

some s e r., Nb = M b. [same proof as in (ii)]. Hence <> (T 1 , 'JJ/C(A))

holds.

2) Easy from the proof of 1), choosing ba in Ttc).JNe
3 )

21. Lemma:

Suppose 'JJ 1 is a fine normal filter on P<tc(A1)' IC S A1 < A. Let'JJ bc the

normal fine filter on P< tc(A) generated by

{fa EP</C(A): a n A1 E 5J: 5 E'JJ 1}. Suppose further that T1 C P<tc(A1)'

T1 cT ¢mod 'JJ 1 , () (T1,'JJ 1) and T1 is a (IC,A1)-weak stationary coding.

Lastly suppose N5i(IC,A) holds (see [Sh1] Def.8) or at least: for some algebra

M will universe A and countably many functions, M has no isomorphic but

distinct subalgebras M1 C M 2 , M1 n A1 = M 2 n A1 E T

Then there is a (IC,A)-weak stationary coding set T, for which <> (T,'JJ)

holds.

Proof: Just like 10 of [Sh1].

Remark: We can combine 21 or 22 with 23 or 24, getting existence for many

cardinals.

22. Lemma:

Suppose in the previous lemma, IC is a strongly Mahlo cardinal, T is a

(IC,Al)-stationary coding. Suppose further that if b C a are in T then for

every subset c of a of power sIb I, Cdte,A(C) Ea. Then P<te(A) has a (IC,A)-
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stationary coding.

23. Lemma:

1) Suppose Ko < I(; < i\. I(; is regular. i\< I< = i\ and (v o < /C) uKo < /C, (hence

2Ko< /C).

Then there is a (I(;,i\+)-stationary coding set T.

2) Also we can have <> (T,1)I«i\»

3) Suppose that »..< I< i\ ". 1)1 is a normal fine filter on P < I«i\) ,

has cardinality i\, and

(a) ('<fa E: T*) ('<fb C a) [Ib I -4 cdl<,,.,(b) E:a]

Let 1) be the minimal normal fine filter on 1)<,,(11.+) such that

1) A. = 1)1' Then for some 1)-stationary T, (1) + T) i\ 1)1, and T is a

stationary coding set.

4) For 3) if i\ = i\K" 11.<1< i\+ and for some To C P < I«i\)

ITol = AI\(va E:P<I«i\»(3.b E: To) [a C o ]

then 1)< I«i\) + Tis as required where

T = fa E: P <I«i\). there are e, E: To (i < Wi) increasing

Proof:

1) Let P<,,(1\) = fbi: i < i(*)l. i(*) 11.+, and let for i < i(*)
Si c s·= 10< 11.+: cf 0= Kol be pairwise disjoint stationary subsets of 11.+,

S· = \}Si' For be: u Si let i(o) be the unique i such that be: Si'
i< i(.)

Let f ,g be such that: f ,g two place functions from 11.+ to 11.+, for i < 11.+

i li:j<il = U(i,j):j< lill andforj< lil<A.+ g(i,f(i,j» = j.

23.A. Observation:

If a E P<,,(11.+) is closed under f and g, W C a is unbounded in a and

a n A. = bi then a is totally determined by wand i, and we write a = [w].
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Let for 0 E Si

Fo ia EP<,,(,\+): supa = 0, a nA= bi , a closedunderfandg,

and for any bound countable w c a , with sup w E S· ,

cd",A+(ai(sup w) [w]) E a l

p= u 71
6E:Sj

f= U P
i< i(.)

23.B. Observation:

If c c d,d oF- c and c ,d E T then Cd",A+(C) Ed

Proof: Let d r.»: = bi , C c. );= bj , wee a countable subset of C with

sup w sup C (w exists as for each a E T, cf (sup a) As c E T,

c n,\= bj necessarily sup w E Sj. If i = j then d n ,\ = c n ,\ and w is an

unbounded subset of both so d = c = contradiction. So assume

i oF- j, so necessarily sup w oF- sup a hence sup w < sup a hence

w)[w] = c but as d E T by the definition of the 71's we know that

Ed. So Cd",A+(C) Ed.

23.C. Observation: T oF- if> mod 'J) IC('\)

Proof: By Rubin and Shelah [RS]. (see proof of 24 after 24A)

Continuation of the proof of 23.

The observations above finishes the proof of 23( 1).

2) We let f(bi,Mi): i < i(*)l list all pairs (b ,M), where b E P< IC('\) ,

M = (aM,A M ) , aM < IC, AM C a. We use fbi: i < i(*)l as above and for a E T,

sup a E Ti , let Aa = E A: otp E AM'j. Now (Aa:a E T) is a wittness

for <> (T, 'J) IC('\))'
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3) Same proof.

4) Left to the reader.

24. Lemma:

Suppose < IC A, K regular, S· C 10 < 1..+: cf 6 = and .1J is a nor-

mal fine filter on P<K('\) such that:

(i) 1..+ = (1..+) ......

(Ii) there is Y' c '2J of power A

(iii)if 1..< 0: < 1..+, and '2J a is the unique normal fine filter on 0: such

that 2Ja A = 2J then:
1a E:P<K(O:) . there is 0 E S· n 0: -a

such that 6 sup (on a)j = ¢mQd Da

(iv) 2< K A

Let 2J1 be the minimal normal fine filter on

P<K (,\+) such that 2J1 ,\ = 2J

Then there is T C P<K(A+), such that T is a (K,A+)-stationary coding,

(2J 1 + T) 1..= 1J and <> (T,1J 1)

Proof: Let i(bi,Mi): i < i(*)] (where i(*) E 11..,1..+0 list the pairs (b ,M),

b E: y', M = (aM,AM), aM < K, AM C aM (by (i) this is possible). Let s; C S·

(for i < i(*) be pairwise disjoint stationary subsets of 1..+, S· U Si' For
i< i(')

oE S'let i(o) be the unique i < i(*) such that OE Si' Let f, g be two-place

functions on 1..+ such that for i < 1..+ i = U (i,}): j < Ii Il and for j < Ii I

g (i,f (i,j» = j. Let Co = la E P<K(A+): a closed under f and g and x +1l

For w C 71.+ countable with sup w E S· let set [w] be the closure of

w ubi(supw)underf andg. Fori < i(*),oESilet
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. d.! P (+)71 = !a E < te A : sup a = 0> a n A= bi(o)

a is a closed under f and g

and for any bounded countable

w C a: if sup W E S· (and

set (w] tv». = bi(sup w») then cdte.A. (set (w]) E a

For a E r let h a
ordinal otp (a)

is a subset of a.

T U 1'"
i<i(')

be the unique order preserving function from a onto the

the order type of a). LetAa = UEa: ha(j)EAMiJ.soAa

24A. Observation: If c c d. c d both are in T then cdte.A.+(c) Ed

As in the previous proof (r.e .. see 23A).

Now let M be an algebra with universe"+ and countably many functions

including f.g and A C "+. and let Yep < te("). Y ¢mod 2>. We shall find

a E T, a n A E Y and a is a subalgebra of M such that A n a = Aa. This will

prove T ¢mod 2>1, (2)1 + T) :JJ and <> (T,2>te(A)).

We imitate Rubin and Shelah [RSh]: We define a game (j which lasts CJ
moves. In the nth move player I chooses an E P< te(") and then player II

chooses an ordinal an. which satisfies:

(I) (i) CI.n is a subalgebra of M

(ii ) CI.n n A E Y

(iii) CI.n n an-1 = CI.n-1 when n > a

(iv) there is no s« (sup CI.n) n S· -CI.n, 0= sup (CI.n no)

(II) (i) an > sup an ' an > "and when n > 0, an > an-1

The game is determined being closed. If player I has a winning strategy, a o
his first move, let b o = ao and simulate a play (an. an : n < CJ> in which

player I uses his winning strategy and u an E Si. Now a u CI.n is in T
n<w
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and is a subalgebra of M. What about Aa = Ana? For each ex < /C, B c ex we

define a game (j(ex,B), similar to g, but player 1 also choose in his nth move

an order preserving hn: an -> ex, U hm C hn and (v « E an)
m<n

(ex E A hn(ex) E B). If for some a.B player 1 has a winning strategy, we

have no problem. If not then (as the games are closed hence determined)

player 11 has a winning strategy Fa,B for (j (a,B) for each ex < IC, Be ex. Now

we define a strategy for player 11 in G:

F(ao, ... = U lFa,B (ao, ho, an' hi, .. hm )+ l : for l -5, n ,hI a

function from ac
into ex, a < IC,

Be al

Clearly this gives a legal move for player 11, and in the end we can

define ex = otp( van)' B = E A 11 U anL and define
m<w m n<w

hm : am -> ex by hm (7) = 0 tp (711 em) and get contradiction.

So it is enough to prove that player 1 wins g, or equivalently that player
11 has no winning strategy. So suppose F is a winning strategy. Now by

assumption (ii) of 24 w.l.o.g. I YI = A and (by 24 (iv)) la n IC. a EYlI -5, A.

Now let for ICW Mt; be an elementary submodel of H«2A+)+, E) to which

5·, ':D, M, F, Y belongs, li:i< Al c Mt;, -5, () E:Mt;+1o IIMt;11 = A. Let

f3t;= sup (Mt;11 A+) = Min (A+-1Mt;I), and let f3 = u f3t; So Mt; is increasing.
t;

Choose a c ( u Mt;) n A+, a 11 A C Y and a 11 lf3/Cm+( /Cl lf3/Cm+(
t;<; /Cw

E a n ICl, a is closed under f ,g , and there is no 0 E S· n f3-a,

0= sup (ano). (This demand "anAEY" restrict ourselves to a positive set

mod ':D fl, the rest to a member of ':D p (the last demand by (iii) of 24) so

there is such a.)

As anAEY, clearly for each aI1AEMt;, and as an !f3/Cm+( < ICl =
lf3/Cm+( < /C, and an/CEMt;, (by the restriction on Y) and f ,gEM, and

(Mt;: 1;< ICm+(sup IC n a) E M"m+1 (as for sup (IC n a) < a) clearly we get

a nM,,(rn+1)EM,,(m +1)' Now we can simulate a play of the game in which

player II uses his winning strategy F, whereas player 1 choose

= anM,,(n+l)' By what we say above F(ao,.··, an) E M,,(n+l) hence

F(ao, . , , < f3,,(n+l)' so actually player 1 wins the play, contradiction.
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25. Conclusion:

Suppose IC is regular> lola, I>. = 1>.< /C, and S· C f0 < 1>.+: cf 0 1oI 0l is sta

tionary, but for no 0 < 1>.+ of cofinality tc is S·no stationary in o. Then. there

is a (tc,A+)stationary coding T C T/C,>.! and even () (T, '])/C(A)) holds.

26. Remark:

1) When does such a S· exist? It follows from the existence of square on

fa< A+: cf 0 < 1Cj, which implies holds when IC < A (and even for many

IC = i\'s (see Magidor's work).

2) We can weaken the nonreflection as in 7 of [Shl].

27. Claim:

In 24 if we do not require () (T, '])1) then we can omit (i) and (iv).

We can deduce from the proof of 24 also:

28. Lemma:

1) <> (,2)<1oI
1(i\+))

when i\ = i\loI a

2) If,2) is normal fine filter on P<101
1(1).+),

,2)1 is the minimal normal fine

filteronP<1oI
1(i\+)suchthat,2)1

'])andi\= i\loIathen <> (,2)1)
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On normal ideals and Boolean Alglebras

In [Sh 1] 3.1 we prove: If B is a Boolean algebra of power 1(;+,1(; I(;<IC, and

B satisfies the .-;-chain condition then B fal is the union of I(; ultrafilters

( why not "B of power ;\++"? see [Sh 3] mainly 2.4, p.245). We here replace

"e-chain condition" by a weaker condition we intr-oduce here (I(;-SD, (see

Definition 1), which says that for almost all Bel:.? of power 1(;, B <0 B (for

the right interpretation of almost).

The other theorem (6) is that ,:!,o < 2'41" implies '2JGJ, (the club filter on (.)1)'

cannot be '41,2- dense. We then observe we cannot improve this to

[2'41,0 < ,:!,o 2\., not N2-saturated] as by Forman Magidor Shelah [FMS], a

universe V, VI=".2\." is N2-saturated understructibly under c.c.c. forcing" was

obtained and discuss the large cardinal needed. For proving Theorem 6 we

use normal filters connected with variants of the weak diamonds (see Devlin

Shelah [DS), Shelah [Sh 2)) and prove a more general such theorem. Com-

pare with a recent result of Woodin: from ADR + "1'J regular" he gets the con-

sistency of "2\., + X is NCdense" for some stationary X c (.)1. The conception

of this work is closely connected with Forman Magidor and Shelah [FMS], and

also Shelah and Woodin [SW], and [Sh 5]; it was done subsequently to most of

[FMS].

Notation: jJ(;\) = fA: A c ;\l. it is a Boolean algebra and we sometimes

say X instead of jJ(;\). 8 denotes a Boolean algebra; the filter E c 8 gen-

erated is <E>£= lx E 8: there are n < ca, Xl E E, ... 'Xn E E such that
n
n xe;s;xJ, it is proper if a q <E>£; an ultrafilter is a maximal proper
i=l

filter. Let 81 <082 means B1 is a subalgebra of 152 , and every maximal

antichain of 8 1 is a maximal anti chain of 82, or what is equivalent: for
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every x E 8z,x ¢ 0 there is y E 8 1,y ¢ 0 such that (V

Z E 8 1)[0 < Z Y -+ x n Z ¢ 0]. Let 8 1 <0· 8 2 means that 8 1 is subalgebra

of 8 2 and (x E 8 2 : (y E 8 1 : y n x =OJ is dense in 8d is dense below no

Z E81,z ¢O.

For a regular JI. >No let :14. be the filter (on fJ(JI.)) generated by the

closed unbounded subsets of JI.. For J an ideal of 8 let 8/ I be the quo

tient algebra, similarly we define 8/ ::b, ':b a (proper) filter on 8.

1 Definition: Let 8 be a Boolean algebra of cardinality IC+. 8 u 8a •

a<K+

8 a increasing continuous. each 8 a of cardinality 1(;. We say 8 is IC-SD if

fa : if cf a =cf I(; then 8a <08J belong to ':bK+. We say 8 is almost I(;-SD if

fa: cf a = cf IC and 8a <08J ¢ ¢ mod ':bK +. We say 8is almost tcWSD if for

some stationary 5 C (a cf a ::: cf I(;j. for every

i <j.(i E 5,j E 5 ==>8i <0· 8j ] . We say 8is ICWSD if we can choose an 5

above such that 5 U (a : cf a ¢ cf ICJ E :14..

lA Remark: 1) We can define naturally IC-SD. ICWSD for 8 of cardinality

> IC+. see the proof of Theorem 2 and Claim 3.

2) if I(; = IC<K, 8 satisfies the zohain condition. 8 has cardiality 1(;+ then

8 is I(;-SD.

2. Theorem

ultrafilters.

If 8 is IC-SD. IC = IC<K then 8  (O} is the union of IC,

Proof Let 8 = u 8a . 8 i increasing continuous. 8 i of cardinality
a<K+

As IC = 1(;<01', and as we can replace 8 by any extension satisfying the

same conditions. w.l.o.g. 8is closed under unions of < IC elements.

Let 5 = (i < IC+: i = 0, i is a successor ordinal or i is a limit ordinal with

cofinality I(;J.

By renaming the 8 i we can assume;
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(a) if i E S then B i <0 Band B i is « /C)-complete, i.e. if a < /C, a 7 E B i

for 7 < a, then U a 7 E Bi (where U a7 is taken in /1).
7.a 7<a

Let X = and w.l.o.g. B i E H(X). Now for each y E B,y -F 0 we

define by induction on n < cv, an elementary submodel N;{ of (H(X),E) such

that;

(I) yEN;{, ce; i < «;+) EN;{.

(ii) N;{ has cardinality < «; but N;{ n «; is an ordinal.

(iii) N;{ -e N;{+1 and N;{ E N;{+1 (remember N;{ E H(X»·

Now for every Z ,y E B,y -F 0, natural number n and ordinal a E S n N;{

we define

=u(a EBa.; a EN;{ and (Vb E Ba)[O < b a .... b n Z -F 0].

Let y E B,m < cv we define by induction on n,m n < cv a set p;),m of

terms T =T(t);

k:tr-: = (G:;( n T£,y); aESnN;{, k < (J and for e = 1, ... .k , T£ E
£=1

2A Fact: For T(t) E p;),m and Z E J«., T(Z) is define naturally and it

belongs to N.J(, and if T(t) =G:;-l( ... ) then T(Z) E Ba.

2B Fact; 1) For any y E 15, m n < cv, ZEN;{ n 15, Z -F 0 and T E p;).m
the element T(Z) is not zero.

2) ifm n, k < cv, T£(t) E p;).m and for Q. < k, «« E J«. n B. «« -F 0, and

n »e -F 0 then n TQ(Z£) -F O.
Q<1e Q<1e

Proof; Clearly 1) follows from 2). We prove 2) by induction on n.

When n =m. necessarily T£(t) t and there is no problem.
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When n > m, let TQ(t) = (n TQ,i(t),y) (where aQ E NIt-l n S) so
i<i(Q)

TQ,i(t) E p;;-l,m. Let zQ,i =TQ,i(ZQ), so zQ,i E N{J-l, (by Fact 2A) and by the

induction hypothesis on n, Z n zQ,i ¢ ° and clearly Z E NX-l n B.
i<i(Q)
Q<k

Clearly n TQ,i(zQ),y) for each (t. So it suffices to prove
i<i(Q)

that n G:;l (z ,y). W.l.o.g. ao > al> ... >a/C-l' and we define by induction on
Q</c

(t k , an element SQ of B n N{J -1 as follows:

(a) So =z,

(b)SQ+l E B ae n NIt-l is such that;

(Vb E Bae)[O < b SQ+l -) b n sQ ¢ 0]

We can find such sQ+l E B ae as B ae <0 IJ. and we can choose it in N{J-l as sQ,aQ

and (Ba : a < 1(;+) belong to N{J-1, and N{J-l is an elementary submodel of

(H(X),E).

j
We can prove that when i j < k , (Vb E Baj)[O < b Sj -) b n n. sQ ¢ OJ.

Q=1.

This is done by induction on j; when j = i this is trivial. When j > i, let

b E Bat' 0 < b Sj' by the choice of Sj' b n Sj-l ¢ 0, so 0 < b n Sj-l Sj-l

and clearly b n Sj-l E Baj_1" so by the induction hypothesis on j,
j-1 j

(b n Sj_1) n n sQ ¢ °but b Sj so b n n se ¢ O.
Q=l Q=i

Hence n sQ ¢ 0, and also (when 0 S; i < k) that (V
Q<k

b E Ba)[O< b Sj -) b n si ¢ 0], now for i =°si =z , hence by definition of

clearly Sj So 0 ¢ n n G:;1(z,y), so we have
Q<k e-o.

proved the induction step for n >m, hence Fact 2B:

2C Fact; If a E U NX, a E S, Y E B, y ¢ 0, 'J) an ultrafilter on Ba , and
n<61

r = fT(Y) : T E p;;,m for some m n < wI and r n B a c 'J)
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then:JJ U [I' n Ba +1l) generates a proper filter.

Proof: Immediate. because:

2D Fact: When m n < "". : T E p;:.ml c : y E P;j'0l.

Proof: This can be proved by induction on n: for n m > a choose

ao > ... > a m - 1 in S n N15 such that y EBa m_
1
and define Te E by induc-

tion on e m: TO =T l' Te+1 =G (Te.Y); the other cases are trivial.

Continuation of the proof of Theorem 2:

Let EY be any ultrafilter of B n ( U N{f) which includes (T(Y) : T E P;j.m
n<lil

for some m n < wj; by Fact 2B.2D it is proper. The rest of the proof is as in

[Sh 1J 3.1. By Engelking and Karlowicz [EKJ there are functions f t: I(; --> I(; (for

< /C+) such that for every distinct < Po < /C) and 7p < /C (P < Po) for

some e < 1(;./\ f t(e) = 7{f' Let g{f: ,,+ -. I(; be defined by: f t(P).
{f<{fo

Let Bt+1 be generated by Bt U B:P< "l (and w.l.o.g. Bo =fO.lI. and

w.l.o.g. <(yB.tp) : < 1(;+.(3 < ,,) belongs to every N15). Let <YJ :7 <7)
list all subsets of fyB:P < "l of cardinality < «. We define by induction on

< 1(;+ for each (3 < I(; an ultrafilter :JJB of B{f such that:

(A) :JJB is increasing continuous in

Clearly this can be done and each :JJp =:J)p' is a (proper) ultrafilter of B.
Now if Y E B. y ¥ 0 then for each E S n ( u MI.)

n<",

(Ey n : a < "n U (Ey n Bt ) generates Ey n Bt+1 ' [as Bt U : a < "I
generates Bt +1 • Bt E Nlf.. fyI : fJ < I(;l E Nlf.. and Ba E N1f. for every n such

that a E Nlf.J. so there is fJ < I(; such that for every E U Nlf.. g =7t. and
n<<a

by Fact 2C. Ey c:JJp.

3 Claim; 1) In Theorem 2 we can replace ,,+ by 21; (its proof is written so

that the changes are minimal. but the set fyJ : fJ < ICl should still have
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cardinality c.

2) In Theorem 2 (and Claim 3(1)) we really get that for every Y CB of

cardinality < /Cwhich generates a proper filter, for some fJ < tc, Y c :JJp (define

N;{,j'Jv;,m for any such Y, now Fact 2A, 2B have the same proof, and Fact 2C

should be modified by having I' = (T(Y) : y E Y, T E j'Jv;.m, m n < "'I.
4. Remark: We can go beyond 2"', see [Sh 4], Lemma 4.

5. Observation: Suppose A > No is regular, 2>" =A+, I an ideal on

A,B = AA)I 1. Suppose B = U Bi , Bi increasing continuous. Bi of power
i<>..+

A. Suppose further So= (f < A+ : cf f =A,Bt <0 Bl is stationary. Then some

forcing notion Q of power A+, forcing by it does not add new subsets of A, (so

all relevant properties of 1, are preserved), and in VQ, So U (f < A+ : cf f < Al

contains a closed unbounded set.

This help us to show the consistency of "A'A) I 1 is the union of A

ultrafilters" for a suitable ideal 1.

Proof: The well known Q =U : f and increasing continuous function

from some «+1 < 'A+ to A+, [fJ and cf (a.) =A =;> f («) E SoB.

* * *

6. Theorem: If 2Na< zNl then '2JG)1 is not IoICdense (which means the

Boolean algebra A"'l)1 '1:JG)1 is not Ncdense.)

This will follow from Conclusion 14.

7. Definition; A Boolean algebra B is 'A-dense if there is B C B, IB I A

which is dense i.e., (Yx E B)[x 0 (3y E B)(O < y x)].

Note in this connection the following two observations.

8. Observation: By [FMS] we can obtain a universe of set theory [start-

ing with a model of ZFC + '« is supercompact') in which '1:J(U1 is Nz-saturated

and this is preserved by forcing satisfying the loll-chain condition, so if we add

e.g. Cohen reals, still 'J)",I is Nz-saturate but zNo = < =zNl.
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We may be interested in using smaller large cardinals:

8A. Observation: 1) It is consistent with ZFC that ZHo < but 'J)GJ' is Hz

saturated if we assume the consistency of ZFC + "K; is a suitable hypermeasur

able as in [SW]."

2) If in V, 'J) is a normal filter on c.l l. and 'J) is Hzsaturated.

Q is the forcing of adding ACohen reals, then in VQ;

a) '2j = (A E: VQ : A C Wl and (::IB E: 'J) B c A J is Hzsaturated normal

filter [so 'J) = ('J)GJ) v :::::;:> 'J)' =(.2\,,) yfO'].

b) vQ =(A + Ho)Ho( the second term is computed in V).

c) (ZN,) yfO' = (A + Hl)H, ( the second term is computed in V.)

Proof: 1) By 2), starting with a universe of set theory in which .2\" is

Hzsaturated, from SheIah and Woodin [SW] .

Note that if in V, jGJ,+1(IC) > jGJ1(K;)+a. IC is supercompact, and P a forcing

notion of cardinality IC, such that in VP, K; == H2,'J)GJ' H2saturated; choose in (2)

A = jGJ'(IC), then in < ZH1
•

Z) Straightforward.

Suppose Q =U : f a finite function from A to (0,11Land g E Q,

q II-Q " <S : a: < c.l2> is a counterexample: Let for a: < c.l2' sg = fo < c.ll:
a

there is s', q g' E Q. q' 11" 0 E: S "J. and for () E sg choose q! E Q, q q!,
a

Clearly

sg "" </J mod 'J), hence for each a < w2 for some k a < W,

(0 E sg :Dom g! has cardinality k .. J "" </J mod 'J) hence for some k ,

W = fa < w2 : k a < k I has cardinality H2. Let m be a natural number such

that m (3):k2.

are distinct al"'" am E WAs 'J) is H2saturated there
m

S n "" </J mod 'J). For
e=l

every for some

suc that

distinct
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Q (1),£ (2) E: [L, ,m L q ;e(l) ,q ;e(2) , are compatible. Hence there are distinct

£(1),£(2) E: [L, ,m} such that 10 E: "'t : 0 E: S, and qClIl(1),q;e(2) are compati-

ble] ¢ mod::tJ. Now it is easy to show that for some s'. q C q' E: Q,

q' 11-10 E: S: q;e(l) u q;e(2) E: G I mod ,2)contradiction.

Remark: The inaccessible f needed in 8A(8) is I" : " strongly inaccessi-

ble with Pr2(ICH is stationary is not in the weak compactness ideal) ",2)c.Ji is

indestructible by Nt-c,c. forcing big hyperinaccessible like in"

9. Observation: If ,2) is a normal filter on a regular J-L >No,2'" =J-L+ then

the following are equivalent:

(a) ,2) is wdense.

(b) there are normal

[A ¢ mod ,2)==> A E: U .2\.].
i<p.

filters and

(c) for every C A, ¢ mod ,2) for i < J-L+, there is S C J-L+, IS I =J-L+,

such that for any distinct i(a) E S (a < A) the diagonal intersection of

AiCa)(a < A) (I.e. f7 < A : 7 E: n ) is ¢ mod ,2).
a<7

Proof: (a) ==> (b). Suppose i < J-LJ is a dense subset of (J(A)/ ::tJ.
Let (for i < J-L), .2\. + Ai = (X C A: X U E:;DJ, then the.2\. 's exem-

plify that (b) holds.

(b) ==> (c): Let .2\.(i < J-L) exemplify ( b), and let C J-L ' Ai ¢ mod,2) for

i < J-L+. For each i < J-L+ for some 7(i) < J-L+, E :h,Ci)' So for some 7

S fi: 7(i) 7J has power J-L+, Clearly 17(i) : i E SJ is as required.

(c) ==> (a): Assume (a) fails, Let fA C J-L : A oF ¢ mod,2)1 be listed as

lAa : a < J-L+l. As for { < J-L+ fAa: a < {I cannot exemplify ",2) is JL-dense" there

is < J-L+ such that for no p < {, Aa(t) CAp mod ,2). By (c) there is S C J-L+ of

cardinality J-L+ such that for any ai E: S (i < J-L+), f7 < A : 7 E: AHad for every

i < ¢ mod,2), Let for « JL+, BI; be the diagonal intersection of

fAaW : < (J. Note that BI; is not uniquely determined as a set (it depends on
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the enumeration of {) but mod :lJ (and even mOd:J:>,.,) it is uniquely deter

mined. Clearly {l < {2 ===> v«> B(2 mod :lJ. Now necessarily for some {( *) for

every {2 {( *) (but < JL+), BI; = BI;(*) mod :JJ. as otherwise there is an increas

ing sequence {(i) for i < JL+, such that BI;(i+l) oF BI;(i) mod:JJ. so

IBI;(i+l) - BI;(i) : i < JL+J show :lJ is not JL+saturated and clearly contradict ( c)

which we are assuming.

Now as B(*) oF- q, mod:JJ. for some 7( *) < JL+, BI;(*) =A 7 ( o) . Choose

fJ < JL+, fJ > 7( *), fJ >«). So by the choice of {( *) BP+1 =BI;(*) mod :lJ but

by the choice of B p+1 ' B P+1 C AWl) mod :lJ hence BI;(O) C AWl) mod :lJ but

BI;(O) =A 7 (o) so A 7( o) C A(p) mod:lJ. But remember the choice of as

fJ >7( *) it implies A7 (* ) fZ At(p) mod:lJ. Contradiction.

10. Definition: 1) For a regular uncountable hand JL < 2A let

(a) Dam (A,JL) = If : f a function with domain'" > a  IAI for some ordi

nal a < 11../ ('1) < JL, for '1 E ",;;" a  IAL where Ais the empty sequence.

(b) Dam +(A,JL) = If : f a function from "'>11.  IAJ to JLl·

(c) Let IA,p. be the set of A C A such that:

for some function F from Darn (lI.,JL) to to, L], for every h : A 1o, II there is

f EDam +(A,JL) such that for some C E:J:>,., (V0 E A n C) [h(o) =F(f to)].

2) For h,JL as above and function F from Darn (h,JL) to 10,11 let I(p. be

the set of A C A such that; for every B C A, there is f EDam (A,JL) such that

for some C E 2J,..

(VOEC)[OEB iff F(ftO)=l]

3) For h,JL, F as above let J(p. be the normal ideal on h which /(p. gen

erates.

Remark: This is close by related with the weak diamond, see Devlin and

Shelah [SDJ and Shelah [Sh , Ch. XIV, §1].

11. Lemma: 1) h,p. is a normal ideal on h (but it may be p(A)) and we

could have in the definition of Darn (A,JL) replace'" > a by a .
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2) If IC < A, 2'" = 2<A, /.L = /.L<A < 2A, /.L < A+A (i.e. /.L <Na H where A = Na ) (or

even a weaker restriction) then A et IA•JL.

3) If.JL C J(JL C h,w and h'JL = U V(JL : F a function from Dam (A,/.L) to

fa, in.
4) For every function F: Dom (A,/.L) --> fa, I], there is a function

F· : Dom (A,/.L) --> such that

F' _ F" _ F
JA.JL - I A.JL - JA,JL

5) For any function F : Dam (A,/.L) --> (0,1 J. for every C A - C E I(JL'

Proof: Part 1) is straightforward. For 2) see [Sh 2 , Ch. XIV §1]. Now (3),

(5) are trivial and for (4). note that in Definition 10(2) we demand (Y

o E C)[o E:: B ==;;> F(j to) =1] and not just (Y

s E C n A)[o E B ¢:;> F(j to) = 1].

12. Lemma: Suppose A is regular and uncountable, /.L < 2\ and A q h.w

Then for no F is J(JL /.L-dense,;>"+-saturated.

Proof : Suppose F is a counterexample and let fAt/ J(JL : i < be a

dense subset of fJ(;>,,)/ J(JL' We now define a function H from

Dam (A,P.) = uU : f a function from some r.»o - (AI into /.L where 0 < to

fO,lI·

Suppose 0 < A is limit, f : ("'>0 - (AD ... /.L, for II E r.»o let f II be the func-

tion from r.»o - to fO.lI defined by f 1/(71) = f We define H(j) by

cases:

Case I: For some a..P < O.F(j <O.a,fl» 1.

Then we let H(j). be F(j <l.a,fl» for the minimal such a.,p (lexicographi-

cally).

Case II: Not Case 1, but for some a. < 0, 0 E A<2.a>'

Then H(j) = f «3,0.» for the minimal such a..
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Case Ill: Not Case I nor II.

Then H(j ) = O.

If f : 6»0: - {AI p" ex not limit, let H(j) O.

Now we get contradiction by Fact 12A below (as J\. e h.,/L' IA,/L is normal and

Jr,/L c h,/L)'

12A Fact: J\. E Ir,w

Let B c J\. and we shall find f E: Dom +(J\.,p,) such that for some C E:::IJ,., (V

o E: C)[o E B iff H(j 0) = 1].

Letp C lAt ; i < be a maximal subset satisfying:

(a) for every a ¥ b E: P, a n b E: J(J.L (i.e. Pis J(,/L - disjoint.)

(b) for every a E: p, a C B mod J(J.L or a n B ¢ mod Jl{,/L'

As F is a counterexample, (J(J\.)I J(J.L is J\.+-saturated hence IPI J\., so let

P> lAt(a) ; a < a( #)1, a( #) J\.. We shall assume a( #) = J\. (the other case is

easier). Let B* be the diagonal union of the At(a) i.e. IfJ < J\. ; fJ E: U At(a)L so
a<p

clearly 0.0 - B* E J(w For each ex < A let a 1+a be At(a) - B if

Ai(a) C B mod J(/L and At(a) n B if At(a) n B =¢ mod J(J.L' So in any case

o.a E: J(/L' so there are sets o.a,p E I(J.L' (for fJ < J\.) such that

o.a =b' < A ; 7 E U o.a,l+pj. As o.a,p E: I(J.L there are functions f from
P<7

6»J\. - lAj to p" such that for some Ca,P E ::IJ,.:

(Vo E: Ca,p)[o E: o.a,p () B F(j J,P 0) = 1]

(VO E Ca,II)[o E o.a,p F(j g,p 0) = 1]

Now we can define f * : ("'>J\. - lAD p,

f * «O,ex,fJ> 17) = f g,p (17)

f*«l,a,fJ» = f J,p(17)
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fO«2,a» =1

fO«3,a» = 1 if 0 E At(a) C B mod h,lJ.

otherwise.

It is easy to check that 10 : Hi] of 0) = 1 ¢::;;> 0 E Bl belong to '24... As B was

any subset of I\. this shows I\. E but c t,...JL, I\. fl I>".JL' contradiction.

13. Conclusion: Suppose I\. is regular uncountable and I\. fl h...JL (see

11(1». Then '24.. is not JL-dense, I\.+-saturated.

Proof: As '24.. is I\.+-saturated, and h.JL a normal ideal on 1\., it is known

that for every appropriate F, for some Y(F) C I\. Y(F) oF t/J mod '24.. and Jf.,1J.

= IA c 1\.: (Y(F)-A) U (1\.-Y(F)) E '24..l and so Jf.p. is p,-dense I\.+-saturated

too contradicting 12.

14. Conclusion: If I\. = JC+,2A > 2"', JL = 1-£<>" < Minf2A,I\.+>"1 < 2>" then '24..
cannot be 1\.+-saturated, I-£-dense.

Proof: By 13 and 11(2) (so we could get a little more).
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A note on x-Ireenesa of abelian groups

Introduction: Lately Foreman proved that the assertion (·)n below

follows from some axioms (speaking on the Nn , seemingly of consistency

strength like the determinancy axioms), and (·h consistent if some large

cardinal axioms (R; there is a huge cardinal) are consistent.

(·)n every Nn free abelian group of power Nn is the union N1 free sub-

groups.

Let in this note a group mean an abelian group.

We consider mainly some variants (which his proofs easily gives); give

some sufficient conditions in ZFC, and find the consistency strength for

n =2 which is Mahlo, and prove the consistency of (·)n using super compact

cardinals.

1. Definition 1) P(A,IC) if G is A-free of power A,

G = uGi,IGil <A,Gi increasing continuous then fi:G/Gi not z-Iree] is not
i<A

stationary.

2) Let P+(A,IC) mean that every A-free group of power A is z-Ireely

represented ( see 2(4)).

2. Definition : 1) A group G is (jL,IC)-coverable if we can find Ha(a < jL),

free pure subgroups of G, such that: for every A c G of power < IC, for

some a, A c n;

2) We define "weakly (jL,IC)-coverable" similarly if omitting the "pur-

ity".

3) G is (p.,IC)-freely represented if it has a (P.,IC) free representation i.e.
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<Gi:i<i( #), c; increasing continuous, Go = fOj, Gi(O) = G, and GH 1/ c; is IC

free of power u: (x-free means: every subgroup of rank < IC is free, so IC

may be finite).

3. Lemma: If Gi is increasing continuous, Gi(") G, Go = (OJ, fL A then

G is (fL,IC)-coverable provided that:

(*) there are sequences<J4.t ; < fL) of pure subgroups of GH 1 such that

(b) if A c G, IA I < IC then for some set S C i( -). and such that;

(ex) A c 'E, Hi,( and
iE:S

(fJ) (Vi < j)([i E S 1\ j E S --> Hj,t n GH 1 c Hi.t + Gi] and

Proof: Define Ki.t by induction on i < i( #);
Ko,t = fa!. Ko,t = U Ki.t.

i<o

Ki+1,t is Ki,t + J4,t if J4,t n c; c Ki,t, and Ki,t otherwise.

Easily by (a) of (*) Ki(o),t is a pure subgroup of G. Now we should prove: for

every A C G, if IA 1< IC, then < fL)A c KA,t. Let be as in (b) of (*) (for

the set A). We prove by induction on i E: S that;

For i = 0, everything is trivial as Gi = [O]: when we arrive to i, if (i), fail,

choose j i minimal such that Hi •t n Gj <;t F; ,t, necessarily j is successor,

so Hq n (GjGj_1) q, so by (*) (b) (7) (j -1) E: S. By the minimality of i .

J4.t n Gj1 C F;-t,t and as by (fJ) of (b) Hi.t. n G(j-l)H c Hjl.t. + Gj l, by the

choice of F;,t =K(j1)1,t.' HqnGj c Kj.t., contradicting the choice of j. Now

we can prove (ii).
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So < JLj exemplify Gis (JL,K;)-coverable.

4. Lemma: If G is (JL,IC)-freely representable, K; > No, and P<a:(p.) has a

stationary subset S of power JLl (see below) then Gis (JL1,K;)-coverable.

Proof: We use Lemma 3.

Let<Gi:i $; i( #» be a (JL,/C)-free representation of G, and let 4 C Gi +1

be such that Gi + I = Gi + 4, (4 a pure subgroup of Gi + I ) and 141 :::: JL (but

maybe Gi n 4 # 10!). Let gi be a one-to-one mapping from JL onto 4,.

Let S Is < p. ILbe an enumeration of S in increasing order, and F4,t
be the subgroup of CHI (of 4 in fact) generate by IYi(x):x E St l .We can finish

as:

® (Hq:t; < JL) (i<i( #» satisfies (*)

(apply second sentence of 5(2». Remember:

5. Definition: 1) P<I£(A) [s is C A, Is1< K;l·

2) S c P<a:(A) is stationary, if for every < /C (finitary) functions from A

to A, some s E S is closed under all of them.

Note: if B:2A,..., < /C, Ii is an ni -place function from B to B for i < ..." and

from each ex E B,g a is a one-to-one map from A onto some B a C B, then for

some s E P<a:(B) closed under the Ii's, s n A E S and for every

exES,S nBa=!ga(X):X E(S nAn.

6. Fact: 1) If /C is regular, JL = /C+n then P<I£(JL) has a stationary subset

of power JL.

2) P<a:(/-L) has a stationary set of power JL<I£.

7. Lemma : If /C$; JL, P<a:(JL) has no stationary subset of power JL then

0' exist, there is an inner model with a measurable cardinal B, etc.

Proof: By [Sh 3] Ch. xm.

8. Lemma: Suppose II Gil:::: A,G has a (,u"K;)-free representation, K;::::
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2J4 A. Then G is (JL,iC)-coverable.

Proof Let be a (JL,IC)-representation of G,

4, C Gi+l, 14,1= JL, Gi+ l = Gi + 4, , 4, a pure subgroup of Gi +l· Let

< < jJ.) be a list of all pure subgroups of 4, of finite rank.

Let gi:jJ. JL (i < i( *) be functions such that for every distinct

i l , · · · ,im(m < w) and <JL for some a. <JL gie(a.) = for Q =l,m

(exists by Engelking and Karlowiz [EKl as w.Lo.g. li( *) I II G II 2J4. )

Now apply 3 to <<Hi,a:a. < jJ.):i < i( *) .

9. Lemma: Suppose II Gil =A 2J4, G has a (jJ.,IC)-free representation,

Ie < Then Gis (JL,IC)-coverable.

Proof: Like 8 but Gi +1 = 4, and we restrict ourselves to H = dis-

joint to Gi (more exactly, n Gi (OJ).

We prove by induction on i, that for A C Gi , IA I < IC, the (*) (b) of

Lemma (3) holds. For i = O,i limit no problem. For i +1: let

A = (ae: Q < IA IL w.Lo.g. ae belong to the pure closure of<Gi,ao, ... ,ae-l)

iff Q m. We first define by induction on Q <m, be E Gi + l , ce E Gi.

(i) {bo + Gi , · .. ,be + Gd is independent, and generates a pure sub-

group of Gi+l1 Gi (of course be+Gi is not torsion).

(ii) «e E <bo, ... ,be-l,be, ce) G (= the subgroup generated by then).

As m IA 1< k in the Q-stage, Gi+1/< Ci,ao, . . . ,ae-l) is (IC-Q)-free, so

there is a maximal integer ne dividing ae +<Ci,b o, ... ,be-l), and let be

be such that nebe-a·e E <Gib o, ... ,b e-l). So for some

ne,o, ... ,ne,e-l ; ae-nebe+ne,obo + ... + ne,e-l be-l E Ci. and call it ceo

Now we define for m e < IA I,c e such that

(iii) ae E <co' ... ,ce)
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Arriving to e., for some me ¥ 0 meae E <Gi,ao, ... ,ae-1)' hence

meaQ+Gi E <aO+Gi, ... ,ae-l+Gi) C<bO+Gi . . . . , bm-1+Gi) , but the latter

is pure so or some ne,o, ... ,ne,m-1' ae+Gi E <bO+Gi, ... ,bm-1+Gi ) , so for

some nQ,o ' ... , ne,m-1 the following equation holds

ae-ne,ob o-···-ne,m-1bm E Gi.

Now use then induction hypothesis on [c o,C 1, ... J.

10. Fact: If P(A,IC), A= j.,L+ then every A-free group of power A is (j.,L,IC)-

represented.

The following is a (strong) converse to 4,8,9 (so under suitable condition

(j.,L,IC)-eoverable == weakly (j.,L,IC)-coverable,)

11. Lemma : 1) Suppose A = j.,L+, IG I = A and G is (JL,IC)-eoverable then

G is (JL,IC)-freely represented.

2) Then IC > G weakly (j.,L,/C)-coverable is enough.

Proof: 1) Let IG I =A (i.e., the universe = the set of elements of G, is

A), G = U Ht;, each Ht; is a free pure subgroup of G, and (Y
t;</J.

A c G){jA j < (3:f)A c Ht;l

Let G U c., c; increasing continuous, "Gi II < A and let S = fi < A:

G/ Gi is not /C-freel. we assume S is stationary and will arrive at contradiction

thus finishing. For i E S, let Li be a pure subgroup of G of rank < /C, such

that +Gi/ not free. Let c L; be such that I < /C, and is the

pure closure of <Gi UAi) .

So for every i E S for some < c Ht;(i)' So for some

T = fi E S:f(i) = fl is stationary. Let N be an elementary submodel of an

appropriate expansion of G, with universal IGi I = i E T. We shall prove

that: (the pure closure of in G)/ Gi pure closure of in

Ht;/ Ht;nGi'

This suffices. So it suffices to show.
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n
(*) if a1,""Un E At, 0< k < c.>, b E Gi , b+ L;me ae is divisible by k

i=1

(in C), then we can find such b E n Ci divisible by k even in

Proof of (*): As N is an elementary submodel, bEN as b E Gi i we

can find ak E Ht n N =Ht n Gi such that b +L;meak is divisible by k (in C

and even in Cd. Now let b' = O-I;meae E Ht n Ci , and divisibility is in

using: Ht C C purely.

2) Just take care that At = L;, . 4" Gi +.4 and G n 4 will be pure sub

groups of G.

We now restrict ourselves for a while to A. = JL = t:

12. Lemma : The following are equivalent.

B) every group of power is

C) every group of power is

D) If S c fo:<5 < 0 = is stationary. A o C 0 (is countable for <5 E S

then there is a stationary T C and f: T -+ S erietoone such that

E T:AJmc u Af(d is stationary.

Proof: (A) (B) by 10, 4+6(1).

(B) (C) trivial

(C) (D). We prove

Let fAo:o E Sl be a counterexample to (D). Let Ao = fao.n:n < c.>l. Let C

be freely generated by x7j(7'/ E Y6n(n < c.>,o E S) except the relations

(letting 7'/6 =<a6,O,a6,1, ... »)

(p a fixed prime but you can make it a natural number 1 depending on

o,n) Easily G is not represented and by 1) we get a contradiction.
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(D) ===:> (A): See [Sh 2] for much more

13 Theorem: (D) is equi consistent with Mahlo..

Proof: See Harrington Shelah [H Sh].

14. Lemma: We can move the cardinals in 11, e.g. let J.L = J.L<K; , " > No

then the following are equivalent.

(B)' every J.L+-free group of power J.L+ is (J.L,IC)-coverable.

(C)' every J.L+-free group of power J.L+ is weakly (J.L,IC)-coverable.

(D)' for some regular x' 'iJ < IC+N 1, there are a stationary

S C 10 < J.L+:cf 0 ='iJj, and A6 C 0 of order type 11X,Sup A6 0,

A6 = U ACI,i.ACI,i < A6,j for i < j atop (A 6,a ) = X' such that for every i < J.L+ we
i<"

can find pairwise disjoint Eo c Ao' such that (3.<"i)(3.<Xj E Ao,i)j fL Eo (if

sc > N1 , (D)' can be replaced by "A o of order type (4) , lAcS-Eli < No"·

The consistency strength, for J.L regular is as in 13.

Proof: As in [Sh 2].

However.

15 Observation: Suppose AO A, (:3:n)A Atn A is regular, and

(A) for every X, A < X+ A, every group of power X+ is x-freely

represented (I.e P(X+,X).

(B) every Aa-free group of power Aa is (J.L,IC)-freely represented.

Then every A-free group of cardinality A is (J.L,IC)- freely represented.

Proof: By induction on A. For A = Aa this is (B) for A a successor cardi-

nal use (A).

Remark. We can phrase similar things for A C!: At,." but then for A

singular every A-free group of power A will by free be [Sh 1] so this is not an
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interesting case.

The consistency strength is much higher by Magidor [Ma].

Now by 14 and 15 and known set theory we can get positive results e.g.

(using M1 for simplicity).

16 Theorem: 1) Suppose 2 < n < c.J and P(l'lm+l,l'lm) holds when

1 m < m. Then every l'ln -free group of cardinality l'ln is (N1,N1)-freely

represented hence in (M1,M1)-coverable.

2) From the consistency of (n -1) supercompact cardinals we can get
n-l

the consistency of /\ P(l'lm+l.Mm} and G.C.H. [Mo < K;1 < ... <K;n are super-
m=l

compact, w.l.o.g. satisfying Laver's conclusion [L], and use Levi collapse to

make ICe to Me «(7. = 1,n) and use Baumgartner [B] argument.]

Note

17. Lemma: 1) Let U be an abelian group. and let

F = HA,B):<A U B) GI<B) Gis (p,.IC)-representedj.

Then (in the context of [Sh 1]. §1, or [Sh 2] §1 the following axioms holds)

with X there standing for p, here: II. III, N, VI, VII.

18. Lemma: 1) If G is (p"IC)-coverable then G is (p,.IC)-represented.

2) If IC > No weakly (P,.K;)-coverable suffice.

Proof: We can prove this by induction on IIG II. If IIG II p, this is

trivial. For IIG II > P, a singular cardinal use the compactness theorem of [Sh

1] (where Lemma 17 shows the assumption holds. For IIG II > P, a regular

cardinal repeats the proof of 11.

19 Conclusion: Suppose IC >Mo and P<c(p,) has a stationary subset of

cardinality p:

For any group G. G is (p"K;)-represented iff G is (p"K;)-coverable if G is

weakly (P,.K;)-coverable.
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Proof: The first implies the secod by Lemma 4, the second implies the

third trivially, the third implies the first by Lemma 18.
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On countable theories with models - homogeneous models only

L Theorem: Suppose every model of T of power A is model homo-

geneous and A> IT I and T is countable. Then A A{ T) (= the first cardi-

nality in which T is stable), T is superstable, unidimensional and every

model of T of power JJ, > A{T) is model homogeneous.

Proof: We known that (see [Sh 2J):

(*) if M l.M2 are models homogeneous model of T of power A and

fN/:::J:N-<Ml.IINII:::: ITII =

By [Sh 1], Ch. VIII. 4.2. if T is not superstable T has non-isomorphic

models of power Awhich contradict (*).

Suppose T is stable but not unidimensional. By Y 2.10 T has an FjTI+-

saturated model M of cardinality > (2).)+. with a maximal indiscer-nible set

t c M of power "r(T). Let e c t (so e EM), 11 and let N -c M be FjTlv

primary over UI and N1 -< N be F:r(T)-primary over Ul1' By [Sh 1] IV 4.18 N1

is isomorphic to N by an isomorphism I mapping 11 onto 1, and clearly M omit

Av(I, U I). N 1 omit Av(I1.UI1)' So clearly we cannot extend I to an elemen-

tary mapping I' from N into M (as then I'(e) realizes Av (1,UI)). So if

A> IINII we can finish (see below). Let N· be such that N· <M. liN· II :::: ITI
and:

(N',N1nN',/t(N' n N l ),! n N',e) -c (M,N1./ ,1, c)

and leN' (possible as III ICr(T) =lola:::: ITI). Again I t (N' n N 1) cannot be

extended to an elementary mapping I' from N' n N1 into M (as then I' (c)
realizes Av (1,ul)). So M is not IT I+-model homogeneous and IIM II A, so we

can find M+.N· -< M+ -< M , IIM+ II :::: A and M+ contradicts a hypothesis. So T

is unidimensional.
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The proof that A > A{ T) is similar (M will be F%,.( T)-prime over

till =lCr(T).so IIMII =A{T).lmaximalinM).

If T has the otop, we get contr-adiot.ion as in the case of unsuperstable T.

T cannot have the dop as it is unidimensional.

Now note:

2. Lemma: If T is superstable unidimensional (or even just with no

M.qJ,a such that No s IqJ(M,a) I < IIMil) and with the «OO.A>)-existence pro-
t

perty, then (see [Sh 1] Ch. Xl §2), ( F .c.) satisfies Ax. A4-6. B1-6. C1+ • C2.
No

Proof: Suppose M is not model homogeneous. IIMil> A( T) and we shall

get a contradiction thus finishing. Clearly M is not saturated. hence by [Sh 1]

IX 1.8 T is not No stable, [condition (3) fail hence (6) with A.JL there standing

for A, IT I here, now M is easily not JL+-model homogeneous.] So A(T) =2No. As

M is not model homogeneous there are JL < 11MII, Mo -c M1 -< M. MO -c M f an

isomorphism from Mo onto MO which cannot be extended to an elementary

embedding of M1 into M and IIMtil S JL. By [Sh 1] 2.6(2). and Lemma 2. Mohas
t

an ( F . C)-decomposition (N.,,:11 E {<>,<i>:i < aol}.N." countable, and it
No

t
can be extended to an ( F ,c)-decomposition (N7J;11 E{<>,<i>:i < ad) of M1No

t
. llN1l1l =No· Clearly (N;:11 E «>,<i>:i <aol) isan( F ,C)-decomposition

No
t

of MO when N; = f (N;) and it can be extended to an ( F ,c)-decomposition
No

of M : (N;:11 E (<>.<i>,:i < fJ) l. liN; II =No·

We can define by induction on a.ao S a < a1 a model

Mo,a:MO,O = Mo , MO,a+l is prime over MO,a U N<a> (it exists as T has the

«00.2)-existence property), and for limit MO,a = U MO,a' We then can
ao=sa<6

try to define by induction on a,ao Sa < ai' an elementary embedding f a of

MO,a into M, f a extending f and f II when 0.0 S (3 < a. If f aI' is defined this
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contradicts the choice of Mo,M1,M°,j . So for some a , f a is defined but f 0.+1 is

not, and (by renaming) W.l.o.g. a ao, a 1 = ao + 1. By the «00,2)-existence

property there is no N1 realizing f (tp. (N<o.o>,N<»), which is independent

over (M°,j (N<»).

Choose N-<M,IINII = IT!, IN<>I U IN:> I U IN<o.o> I c u, f maps

N n Mo onto N nM1, tp.(N,Mo) does not fork over N n Mo, tp.(N,MO) does

not fork over MO n N,N n Mo -e Mo. As 11M II > + JL w.l.o.g. tp (N:oH,N:» is

constant for i < JL+ and IN:o+i:i < JL+j is independent over

(M 1 U MO UN, N:».

If 71. JL+ let MA be prime over N U U N:o+i (exists by the «00,2)-
i<A

existence property). So w.l.o.g. M), « M, and we shall show that MA is not

IT I+-model homogeneous, thus getting a contradiction hence every model of

T of power > A(T) is model homogeneous thus finishing the proof . The non

ITI+-model homogeneity of MA is exemplified by Mo n N,M1 n N,and

f r (MonN). For this it suffices to prove that f (tp.(N<o.o>,MonN)) is not real-

ized in MA, so suppose N+ realizes it, N+ -c MA. So N+ -e M. Easily

tp ; (N+,M 1UMoUN) does not fork over N, (as MA is atomic over N U U N:o+i )
i<A

and we have chosen N such that tp; (N,MO) does not fork over MO n N so by III

0.1, tp.(N+ U N,MO) does not fork over MO n N, so tp.(N+,MO) does not fork

over MO n N. So N+ realizes over MO the stationarization of

f (tp.(N<o.o>,N n Mo)) so we can show that it realizes f (tp.(N<o.o>,Mo)), con-

tradiction.

If A JL+ we can "lengthen" IN:o+1:i < JL+j and the proof is similar.
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On decomposable sentences for finite models

Saharan Shelah

A Definition: Suppose 1/1 1/I(P,Q) (i.e. 1/1 is first order depending on

the predicates P =<Fe:C!- <n>, Q <Qe:C!- <n>, If the truth value of

(A,P,Q) F 1/I(P,Q) depend on the isomorphism types of (A,P) and (A,Q) only,

we call1/l(P,Q) decomposable.

If this holds for all finite models we call1/l(P,Q) finitely decomposable.

Let K. =1(A, Q); 3.P such that (A Q) F "I

B. Claim: If ,,(P,Q) is decomposable then there are "e(P), "e(Q) such

that we can compute the truth value of (A,P,Q) F" from the truth

values of (A,P) F 1/Ie(P) and (A,Q) F "eUl).

Proof: Use saturated models.

C. Conclusion: If

"m (Q)(m < mo) such that

models of"m (Q) where m

cardinals) .

,,(P,Q) is decomposable then there are

eachK$ IMEK.jt:IIMII=Al is the class of

depends on A (and is the same for all infinite

1. Example: We deal with models with universe n = to.i. ... ,n-1j,
(n < w arbitrary).

We shall find sentences ,,(P,Q),rp(P) (not depending on n) such that

1) the truth value of (n Q) F 1/I(P. Q) depend on the isomorphism

type of (n,P) and (n,Q) only

2) 1/I(P.Q) rp(P)
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3) in each finite power qJ(P) has a unique model.

4) For n < cv (quite

K.,. =Hn,Q) : (JP)[(n.P,Q) 1= '¢t(P.Q)]l

large). the set

is not definable (among models of the right signature and power n) by any

first order sentence of size = 20°..Jn (and even such quantifier depth.)

Remark: We do not try to improve the bounds appearing here, clearly

n(l/2+£) suffices (for any positive 1:).

2. Construction: Let qJ(P) just say that (n,P) is a model (n,+,x,O,l,<)

satisfying the reasonable rules of arithmetic (addition , product) (but not

necessarily the standard ones). Let '¢t = 1fo(Q) be such that

(A,QO,Ql,QZ,Q3,Fl,Fz,+',x',O',t') 1= '¢to iff Qo,Ql,Qz are monadic relations

which form a partition of A, Q3 a monadic relation, Q3 C Ql' also qJQZ(+',x' . . . )

hold, are one place function from Q l onto Q3' (so Fe(x) is undefined for

x fL Q1) , and:

(Vx EQ3)[x=F1(x) = Fz(x)]
(Vx,y E A Fz(X) Fz(y»]
(Vx.y E Q3) (3Z E Ql)[ Fl(z) =XA Fz(z) y]

Let K.,. fM: 11M II =n, M I=Wo, IQffl 100 < IQll and IQol is even] (we can

replace "even" by anything reasonable.

Before we shall define a '¢t, such that Kn = K1 we have to deal with

3. Question: If (n,P) 1= qJ(P), Q eM, can we define (by a short formula)

IQI in (n Q), i.e. we want as formula 1'J(x ,P, Q) such that:

(n,]5) I=qJ(P), o c:« ===;'(n,P"Q) 1= (Vx) [l fy :y <xli IQI

The following approximation (and more) for this appeared in Deneberg

Gurevich and Shelah [2], and is included for completeness.

4. Fact: There is a formula 1'J(x ,P,Q) such that for every nand P, if

(n,P) 1= qJ(]5) and Q en then (n,P,Q) 1= (3X)'I7(X,P,Q) and 1=1'J(x,P,Q) implies

IQ I Ify:y < x II IQ IZlln n IZ + 10
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Proof: Let 1.9o(x ,15,Q) says that x is the first prime number such that

for every y oF- Z E: Q: y ¥ Z mod x (all arithmetic statements are inter

preted by 15).

Let (n ,15) be for notational simplicity the usual arithmetic. So clearly

there is at most one such x and IQ I x. Suppose that T < n and for every

prime IQ I p IQ I p T, there is a pair y oF- Z E: Q so that p divides y -z.

Then A = TI (z -y) is divisi ble by B = TIlp:p prime, IQ I p < n. Hence
y,ZEQ
z>y

B A; but A n IQ1
2
, whereas B IQ 17T, where rr is the number of primes in (

IQ J,T), So e IQ1
21nn= n l QI2 IQ ITlln T-IQ!/ln(Q) = (e TlnlQI/ln T)e- 1Q1, hence

IQ12] n n + IQ I T In IQ1/ In T

Hence if e.g. T = 1Q 12 (ln n)2 ,n 10 we get contradiction.

5. Fact: In 4) we can also define a one to one function from Q into

(y:y < x L and then we can do the same analysis on the image, replacing n by

(y:y <x l) (or even if you want, T = I Q 1
2(ln n )2); so we get a new bound

So if e.g. IQ I 3vln n , we can find a one to one map from Q onto an ini

tial segment: as by the previous analysis w.l.o.g. Q c 2v'IIl"7t, the funcion

q: Q 4 n, q(x) = I(y E: Q: y < x II is represnted in (n,15).

6. Fact: There is a formula 1.9(x,y,15,Q) such that if (n,15,Q) 1= cp(15,Q),

cp(15) 1\1{Io(15,Q), then 1'J(x,y,15,Q) defines an isomorphism from (Q2,+',x',"')

onto an initial segment of (n,15).

Proof: By (5) we can do this for large enough initial segment, of power

k: = ....lIn n ; then we know that in a model of finite arithmetic, 2k is definable

as well as the representation of every e 2k by a subset of k (using binary

representation). Doing it twice we finish.

7. The sentence 1{1: So we have to describe the sentence 1{1 such that

Kn =K!t for every finite n. It will be the conjunction of cp(15) , 'I/Io(Q) and

another sentence which we describe what it says, rather than write it down.
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So let M = (A,F,Q) 1= 1fio(Q) 1\ q; (F), IA 1= n. For simplicity we ignore the

case some Q£ is empty. W.l.o.g. (A ,F) is the standard model. All considera

tions are uniform in the sense they do not depend on n.

By (6) we can define the number IQ21 hence the numbers

IQol + IQ11=n-I Q21· By (4) we can define an x such that:

IQol s; x S; IQOl
2 (In n)2

We can also define the number In n. We recall that IQ1 1 is a perfect square

(by the functions Fo,F1). So there is a number y <n,y2= IQ11. Can we

define y in M?

It satisfies:

We have already defined all numbers appearing here (by suitable formulas)

except y. So it sufices to show that (*) has a unique solution when M E Kn (as

then we can define it and write our demand on IQoI which is n -I Q2 1-y2) ; if

however there are two solutions, then M rt Kn).

Now if M E K,., I Qo 1100 < 1Q1 1 and y 1 #c Y2 are solutions, we get a contrad

iction or y s; (In n) 10, but then we can define IQoI directly.

8. Non definability of K,.:

It is well known that two models of the theory of equality of power > n

satisfies the same first order sentence of quantifiers depth n. So by the Fefer

man Vaught theorem (see [CK]), if M t Q2 =Nt Q2' M t Q 1 =N t Q 1 and

I I = IQC¥ I + 1, (and M,N are finite) then M,N, satisfy the same first order

sentences of quantifier depth < I I, but ME U K,. N e U «;
n<", n,'"

So we finish.
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Remarks on Squares.

The combinatorial principle square (and some variants) was introduced

by Jensen [J}. We have been interested in deriving weak forms of it from

ZFC, plus possibly restrictions on cardinal arithmetic, see [Sh L], [Sh 2},

Magidor and Shelah [MS} and Abraham, Shelah and Solovay [ASS}. The mod

est remarks appearing here were first intented to appear in [ASS}. I thank

Shai BenDavid for deleting inaccurances here.

Convention: A will be a fixed regular uncountable cardinal, 0 vary on

limit ordinals.

1. Definition: 1) We call C =<Cli : 0 E: S) a square (or Ssquare) if:

(i) SeA is a stationary set.

(It) for°E: S, Cli is a closed unbounded subset of o.

(iii) if 7 is a limit point of CIi, where (0 E: S) then 7 E Sand

C7 = 7·

2) We say there is a diamond on C for Xwhere C =<CIi: °E S)
is a square, if there are Ali C °for 0 E S such that for every A C A:

!o E S: Cli has order type X and for every limit point 7 of Cli U !oL
A n 7 = A7 J·

It may be interesting to note that we can find square sequences on some

S from cardinality hypothesis only.

2. Lemma : 1) Suppose 71.= J.t+, J.t<x u, Then we can find St({ < J.t)

such that:
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a) U SI; =10 < A: cf 0 <
I;<p.

b) for each < IJ-, there is an St-square sequence (Ci : i ESt) (so

c; CSt for each i, atp (Ci ) < X).

2) Suppose A = IJ-+, IJ- singular, (V1'J < 1J-)[1'J<x < IJ-].

Then we can find SI; < IJ-) such that:

a) U St = fo < A : cf 0 < X, cf 0 cf - S* (A). (S* (A)-the bad set,
I;<p.

see [Sh 1]) and called it S+.

b) for each < IJ- there is a weak ( < x)-square sequence ( e;,t; ; i ESt)

c) if 0 ESt, cf 0 < cf IJ- then cl n S+ CSt;.

d) if 0 E S+, cf 0 > cf IJ- then there are < 1J-(7 < cf p,), such that

C%7 = cia, and do n sr C U St7.
7

Proof : 1) By Engelking and Karlowicz [EK] there are functions

fi : IJ- IJ- for i < 2J.L such that for any distinct i 7 < 2J.L(7 < 7* < X) and < IJ-,

for some {< p" (for 7 < 7*)· For each 0 < IJ-+ let (BI ; < p,) be

a list of all subsets of 0 of power < X (possible as IJ- = p,<X). Now define a

function g I; : p,+ p" by g I;(i) :::: f i (l;).

Now for each l; < IJ- we define S(

(*) SI; is the set of limit ordinals 0 < IJ- of cofinality < X such that

Bgde(d) is a closed unbounded subset of 0, moreover for each accumulation

point 7 of B;e(d) , Ble(d) = Bgde(d) n 7·

Clealy for every 7,0 as in (*) "IE SI;' So condition b) is satisfied:

(Bl(d) : 0 E SI;) exemplify it.

Why condition a) holds? If 6 < A, cf 0 < X, let Cd be a closed unbounded

subset of it of cardinality < x· Let for 7 E Cd U f61. < IJ- be such that

BI., = Cd n 7 (possible by the choice of (BI : < IJ-»). So by the choice of
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the functions I«. there is {" < J.l, such that for every -, E C6 U (ojJ 7({") =
hence gt;(-')= So easily 0 ESt;.

2) Left to the reader (just see what proof of the theorem from [EK

gives).

2. Conclusion: If for simplicity G.C.H., X regular, J.l, >X',A > J.l,+ then

there is a x-square S with diamond on it. (see [ASS])

3. Question: Let A = u", J.l, regular, 0 6=JLI' and assume G.C.H.

Is there a J.l,-square with diamond on it.

4. Lemma: Let A be regular uncountable cardinal, R a set of regular

cardinals < A, such that IR I < A, and (V /C E R) /C+ < A. Then we can find

S ,,(/C E R) such that:

a) S" is a stationary subsets of A.

b) for every 0 E: S", cf 0 == /C.

c) if 0 E S"I' /C1 ¢ "2 then S"2 no is not stationary in o.

Remark: In (d) only the case "2 < "1 is relevant.

Proof: For every " choose pairwise disjoint stationary subsets

(S(",i) : i < Aj of (0 < A: cf 0 == "I. such that «.i. < Min S(/C,i) (exists by

Solovay [So]). Suppose the lemma fails Now we define by induction on < A,

"tE Sand (S£ : " < "t' " E R>, and -,£ such that

(i) S£ C S(",-,£) for /C E "t n R) (i.e. " < "t' " E R

(ti) -,£ ¢ -,I for {" < (when both are defined).

(iii) if 'ij < U < "t' /C E R, U E R,o E sS then n 0 is not stationary in

o.

(iv) the

S£(/C ERn /Ct)

club ct of A.

set Tt = (0 : 0 EU(S("t,i) : i e (-,I
f
; <' <HL and no

is stationary in oj is not stationary and so disjoint to some
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There is no problem is the definition: for each we define rl. si by

indunction on /C E: R. If it impossible to choose si then the set defined in (Iv)

for /C cannot be stationary (as then the lemma's conclusion holds - remember

/C,i < Min S(IC,i) and by Fodour Lemma for some 7, S(IC,7) nTis stationary

and we could have choose si
f
= S(ICt;,7) nT, 71 =7, but we have assumed

this is impossible.

Now as IRI < A for some lCa' A = f{ < A: 1Ct: = lCaJ has power A, and choose

B c A , IB I = IC: so IB I < A. Let B =1{" : e < IC+J and so f = u < A. Hence
e

there is 7 <A such that 7 <t f7t : (' < flo and there is 0 E S(ICa,,7) n n ct-.
.r:<ICd

Working carefully with the choice of ct- we see that for each l: < IC; ,

o n ( u S!-) is stationay in o. So an ordinal of cofinality 1Ca. has IC: pairwise
c<c"

disjoint stationary subsets, contradiction.
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